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PREFACE TO THE FIFTH EDITION.

EGYPT IN 1894.

“ England in Egypt ” was first 23ubli3hed in December,

1892, and has run through four editions in its original

form. In the piesent (fifth) edition nothing has been

altered, except the tyj)e anu the size of the pages. The

whole work has been reprinted without Oiajssion or

modification of any kind. But the important politica'^

events which have occurred in Egypt during the last

fifteen months seem to call for some supplementary

observations. ..

I venture to hope that these events have been

rendered more intelligible to some ^i^rtion of the

British public by the outline of the Egyptian problem

contained in the present work. The main object of ijiy

book was to give the English reader, who might not

happen to be acquainted with Egypt at first hand, a

clue to the complexities of the unique iiolitical situation

existing in that country, to enable him to understand,

not only the work which Groat Britain is doing on the

banks of the Nile, but also the strange conditions under

which it has to be accomplished. And this clue to the

Egyptian labyrinth—this Guide-Book to Political Egypt
—^may stiU be of service in the years to come. Great

and unexpected as have been the events which have'
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taken place since this book first appeared, they have

not altered the fundamental conditions of the problem,

as expounded in the following pages. Indeed, I am
presumptuous enough to think that what has happened

is calculated to illustrate and confirm the general cor-

rectness of the picture which I drew two years ago, and

which I now again submit to the world, without any

fear that its accm-acy ^viIl be impugned by the events

of the future any more than it has been by those of the

immediate past.

But while there is nothing to I'etract, there arc, no
doubt, some things to add, in order to bring tliO book
up to date. As far as the iVirttuXial condition of Egj^pt

is concerned^ jnost recent history is one of continued

even accelerated progress. Two inoi-e annual

balance-sheets have to be added to those enumerated

ill Chapter VIII., and they show the following results—

>l%p2i)ilitojc, Surplu*.

1802 £E10,363,000 £B9,595,000 £B768,000

1893 £E10.321,000 £E9,601,000 £B720,000

The various Reserve Fumls hai'e now reached a

total of £E3,.5o4,000. And these surpluses, and this

accumulation of resources against a rainy day, have

been brought about in spite of fresh and important

reductions of the Land Tax, ' of a further diminution of

railway rates, and of other minor concessions to the

taxpayer. At the same time the amount of the State

Debt has been reduced by more than a million, and a

sum exceeding £30,000 has been knocked off the annual

interest by the conversion of the Domains Loan from a

* During the last five years the Land Tax has been reduced by

£E127,000 a year, or more than eight per cent.
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live per cent, to a four and a quarter per cent, security.

The Domains Loan is of compamtively small amount, but

another conversion of far greater moment, that of the

Unified Debt, amounting to £56,000,000, is now in con-

templation, and there is little doubt that, if the Bourses

of Europe can be induced to allow it, the interest of this

huge stock might easily be reduced from four per cent,

to three and a half per cent. But whether this change is

effected or not, the reduction in the interest of the Debt

is already considerable, while the reduction of the burden

of the Debt, relatively to the resources of the country,

is enormous. In 1880, no less than sixty-six per cent, of

the revenue of Egypt was absoi’bed by the charge for

Debt and Tribute. In 1893, Debt and Tribute took

less than forty-five per cent, of the revenue. That fact

alone ought to dispose for ever of the clap-trap we still

occasionally hear about our administration being solely

in the interest of the bondholders Under British

administration, the amount of Egypt’s income, which is

available for Egypt’s own purposes, lias risen from one-

third to more than one-half. And tliis process is still

going on. Year by year an increasing proportion of

the revenue is spent for the benefit of the country. Yet

the bondholders have not suffered On the contrary,

the value of tlieir investments lias been doubled. It is

one of the most I'cmarkable financial phenomena of

recent times, that the four per cent. Unified Debt—the

largest and, in point of seemdty, the lowest of the

Egyptian loans—should to-day be quoted at 103^

!

When we first occupied the country, it was but little

over 50. There was a time, not so long before that

event, when it was quoted at 2*i !
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With regal'd to Finance, then, the revival described

in Chapter VIII. ha.s been well maintained ;
the antici-

pations there expressed have been more than realized.

And the best of it is, that this steady upward movement

is due to no temporary or accidental causes. Financial

expedients have nothing to do with it. What has

brought Egypt from ruin to solvency, from solvency to

financial ease, is the cumulative efibet of a number of

yeai's of sober, orderly, and ei|uitable administration.

Accounts properly kept, taxes fairly collected, waste of

all sorts sternly repressed, relief given where it was

most sorely needed, the public works, on which the life

of the country depends, properly eared for—these arc

the simple secrets of Egypt’s present pro-sperity.

Chief of all these factors in the development of

public welfare is the zealous and ingenious attention

devoted to public works, or, in other words, to irriga-

tion. No one, who may do me the honour to read

( 'hapter IX , will desire that I .should explain further

why this matter is one of .supreme moment, yuflice it

to say that, since that cliapter was written, additional

progress has been made, both in protecting the land

from the alternate danger's of drought and flood, and in

extending the system of drainage. The work of Sir

Colin Scott Monci'iofF and Colonel Ross has been

steadily carried on by Mr. Garstin and his lieutenants.

Above all, the scheme for the creation of a gigantic

Reservoir, intended to retain the sui'plus water of the

winter months for use in the months of drought, has

made rapid strides towards realization. The report of

the Public Works Department on the various possible

sites for the Reservoir, their comparative advantages and
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disadvantages, the probable cost of each of them, and

the increase of cultivable land, of produce and of

I'evenue to be hoped for from each, has recently been

published. It is a splendid piece of work. Only the

stupendous industiy of Mr. Willcocks, who has been

exclusively engaged upon this subject for several years,

could have rendered possible the completion, within a

comparatively short peidod, of so exhaustive a summary

of all the aspects of this difficult problem. Mr. Will-

cocks’s report is accompanied by a very full and judicious

memorandum from the pen of Mr. Garstin, and by a

number of valuable appendices. Moreover, the whole

book is illustrated by a series of elaborate plans of the

different proposed sites, and of the hydrographical

features of the Nile valley from Wadi Haifa to the sea.

With these materials before them, the International

Commission appointed by the Egyptian Government to

coiiisider the vexed question, where the Eeservoir should

be placed, must have found their task greatly lightened.

The report of the Commissioners, Sir Benjamin Baker,

AI. Boule, and M. Torricelli, has now been presented, and

its contents will probably be made known to the public

before those pages arc in print. It would, therefore, be

idle to attempt to anticipate its conclusions.

But even if this report puts an end to discussion

about the site of the Reservoir, there still remains the

question, how money can be raised for its construction.

Were Egypt financially free, the answer would present

no difficulty. But in view of the complicated inter-

national fetters, which restrict the action of the

Egyptian Government in the application of its surplus

revenue, he would be a bold man who should predict
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that obstacles will not be raised which may retard the

execution of the scheme for some considerable time.

Enough has been said in Chapter IV. about the diffi-

culty of carrying out any reform in Egypt which

requires the consent of the Powers. The drainage of

Cairo, agreed to in principle more than two years ago,

is still delayed owing to their slowness to sanction the

necessary Decrce.s. For the s.amo reason the chief pro-

vincial towns, except Alexandria, are still without

municipal government. It can hardly be hoped that

the far greater question of the Reservoir, which, with

its subsidiary' works, may require some four or five

millions, will be settled without infinite haggling. In

the long run, no doubt, the matter is certain to be

arranged. But meanwhile, unle.ss England is prepared

to cut the Gordian knot, precious years will be wasted.

The spectacle of Egypt, with her Treasury full of

money, yet not allowed to u.se that money for an object

which, oir a moderate calculation, should add twenty

per cent, to the wealth of the country, is as disti’essing

as it is ludicrous. Every year that passes illustrates

more forcibly the injustice of maintaining, in these days

of ensured solvency, the restrictions imposed upon the

financial freedom of tlie Egyptian Government at a time

of bankruptcy—restrictions justifiable then, but wholly

unjustifiable now. No one would object to the con-

tinuance of the aiTangement, by which certain revenues

arc paid in the first instance to the Caisse de la Dctte.

But as long as these revenues suffice to cover the interest

on the Debt and to provide any Sinking Fund which the

Powers may deem adequate, the balance ought simply

to be handed over to the Egyptian Government to deal
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with as it pleases, and the antiquated distinction of

“ Authorized ” and “ Unauthorized ” Expenditure * should

be swept away. No reform is more necessary than this,

if the counti-y is to derive the greatest possible benefit

from the improved condition of its finances, which has

been attained by such severe privations.

Besides Finance and Public Works, the only branches

of the administration which call for special mention

here are the departments of Justice, Education, and

Public HealtL And in all of these some further

advance may be noted since 1892, though that advance

is more marked in the first-mentioned department than

in the others. Educational progress has no doubt been

retarded by the revival of fanatical prejudice conse-

quent upon the recent political troubles
;
and both Educa-

tion and Sanitation suffer sorely from a lack of funds, for

which the antiquated financial sy.stem already referred

to is largely responsible. But in respect of the adminis-

tration of Justice, the reforms introduced by Mr. (now

Sir John) Scott have already homo good fruit. The

increase of Single Judge Circuit Courts for purposes of

summary jurisdiction, by which twenty-five thousand

small actions were disposed of last year, has justified the

expectations of its author. The number of appeals from

the Courts of Summary Justice is small, and the result

of these appeals seems to indicate that the single judges

are, as a rule, fully able to cope with the class of cases

submitted to them. Thus the peasantry are benefited

by having their small disputes cheaply and quickly

settled, while the higher Courts are relieved from a mass

of unimportant work, and enabled to devote their un-

Sce pp. 230-236.
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divided energies to eases of greater moment. Meanwhile,

the composition of these higher Courts is being improved,

and the School of Law in Cairo, on which the country

must mainly rely for a supply of competent native

judges in the future, is steadily growing in efficiency and

popularity. There is nothing more essential to the pre-

servation of the whole fabric of administrative reforms

than the existence of a body of educated and independent

native judges. It is upon the attainment of this object

that yir John Scott, who takes for his motto, tant valent

lesjuges, tant valent les loin, has wisely concentrated his

energies

Thus the good wor'k of our countrymen in Egypt,

directed, in the words of Lord Granville’s despatch of

•January, 1883,* to the establishment of “ an order of

things possessing the elements of stability and progi’ess,”

has gone on uninterrupted since tliis 1 lOok was Avritten

Uninterrupted, but not unretarded On the contrary,

that work lias never before met with more pei’sistent

obstmetion from those who liave most to gain by its

success. At no previous period Imvo the relations

betrveen the British and the native elements in the

Egyptian Administration been more strained than

during the whole of the year 1893, and the first month

or trvo of 1894. In this respect we have temporarily

gone back to the “ years of gloom
;

” and it is only the

gi’eat advance of Egypt in material prosperity, and the

improved position of Great Britain in international

politics, which have enabled the Foreign Office and

Lord Cromer to grapple successfully with the difficulties

of the situation. Had Egypt in 1893 been like Egypt

See p 32.
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in 1883, a counfay practically insolvent, with its admini-
stration in hopeless disorder, and had England’s
authority in Egypt still been an object of jealousy and
suspicion to almost all the Powers, instead of having
conciliated the opinion of impartial mankind by its

success, the recent crisis would certainly have ended in

local disorder, and might have ended in European war.

It is no disparagement to the dexterity and spirit with
which England’s Egyptian policy has been conducted

during the past eighteen months to say that, but for

the work of the preceding ten years, that policy, how-
ever able, could not possibly have met with the measure
of success which it has actually achieved.

For the latest ditRculty which has confronted us, in

dealing with this intricate problem, is certainly the

most formidable that we have yet had to encounter. I

refer to the undisguised hostility of the young Khedive.

At the time when " England in Egypt ” was written,

Abbas Pasha had not yet shown his hand, although

during the latter months of 1892 there were many
indications of coming trouble. But within a month of

the publication of this book—in January, 1893—the

Khedive startled the world by suddenly dismissing

Mustafa Fehmi, who had committed no oftence but that

of working hai'moniously with the Anglo-Egyptian

officials, and by appointing Fahkri Pasha Prime Minister

in his place. As all the world knows, the instant pro-

test of the British Government obliged the Khedive to

cancel the appointment of Fahkri, and a compromise

was effected by the succession of Biaz Pasha to the

premiership, with the consent of Great Britain. But

the mischief was done. Mustafa Fehmi was accom-
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paniecl in his retirement by two of his colleagues—the

Ministers of Finance and Justice, who, like himself, had

always worked peaceably with the Biitish; and their

places were taken by Butr(^ Pasha and Mazlum Pasha,

who, though hitherto sufficiently neutral in their atti-

tude, were at least free from any suspicion of avowed
sympathy with British policy.

Thus a striking object-lesson was given to the whole
Egyptian bureaucracy of the danger of cordial co-

operation with the British officials. They saw Ministers

unceremoniously dismissed for no other reason than
that they were friendly to the English. They saw
others raised to power because they were ready to

obstruct England’s work. All the constant causes of

friction between British and Egyptian administrators

were thus aggravated to the highest degree. I have
said enough in Chapter III. about these causes of

friction. It is there shown how the complete success

of the strange experiment in government, wliich we
are making in Egypt, can only be assured with the

aid of the Khedive. Of that aid wo wore now deprived

Moreover Riaz Pasha, though appointed with the con-

currence of Great Britain, threw himself, from the first

moment of his return to power, into a policy of

stubborn opposition to British influence. The spirit

manifested at head-quarters spread like wildfire through
every rank of the Administration. If an Order had
been published in the Oj^ckd /owrurti enjoining all the

Egyptian authorities to obstruct their British colleagues

whenever they could safely do so, it would scarcely have
been more effective in causing such obstruction than was
the example set by the Khedive and his new adviser’s,
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Nor was the anti-British movement confined to the

official world. The spectacle of the Khedive at open

variance with the British naturally gave fresh en-

couragement to all those elements of Egyptian society

which are permanently hostile to us, and incited them
to unprecedented activity. I hardly know whether

it is necessary to recall what these elements are.

There are the fanatics, to whom even intercourse with

foreigners is more or less repugnant, and foreign pre-

•loininance intolerable. There are the old-fashioned

Pashas and their follovring, who, from self-interest

or mere Conservatism, long for the return of autocratic

native govennnent. There arc a certain number of

young men, ambitious, elevei", sympathizing with

modern ideas, who believe themselves capable of

governing the country on progreasive principles without

external aid Finally, there arc the turbulent elements

of the popxilation, partly Egyptians, partly low-class

foreigners and Levantines, who arc always in favour

of change, and who find the orderly and honest admini-

stration of to-day less congenial than the system which

preceded it. None of these parties is very formidable

by itself, and their positive aims arc quite inconsis-

tent with one another. But in the negative policy

of Anglophobia they were all able to unite; and, en-

couraged from above, they made an influential coalition.

The greater portion of the Press, whether native or

Euroi^can, is inspired by one or other of these factions

,

and though the Press is still an inconsiderable power

in Egypt, its vehement tirades, however childish and

mendacious, were not without effect in creating the

appearance of a genuine national movement. Moreover,

b
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the bulk of the people, who at heart are far from

dissatisfied with the status quo, found it prudent to

give a demonstrative, though hollow, support to the

policy of their rulers. It did not occur to them to

doubt that the Khedive and his Ministei's, before placing

themselves in open opposition to the English, had made
sure that they were strong enough to carry such a

policy to a successful issue, and this being so, they

naturally desired to be on the safe side

Herein lies the simple explanation of the “ un-

popularity ” of the English in Egypt, of which we have

lately heard so much. To Englishmen at home, the

demonstrations made against us have been a matter of

surprise. “ How is it,” they not unnaturally ask,

“ that, if wo have done so much good to the country,

we are not more popular there ?
” Yet the answer is

easy. As strangers of an alien faith, possibly of un-

sympathetic manners, -we sliall never be popular in the

sense of being personally beloved. But neither are m’c

unpopular—at least with the great mass of the people

—

in the sense that they desire to be rid of us. Free

to choose without fear of the consequences, they would

undoubtedly prefer the present state of things to the

ai’bitrary system that preceded our advent. But with

the Khedive and the native magnates conspicuously

hostile to us, they shrewdly reason thus :
" If we do not

take sides against the English, we shall be prejudiced

while they remain, and punished when they go. If we
do take sides against them, we shall curry favour with

our native rulers in the present, and we are perfectly

safe whatever may be the result in the future; for,

should the English remain, they will not hurt us, and
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should they go, we shall be able to make capital out of

the fact that wc belonged to the patriotic opposition

while they were hero.”

Under these circumstances, it is not a matter of

wonder to any one who knows the Egyptian character,

that during the recent troubles we seemed to have few

friends. It is true there was not much open defiance,

but those who had always opposed us were more

stubborn, and those who had hitherto sided with us

were less cordial than before. Almost every English-

man engaged in the work of administration found the

dead weight he had to lift appreciably heavier. His

native subordinates yielded him a less cheerful obedience

;

his native colleagues, of equal or superior rank, gave

him no help. Outside the official circle, men who had

formerly boon friendly now showed a disposition to

shun us. In some cases they frankly explained that

they were afraid to appear on good terms with the

English. It has been alleged that the manner of the

common people towards Englishmen, and more or less

towards all foreigners, became visibly discourteous and

almost menacing. This aspect of the case was perhajis

somewhat exaggerated
;

but there is no doubt that

many cool-headed observers began to grow uneasy as to

the possibility of popular disturbances, which no one

dreamt of a couple of years ago.

It would serve no good purpose to recall the various

unpleasant incidents, mostly insignificant in themselves,

to which the attempt to annoy and obstruct the British

officials gave rise. The covert opposition of the native

element naturally made itself most felt in those depart-

ments of government in which our position has always
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Leen weakest. But to a greater or less extent the

baneful influence was perceptible everywhere. The art

of creating diflSculties is well under.'.tootl by the Egyptian

bureauci-acy, and it is no easy matter to grapple with an

ubiquitous obstruction whicli is often ingenious and

almost always polite.

The .situation was a radically false one ; but it is

impo.s,sible to say how long it might have continued

without the occurrence of any open rupture, had not the

impetuosity of the Khedive led him to adopt a method

of attack which made the vigorous interference of the

English Government once more inevitable. It is in-

con,sistent with our general policy and peculiarly

repugnant to Lord Cromer’s temper and instincts to

meddle with the ovciy-day business of Egyptian

administration, or to intervene, for any slight reason,

between the English and the native servants of the

Khedive. But when Abbas Pasha began to tamper

with the discipline of the Army, the matter was too

.serious to bo overlooked. 'J’he existing Egyptian Anny
has been created by British ofticers, and for ton years

the supi’cmc authority of the Sirdar in all purely

military questions has remained undisputed. But with

the promotion of Maher Pasha to the post of Under-

secretary of )State for ^Yar, in the autumn of 1893, diffi-

culties, unknown since the earliest days of the Occupa-

tion, began to arise in the administration of the War
Office. With some trouble a truce was concluded which

left the Sirdar’s authority nominally unimpaired. But
the attempt to undermine the position of Englishmen

in the Egyptian Army did not stop there. On his now
famous visit to the frontier in January last, the Khedive
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lost no opportunity of publicly slighting the British

officers who accompanied or received him
;
and his

dislike to them was finally exhibited in so extreme

a form that General Kitchener felt bound to resign the

position of Sirdai’. His resignation was, indeed, at the

Khedive’s request, speedily withdrawn
,
but the manifest

intention of Abbas Pasha to discredit the British

officers, and to destroy their hold upon the troops, had
brouglit about a situation not only absurd but in-

tolerably dangerous. Unless something could be done

to rcliabilitate the highest officers of the Egj^ptian

Army in the eyes of their subordinates and tlie country,

discipline would bo at an end, and the internal tran-

quillity of Egypt, as well as the security of her frontiers,

gi'avcly imperilled.

These considerations led the British Government to

take proinirt and decided action. Under instructions from

home. Lord Cromer demanded that the Khedive .should

issue a General Order expressing his approval of the

discipline and efficiency of the Army, and his satisfaction

with the officers whose authority he had done so much
to shake. In the painful position in Avhich he was thus

placed, the Khedive found himself without supporters.

The Ministry of Riaz Pasha, which had up to tliis point

encouraged him in his campaign against the Engli,sh,

was di.sconcertod by the rashness of his latest act, and

coun.selled submission. The French Minister, and the

other foreign elements usually most hostile to Great

Britain, were dismayed at the pos.siblo con.scquences of

an overthrow of discipline in the Army. Perhaps Abbas

Pasha himself was taken aback by the evidence of the

universal alarm which his recent conduct had inspired.
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lost no opportunity of publicly slighting the British

officers who accompanied or received him
,
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dislike to them was finally exhibited in so extreme

a form that General Kitchener felt bound to resign the

position of Sirdar. His resignation wa.s, indeed, at the

Khedive’s request, speedily withdrawn
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intention of Abbas Pa.sha to discredit the British

officers, and to destroy their hold upon the troops, had
brought about a situation not only absurd but in-

tolerably dangerous. Unless something could be done

to rehabilitate the highest officers of the Egyptian

Army in the eyes of their subordinates and the country,

discipline would ))0 at an end, and the internal tran-

quillity of Egypt, as well as the security of licr frontiers,

gravely imperilled.

These considerations led the British Government to

take prompt and decided action. Under instructions from

home. Lord Cromer demanded that the Khedive should

issue a General Order expressing his a2iiiroval of the

discipline and efficiency of the Army, and his satisfaction

with the officers whose authority he had done so much
to shake. In the painful ijosition in which he was thus

placed, the Khedive found himself without supporters.

Tlie llinistry of Riaz Pasha, which had uii to this jioint

encouraged him in his campaign against the English,

was di.sconcerted by the rashness of his latest act, and

counselled submis.sion. The French Minister, and the

other foreign elements usually most hostile to Great

Britain, were dismayed at the jiossible consequences of

an overthrow of discipline in the Army. Perhaps Abbas

Pasha himself was taken aback by the evidence of the

universal alarm which his recent conduct had inspired.
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Be that as it may, he retreated with the best grace he

could, and issued the Order which had practically been

dictated to him. In the first instance it was published

only in French; but the British Government was not

satisfied, and its publication in Arabic had to follow.

Moreover, Lord Cromer was instructed to demand that

Maher Pasha should be removed from his post at the

War Office. Here again the Khedive was at first

inclined to resist. He would remove Maher Pasha when
another suitable post could be found for him. But this

compromise was not accepted, and within a few days

Maher Pasha was sent eLsewhere, and another officer,

Zohrab Pasha, whose loyalty to his Englisli colleagues

was beyond question, was promoted to his place.

Thus the result of the young Khedive’s ill-judged

crusade was to compel the reluctant British Government

to inflict upon him a severer humiliation than has ever

befallen the ruler of Egypt .since the days of Arabi, and

to demonstrate its own power with greater emphasis

than on any previous occasion. The effect of that de-

monstration has been precisely what any man, who
knows the character of the people, would have pre-

dicted. For the moment the “Nationalist” opposition

is completely disbanded, and Great Britain has once

more a native party on her side. Moreover, the confi-

dence of the Khedive in the anti-British Ministry, which

had failed to support him at the critical moment, was

destroyed. It is probable that he never got on really

well with Riaz Pasha, and now that their joint en-

deavours had ended in such conspicuous failure, each no
doubt threw the blame upon the other. Hence, Egypt
hn.s, during the last two months, been once more in the
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throes of a ministerial crisis. At the present moment,

and while these words are actually being written, a tele-

gram from Caii’o announces that this crisis is at last

terminated, and that, after six years of retirement, Nubar
Pasha has returned to power. What may be the effects

of this change it would be foolish to attempt to predict.

Nubar Pasha is unquestionably the most capable of

living Egyptian statesmen. His great ability, his en-

lightened mind, his sympathy with our principal objects,

if not with ourselves, will cause all well-wisliers of Egypt

to long for his success. He, if any man, should be able

to extricate the Khedive from the false position in which

ho has placed himself, and to re-establish good relations

between him and the Bi'itish Government. But if Nubar

is to do this, Abbas Pasha must help him. Should the

Khedive remain irreconcilable, no genius on earth could

make the present sj-stem of Egyptian administration a

workable one.

The immediate future is thus very uncertain. But

the essential conditions of the problem remain unaltered.

They only stand out more clearly in the light of recent

events. There arc two possibilities before Egypt. One

is the frank acceptance by the Khedive and his native

advisers of the helping hand which Great Britain still

holds out to them, and their co-operation with us in

that work of constructive reform which is honestly in-

tended to make Egypt capable of ultimate autonomy.

The other is their persistence in the recent policy of

hostility and obstruction—a policy which renders the

success of our work under present conditions impossible,

and must therefore end in some radical change. That

change would not necessarily take the form of the
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establishment o£ British dominion Such might ho the

outcome, but there are other solutions at least equally

probable. They are all, however, alike inconsistent

M'ith the ideal of Egyptian independence The one

thing which the attempt to shake off the guiding hand

of Great Britain cannot result in, is a complete escape

of Egypt from foreign control.

If any doubt previously existed as to the incom-

petence of the new “Nationalist” party to grapple

with the exceedingly delicate problems which the

government of the country presents, the mad pro-

ceedings of the last j^ear and a half must surely ha\ e

dissipated it. Even a.ssuming that the Khedive and his

" Nationalist ” sympathizers wei'o I’ight, and that Great

Britain ought now to leave Egypt to her own de\’jeo,s,

could any sane body of men have believed that that

object was to be attained by the means actually adopted >

Was it conceivable that, after all that had passed, the

English would allow themselves to be iguoiniuiously

hustled out of the countiy, or that their withdrawal

would bo quickened by a deliberate attempt to wreck

the work they have been doing, and the preservation of

which is the only object of their continued presence ?

Such an idea convicts the men possessed by it of

political imbecility. No reasonable critic will be in-

clined to take a very severe view of the Khedive’s own
action, disastrous as its effects have hitherto been. He
was suddenly called to the throne at a veiy early age.

He had had no opportunity of acquainting himself with

the nature or the limits of the great power placed in his

hands, and he was surrounded from the first by ad-

visers who helped him to misintei’pret the situation.
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But the same excuse cannot be made for the want of

sense or of character which led the men, who ought to

have instructed and restrained him, to become his ready

tools in a course of action Avhich, whether right or

wrong, was certain to end in failure. It is not to

feather-brained politicians of this type that the fortunes

of any country, least of all of Egj-pt, can safely bo

entrusted.

The future must show whether Abbas Pasha, who
is undoubtedl}’ a man of courage, is also a man capable

of profiting ])y experience. If so, the policy, which

Great Britain has all along pursued, of seeking to effect

the regeneration of Egypt through the agency of her

native rulers, may yet be crowned with success. I liave

never attempted to ignore the difficulties of that policy.

1 do not deny that during the last year and a half

tliosc difficulties have appeared gi’cater than ever before,

lint this solution of the problem, if we can only amve
at it, is, after all that has happened, so much the best,

that wo ought, I think, to be very slow to despair

of its achievement

The chief obstacle to the attainment of our end is

the fact that our intentions ai’e generally misunder.stood.

Even in England there seem to be few people who have

made up their minds what object wm are, or ought to be,

pursuing with i-egard to Egypt. The question is often

asked, wdiy, if we do not intend to keep the country,

we should be at such pains to improve it ? What call

have wo to play the I'ole of philantlmopists ? I have

tried, in the course of this book, to supply an answer to

such questionings. Let me briefly repeat that answer.

On the one hand, our commercial interests in Egypt
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are so great, and growing, that her prosperity, which

would be immediately wrecked by misgovernment, is a

matter of concern to us.* Secondly, and chiefly, the

geographical position of Egypt compels attention to her

political condition. Wo have nothing to gain by own
ing the country ourselves, but we should have a great

deal to fear from its falling into the possession of another

Power. And the best means to provide against this

—

short of annexation—is to secure such tolerable condi-

tions of life and administration in the Nile Valley as will

prevent the recurrence of anarchy, necessitating foreign

intervention.f Therefore our efforts to endow Egypt with

a decent native government arc not philantlirojiy, they

arc business. But they are business of a perfectly

straightforward and honourable kind, and possessing

the characteristic of all good business, namely, that both

the parties concerned are benefited.

This, I believe, is a perfectly fair statement of the case.

But it is a common impression in Egypt, sedulously

fostered by our foreign rivals, that England’s real desire

is to convert her present informal protectorate, by

gradual stages, into complete dominion. True, such a

theory is wholly inconsistent with tlie tendency of all

our actions. For why, if we simply desired to appropriate

the country, should we spend our strength in painful

and always misconstrued eflbrts to improve the native

Army, the native Courts, the native Civil Service
;
to

select the best men and to train them in the habits of

civilized government ;
to discourage jobbery, and to

stamp out corruption ? It would be far easier to make

* Seopp 2(i2-2GK

t See, for a fuller development of thin idea, pp. 425-128

,
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no attempt to raise the character of the native admini-

stration. The worse it became, the better would be our

excuse for staying on indefinitely. But the true inter-

pretation of our reforming zeal is too simple for the

suspicious minds of many native politicians. Believing

that our every move conceals some insidious scheme for

getting more power into English hands, they are easily

tempted to intrigue against us, and thereby to protract

our work and make our gradual withdrawal difficult,

if not impossible. This is the latest of Egyptian

paradoxes, that those who are most keenly' desirous to

see us go away, are always doing the very tilings which

ai’o calculated to postpone our going till the Greek

Kalends.

No doubt this misconception of tlio aim of British

policy, steadily dinned into his ears from the first

moment of his accession, has had much to do with the

hostile attitude of the Khedive. If Nubar Pasha can

succeed in removing that misconception, he will have

rendered the greatest of all .services to his master and to

Ins country. It is only necessary that the Khedive

should have faith in the honesty of British intentions,

and should assist our work instead 0^ thwarting it, in

order that the progress of the country, political as well

as material, may once again go on apace. We should

then hear little more of “ Nationalist ” agitation, or of

the unpopularity of the British. For the “ Nationalist”

movement of the pa,st year, unlike that of Arabi’s time,

was no spontaneous uprising of the people against

intolerable oppression. It was a factitious movement,

encouraged from above, and without such encouragement

it would at once cease to be serious. If tlie signal for
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conciliation were given from head-quarters, the steady,

though often intangible, opposition which we have had

to encounter of recent days would rapidly disappear,

and the native officials, instead of wasting their energies

in trying to circumvent their British colleagues, would

be sot free to co-operate with us in promoting the welfare

of their country. As long as the Khedive is against us,

these officials, even when at heart favourable to our work,

are in a position of extreme difficulty. Loyalty to

the English is represented as disloyalty to their master.

There is no doubt about the sincere desire of the best of

them, that antagonism between the Khedive and the

British should cease. And cease it evidently must, if

tlie present political constitution of Egj'pt is to endure.

A. iM.

Loxdox,

Aiirll U, 1814.
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The following book is the result of my experience and

my inquiries during a residence of several years in Egypt.

When I began writing it, eight months ago, I never

contemplated leaving Egy23t immediately. I counted on

several years, during which I could complete my studies

and give them an adequate literary form. Unexpectedly

recalled to England, and confronted at once with new

and arduous duties, I had to answer the question,

whether I should abandon my work, put it aside in

the hope of liuishing it gi’adually in leisure moments,

or give it to the world at once, in however defective a

shape. I could not bring myself to abandon it, for it

seemed to me, with all its shortcomings, to have some

value and interest, e,specially at the present time. I saw

great danger in iDOstponing it
;
for not only might the

leisure necessary for its completion never come to me,

hut my writing would certainly lose some of the force

which attaches to the record of experiences that are

still ivccnt and vivid. So 1 decided to bring out my
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book at once in the best form that hurry and stress of

other business wonld allow me to give to it. Freshness

and timeliness would, I hoped, atone for the lack of

completeness and hnish. Whether my decision was a

wise one, it is not for me to say. But I have felt

bound, out of respect for my readers, to offer some

explanation for the evident hastiness of the work, and

the consequent omissions in substance and imperfections

in style—of which no one can be more conscious than

the author.

A. M.

Loxdos,

Notemher, 18'J2.

NOTE.

The spelling of Arabic >\or(ls has cansed me great dilUculty, with which

every scholar will sympathize. Finally, 1 decided that in a book of this

land any elaborate principle of transliteratioii was out of place. So
1 have followed, to the best of my ability, the simple phonetic system

recommended by the Royal Geographical Society, the main rules of

which are, that the vowels have the same value as in Italian, and the

consonants the same value as in English, and that a single accent (') is

used, where necessary, to denote the syllable on which the stress of pro-

nunciation falls.
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ENGLAND IN EGYPT

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY; THE LAND OF PARADOX.

More than two thousand years ago, the Father of

History, in his comprehensive survey of the then

known world, singled out Egypt as pre-eminently the

land of wonders. “ I speak at length about Egypt,” he

says, “ because it contains more marvellous things than

any other country, things too strange for words.” To
the miracles of its rainless climate and all-begetting

river, to the mysterious monuments of human power

and perseverance towering since the remotest ages over

its inexhaustibly fertile plain, Egypt added, in its

history and institutions, in the character and customs

of its inhabitants, other marvels not less unique. No
country upon earth could vie with it in idiosyncrasy

or in interest. And this is the case even at the present

day. In the world as known to Herodotus, Egypt,

though fallen from its ancient grandeur, still filled a

considerable space. Now it is a mere speck on the

map. In wealth, in power, in population, in intelli-
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gence, it has dwindled to insignificance. But its pre-

eminence in interest stands unimpaired.

The fascination of its primeval monuments remains,

and every year an increasing crowd of pilgrims comes

from all quarters of the earth to do them homage. The

annual miracle of the Nile flood remains, more deeply

impressive perhaps to the few strangers who are privi-

leged to witness it than aU the tombs and all the

temples. And as in its physical singularity, as in its

stupendous antiquities, so in the life and habits of its

people, and in the form—^yes, nowadays above all, in

the form of its government—Egypt is still, like the

Egypt of Herodotus, the chosen home of what is strange

and unexampled and paradoxical. Conqueror after

conqueror has swept over the land. Dynasty has sup-

planted dynasty. There have been centuries of political

chaos, from which the wonder is that anything at all

has escaped. Paganism has given way to Christianity,

Christianity to Islam. Yet amid countless changes, the

country retains one unchanging attribute. Alike in its

gi'eatness and in its impotence, in j^rospei-ity and in

ruin
; whether split up among a number of petty rulers,

or united under one gigantic despotism
;
whether pros-

trate before the fantastic images of a thousand gods, or

plunged in fanatical devotion to a Divine Unity of

which any image is a desecration, Egypt, altered in so

many aspects, remains unalterably, eternally abnormal.

This genius for eccentricity is something that no change

can exorcise. Paradox seems rooted in the soil.

Nowhere in the world will you find a peasantry whose
daily life presents so many elements of the odd and
picturesque as the fellahin of Egypt. Nowhere do East
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and West jostle each other in such startling contrast

or with more grotesque results. And nowhere, surely

nowhere, is civilized government carried on under more
incredible conditions. The monstrosities of the Political

Constitution of Egypt as it exists to-day may be the

latest, but they are certainly not the least of the

wonderful things, " too strange for words,” of which, in

the moral as in the physical order, the Nile valley has

from time immemorial been so prolific.

“The women of Egypt,” says Herodotus, “are em-
ployed in trade and business, while the men stay at

home to spin and weave. Other nations in weaving
thi’ow the woof up the warp, but an Egyptian throws it

down. In other countries sons are constrained to make
provision for their parents; in Egypt it is not the

sons, but the daughters. In other countries the priests

of the gods wear hair
;
in Egypt they are shavei In

other countries the dwellings of men are separated from

those of beasts ; in Egypt man and beast live together.

Other nations fasten their ropes and hooks to the out-

side of their sails, but the Egyptians to the inside. The
Greeks write and read from left to right, but the Egyp-
tians from right to left.” And so on, through a long

tale of peculiarities, some superficial and some essential,

not a few of which cannot here be quoted with any
respect for the delicacy of modern taste. But long as

the tale is, it would be easy to match it by a list of

the anomalies, the intricacies, and the shams with which

the Political System of Egypt, in its latest development,

positively bristles.

This is a matter on which I speak with feeling, and

with no slight experience. Among the thousands of
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travellers who annually visit Egypt for health, amuse-

ment, or instruction, there are, say, one per cent.—^but

that nowadays is no inconsiderable number—who, despite

the attraction of the ancient monuments of the country

and the striking features which characterize its present

life, have still some interest to spare for the social and

economic conditions, on which the welfare of its pictur-

esque inhabitants depends, and for the strange political

experiment, unique in history, of which it is at this

moment the scene. To not a few of these inquirers it

has been my humble duty to try and explain how the

machine worked—or did not work. Where they happened

to be quite new to the subject, I have a vivid recollec-

tion of the look of strained attention, passing through

blank bewilderment to ultimate despair, with which they

followed my well-meant efforts to guide them amidst

the labyrinth of jarring interests, conflicting authorities,

and hopelessly disintegrated sovereignty. That painful

result was no fault of theirs, nor was it, as I hope

subsequent pages may show, altogether the fault of the

expositor. It is not given to mortal intelligence to master

at one blow the complexities of Turkish suzerainty

and foreign treaty rights; to realize the various powers

of interference and obstruction possessed by Consuls and

Consuls-General, by Commissioners of the Public Debt,

and other “ Mixed Administrations
;

” to distinguish

English officers who are English from English officers

who are Egyptian, foreign judges of the International

Courts from foreign judges of the Native Courts; to

foUow the writhings of the Egyptian Government in

its struggle to escape &om the fine meshes of the

Capitulations; to appreciate precisely what laws that
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Government can make with the consent of only six

Powers, and for what laws it requires the consent of

no less than fourteen. Yet these are only some of the

incidents of that strange phantasmagoria which makes
Egyptian politics to-day so worthy a counterpart, in

respect of the odd and the conti’adictory, to the customs

of the ancient Egyptians, as they appeared to the

astonished eye of the great Greek historian.

Imagine a people the most docile and good-tempered

in the world in the grip of a religion the most intolerant

and fanatical. Imagine this people and this faith, con-

genial in nothing but their conservatism, flung into

the maelstrom of European restlessness and innovation.

Imagine a country full of turbulent foreigners, whom its

police cannot an-est except jlagrante delicto, and whom
its courts cannot try except for the most insignificant

offences. Imagine the Government of this country un-

able to legislate for these foreigners without the consent

of a dozen distant Powers, most of them indifferent and

some ill-disposed. Imagine it carrying on its principal

business in a foreign tongue, which yet is not the tongue

of the predominant foreign race. Imagine it struggling

to meet the clamorous growing needs of to-day with a

Budget rigorously fixed according to the minimum re-

quirements of the day before yesterday. Imagine the

decrees of this Government Eable to be set at naught

by courts of its own creation. Imagine its policy really

inspired and directed by the Envoy of a foreign state,

who in theory is only one—and not even the doyen—-of

a large number of such Envoys, and the chief adminis-

trative power really wielded by a man, who in theory

is a mere “ Adviser without executive functions.” Yes,
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imagine all these things, and then realize that they are

no “ Mikado ’’-like invention of comic opera, no night-

mare of some constitutional theorist with a disordered

brain, but prosaic, solid fact—an unvarnished picture of

the political Egypt of to-day. And yet if one of the

now extinct race of political philosophers, who used to

amuse themselves with framing ideal polities, had gone

out of his mind, and if in that madness, with all his

theories mixed up and all his principles topsy-turvy, he

had evolved a model constitution, the result might have

been something like this. It surely could not have been

anything more apparently irrational, anything at first

sight more incompatible with the most elementary kind

of decent government, to say nothing of development

and progress.

Spur si muoi'e. For in the Land of Paradox grapes

do grow from thorns and figs from thistles. If the con-

ditions, under which the government of Egypt has to be

carried on, seem like a nightmare, the revival of the

country during the last few years, under and in spite of

these conditions, is almost worthy of a fairy tale. Here,

again, the spirit of the eccentric and the improbable,

which seems inseparable from all things Egyptian, has

rollicked in a new surprise.

The task which Great Britain found upon her hands

after Tel-el-Kebir was to all appearance one of the most

thankless roles ever thrust upon an unwilling actor.

Unpromising enough in any case, it seemed perfectly

hopeless, when once -we had shrunk from a radical solu-

tion of the difficulty, and had determined just to make
the best of the anomalous situation we found existing,

and to which our amval superadded a new anomaly.
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Yet the result has been beyond all human expectation.

Egypt is far enough off even now from anything like an
ideal standard of civilization or administrative excel-

lence
; but the difference between Egypt now and Eg37pt

in the latter days of Ismail is as the diffei’ence between
light and dai’kness. Look where you will—at the army,

at finance, at agriculture, at the administration of justice,

at the everyday life of the people and their relations to

their rulers—it is always the same tale of revival, of

promise, of a slowly developing faith in the existence

of such a thing as equity, of a nascent—if only just

nascent—spirit of self-reliance and improvement. And
this in the place of almo.st general ruin and depression,

of a total distrust in the possibility of just government,

and a rooted belief in administrative corruption as the

natural and invariable rule of human society. That

seems a remarkable revolution to have taken place in

ten years. It is doubtful whether, in any part of the

world, the same period can show anything like the same

tale of progress. The most absurd experiment in human
government has been productive of one of the most

remarkable harvests of human improvement.

In this contrast lies the romance of Egyptian history

during the past decade. It is not the nature of the

work done which is exceptional or worth writing about

;

still less the methods by which it has been done. They

have been ordinary enough. They have consisted in the

application of a reasonable amount of common sense and

common honesty to a country ruined by the absence of

both. What is extraordinary, unique, and remarkable,

what is worth recording and driving home, is not the

work done, but the difficulties under which it has been
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done, difficulties which at first sight might have seemed

to make any progress at all impossible. An increasing

number of people in this country now take an interest

and feel a pride in the progress of Egypt under British

influence, hut even now it is only very few who realize

what the nature of that progress is, against what

obstacles it has had to contend, and what are the con-

ditions necessary for its continuance.

The object of the present volume is to make these

matters clearer. The next three chapters (II., Ill
,
IV.)

contain an analysis of the special difficulties, under which

the work of reform has had to be carried on in Egypt
during the past decade. The two following chapters

(V. and VI.) give a brief historical sketch of the de-

velopment of that work. The five succeeding chapters

(VII.-XI.) describe some of its more important details.

The three final chapters (XII.-XIV.) are devoted to a

consideration of the influences, foreign or native, which

have been favourable or unfavourable to the work, and

of the prospects of its progress in the future.

It is impo.ssible to write on such a subject without

occasionally expressing opinions
;
but most distinctly my

object is not to propound my personal opinions—a matter

of very small moment. It is to give an accurate sketch

of a most complicated problem, a true account of an

interesting piece of history. I have not won-ied the

reader by quoting authorities, but I have spared no

pains to verify every statement, either by reference to

published records, or by careful consultation of men
intimately acquainted with the work of the several

departments of government. Mistakes there may be

but they are assuredly not due to a desire to twist or
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conceal facts in favour of any particular view, however
strongly I may hold it. If the facts will not support it,

perish the view ! Mttgis arnica veritas. My aim is not

to influence, but to inform—^not polemical, but didactic.

Didactic ! If ever a writer damned himself at the

very outset, I would seem to have done so by using

that woi’d. But I am reassured by the inexorcisable

quality of interest attaching to everything Egyptian.

Didactic is generally synonymous with dull, but Egypt
and dulness are incompatible ideas. Indeed, it is one of

the pitfalls of the Egyptian administrator, that serious

things constantly wear such comic aspects. He is so

frequently reminded of Offenbach, that it is difficult for

him to realize that he is not playing in Opera Bouffe,

but making history.

Take, for instance, the " firman ” incident of last

spring. It was important that the new Khedive should

receive a firman from the Sultan confirming his authority,

very important that he should receive one couched in

proper terms. Jurists might contend that, with or

without a formal investiture, Abbas II. was, de jure as

well as de facto, Khedive of Egypt from the moment of

his father’s death. But the fact remained that, in the

eyes of a great portion of the population, the Khedive

was only half a Khedive until he had obtained the

special and personal recognition of the Sultan, not merely

by telegram, but in the solemn traditional form. The

protracted negotiations over the despatch and the con-

tents of the firman were therefore political business of

a really serious kind. But their external aspect was

ludicrous in the extreme.

For weeks the quidnuncs of Cairo—and their name
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is legion, and they are the most feather-brained members
of their genus that can he found in all the world—^were

electrified by a constant succession of conflicting reports

as to the whereabouts and the tenour of the much-
expected document. It had started. It had not started.

It had received orders to start. It really would have

started, but the caligraphy had at the last moment been

found to be defective, and the Sultan, who was very

particular about caligraphy in papers of this importance,

had commanded it to be written over again. And so on

C4cZ every fresh move being underlined by the

suggestion of some dark diplomatic manoeuvre, till quiet

people began to regard the firman as a sort of Mrs.

Harris, and the British fleet, which had been sent to

salute its arrival, steamed oflf and left it to come or stay

away as it pleased. And then, and not till then, it

really had started, but only to encounter on its way
those British men-of-war, the honour of whose escort

the Turkish Envoy seemed so anxious to avoid, and to

be greeted on its arrival at Alexandria by the presum-

ably unwelcome compliment of their exultant salute.

So the great State Document did come at last, but by

the time of its coming not the gravest diplomatist in

Cairo could hear the word " firman ” without some

twitching of the corners of the mouth.

But even then the comedy was not over
;
the second

and the third acts were still to come. No sooner had

the firman reached Cairo than dark rumours began to

spread abroad that this momentous document, which it

had taken so much time and trouble to procure, was

after all not everything that it ought to be. As a

matter of fact, and as all the world now knows, these
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rumours were true. The firman had been “ doctored,”

and it required all the promptitude and firmness of

the British Consul-General in Cairo, and all the efibrts

of British and pro-British diplomacy elsewhere, to get

the error put right. That again was important business,

but I am not now concerned with the substance of the

business, but Avith its humorous externals. The firman

had come, but it was in a bag, and nobody dare open

that bag, lest the contents should prove a disagreeable

surprise. The solemn bearer, a Turkish dignitary of the

highest rank and most tremendous achievements, was

appealed to, to reassure the anxious Egyptian Govern-

ment as to the purport of the fateful instrument. With

eloquent expressions of infinite regret, the Envoy de-

clared himself unable to satisfy this apparently modest

request. He Avas a soldier, he said, and not a politician

;

it Avas not for him to inquire into the intentions of his

august Imperial Majesty, but only to see that the docu-

ment containing the expression of those intentions was

safely delivered to the person for Avhom it Avas destined.

Yes
;
that Avas all A'ery Avell, but might ho not neverthe-

less be acquainted Avith the substance of the document ?

No
;
he deeply regretted that he Avas not. Had he not

been furnished with a copy of it ? No
; a copy had

indeed been prepared for him, but it Avas unfortunately

late in delivery, and he could not delay the hour of his

departure.

Nothing could exceed the absurdity of this impasse.

And there things might have remained to this day and

hour—^the grave ambassador bowing over his bag, and

its equally grave consignee declining to open it—^had not

the activity of the diplomatists behind the scenes finally
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found a way out of the difficulty. As a result of their

exertions, a curtly worded telegram was hastily de-

spatched to the Khedive by the Porte. This informal

message modified in an essential particular the terms of

the carefully drafted firman, and gave back ungraciously

with the left hand what it had been sought deliberately

to abstract with the right. And then at last the bag

could be opened, and with much pomp and circumstance

the firman—a gorgeous parchment—was read before

assembled Cairo, on the steps of Abdin Palace. And
so, at the same place and hour, was the telegi’am—

a

flimsy little piece of paper. Yet so perfect was the

command of countenance possessed by all the actors

in the splendid ceremony, that no uninitiated witness

would for one moment have suspected the substantial

contradiction, or even noticed the formal incongruity, of

the two documents.

There still remained a farcical afterpiece connected

with the payment of fees for this colossal comedy. These

fees had been carefully stipulated beforehand by the

Porte, were magnanimously refused on the spot by its

Envoy, but had, nevertheless, some weeks afterwards

to be quietly sent to Constantinople. For the stately

Turkish Government, even in that moment of highest

dudgeon and proudest reserve, was not insensible to the

charm of six thousand pounds of ready money.

If I have dwelt at seemingly disproportionate length

upon this singular incident, the reason is, not that I

overrate its individual importance, but that the element

of the serio-comic, of which it is such a brilliant in-

stance, plays so constant and conspicuous a part in

the drama of Egyptian politics. It is one of the para-
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doxes of which that drama is full, that things must

not be taken otherwise than seriously because they are

superficially ridiculous. It is this curious combination

of external absurdity and deep underlying importance

which gives its peculiar piquancy to the whole Eg3q)tian

problem.

Whether I shall succeed in rendering that problem

clear and intelligible, the succeeding chapters must

show
;
but I hardly believe that any want of skill on

my part can be sufficiently great to render it uninterest-

ing. The Egyptian question of to-day has many sides,

and can be viewed in many aspects. Perhaps there are

hardly two people in the world who would entirely

agree in their statement of it; but there are at least

two things which may be asserted with regard to it

without fear of contradiction. It has one radical defect

—that it is never simple; it has one inei’adicable

charm—that it is never commonplace.
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CHAPTER II.

RESTOBING ORDER.

On September 13, 1882, the British army under Sir

Garnet Wolseley stormed the earthworks of Tel-cl-

Kebir, and with one brilliant dash scattered to the

•winds the forces and the hopes of “ Ahmed Arabi, the

Egyptian.” Nine-tenths at least of the so-called “ rebel
”

army were only too delighted at the opportunity of

throwing away their ai-ms and their uniforms, of don-

ning once more with all haste their " galabias ” of blue

cotton and returning to the unconstrained life and

patient labour in their beloved fields, which were so

much more congenial to them than the duties and the

dangers of military seiwice. The next day, September 14,

two squadrons of British cavalry reached Cairo. They
had ridden straight across the desert, some forty miles,

and both men and horses were nearly dead from fatigue,

yet the citadel and city, though occupied by a strong

body of Arabi’s troops, surrendered without a .show of

resistance. The “ rebellion ” was at an end. Our busi-

ness in Egypt seemed already all but finished.

How ironical, as we look back upon it over the ten

past years of ceaseless and still far from completed

effort, appears now that confident anticipation of an
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early end to our intervention ! We had gone to Egypt
professedly with no other object than to “ restore order,”

nor can there be the smallest doubt of the absolute hona

fidea of that profession. It is not surprising if certain

foreign critics, judging our intentions by our acts,

regarded our armed interference as the much-desired

result for which Great Britain had long been scheming,

and which her previous hesitations had been deliberately

calculated to rende'r necessary. Nor have subsequent

events failed to add plausibility to this insinuation. The
theory is ingenious, yet never was ingenious cynicism

more utterly wide of the truth. No one, who remem-
bers the character of the British Government of that

day, or the profound distaste of foreign enterprise which

animated the bulk of its followers, can doubt for one

moment that Mr. Gladstone’s Ministry was sincerely

anxious to avoid any fresh interference in the afiairs

of Egypt, much more the tremendous step of military

occupation. But the English Government and people

were swept along in spite of themselves by the current

of events. First, the dc.sire to humour France and keep

in step with the forward policy of M. Gambetta, then

the fearfully rapid spread of popular and religious

excitement in Egypt, brought about a situation in

which the cult of laissez faire was no longer possible

even to its most faithful votaries.

Here was a country, the very centre of the world,

the great highway of nations, a country which during

the last half-century had been becoming ever more and

more an appanage of Europe, in which thonsands of

European lives and millions of European capital were

at stake, and in which of all European nations Great
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Britain was, by virtue of its enormous direct trade

and still more enormous transit trade, the most deejily

interested. And this country, which the common efforts

and sacrifices of all the Powers had just dragged from

the verge of bankruptcy, was now threatened, not with

bankruptcy merely, but with a reign of blank barbarism.

I know that many people held at that time, a few 25er-

haps hold even now, that the fears which were excited

by the massacres of Alexandria and Tanta, and by the

general dissolution of Egyptian society in the early

summer of 1882, were exaggerated. But subsequent

experience has proved to absolute demonstration that

this was not the case. So far from being exaggerated,

the fears which were univei’sal at that moment perhaps

fell even short of the danger which was actually im-

pending. In any case, the state of disorder already

reached was of the extremest gravity. European

property was no longer safe
;
European blood, including

that of a number of our own countrymen, had already

been shed. There was every symjptom of further

violence, not only to all Eurojjeans, but to all Christians.

Face to face with this frightful emergency, the Eng-

lish Government looked to the European Concert
;

it

looked to Turkey
;

it looked in the last resort to com-

bined action with France, to avert the otherwise inevit-

able duty of independent interference. But the flame

of anarchy spread too fast for the slow movements of

diplomacy. No one else was ready or willing to strike

at once. So at the very last moment the country,

which after all had the greatest interest at stake, the

country which, by virtue of its position outside con-

tinental complications, had least to risk by acting, and
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which owing to its command of the sea was best able to

act quickly, was 'nolens volens obliged to bell the cat.

And when at last we had overcome our conscientious, if

ill-timed hesitancy, our action was beyond all anticipa-

tion prompt and effective. Let it always be remembered

that Great Britain did save Egypt from anarchy, and
all European nations interested in Egypt from incal-

culable losses in blood and treasure, to say nothing of

the deep dishonour which those losses, foreseen and yet

unhindered, would have brought on civilized man-

kind.

It is no part of my purpose to justify Great Britain’s

intervention in 1882. This book is concerned with the

consequences of that intervention, not with the inter-

vention itself. But there is one theory in connection

with it (a page in the ever-fascinating volume of specula-

tions about what might have been, if something had not

been done that was done) to which it may be well to

devote a brief consideration. I refer to the theory that,

if there had been no foreign intervention, if Egypt had

been loft to herself to work out her own salvation, the

Arabist movement would have ended in substituting a

new and better order for that which it sought to destroy.

Personally I do not think that, even if such a consumma-

tion had been possible, the civilized world Avould have

been justified in tolerating the appalling amount of

destruction—destruction ofmany precious and invaluable

things as well as of much inveterate evil—which would

have been inevitable in the process. But I go further,

and maintain confidently that such a consummation was
never in the range of possibility at alL The Arabist

movement posse.ssed great destructive force, but it had

C
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not within itself the elements neeessaiy for the construc-

tion of anything enduring.

The assertionjust made does not imply any wholesale

condemnation of Arabi and his associates. It is possible

to approve their aims, and yet to disbelieve entirely in

their capacity to carry them out. Their objects, or

rather their first objects (for as the movement grew its

spirit rapidly deteriorated), were neither unreasonable

nor blameworthy. It was natural that the non-Turkish

officers of the Egyptian army should resent the constant

preference shown for their fellow-officers belonging to

the narrow Turkish oligarchy, which has so little claim

to the affection of the Egyjitian people. It was natural

that, when this agitation, originating in a mere fight

between opposing military coteries, had swollen to the

dimensions of a “ National movement,” it should direct

its attention and its attacks towards the gross abuses

arising out of the privileged position of foreigners.

These abuses, redounding as they do to the profit

of the worst sort of Europeans and quasi-European

Levantines, are even now, as we shall have plenty of

occasion to see hereafter, one of the severest of the

plagues of Egypt. But in the latter days of Ismail

they had grown to perfectly frightful proportions. The

European concession-hunter and loan-monger, the Greek

publican and pawnbroker, the Jewish and Syrian money-

lender and land-grabber, who could always with ease

obtain the “protection” of some European Power,

had battened on the Egyptian Treasury and the poor

Egyptian cultivator to an almost incredible extent. In

a vejy great measure, then, there was reason in this

onslaught upon European privilege, and even in the
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ominous and misleading watcli-cry of “Egypt for the

Egyptians.”

But Egypt is too delicate and too complicated a

problem for the application of any " cry," any of those

crude generalities dear to the heart of demagogues. The
indiscriminate condemnation of Europeans and European

influence included not only all that was worst, but all

that was best in Egypt, not only the evil cohorts of

trickery, usury, and oppression, but all the most powerful

instruments of reform, education, and progress. If the

abuse of European privilege is the bane of Egypt,

European influence of the legitimate kind is the main-

spring of improvement. European usuiy has gone near

to ruin the country, but of European capital, wisely

applied, it stands in quite peculiar need. The exclusion

of Europeans, ay, and even of the more detested but

still useful Ea,stern Christians and Jews, who also have

their necessary place in Egyptian society, would have

meant the exclusion of half the wealth, and of far more

than half the intelligence and enterprise, to say nothing

of all the reforming energy and initiative which the

country possessed.

And this crusade was got up at the very moment
when the better European influences were steadily

triumphing over the worse, and when, under the bene-

ficent guidance of the Dual Control, the country was
gradually entering upon the path of pure, economical,

and equitable administration. But how could absolutely

uneducated men like Arabi and his associates be expected

to make these fine distinctions? How, even if they

apprehended them themselves, could they have brought

them home to the fanatical schoolmen and ignorant
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peasants who were their warmest supporters ? As a

matter of fact, the Arabist movement passed with

frightful rapidity from a protest against the abuse of

European influence to an attack upon that influence in

every form
;
and it was passing at the moment when it

was arrested into an attack not only upon everything

European, but upon everything Christian. The evei’-

smouldoring hatred of Moslem for Copt had been stirred

into flame, and in another month the half-miUion and

upwards of native Christians of Egypt, including many
of its richest and moat intelligent inhabitants, would

have gone the way of their hated rivals, the Syrians,

and have swelled the list of the proscribed.

It is not to be supposed that Arabi, or even his abler

associate and evil genius, Mahmud Sami, ever intended

or approved these excesses of the revolution, of which

they were the originatora and remained to the last the

nominal chiefs. It was not, we may be sure, their

programme to regenerate society on the ruins of all its

most capable and progressive elements, whether native

or foreign. They were like the magician’s apprentice

who could evoke genii, yet could not control them when
evoked. But can it for one moment be believed that

the unaided forces of poverty and fanaticism, stimulated

by a smarting sense of past oppression, and uncontrol-

lable even by their original leaders, would have succeeded

in establishing the strong popular government, of Avhich

certain visionaries had the vanity to dream 1

How far the National party Avas from such a goal,

is shown by the intrigues with the Sultan, the nervous

clutching at Turkish aid, which form such a curious

feature in the later developments of Arabi’s policy. The
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first idea, and one of the soundest, at the bottom of the

National movement, was the desire to root up the upas

tree of Turkish predominance. And yet, before that

movement had achieved anything positive, its leader,

tossed about like a rudderless boat in the storm which

he had raised, was seeking to propitiate Constantinople.

Can there be a more conclusive proof that he was wholly

powerless to carry out his own programme; that the

revolution, left to itself, would not have resulted in a

new and better order, but only, after a fearfully destruc-

tive reign of terror, in a new and severer form of the

old slavery 1 The last state of the house would have

been worse than the first, while everything valuable in

it would have been smashed to pieces in order to arrive

at that dismal conclusion.

No; the objects which the Egyptian National party

had in view—the original and sound objects—were not

to be achieved by the feeble agitators who led, or by the

ignorant populace who composed it. They were destined,

by one of the strangest ironies of fate, to be slowly

realized under the auspices of the foreign invaders who
so unceremoniously extinguished Arabi and all his works.

Many of England’s reforms in the Nile valley are in the

direction of the ideal which the National party had at

heart. The only effective Arabists Egypt has ever known
are some of the British officials in the Egyptian service.

But to return to our famous policy of “restoring

order,” or, as the more official version put it, "restoring

the authority of the Khedive.” It is clear that this was

not merely our professed, but our true and only object.

Yet we were very far at the time from realizing all that

it implied. The restoration of authority maybe an easy
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or a difficult, a short or a very protracted business,

according to the nature of the circumstances which have

caused authority to he upset. Power, however strong

and well-established, is liable to accidents. A mob may
temporarily possess itself of a quarter of the most

civilized city. A rebellion having little real root in

popular feeling may, as in 1745, achieve a local and

temporary success, even against an essentially sound

and mighty government. In such cases the restoration

of authority is a comparatively simple matter. When
once the police have got the better of the mob, when
once the rebel army has been defeated, everything

returns rapidly, and almost of itself, to its original

condition. But the case is veiy different where the

collapse of authority comes from within
j
whore its over-

throw is due, not to the strength or suddenness of the

attack, but to inherent weakness; where the riot, the

rebellion, or whatever the proximate cause of disaster

may be, is not the real cause, but merely one of the

results, merely an acute symptom, of a deep-seated

malady. Those who would " restore order ” after such

a collapse cannot content themselves with the removal

of the symptom. They must go deeper and seek to

cure the disease.

Such was the case of Egypt after the tremendous

breakdown, of which Arabi and his mutinous soldiers

were the instruments, but inner rottenness of long stand-

ing the real cause. The system of government which

had been bowled over like a nine-pin by the feeble aims

of Arabi and his associates, weakest though far from worst

of rebels, could not be “restored” by simply being re-

erected. No doubt the inhabitants of the Nile valley are
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the most easily governed people in the -world
;
yet even

in the Nile valley government must rest on some force,

material or moral—on popular consent or on obedient

bayonets, or, at very least, on that strange prestige, the

“divinity that doth hedge a king,” which, especially

in the East, sometimes preserves for many years a
despotism from which all real vitality has departed.

But the govei’nment of Egypt which Arabi upset had
possessed none of these indispensable supports. The
native ruling class was vicious and incapable. The
country teemed with officials, but few, very few of

them were men. Tyrannous to the weak, they quailed

before the slightest threat of lawlessness on the part

of the strong. And from strong and weak alike they

readily accepted bribes, to pervert justice or neglect

duty.

Nor was the administration as much strengthened as

it ought to have been by the largo brigade of foreigners

who had been imported into it. They were often ill-

chosen, and even when honest and capable they lacked

influence. While their numbers excited native complaint,

they were unable, under the then existing conditions, to

effect such an amount of improvement as would have

justified their presence, and gradually allayed the dis-

content arising from their introduction. The needs of

the public Treasury, loaded with a gigantic debt, were

such that the administration, which had to raise enoi’-

mous taxes to provide for those needs, could not in any

case have been popular. But when to grievous necessary

taxation were added the still greater burdens resulting

from official incompetence, injustice, and corruption, there

resulted a degree of misery and oppression which even in
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the patient East could not but engender a spirit of

revolt.

The Government was thus clearly devoid of one great

possible mainstay of authority—^popular support, or

acquiescence. But how was it off for material force ?

The army was recruited from the poorest and most op-

pressed section of the people, and was shamefully iU-used

into the bai’gain. Its officers, who were themselves partly

taken from the peasant class, had been in arrears of i^ay

for years, and when the financial embarrassments of

the state necessitated the dismissal of a large number
of them, they were allowed to go without either the back

pay or the pension to which they were entitled. Such

treatment infallibly bred disloyalty. Had the army at

least been justly dealt with and consequently trust-

worthy, the Government might have despised the suffer-

ings of a deeply Avronged but most submissive people.

As the case actually stood, the army itself was the chief

source of danger.

There remained, then, only prestige. But the personal

prestige of the Khedive, at one time enormous, had

greatly declined in the years preceding 1882. Ismail,

indeed, had been all-powerful, and even when in his

later years, owing to his impecuniosity and bad faith,

and the growing interference of the European Powers

which his misgovemment necessitated, real power was
slipping from his grasp, he still managed to maintain the

semblance and the terror of it, Foreign Envoys might
bully, or foreign residents begin to laugh at him, but

there were very few natives, and they men of exceptional

courage and character, who did not quail before him to

the very latest day of his reign. But his better son was
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in a very different position. He succeeded to weakness,

and with all his excellent qualities, qualities which at a

later date and under fairer auspices were of untold value

to his country, Tewfik Pasha was not the man to restore

by his own unaided personality that awe of the Khedivial

name, which circumstances had so greatly impaired.

The people had seen his dreaded father deposed without

a struggle by the fiat of the Porte. They saw the son

subjected, from the very moment of his accession, to the

tutelage of foreign Powers. It would be too much to

say that even these successive blows entirely destroyed

the halo which in the eyes of the great mass of the

Egyptian populace encircles the awful figure of

" Effendina.” But that halo certainly shone with much
diminished lusti’e. A prestige which, if not wholly

de,stroyod, had at least been very seriously impaired,

was not alone sufficient to bolster up authority, when
everything else that could have supported it was
wanting.

What under these circumstances were the essential

conditions of the “ restoration of order ” ? Two courses

were possible. We might have elected to create mere

external tranquillity, to ignore all the deep-rooted evils

which had undermined the Egyptian government, by

first ruining the Egyptian people, and to set up, through

the aid of foreign janissaries, a strong, ruthless despotism,

ready to trample without compunction on the festering

mass of misery and disaffection. That sort of order

would probably have lasted for a time
;
that is to say, if

the foreign janissaries could have been counted upon—

a

somewhat doubtful matter. For evidently no civilized

government would have lent its troops for such a purpose.
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Eecourse must have been had to Turkey, or to merce-

naries hired in Turkey, and what permanent reliance

could have been placed upon these ? But even with

a faithful Pristorian guard the system could not have

lasted long, for it would have involved a degree of

injustice, cruelty, and devastation that may still be

possible in some parts of Turkey, but that would not

have been permanently tolerated in a country which,

with its large number of European residents and swarms

of foreign tourists, lives, so to speak, constantly under

the eye of civilized mankind. But if we shrank from

this barbarous policy, if we determined to base order,

not upon mere external force, but upon internal stability,

then there was nothing for it but to reconstruct radically

the whole administrative machine, to overhaul the

government in all its branches, to stamp out the cor-

ruption which lay at the root of Egypt’s misfortunes,

and to secure to aU its citizens at least some elementary

form of justice. That was the second and the better

way of restoring order, but it implied long years of

toilsome effort, a difficult and an invidious task.

Whicli of the two courses were we to choose ? For

any civilized and Christian Power the answer could

not be doubtful. It was the less doubtful because the

more humane of the two policies, and that which alone

presented any hope of permanent success, had already

been inaugurated with the concurrence and co-operation

of Great Britain. For it must not be forgotten, that for

nearly two years before the rise of Arabi the worst

excesses of Egyptian misgovernment had already been

put a stop to, and a bold beginning made in the work of

reconstruction and reform. The commencement of the
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administrative regeneration of Egypt dates, not from
the British Occupation, but from the fall of THma.i1 and
the establishment of the Dual Control.* Much that in

those early years was only tentatively approached has

now been thoroughly tackled, and large new fields have
been brought within the range of reforming activity.

But in the main the work of progress in Egypt has

followed the direction given to it at the outset by De
Blignibres and Baring, and De Blignieres and Colvin.f

The reason why the Control failed was not that its

methods were wrong, but that it had no force behind it.

The mere fact of its existence im23aired the power, by
weakening the prestige, of the native Government, and,

on the other hand, the Control itself lacked material

support. Had time been granted, it might have ended

by creating for the Government a new source of strength

in the prosperity and contentment of the people; but

before its beneficent influence had had time to be recog-

nized, the smash came.

Looking back now, with the wisdom derived from

subsequent experience, it is easy to see that the Control

experiment was foredoomed to failure. So great an in-

terference with native authority, however necessary for

* Ismail was deposed on June 2G, 1879; the two Controllers, De
Blignieres and jMajor (subsequently Sir Evelyn) Baring took office in

tho autumn of tlie same year. Sir Evelyn Baring, whose name mnst

necessarily so often appear in these pages, is now, since June last, Lord

Cromer, but he is still so much better known under his former title, and

the name of “Evelyn Baring” is so indelibly associated with the

Egyptian history of tho last ten years, that 1 shall throughout this book

speak of him under that name,

t Sir Evelyn Baring left Egypt to take up tho post of Financial

Member of the Council of India in 1880. He was succeeded os Controller

by Sir Auckland Colvin,
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the rescue of the country, was not justified, if the inter-

fering Powers were not prepared to give the weakened

native Government effective material assistance, until

such time as the prosperity and contentment, which the

new system would have created in the long run, had

made that assistance superfluous. Had this been done,

the revolution, with all its destructive eonsequences and

the resulting necessity of British intervention, might

possibly have been avoided. But, be that as it may, the

interrupted work of the Dual Control was now to be

taken up under more favourable auspices, shielded and

stimulated by the protecting presence of British power.

This, then, and no less than this, was meant by

“I’estoring order,” It meant reforming the Egyptian

administration I'oot and branch. Nay, it meant more.

For what was the good of recasting the system, if it were

left to be worked by oflacials of the old type, animated

by the old spirit! “Men, not measures” is a good

Avatch-word anywhere, but to no country is it more pro-

foundly applicable than to Egypt. Our task, therefore,

included something more than new principles and new
methods. It ultimately involved new men. It involved

“the education of the people to know, and therefore

to expect, orderly and honest government—the education

of a body of rulers capable of supplying it.”
*

* “Britftin’s AVork in Egypt.” T. & A. Constable. Edinburgh, 1892.
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CHAPTER III.

THE VEILED PSOTECTORATE.

Such was the nature of the task we undertook. But

its grim immensity dawned very slowly on the British

Government and the British people. In fact, it is

pretty evident, to judge from many utterances which

appear about Egypt even now, that a considerable

section of the public have not realized it up to the

present day. Was it well that we began in ignorance

of what lay before us? It is possible that, had we

foreseen the extent of the liabilities we wore incurring,

we might never have put our hand to the plough. That

would have been a misfortune for Egypt. Whether it

would haA'e been in the long run any real relief to

England, I must leave my readers to judge when they

have heard me out. But, on the other hand, it is certain

that, if we had understood from the beginning the extent

of the enterprise on which we were embarking, and had

nevertheless persisted in it, much time would have been

saved, and many blunders would have been avoided.

Our failure to grasp the situation from the first, the

uncertainty of our aims, the consequent tentativeness

and vacillation of our policy—these have all along been

a heavy drag upon the work of reform in Egypt. If,
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in spite of all, -we have attained a large measure of

success, that result has been due to the characteristic

tenacity of the race, to the business-like way in which

certain Englishmen on the spot sot about the duty

nearest them without looking to right or left. It has

been due to the practical instinct which, under the

teaching of experience, has led them, and especially one

of them, to work out for himself and his country some

sort of coherent and definite line of action amid the

bewilderment of hot fits and cold fits at home, of

alternate orders to advance and retreat, of some things

rashly begun and others unwisely neglected. But more

of this hereafter.

Let me recall to the mind of my readers the position

of afiairs in Egypt in the autumn of 1882. We were in

absolute possession of the country. We had smashed

the cZe /cteZo Government, and the Government cZe jure

was a phantom. There was for the moment no authority

but that of our army, no law but our will. That some-

thing had to be done to clear up this situation was

evident, but what ? Were we to elect for the right of

might and to annex the country ? Our previous

declarations rendered such a course difficult, but, even

had it been easy, the majority of Englishmen were

profoundly averse to it. Were we to proclaim a Pro-

tectorate, permanent or temporary ? That would have

been less difficult, and at the time certainly nine-tenths

of the world expected such a denouement. I shrewdly

suspect that, if the chancelleries of the Continent were

to give up their secrets, it would be found that most of

the Powers were at heart in favour of it. The Euro-

peans in Egypt, just saved by the skin of their teeth,
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were for the moment almost to a man of the same mind.

As late as April 4, 1883, two thousand six hundred

of the European inhabitants of Alexandria and other

towns, representing almost all the European wealth and
enterprise of the country, and including not only

Greeks, Italians, Germans, and Austrians, but even

some Frenchmen, presented a petition to Lord Duiferin,

praying that the British Occupation might be permanent.

At the same time, a similar desire was expressed in a

memorandum from the American Missionary Society,

perhaps the most widely spread and most beneficent

of all the foreign agencies engaged in the difiusion of

education on the banks of the Nile. There is no doubt,

cither that the establishment of a Protectoi-ate would

at that time have been most popular with almost all

the resident foreigners, or that our refusal to establish

it subsequently converted into enemies many of those

who at first would have enthusiastically welcomed us.

It is true that even the proclamation of a Protec-

torate would have been very little in keeping with the

professions under cover of which we sent out our

military expedition. But the fulfilment of the pro-

fessions made by a nation in the act of going to war is

not in common human practice—whatever ought to be

the case in an ideal world—apt to bo rigidly exacted of

the same nation at the moment of victory. In the heat

and flurry of a resort to arms, and under the natural

impulse to justify so extreme a measure, much is always

promised, which, even if intended, it is afterwards

found impossible to perform ; and such non-performance

is, within reasonable limits, readily condoned by the

public opinion of mankind. It would no doubt be
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invidious for Great Britain to proclaim a Protectorate

over Egypt to-day. But it is not so much the declara-

tions we made before our victory as their constant

reiteration ever since, which constitutes the obstacle.

At the end of 1882, such a step was not only almost

universally expected; it would have been generally

welcome. The British Government, however—and it

is fair to remember that in this respect it only reflected

the unmistakable trend of public feeling—shrank from

so bold a course. “ He that wills the end must will the

means " is good logic, but it is not the logic which, in

questions of imperial policy, has as yet commended
itself to the British people.

If, then, we Avere not going to annex, and not going

to protect, AA'hat were we going to do ? Our policy, as

far as Ave had one, Avas laid down in the able and

memorable despatch which Lord Granville addressed to

the Great PoAvers on January 3, 1883. “ Although for

the present,” says that document, "a British force

remains in Egypt for the preservation of public

tranquillity, her Majesty’s Government are desirous of

withdrawing it as soon as the state of the country and

the organization of proper means for the maintenance

of the Khedive’s authority Avill admit of it. In the

mean time, the position in which her Majesty’s Govern-

ment are placed towards his Highness, imposes %(>pon

them the duty of giving advice roith the object of secur-

ing that the order of things to he established shall be

of a satisfactory character, and p>ossess the elements of

stability and progress.”

It is worth while to look closely at this famous

declaration. In it the Government of Great Britain
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announced its object :
“ the establishment of an order

of things possessing the elements of stability and pro-

gress.” What that meant we have seen, though at the

time when he used the phrase. Lord Granville could

perhaps hardly have been expected to see it. But the

British Government at the same time indicated the

means which it meant to employ to attain that object.

It was to be obtained by “ giving advice ”—charming

euphemism of the best Granvillian brand. For the

advice of an armed man in possession of your property

is apt to be something more than a mere recommenda-

tion; it is an order. And so Lord Granville himself

very vigorously interpreted the term “ advice ” on the

first important occasion on which the Khedive and his

Ministers seemed disinclined to listen to their English

counsellors. “I hardly need point out,” he wi’ote to

Sir Evelyn Baring, on January 4, 1884, "that in

important questions, where the administration and

safety of Egypt are at stake, it is indispensable that her

Majesty’s Government .should, so long as the provisional

occupation of the country by English troops continues,

be assured that the advice which, after full consideration

of the views of the Egyptian Government, they may
feel it their duty to tender to the Khedive, should be

followed. It should be made clear to the Egyptian

Ministers and Governors of provinces, that the responsi-

bility which for the time rests on England obliges her

Majesty’s Government to insist on the adoption of the

policy which they recommend, and that it will be

necessary that those Ministers and Governors who do

not follow this course should cease to hold their offices.”

That, at any rate, was plain speaking.
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It is true that we have not always insisted with this

amount of energy on the acceptance of our advice, even

in important matters. Moreover, there has never been

any understanding between Great Britain and Egypt, or

even any clear idea in the minds of British statesmen

themselves, as to the limits within which our right of

giving authoritative advice should be exercised. The

same matter has been treated by us at one time as

within the sphere of our influence, and at another time

as without it. Certain unlucky questions seem destined

to be permanently half in and half out. But, however

that might be, the mere liability to have advice offered

to it, which on certain occasions it would bo bound to

accept, was sufficient to place the Egyptian Government

in a state of tutelage. Thus we did after all establish a

Protectorate in Egypt, but not a comifleto or legitimate

one. On the contrary, it was a Protectorate which we
would not avow ourselves, and therefore could not call

upon others to recognize. It was a veiled Piotectorate

of uncertain extent and indefinite duration for the

accomplishment of a difficult and distant object.

It is far from being my intention to criticize this

policy, much less to condemn it. The longest way round

may be the shortest way home, and it is possible that

the course adopted by England may be found ultimately

to have certain advantages, which the more direct and

less irritating method of declaring a regular Protcctoi’ate,

permanent or temporary, would not have possessed. All

I wish to point out now is, how the attainment of our

object of setting up a stable order of things—compli-

cated enough in any case—was rendered enormously

more complicated by our preference for an incomplete
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aad informal over a thorough-going and proclaimed Pro-

tectorate. That preference would have increased our

difficulties in any country. It increased them a

hundred-fold in a country so abnormal as Egypt, the

independence of which was already subject to restric-

tions of many kinds. I fear I must expand at some
little length both of the above propositions.

And first as to the relations existing between the

English and Egyptian Governments, regarded apart from

the international shackles previously imposed upon the

latter. To understand the delicacy of these relations,

it is necessary to analyze the methods by which British

influence in Egypt is exercised. There are three points

to be considered : the British troops, the British Consul-

General, and the British officials in the Egyptian ser-

vice. The po.sition of each of these presents anomalies

which would be impossible anywhere except in para-

doxical Egypt.

The British troops have, of course, no sort of status

in the country. They are not the soldiers of the Khe-

dive, or foreign soldiers invited by the Khedive. They

are not the soldiers of the protecting Power, since there

is in theory no protecting Power. In theory their pre-

sence is an accident, and their character that of simple

visitors. At the present moment they are no longer,

from the military point of view, of vital importance, for

their numbers have been repeatedly reduced, and for

several years past they have not exceeded, and do not

now exceed, three thousand men. It is true that their

presence relieves a certain portion of the Egyptian army

from duties it would otherwise have to perform, and

that, if the British troops were altogether withdrawn, the
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number of Egyptian soldiers might have to be somewhat

increased. But its value as part of the defensive forces

of the country does not, of course, constitute the real

importance and meaning of the British Army of Occu-

pation. It is as the outward and visible sign of the

predominance of British influence, of the special interest

taken by Great Britain in the affairs of Egypt, that that

army is such an important element in the present situa-

tion. Its moral efiect is out of all proportion to its

actual strength. The presence of a single British regi-

ment lends a weight they would not otherwise possess

to the counsels of the British Consul-General. Take the

troops away, and you must either run the risk of a

decline of British influence, which would imperil the

work of reform, or devise, for a time at least, some new
and equivalent support for that influence—a problem not

perhaps impossible, but certainly difficult of solution.

We now come to the British “Agent and Consul-

General.” * That functionary is, like any other British

Minister at a foreign court, the authorized exponent of

the views and wishes of the English Government to the

Government of Egypt. His position, unlike that of our

troops, is a normal and legitimate one
;
but, if normal in

form, it is even more anomalous in substance than any

other part of this strange piece of political mechanism.

Formally only one of more than a dozen consuls-general,

and possessing no higher attribute or authority than any

* Tho full title of Sir Evelyn Baring (Lord Cromer) is “Minister

Plenipotentiary and Consul-General.” Some of lua colleagues, notably

the Frenchman, have the same rank. The rest are only “ConsulB-

Qeneral,” but with the additional appellation of “diplomatic agents,”

which indeed beat repreaenta their true character, aa their functiona are

rather diplomatic than conanlar.
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of his colleagues^ he is in reality, as the exponent of the

wishes of what is in reality the protecting Power, the

ultimate authority in the country in all those matters

—

and they are a varying number—which the protecting

Power chooses for the moment to regai’d as calling for

the exercise of its control. He is the real, but unpro-

claimed, arbiter over an administrative area of fluctuating

dimensions—^no easy iDosition to fill with eflectiveness

and Avithout offence. Nor has that position been ren-

dered easier by the fact that, on tAvo occasions since the

Occupation, the Consul-General has been superseded, in

a greater or less degree, by Envoys Extraordinary. From
November, 1882, to May, 1883, the responsibility for the

direction of Egyptian affairs Avas pi-actically transferred

from the Consul-General, Sir E Malet, to Lord Dufferin.

From Novembei’, 1885, to December, 1887, that respon-

sibility Avas divided betAveen the then Consul-General,

Sir Evelyn Baring, and Sir Henry Drummond Wolff.*

It remains to consider the British officials in the

Egyptian service. There were a good many of these

before the days of the Occupation, and there are not so

many more now
;
but of course the Occupation and its

consequences have entirely altered their position and

influence. Here, again, we must distinguish betAveen

fiction and fact. In theory, the British officials of the

Khedive are just like his other officials, the servants of

an absolute master, as liable as his other servants to be

over-ruled or dismissed. They are Avith feAV exceptions

not even the heads of their respective services, but imder

* If I do not liere refer to tlie misBion of Lord Northbrook in Sep-

tember and October, 1881, it is because that miBsion Aras too short, and

of too special a character, to be regarded as a serious invasion upon the

authoiity of the Consul-General
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the orders of native Ministers. But though this is their

formal position, and though the form is most rigorously

observed by the British oificials themselves, no Egyptian

for a moment forgets that these men—^his colleagues, in

some instance his subordinates—are citizens of the state

which holds Egyjit in the hollow of its hand. Their

advice is not like ordinary advice. Their dismissal is

not to be lightly thought of—in fact, without excep-

tionally valid reasons, it is not to be thought of at all.

A further anomaly arises from the relation of these

British Egyptian officials to the British Consul-General.

In theory, again, he has no more to do with them than

the representative of any foreign Power has to do with

the servants of the Government to which he is accredited.

But, as a matter of fact, the Consul-General is engaged

in superintending a certain work of intei'nal reform. He
is, to that extent, a part of the Government of Egypt,

and these men are practically his principal instruments.

Conceal the fact as you please, be as careful as you

please that the British officials shall abide by the strictest

official decorum, and shall tiy to forget that they are any-

thing but ordinary members of the Egyptian Adminis-

tration
;
yet it is but human nature that in moments of

especial difficulty they should turn to their Consul-

General for guidance and support.

Is it necessary, in view of these facts, to explain any
further how the indefiniteness of British authority, and

the irregular methods by which it is exercised, inevitably

increase the friction which must in any case arise between

two Governments standing to one another in the relations

of guardian and ward ? The position of the Egyptian

Ministers and higher officials is under the circumstances
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necessarily a trying one. It is hard for them to know
what they may do and what they may not; where

counsels tendered to them ai'e suggestions, and where
they are commands. It is hard for them to feel any
cordiality towards members of the same service who
may, at a given moment, be appealing for counsel to an

outside authorit}'. Where they are themselves at heart

cordially with us, their position, though difficult, may not

be intolerable
;
but where they are at heart opposed to

the policy we may be pursuing, or only half convinced of

its wisdom, it is too much to expect that they should

contentedly accept the icsponsibility, and even bear the

odium, which that policy may in a particular instance

excite among the majority of their countrymen, while

all the time they feel it is not their own.

Moreover, the situation is one which offers every en-

couragement to that tendency to intrigue, which is the

besetting vice of all Eastern statesmen. The Khedive,

after all, is the ruler of the country, and it is he who
must ultimately decide whether a particular measure

.shall or shall not be adopted. If he can be induced to

turn a deaf ear to the proposals of the British Agent,

the latter is checkmated. The idea of playing off his

sovereign against his foreign taskmaster is thus one

which lies very near to an irritated Egyptian Premier.

And it has more than once been adopted, though never

with success. Moreover, there is always the last hope,

that the British Agent himself may be going beyond his

instructions, and that, if the British Government can

only be got at, it may be induced to disavow him. In

at least one memorable instance, to which I shall have to

refer presently, this cardAvas actually played, and played
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with great boldness, though the result was discomfiture.

Such are the rocks on which successive Egyptian Minis-

tries, that of Sherif, of Nubar, of Riaz, have split.

Try to find out from any Egyptian who is hostile to

England—not a fool or a fanatic, but a reasoning

opponent—^what is the cause of his hostility, and you

will probably discover that it comes to this—that he does

not know where he is with us. He would like best that

we should go away. Failing this, he would be content

if we were to take over entirely the government of the

country. But why we should hang on worrying him, as

he considers it, without doing any good to ourselves, is

more than he can fathom. “ If you want us to walk in

our fashion, why don’t you leave us alone
;

if you want

us to walk in yours, then govern us and have done with

it.” No doubt this is a superficial point of view. No
doubt an Englishman, Avishing to defend the policy of

his country, has an answer and a good one. “ We could

not let you continue in the old paths,” he might reply,

“because they were a proved failure. Had you had

the capacity and the character to keep thiugs straight,

there would have been no insolvency, no revolution, no

necessity for our interference. But, on the other hand,

we English don’t Avant to stay in your country for ever.

We don’t despair of your leai-ning to manage decently

your OAvn affairs. If Ave were to go aAvay to-morroAV,

you would not succeed in doing so, because you have not

yet shaken off the old traditions. You still require a

deal of training in a better school. But, at the same

time, if we were to take the government of the country

entirely out of your hands, you would never learn to do

better. You need to be shown what to do, but you also
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need to practice doing it. You need energy, initiative,

self-reliance. How could you ever develop them if we
were to keep you absolutely in leading strings ?

” And
the reply is good, but it is a hard saying to our imaginary

Egyptian grumbler. He may not be able to formulate

a rejoinder to it, but if he could analyze his own feelings

he might express them thus :
“ I am an Oriental, and I

want to be a master or to have a master. I am prepared

to be your humble, obedient servant, or I am prepared,

quite prepared, to do without you. But I don’t under-

stand divided responsibility or limited freedom of

action. Your kind consideration in letting me have

my own way at times—just Avhen it happens to suit

you—does not make me feel a bit more free, but only a

great deal more uncomfortable.”

I am reminded in this connection of an incident

which it would be better to relate Avithout mentioning

names. It was the case of a certain nomination which

happened to be very important from the point of vieAV

of puie administration, but to which the native Minister,

who Avas asked to make it, and who Avas a man of strong

character though rather narrow intelligence, Avas for

some reason or other violently opposed. It is not often

that the British Consul-General in Cairo interferes

about particular nominations, but in this case the

stake Avas considerable, and he felt bound to carry his

man. The appointment was suggested, in the first

instance, in the most gentle and least offensive manner

;

but the Minister was not to be appeased by such con-

ciliatory tactics. He fiew into a passion, declared he

would never consent, and threatened resignation. When
he found that the suggestion, though not pressed with
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excc&sive vehemence, was not withdrawn, he left no

stone unturned to prevent its acceptance. He delayed,

he intrigued, he raised side issues, he tried to drag the

Khedive into the quarrel and to set him and the British

Consul-General hy the ears. At last the patience of the

latter began to give out, and he had it intimated to the

recalcitrant Minister that this was a question about

which the British Government would stand no further

trifling. The bearer of the message expected an ex-

plosion; but not a bit of it. “Eh bien,” said the im-

perious old gentleman, with a shrug of the shoulders,

“ Si e’est un oidre, je n’ai plus rien i\ dire.” And the

thing was done. His despotic disposition could under-

stand an Older; but what he could not tolerate was

good advice which was contraiy to his own inclinations.

Theie is a world of instruction in that little episode.

It would have been easier, so much easier, to push

through our woik of lefoim, if we had seen our way
to adopt from the first a more uniformly decided tone.

Far from exciting opposition, such an attitude would

have quelled it. “ The masteiful hard of a resident,”

to use the famous phrase of Lord Dufferin, "would

soon have bent everything to his will." It was not the

same thing for a quasi-resident disguised under the garb

of a mere Diplomatic Agent. No doubt the friction

between Englishmen and natives is at present vastly

less than it was at the beginning. Years of common
work are producing a better mutual understanding.

The irksomeness of a false situation has been mitigated

by wont and habit, the political, like the human, body,

gradually accustoming itself to the most unsuitable

clothes. It has been minimized by the skill and patience
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of the extraordinary man, who for nine years has been

the interpreter of Great Britain’s will to Egypt, and

among whose great qualities the power of distinguishing

big things from small, and of not fussing about the

latter, is perhaps one of the most remarkable. But a

difSculty it still remains, and will remain, and one that

ought constantly to be borne in mind in judging our

efforts to carry out our appointed task of establishing

" an order of things which should have the elements of

stability and progress.”
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CHAPTER IV.

INTERNATIONAL FETTERS.

The obstacles to progress, wbich I have thus far been

considering, are such as we should have had to encounter,

even if the country, of which we were temporarily

taking charge, had been an independent one. But

Egypt was very far from being an independent country.

She is a vassal state, bound by the obligations of her

suzerain
;
and, over and above her vassalage to Turkey

and its consequences, she is under an international

tutelage in respect of her finances, which has no parallel

in the Avorld. It remains, therefore, to examine the

various restrictions on the freedom of action of the

Egyptian Goverament, arising from the circumstances

just referred to—restrictions which existed prior to our

occupation, but of which, by adopting the policy of a

veiled rather than an avowed Protectorate, we doomed

Egypt and ourselves to feel the full inconvenience.

Egypt is a part of the Ottoman Empire. The power

of the Khedive is an emanation from the power of the

Sultan, but it is an emanation of the most ample kind.

The great firman of June, 1873, which sums up, with

certain additions, the attributes of sovereignty bestowed

on the Khedive by all previous acts, confirms to the
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ruler of Egypt, subject to the payment of an annual

tribute of 750,000 Turkish pounds,* the absolute control

of the internal administration and finances of that coun-

try; it empowers him to conclude commercial conventions

with foreign Powers, as long as such conventions do not

infringe the political treaties of the Porte; it allows

him to raise loans, and to keep up as large an army
as may be necessaiy for purposes of defence, as well as

to build shijjs of war other than iron-clads It acknow-

ledges his right to coin money in the Sultan’s name.

It declares the Khediviate hereditary in the family of

Ismail Pasha, according to the law of primogeniture.

No delegation of sovereign power, short of its absolute

abandonment, could well have been more complete. It

is true, that the later firman of August, 1879, which

appointed Tewfik Pasha after the deposition of Ismail,

modified in two important particulars the provisions of

the firman of 1873. It deprived the Khedive of the

right of raising loans without the consent of the Sultan,

and of keeping up, in time of peace, an array of more

than eighteen thousand men. But, with these exceptions,

the Khedive remained absolute within the limits of the

provinces assigned to him, which comprised not only

Egypt proper, but the vast and ill-defined territories

known by the name of the Sudan.

The Sultan had given to his representative on the

throne of Egypt with no sparing hand, but he could

not give what he had not got. He could not liberate

his vassal from the existing restrictions upon his own
sovereign authority. The international obligations of

Turkey remained binding upon Egypt, and among them

* About £675,000 sterling.
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the remarkable series of teeaties known as the “ Capitu-

lations,” the earliest of which date back to the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries, and which limit in so singular

a manner the sovereign power of the Sultan within his

own dominions. The history of those treaties is a very

interesting one, but it would take us too far afield to

enter upon it hero. The first Capitulations were, strictly

speaking, not so much treaties as concessions. The

Sultans of those days neither regarded the rulers of the

Christian states of the West as equals to be treated

with, nor was their principal aim to obtain reciprocal

advantages in exchange for the privileges they granted.

Their primary object was to make it possible for Chris-

tians to reside and trade in the temtories of the Porte,

by protecting them against the ill-usage to which, as

defenceless strangers of an alien faith, they would other-

wise have been exposed. The omnipotent despots, who
granted the first Capitulations, would have smiled at

the thought, that the favours they were almost con-

temptuously conferring could ever become a serious

source of weakness or embarrassment to their successors.

Yet so it has come to pas.s. While Turkey has

dwindled, the foi'eigners within her borders have become

stronger. The need of the Capitulations has diminished,

but their advantages have been claimed and conceded

to one European nation after another, and extended,

rather than curtailed, in these successive concessions.*

But even if they had not been so extended, those advan-
* At the present moment the nations possessing Capitulations with

Turkey are the following :—^in Europe—^France, Italy, England, Ger-

many, Austria, Eussia, Holland, Spain, Sweden, Denmark, Belgium,

Portugal, and Greece ; and iii the New World—the United States and

Brazil.
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tages would have a very different import to-day from

that which they possessed at the time when they were

granted. It was one thing for the absolute ruler of one

of the mightiest of existing empires to give up, of his

own free grace, some portion of his sovereign power for

the benefit of a handful of foreign traders, whose distant

and, at that time, comparatively weak Governments

were little likely to exact a very strict execution of the

rights thus bestowed. The immense preponderance of

material power on the one side quite excluded the

possibility of any inconvenient exercise, much less

abuse, of legal privilege on the other. But it is quite

another thing, when that same empire, enfeebled and

declining, finds itself face to face with a large numbe’ -

of foreign residents ax’mod with privileges, which amount

to a complete right of extra-territoriality, and which

their Governments—no longer inferior suitors, but dan-

gerous rivals, or necessary protectoi'S—are determined

to see respected to the full

Of all the privileges conferred upon foreigners by

the Capitulations, by far the most important, in these

days, are those of immunity from taxation, excepting

customs-duties (and, in the case of foreigners owning

real property, land-tax), of inviolability of domicile, and

of exemption fi'om the jurisdiction of the local courts.

The latter privilege is, however, neither complete nor

uniform. The extent of it varies considerably in the

difierent treaties, and has varied even more largely in

practice at difierent times. The subject is one of con-

tinual dispute between the representatives of the Powers

and the Ottoman authorities, and the results of the

struggle may differ according to the degree of insistence
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on the part of the particular Power interested, or the

degree of regard which the Porte is at a given moment
disi)osed to show to it.

In no part of the Ottoman Empire have the privi-

leges granted by the Capitulations received so wide and

indeed abusive an extension as in Egypt. Claims have

been made and admitted, and practices have sprung

up and acquired the sanction of use and precedent,

which, in many cases, are not only not justified by the

treaties, but actually contrary to their express pro-

visions. The fact is that, in their constant efforts to

extend the limits of their privileges, foreigners * have

obtained from the weakness or mistaken liberality of

i-i.he rulers of Egypt concessions which were not to be

wrung from the stronger and more conservative Govern-

ment of Turkey.

Thus in Egypt it is a matter of well-established usage

that a foreigner committing a criminal offence t is tried

by his consul
,

or, if his consul is not competent, by the

competent court in his own country. In Egypt, too,

the principle of inviolability of domicile has been inter-

preted in a manner which not only makes the arrest of

criminals difficult, but places the greatest obstacles in

the way of the Government in its attempt to obtain

proof of breaches of the law. Before a foreigner’s

domicile can be entered—and his domicile is taken to

include all his premises—his consul or some representa-

* By “foreigners,” in tins and the following pages, I mean the

citizens or protected subjects oi countries having Capitulations witli

Turkey, just as for the sake of brevity I use the term “the Powers,” to

designate these countries themselTes.

t Except very trifling offences, which, as we shall see hereafter, may
now be tried by the Slixed Tribunals,
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tivo of his consulate must be present. But, in hundreds

of cases, the consul takes good care to be out of the way,

until the incriminating articles—the stolen goods, or the

contraband tobacco, or hasheesh, or whatever else they

may be—have been carefully removed. Indeed, on the

subject of contraband alone, a whole chapter might bo

written, full af been

defrauded by virtue of the Capitulations. A foreign

ship in an Egyptian port is as inviolable as a foreigner’s

house on land. There have been innumerable cases in

which a vessel, known to contain contraband, has had
to be watched day and night for many days together by
the coastguards, until a consular agent could be got hold

of in whoso presence they might board her. When the

indispensable official has at last arrived, the ship has

simply put to sea, only to return and play the same
game over again in a more convenient spot, until she has

finally succeeded in landing her cargo.

Another common instance of the abuse of the Capitu-

lations is that of a foreign criminal or gang of criminals,

taking refuge upon the premises of another foreigner of

different nationality. Here, at least two consular agents

are necessary before the police can act, one to legalize

the infraction of domicile, the other to legalize the

arrest But, if the criminals themselves are of different

nationalities, three, four, or even more consulates may
have to be represented. Now, it is difficult enough to

get a single consulate to move. To obtain the timely

co-operation of two or more of them is next door to an
impossibility.

And the difficulty of arresting a criminal is not greater

than that of ensuring his proper punishment when
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arrested. It is a serious evil, in any case, that foreign

criminals should not he amenable to the courts of the

land, even where natives or the native Government are

the vietims of their criminality. But the nuisance be-

comes intolerable where the foreign authority, which is

substituted for those courts, allows itself to be biassed

in favour of tbp PTii-niral, bpoao^plie 1.0 a. fpl low-country-

man. An English miscreant, if handed over to iilc

consular authority, is pretty certain to meet with the

punishment he deserves. The English consular jurisdic-

tion in Egypt extends to all crimes, and the consuls arc,

in their ca2iacity of judges, little disposed to show

leniency to their feUow-counti’junen. But other eonsular

courts have either a more limited jurisdietion, or, even

when competent to deal with every sort of offence, are

liable to be overruled by courts of appeal in their own
country. Such courts of appeal are in most cases obliged

to decide upon depositions, without hearing or seeing the

witnesses, and are naturally ignorant of local conditions.

They are thus hardly in a position to form a good judg-

ment, even if their disposition is exeellent.

But, unfortunately, the impartiality of foreign judges

trying their own countrymen for offences committed

against Egyptians is not always unimjieachable. And
this is especially the case with the judges of that foreign

nationality which is most numerously represented in

Egypt—the Greek. Instances are frequent—they are,

jierhaps, less common than they used to be, but they

are far too common still,—^in which Greek criminals

—

thieves, forgers, even murderers—have been handed
over to their consul, and have either been allowed to

escape before trial or have been acquitted in the teeth of
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the evidence, or, if condemned in Egypt, have appealed

with success to a lenient court at Athens. Ruffians

of the worst dcscrijJtion, whom it had been difficult to

arrest, and even more difficult to get convicted, have
thus returned to Egypt after an incredibly short sentence,

to resume their old career of crime. Can it be wondered

at, under these circumstance!?, that the Greeks are

notorious throughout the country for truculent defiance

of authority, for violence, and for lawlessness ?

It would be hard to exaggerate the amount of in-

justice, or the hideous administrative confusion, arising

from this state of things. But the immunity often ac-

corded to criminals is not the most serious, though it is

the most sensational, evil resulting from the abuse of the

Capitulations. Of more far-reaehing consequence ai'o

the obstacles they interpose to every kind of admini-

strative reform, and to the general march of progress.

Where would the growth of civilization be without the

power of creating new offences ? Step by step, as the

development of the public conscience condemns certain

acts as immoral, or experience shows them to be in-

jurious to the general interest, the legislature follows and

makes them punishable. But the Capitulations oppose

a solid barrier to this process, alike as regards the sup-

pression of vice and the repression of nuisances. Whether

it be a question of public morals—such as the closing

of gambling hells and houses of ill-fame, or the control

of the sale of intoxicating liquors; or a question of

public convenience—such as the preservation of a canal

bank, or the enforcement of the most essential sanitary

rules—the same difficulty presents itself. From the pre-

vention of false coining to the regulation of a cabstand.
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it is always the old story. No doubt the Government is

free to make the necessary laws, but as long as the

penalties contained in them are not applicable to

foreigner’s, what is the use ? It would simply be giving

a profitable monopoly of lawlessness to the foreigner at

the expense of the Egyptian. And in matters of this

kind it is precisely the low-class foreigners, with whom
the country swarms, who are the principal offenders. It

is they Avho are the false coiners, who keep the gambling

hells, the liquor shops, the disorderly houses. It is they

who build upon canal banks, or throw thpir refuse into

the public streets. The Egyptian courts cannot try them,

nor is it certain that their own courts, even if willing,

Avould be competent to do so. For the offences in ques-

tion are offences by virtue of Egyptian municipal law.

But foreigners have the right to be tried not only by

their own courts but by their own laws. And in any

particular case the offence, which the foreigner has com-

mitted against Egyptian municipal laAV, may, perhaps,

not be an offence against the municipal laAV of hi.s own
country. The penal code of that country may possibly

have no provision applicable to the case.

In order that an Egyptian municipal laAV may apply

to foreigners, it must in every case have been enacted

with the approval of all the Powers. But the approval

of fourteen or fifteen separate Governments is not an

easy thing to obtain, even for the most reasonable pro-

posal. The matter might be simpler, if the proposal

were certain to be judged on its merits. But it is ten

to one that it will not be thus judged in all the quarters

to which it is necessary to apply. One or other of the

Powers may be biassed by the clamour which its subjects
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on Egyptian soil are sure to raise against any infringe-

ment of their privileges, however just and necessary.

The Minister, who has to deal with the case, may be

afraid of attacks in Parliament, on the score of sacrificing

his countrymen abroad. Or the Power in question may
just then be seeking some favour from the Egyptian

Government, and be tempted to make its consent to the

proposed law depend upon the granting of that favour.

Or it may withhold its consent simply from ill-humour

at the political situation in Egypt. And since English

influence has been paramount in the Nile valley, there

is at least one Government which can generally be

reckoned upon to be in such a condition of ill-humour.

But the refusal of a single Power is sufficient to nullify

the consent of all the rest. Innumerable are the em-

barrassments of a weak country like Egypt, when cir-

cumstances have deprived it of one of the most essential

attributes of sovereignty.

It would not be fair to omit the brighter side of the

picture. The state of the Criminal Law as regards

I'oi eigners remains dejilorable. But in the groat domain

of Civil Law the anarchy resulting from the Capitulations

had, even before 1882, begun to give way to legality

and order. This happy result was due to the institution

in February, 1876, of the International or "Mixed”

Tribunals.* Previous to the establishment of these

tribunals, all suits against foreignei’s had to be brought

before their respective consular courts, and these courts,

* Tbe “ Mixed Tribunals ” were established, in the first instance, for

five years. They were renewed for successive periods of one year from

Pobruary 1, 1881, 1882, and 1883, and again for periods of five years

from February 1, 1884, and February 1, 1889. Their present mandate

has therefore somewhat more than a year to run.
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as we have seen, are often animated by anything but

a judicial spirit. But when the foreigner himself had

an action to bring, he entirely declined to go before

the native courts. Alleging that no justice could be had

in that quarter, he would appeal to the Consul-General

of his country to get his claim .settled by diplomatic

action. This was more particularly the case when his

claim was against the Egyptian Government, and such

claims were legion. Nor would it be possible to give

any idea of the unscrupulousness with which foreign

Diplomatic Agents, especially during the reign of Ismail,

used their influence to obtain from poor weak Egj^^pt the

payment of even the most preposterous demands.

The great object of securing a concession in those

days was, not to carry on a useful enterprise, but to

invent some excuse for throwing it up, and then to

come down upon the Government for compensation.

Moreover, almost any lo.ss which befell a foreignei', or

any injury which he su.stained, even if due entirely to

accident or to his own fault, was made the occasion for

demanding an indemnity. If his property was stolen,

the Government was to blame for not keeping sufficient

police. If his boat ran ashore in the Nile, the Govern-

ment was to blame for not dredging the river. " Please

shut that window,” Ismail Pasha is related to have said

to one of his attendants during an inteiwiew with some

European concessionaire, “for if this gentleman catches

cold it will cost me £10,000.” And this was hardly an

exaggeration. When the Mixed Tribunals came into

existence, there were £40,000,000 of foreign claims out-

standing against the Government ! What the real

amount of injury which they represented was, may he
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judged from the fact that in one case, where 30,000,000

francs had been demanded, the Mixed Courts awarded

the plaintitF £1000.

Indeed Egj’^pt, in the sixties and seventies, was the

happy hunting ground of financiers and promoters of the

shadiest description. Industrial and commercial enter-

prise might or might not be profitable to the persons

undertaking it. But the man who was lucky enough to

have a case against the Government could regard his

fortune as assured. The same ruler, who could with

impunity perpetrate acts of gross 2̂
erfidy and injustice

towards his native subjects, was himself mercilessly

tricked and iDlundered by the foreign vampires that

found such a congenial home upon Egyptian soil. It

has often been said of Ismail that he liked to be cheated,

that he had a positive partiality for rogues, even when

they exercised their roguery at his expense. Whethei’

it was owing to this idiosyncrasy, or simply owing to a

sense of his own weakness, it is certain that he bore the

extortion of European adventurers with remarkable

patience, and consoled himself under it by a plentiful

exercise of his gift of humorous cynicism.

But all this was no fun for the country, which had

to ]i£iy the pijDcr. Fortunately for Egypt it also became

intolerable to the Europeans themselves The better

class of residents and moi’chants found that the difficulty

of obtaining justice, which arose from the multitude of

petty and conflicting jurisdictions, far outweighed any

advantages they might derive from being themselves

amenable only to their own consuls. The Egyptian

Government was thus encouraged to propose, and after

eight years of weary negotiation enabled to carry, with
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the consent of all the Powers,* a law creating a single

strong international jurisdiction, to supersede for the

great majority of civil cases, the existing consular courts.

The new tribunals were made exclusively competent to

try all suits in which the plaintiff and defendant were of

different nationalities—that is to say, all suits between

natives and foreigners as well as between foreigners not

belonging to the same eountiy—and they were authorized

to deal with actions concerning real eistato, even between

persons of the same nationality.! Only eases of personal

status, such as questions of mai'riagc, inheritance, etc.,

were excluded from their jurisdiction. But in criminal

matters it was confined to offences committed by the

personnel of the tribunals in the discharge of their official

duties, to offences committed against the tribunals, such

as contempt of court or forcible opposition to the execu-

tion of judicial decisions, and to breaches of certain

petty police regulations (“ Goairaventions cle simple

police ”).

The composition of the Tribunals was partly native

and partly foreign, but the foreigners were everywhere

in a majority—in the proportion of four to three in the

Courts of First Instance, and of seven to four in the

* See, for llio names of these, the list given on p. 4G (note). All the

oountrica there mentioned took part m the estahlishmcnt of the Mixed
Tribunals except Brazil, ivliicli, having no subjects, no interests, and no

Diplomatic Agent in Egypt, is left out of account in the international

arrangement of Egyptian affairs.

t It has been much debated, whether the provision, giving the Mixed
Tribunals jurisdiction in suits about real property “ between persons of

the same nationality,” applied to the case of an action between two natives.

The Court of Appeal has lately decided that it does not. Nevertheless,

natives do often, by mutual agreement, bring their ditforeuces about real

estate before the Mixed Tribunals.
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Court of Appeal. Among the foreign judges, the United

States and all the European Powers, except Spain and

Portugal, which, however, have subsequently contributed

members to the Courts, were represented.’* The honorary

presidency of each court was reserved for an Egyptian

subject, but the vice-president, who was the real acting

chief, was in every case a foreigner. To the Austrian,

Lapenna, the first president of the Court of Appeal, a
jurist of eminence and a man of the highest character,

belongs the memorable honour of having been the first

to direct the young institution in the right path. The
circumstance is worth recording, for Austria is one of

the Powers which, like our own country, has been very

honourably represented in Egypt, and her influence on

Egyptian affairs has almost always been exercised in a

beneficent direction.

As has been stated, the ci’eation of the Mixed Tribunals

was only possible after prolonged and difficult negotia-

tions. Great Britain, though not at that time occupying

the same position of prominence in Egyptian aftairs as

has since fallen to her, was favourable and helpful from

the first But several of the other Powers required a

great deal of convincing and coaxing, while France mani-

fested throughout a reluctance, amounting almo,^t to

deliberate obstruction, which was only overcome at

the last moment by an unwontedly energetic and

resolute attitude on the part of Egypt. The credit of

having been the first to give an effective form to the

conception of international justice for Egypt, and of

* Tho composition of the lutemational Tribunals has undergone

vohous changes in tho sixteen years of their existence, but not of a kind

to alter their character in any material respect.
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bearing the burden and heat of the struggle for its

establishment, belongs to Nubar Pasha. But for his

far-sightedness, dexterity, and persistence, the new

courts would probably never have seen the light, and

his successful efforts for their introduction have earned

for him a claim to the lasting gratitude of Egypt as well

as to the respect of the civilized world. Whatever the

failings of his character, whatever the subsequent errors

of his policy, this great achievement will and ought to

be remembered in his honour, when all the rest is long

forgotten.

The struggle was hard, but the prize was worth fight-

ing for. The Mixed Tribunals have now been working

for upwards of sixteen years. Opinions difier greatly

about their merits, but no impartial judge will question

that, on the balance of advantage,? and disadvantages,

they have been of enormous benefit to Egypt. Their

members have not always been well chosen. Their code

and procedure are not in all respects particularly suitable

to the condition of the country. Their judgments have

in many instances suffered from personal and political

l)ii.,s. But not only has their jurisdiction been an im-

mense improvement on the state of things which preceded

it, but they have set Egypt a new standard of equity,

and have familiarized the public mind with the spectacle,

previously unknown, ofjudicial method, impartiality, and

incorruptibility.*

But while the creation of the Mixed Tribunals cer-

tainly tended to improve the administration of justice,

* I am veil awaie that tlieie haye been judges of the Mixed Conits

vhose inconuptibilily vas not aboye snspicion. Giave scandals have

occasionally occuned. But such cases aie veiy exceptional.
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it evidently did not simplify the political constitution of

Egypt. The tribunals were a new stronghold of foreign

influence, a new surrender of the sovereign rights of the

Native Government. They might nominally he the

Courts of the Khedive, who appointed their foreign

members, although on the proposal of the Powers. But
they were in reality foi’eign Courts deriving their

authority from outside, and they have not hesitated to

exercise that authority against the Native Government,

whenever they thought it right to do so. Add to this,

that they naturally enjoy an amount of influence and

I'espect Avhich could not attach to the numerous petty

ti'ibunals for which they wez'e substituted. Judicially

far better, they are at the same time politically far

more formidable than the authorities whom they have

supplanted.

Something remains to be said of the third and perhaps

the unfairest of the three great j)rivilegos belonging to

foreigners in Egypt under the Capitulations, I mean that

of exemption from all direct taxes excepting the land

tax. This immunity was not inequitable, in view of the

condition of the Mus.sulman East, at the time when it

was first granted. Aliens in a semi-barbarous country,

in a country of different manners and of a hostile religion,

occupying in almost all re.spccts a position of marked

inferiority as compared Avith its native inhabitants, the

European residents in the Ottoman Empire during the

sixteenth century were fah’ly entitled to escape from

some of the burdens of citizenship, where they were

admitted to so few of its advantages. But in Egypt at

the present day—whatever may be the case in other

parts of the Ottoman dominions—foreigners enjoy all
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the benefits of government in as great a degree as natives

and perhaps even in a greater. There is no reason what-

ever why they should not bear their share of the

expenditure of the state fi-om which they derive their

full share of advantage. And the equal distribution of

public burdens as between foreigners and natives has of

late years been a question not only of equity but of neces-

sity. It was no theoretical love of equality merely, but

the urgent wants of the Treasury, which led the British

Government, from the firat moment of the Occupation,

to plead earne.stly with the other Powers for their con-

sent to the taxation of foreigners on the same footing as

Egyptians. The small success which has attended ten

years of effort in this direction is the most eloquent

comment on the obstacles, which the international servi-

tude of Egypt often places in the way of refoims that

are as irresistible on grounds of justice as they are nece.s-

sary for the good administration of the country.

The three principal taxes to which in 1 882 natives

were, and foreigners were not, .subject, were the house

tax, the licence tax (" patente ”), and the stamp duties.

After more than a year of pleading and discussion, where

no argument was possible, the consent of the Powers was

obtained to a decree applying the house tax to every-

body. But the decree turned out to be unworkable.

The safeguards for the protection of foreigners which had

been inserted in it wore such, that by simply not elect-

ing representatives to the Commis.sions of Assessment

and Revision, on which the presence of a certain number
of them was necessary, the European residents were able

to make the law a dead letter. The decree passed in

March, 1884, had accordingly to be suspended in Novem-
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ber of the same year. This was the position of affairs

when the Convention of London was signed in the spring

of 1885. On that occasion the six Great Powers unani-

mously declared, that they would accept a new decree

for the house tax, modified so as to dispense with the

presence of foreigners on the Assessment and Eevision

Commissions, if the foreigners should continue obdurate.

But it is one thing to approve in principle and another

to facilitate in practice. It took a whole year more

before a workable decree could be devised for applying

the house tax to foreigners, and it was not till 1887

that foreigner’s actually paid the tax. The receipts under

this head of revenue then immediately jumped up from

£45,000 to £110,000 a year, and they have gone on in-

creasing since. Thus the four years’ delay had cost the

Egj^ptian Government upwards of £200,000, and that at

the direst crisis of its financial fortunes, when a second

bankruptcy appeared almost inevitable.

The declaration of the Great Powers about the house

tax was accompanied by a pledge that they “ would accept

the application to their subjects, in the same manner as to

natives, of the stamp tax and the licence tax, and would

engage to undertake immediately, in concert with the

Egyptian Government, the study of the draft laws estab-

lishing these two taxes.” As soon therefore as the house

tax was secured, the Egyptian Government turned its

attention to the licence tax. The diflSculties thrown in

the way were innumerable, but after infinite worry a

decree extending this tax also to foreigners was accepted

by the Powers and promulgated. This was in March,

1891, six years after the approval of that extension in

principle by the terms of the London Convention. But
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the child of so much labour was destined to have a very

short existence. The tax was a light one, yet so loud was

the outcry raised against it by the European population,

and so likely did it appear that the execution of the de-

cree would lead to serious trouble with some of the very

Governments which had accepted it, notably those of

France and Greece, that within less than a year it was

thought better to abandon the measure altogether. In

Januaiy, 1892, the licence tax was therefore given up both

for natives and Europeans, for the Egyptian Government

could hardly have faced the odium of maintaining it for

natives alone, when they had during so many years been

protesting against the iniquity of such a distinction. And
so the net result of all the fighting, worry and waste of

time, and of all the abuse which the unlucky Egyptian

authorities have had to encounter for their endeavour to

equalize the incidence of this tax, is that the tax has been

lost to them altogether. Under these circumstances they

are not likely to feel much encouraged to repeat the same

experiment with regard to the third of the disputed im-

posts, namely, the stamp duties. The equalization of the

incidence of the stamp duties may be regarded as post-

poned to the Greek Kalends.

A government which cannot legislate for, and cannot

tax, the strangers resident in its dominions—especially

when those strangers fonu, by virtue of their numbers,

wealth, and influence, a very important section of the

community—is lamentably shorn of its due measure of

authority and of respect. But this weakne.ss in the

position of Egypt, springing from the Capitulations, has

been greatly enhanced by the further disabilities and
restrictions which she has brought upon herself by her
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unfortunate financial career. There is no country in

the world to the position of which a policy of profuse

expenditure and reckless borrowing was more ill-suited.

Other states Avhich have plunged in the same direction

—though perhaps none ever went to such lengths

—

could at least fall back, in the last resort, on the

desperate remedy of repudiation. But Egypt had no

such ultimcc ratio open to her. She was not inde-

pendent in this respect, like Costa Rica or Honduras.

The Government might defraud its native creditors, but

it was impossible to think of adopting a similar simple

policy in the case of foreigners. Eurojiean influence in

the country was far too strong, the indebtedness of

Egypt to more than one gi-eat European nation was far

too deep, to allow Ismail Pasha to shake off the burden

of his enormous loans, or even to lighten that burden,

Avithout the concurrence of the Powers.

At the same time it was evident, toAvards the close

of Ismail’s reign, that the unlightened burden was
more than Egypt could by any possibility carry. The
PoAvers, therefore, Avere forced to come to the rescue.

They had, after all, no object in allowing Egypt to be

plunged further and further into the slough of insol-

vency. On the contrary, the general dissolution of

Egyptian society, in Avhich such insolvency threatened

to result, would have been very awkward for them all.

And so, after five years of abortive, or incomplete, efforts

to find a solution, an all-round arrangement was ulti-

mately amved at, and embodied in the famous Law of

Liquidation, of July, 1880, by which Egypt compounded

with her creditors on terms dictated to her by the

Powers, but which they in return made binding upon
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all their subjects.* Egypt emerged from the crisis with

the interest on her idebt immensely reduced, and able

once more to meet her liabilitie.s, but tied hand and

foot, unable to move, almost unable to breathe, without

the consent of Europe.

A complete account of the desperate struggles of

Ismail to escape the financial bondage which ho saw

impending, but which was not consummated till after

his deposition, and of the successive steps by which

the finances of Egypt were brought under international

control, would fill a volume by itself. It is not my
business to enter here upon that long and complicated

history But I must try to sum up its net rc.sult, as

it afiectod the freedom of action of the Egyptian Govern-

ment at the date of the British Occupation, and, with

numerous but unessential modifications, still aflects it

to-day. The two main elements in the financial vas-

salage of Egypt are the powers of the International

Commission of the Debt and the limits set to adminis-

trative expenditure by the Law of Liquidation.

The “Caisse de la Dette,” or, as it is called in

" The Law of Liquidation was promulgated after having received the

sanction of the six Great Powers only, but it is binding on the citizens

of all tlie count] ies which have the benefit of the Capitulations. In order

to avoid any diflioulties wliioli might bo raised by the smaller Poweis,

and at the same time to save tho waste of time, which would have lesulted

from applying separately to them all, the six Powers agreed to bring tho

decree under the notice (poiter a la connamance) of the other states con-

cerned This was a diplomatic way of saying that they would guaranteo
its acceptance And so it came to pass ; and over since it has been tho
practice to regard tho assent of the six Powers us sufficient to give the
force of law—as against all the world—to any decree dealing with
tho Egyptian debt, or with the relations of Egypt and her creditors. For
other decrees affecting tho rights of foreigners all the fourteen Powers
have still to be consulted.
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Egypt, simply the “Caisse,” is an institution whjcii,

from comparatively small beginnings, has grown to be

an important and ubiquitous factor in the government

of the country. It is one more ircupevinm, in impefio,

another wheel—it would be hard to say the how-manieth
—^to the coach o‘f Egyptian administration. The Caisse

was first constituted by the decree of May 2, 1876, and

consisted at the outset of only three members, a French-

man, an Austrian, and an Italian. An Englishman

was added in 1877, and in 1885 Germany and Russia

demanded, and obtained, the right to be represented.

The Commission, therefore, now consists of six members,

but their functions and position are very different from

those of the original board.

In the beginning, the Commissioners were little

more than receivers of certain revenues, which had

been specially assigned to the service of the Debt. They
were representatives, not so much of the Powers as of

the creditors, the British Government refusing, in the

first instance, even to go the length of proposing a

British Commissioner. At present they may be

described, not only as receivers of revenue on behalf

of the creditors, but as guardians acting on behalf

of the Powers, to watch over the execution of the

complicated series of agreements—decrees, conventions,

declarations, protocols—^whieh constitute, in their totality,

the international compact regulating the finances of

Egypt. In that capacity they even possess a certain

legislative power, and many decrees recite, in their pre-

amble, the adhesion of the Caisse to the provisions, or

some of the provisions, which they contain. The Com-

missioners of the Caisse are, indeed, appointed by the

F
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2^]iedive, and are, technically, Egyptian officials. But

in reality they are almost as iauch foreign representatives

as the Consuls-Gcneral themselves. Their dignity is

little less, their importance in administrative work of

the country even greater, than that of the majority of

those functionaries.

Does the Egjqptian Government wish to adopt any

general measure for the relief of taxation ? It must

have the approval of the Caisse, for such a reduction

will of course affect the receipts of the provinces .specially

assigned to the bondholders, and those revenues cannot

be reduced without the consent of the Commissioners.

Does it wish to raise a fresh loan, even for the most

legitimate imrposos—such as the commutation of pen-

sions, or the construction of irrigation work.s, which will

augment the revenue ^ Here, again, it must have the

Caisse with it, before it can as much as begin to collect

the whole series of other necessary consents—that of

Turkey, and that of the six Great Powers. And when
the loan is approved, and the money raised, it is once

more the Caisse Avhich will be charged with the dis-

bursement of it, and with the duty of seeing that it is

applied to the specified objects.

But over and above their positive functions, the

Commissioners of the Caisse exercise a wide, though not

easily definable, influence upon the financial policy of

the country. Occupying a position of special trust,

possessing a special knowledge of the details of a most

complex situation, they are the natural advisers of their

respective Governments on all questions of a finanein.!

character, which the Egyptian Government may be

obliged to submit to the approval of the Powers, To
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them was entrusted the task of elaborating, in con-

junction with that Government, the details of the un-

fortunate licence tax already referred to. Their advice

has been sought and followed with regard to such

important issues as the abolition of the Corvee, or the

conversion of the Privileged Debt. Moreover, the

Egyptian Government themselves often seek the counsel,

and invite the co-operation of the Commissioners in

matters lying quite outside the strict limits of their

functions. And this, partly because of the real capacity

and helpfulness of some of the Commissioners, and

partly from policy. For it is a matter of immense

importance to the persons who have to carry on the

daily work of the Egyptian administration whether the

Caisse is or is not in a good tempei’. It may make all

the difference between limping along somehow and

coming to an absolute standstill.

But the powers of interference possessed by the

Caisse cannot be fully understood without a glance at

the extremely peculiar financial system embodied in the

Law of Liquidation. The Powers, as we have seen,

stepped in to save Egypt from bankruptcy, but in re-

turn they put her into a strait waistcoat of the severest

kind. The Revenues of the State were divided into two

nearly equal parts, of which one was to go to the Caisse

for the benefit of the bondholders, and the other to the

Government to defray the expenses of administration.

There were thus practically two Budgets, but the

principles applied to them were very different. If the

Budget of the Caisse showed a deficit, the Government

was bound to make good that deficit, whereas if the

Caisse had a surplus, however large, the Government bad
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no right to share it. On the other hand, if the Govern-

ment had a deficit, the Caisse could not be called upon

to make up the deficiency, while, if the Government

had a surplus, the Caisse had certain contingent claims

thereon. This was bad enough, but this was not all.

For the Caisse might have a claim on an imaginary

surplus of the Government which did not really exist at

all. This sounds nonsensical, but in matters Egyptian

it would be rash indeed to take no account of a thing

because it sounded nonsensical. That is rather a reason

why it should exist. And, as a matter of fact, this

particular arrangement, though in my humble opinion

unwise, was not so absurd as it looks at first sight.

The explanation of it is, that the Law of Liquidation

fixed an ideal figure for the national expenditure—

a

sum which, in the opinion of the Powers, Egypt ought

not to go beyond. If the revenues of the Government

exceeded this ideal figure, then the Government was to

be regarded as having a surplus, no matter what its real

expenditure might have been
;
and on that surplus the

Caisse might, under certain circumstances, have a claim.

These provisions of the Law of Liquidation have

been somewhat altered by the Convention of London *

concluded in March, 1885, which I shall have to explain

at some length hereafter, and will therefore not dwell

upon now. The one thing to notice here—and it is a

* By the teim “ConTontion of Londoa” which frequently occurs in

this book, I mean not only the Conventaon itself, but the Declaration of

even date, together with the Khedmal Decree of July 27, 1885, a draft

of which was annexed to, and the provisioDS of which were sanctioned
by the Declaration. All these together constitute one international

arrangement, modifying the Law of Liquidation, and having the same
sanction as that law,
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matter of capital interest—is the first appearance on the

scene of the Limit of Expenditure—the fixed sum which

it was held that Egypt ought not to exceed, and which

she was in any case to be regarded as not exceeding.

The Limit of Expenditure is the essence of the Law of

Liquidation, and it is a canon of Egyptian finance

which, though often modified in details, has been pre-

served in substance ever since. It is the keystone of the

whole system, and it is of more than purely financial, it

is of first-rate administrative and political importance.

But all that concerns us here is its bearing on the

position of the Caisse. It is evident that the moment
you distribute the financial resources of a state, not

according to its actual expenditure, but according to what

it is supposed that it ought to spend, mere questions

of account attain an importance which in the nature

of things does not properly belong to them. Thus it

may, under certain circumstances, make an enormous

diffei'cnce to the Govei-nment of Egypt whether items of

expenditure, Avhich it has actually incurred, can or cannot

be brought under the head of “ authorized ” expenditure.

If they can be so brought, the Government is allowed

to defray them out of its available revenues. If they

cannot, they must be defrayed—Heaven knows how !

—

while the money which might have covered them is all

the time flowing into the coffei’s of the Caisse. Finance

is an important part of politics all the world over, but

Egypt is the only country I am acquainted with where

not only Finance but Accounts are politics. And on aJl

disputed questions of account the Caisse, with the Powers

behind it, has the whip hand.

I cannot leave this portion of my subject without
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some mention—it shall be of the briefest—of the

three “Mixed Administrations”—the Railway Board,

the Commission of the Daira, and the Commission of

the Domains. Each of these bodies consists of three

members—an Englishman, a Frenchman, and an Egyp-

tian—and enjo3^s a sort of quasi-independence conferred

by decrees which, as they form a part of the general

settlement between Egypt and her creditors, are practi-

cally unalterable without the consent of the Powers.

The Railway Board, which dates from 1876, was

called into existence as an additional protection to the

bondholders, the receipts of the railwaj's being one of

the principal revenues set aside for the payment of the

coupon. It does its work well enough, but there is no

longer any conceivable ground why it should occupy

a special position outside the regular Civil Service. It

would be just as reasonable to have a special inter-

national commission for the administration of the

customs, or for that of each of the provinces of Behera,

Gharbia, Menufia, and Sidt, the receipts of which, no
less than those of the railways, are pledged to the

creditors and paid direct to the Caisse de la Dette.

The Daira and Domains Commissions are even more
superfluous. They date from 1877 and 1878 respectively,

and each of them administers a vast propei ty of several

hundred thousand acres, consisting of estates that once

belonged to the Khedive or the Khedivial family, but

which are now mortgaged to the holders of the Daira

and Domains loans. Undoubtedly the better course

would be to sell these lands, redeem the respective debts,

as far as possible, with the proceeds of the sales, and
create, in exchange for the unredeemed portion of each
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of them, an equivalent amount of Privileged or Unified

Stock. The general debt of Egypt would thus be some-

what increased
;
but, on the other hand, two costly and

needless administrations would be economized, and the

lands would get back into the hands of the native culti-

vators, who are best able to turn them to good account.

Moreover, the Budget would be relieved of a heavy
annual charge in respect of the deficit on the Daira and

Domains accounts, which arises from the inadequacy of

the net revenue of these properties to meet the interest

on the loans to which they were respectively pledged.

It is true that the Daira lands have for the last two

years, under the able management of Mi'. Hamilton Lang
and M. Gay Lussac, not only escaped a deficit, but

actually yielded a surplus, an event hitherto unheai’d of

in their history. But the Domains Commission has

never yet succeeded in making its estates pay anything

like the interest on the Domains loan. Its annual deficit

varies between £100,000 and £200,000 a year, and is a

terrible drain on the general purse.

Yet the chances of getting rid of the incubus arc

decidedly remote. France has always shown a peculiar

tenderness for the Daira and Domains administrations,

and especially for the latter, which it regards as a

stronghold of French influence in the country. As a

matter of fact, it docs not really promote French influ-

ence to saddle Egypt with a number of superfluous

French ofiScials. But this truth is apparently not recog-

nized at the Quai d’Orsay. Anyway, France made it a

special condition of her assent to the conversion of the

Privileged Debt in 1890, that not more than £300,000

worth of either the Domains or the Daira lands should
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be sold in any one year up to 1905, so that it will take

thirteen years from the present date to get rid of either

of the Commissions. Until the expiration of that period

they must just be looked upon as part of the inter-

national top-hamper which Egypt has to carry, and be

borne with such patience as may be.

So much for the legal limitations, various and

complex, upon the freedom of action of the Egyptian

Government. But there are moral limitations no less

substantial, if less easy to define. We have seen the

extent to which the principle of Internationalism has

entrenched itself in the Nile valley. International Courts

judge the Khedive’s subjects, and may condemn his

Ministers. International agreements limit his power of

borrowing, and dictate to him what ho may spend. In

many instances he cannot make a law or issue a police

order without international sanction. Nominally the

vassal of the Sultan, who yet exercises little control over

the admini,stration, and whose remaining influence is

religious rather than political, the Khedive is practically '

the vassal of Europe and especially of the Great Powers.

This fact, carefully concealed in matters of form but still

ever present to the minds of men, inevitably gives to

the representatives of the Powers an authority and
influence very different from that of ordinary diplomatic

agents. It is difficult for any of them, even the humblest,

to avoid occasionally slipping into the roU of mentor,

and if he does, it is perfectly inadmissible to treat him
otherwise than with deference. For an offended Agent
may mean an offended Power, and an offended Power
may mean the indefinite postponement of some useful or

necessary measure.
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May I add, without indiscretion, that some of these

gentlemen are the touchiest of mankind, and that their

touchiness extends, by a sort of contagion, to most of the

foreign officials in the country, the English not entirely

excepted. And inasmuch as Egypt abounds in anomalous

officials, and is moreover, by a sort of fatality, peculiarly

productive of anomalous situations of every kind, the

result is embarrassing in the extreme. As I look back

upon my residence in Egypt, I seem to see one long

vista of questions of etiquette, and especially of pre-

cedence, as alarming in their possible eonsequences as

they were utterly ludicrous in themselves. If there is

one dignitary in the world who deserves the indulgent

sympathy of all humane men, it is the Grand Master

of Ceremonies to his Highness the Khedive.

I fear I have been explaining at tedious length, but

I am sadly conscious how difficult it must be, despite

all explanations, for a reader not acquainted with Egypt

to realize what difficulties beset the everyday business

of government—to say nothing of any large seheme of

improvement and reform—in consequence of the countless

international fetters by which Egypt is bound, the forts

and blockhouses of European privilege with which the

country is studded. Wherever you turn there is some

obstruction in your path. Do you want to clear out a

cesspool, to prevent the sale of noxious drugsj, to sup-

press a seditious or immoral print—you are pulled up

by the Capitulations. Do you want to carry out some

big work of public utility—^to dig a main canal, or to

drain a city—^you are pulled up by the Law of Liquida-

tion. You cannot borrow without the consent of Turkey;

you cannot draw upon the Beserve Fund without the
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consent of the Caisse; you cannot exceed the Limit of

Expenditure without the consent of the Powers. Do
you, impeded and hampered on every side, finally lose

patience and break through, for however good an object,

the finest mesh of the net which binds you, or lay a

finger on even the most trivial European privilege—you

have a Consul-General down upon you at once. Nay,

more, you may have the British Government down upon

you, because your action may have brought upon its

head the remonstrances of a foreign ambassador, and you

may be spoiling some big hand in the general game of

foreign polities by your tiresome little Egyptian difficulty.

And all the while the foreign papers in Egypt are howl-

ing at you for not suppressing nuisances which foreign

privilege does not allow you to touch, and for not de-

voting to public improvements money which inter-

national conventions do not allow you to spend. And
all the while the natives arc grumbling, and with far

more reason, because they are not protected against

foreign encroachment, and because their money is not

set free to be spent upon the objects which they have

at heart. And their complaints are naturally directed

against their English guides. “ You are constantly inter-

fering with our affairs,” they say, “ and ordering us to

do this and to leave the other undone. But when it

is a question of compelling foreigners to make some
sacrifice for the general good, you do not seem to be
equally courageous. Bully us yourselves, if you must,

hut at least defend us in return against the bullying of

others. It is too much that we should suffer the re-

straints without enjoying the advantages of a state of

dependence.”
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Nor is the answer to these complaints altogether easy.

It is certain that, if we had grasped the Egyptian nettle

boldly, if we had proclaimed from the first our intention

of exercising, even for a time, that authority which, as

a matter of fact, we do exercise, we could have made the

situation not only much more endurable for the Egyp-

tians, but much easier for ouraelves. Had we seen our

way to declaring even a temporary Protectorate, we
might have suspended the Capitulations, if we could not

have got rid of them altogether, as France has done in

Tunis. Had we been willing to guarantee the debt or

a portion of the debt, not only could the interest have

been at once reduced and the financial burdens of the

country enormously lightened, but Eux'ope would no

doubt have agreed to free the Egyptian Government

from the network of restrictions, which had been imposed

upon it for the protection of the bondholders. In order

to have Great Britain as surety for their bond, the

creditors would have abandoned with alacrity all these

minor safeguards.

I have said before, and I repeat, that I am not criti-

cising Great Britain’s policy. I repeat that the line

adopted, the line of minimizing what we were doing, of

avoiding radical solutions and of living from hand to

mouth, may have certain ultimate advantages. But there

can be no doubt that it enormously complicated the

immediate problem. Here we were engaged upon the

task of building up order in a country where govern-

ment had utterly collapsed, and which was singularly

poor in native governing capacity. And we were to

build it up without adopting any clearly defined posi-

tion or exercising any definite authority, by means of
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advice, of influence, of a peculiar and irritating kind

of diplomatic pressure. And that pressure had to be

brought to bear upon native rulers, who to a great

extent were not in sympathy with us, and even when
in sympathy, were not free,but fettered by restrictions of

the most various kinds—ancient restrictions arising from

Egypt’s vassalage to Turkey, and modern restrictions

which were the result of her unfortunate financial

history. Surely the situation was one that presented

quite unexampled difficulties. It will be my endeavour

in the succeeding chapters to indicate how those diffi-

culties were met.
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CHAPTER V.

THE YEARS OF GLOOM.

Before advancing any further, I am compelled to trouble

the reader with a few words of explanation as to the

exact nature of the ground which we are about to

traverse. If, for the moment, I proceed on historical

lines, it must not be thought that I am attempting to

write a regular history of Egypt since Tel-el-Kebir.

Such a history will no doubt appear in due time, and it

ought to be a very interesting book. The aim of the

present volume is simply to give a general idea of the

work of economic and political regeneration at present in

progress in Egypt. But as even this modest structure

can hardly be erected without a historical framework,

however slender, the present and the following chapter

must be devoted to a sketch of the salient features of

Egyptian history during the past ten years. Such an

outline will render more intelligible the subsequent

examination, item by item, of the most important

branches of the work of reform.

The beginning of all things, so far as that work is

concerned, was the special mission to Egypt of Lord

Dufferin, at that time British Ambassador in Con-

stantinople. Lord Buderin arrived in Cairo early in
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November, 1882. Not two months had elapsed since the

defeat of Arabi, yet Egyptian affairs were already getting

into a considerable tangle. With masterly skill the new
comer extricated the Egyptian and British Governments

from the mess into which they had drifted over the

trial of the rebel leaders. With equal resolution and

promptitude he quashed the unfortunate experiment of

scraping together a foreign police-force from the most

diverse quarters, from Anatolia, from Epirus, and even

from Austria and Switzerland. The new Albanian

guardians of the peace, who had already distinguished

themselves by causing a riot in the streets of Alexandria,

were disbanded. The process of recruiting in Geneva

and other cities, which had been regarded with favour

by the local authorities of those towns as a happy

means of getting rid of some of their least desirable

citizens, was summarily put a stop to. Having thus

cleared the ground, our Envoy proceeded to lay down
the general lines on which Egypt was to be restored to

order and prosperity, and endowed, if possible, with the

capacity of self-development.

The policy of Lord Dufferin has been put on record

by his own hand in a series of despatches, too good to

be buried in a Blue Book, of which that of February

6 th, 1883, is the most comprehensive and elaborate. It

is impossible for any one well acquainted with Egypt
to read those despatches without admiration. Their

writer’s mastery of the subject is extraordinary. Behind
all his formal civility to the misleading catchwords, the

impractical ideals, which he felt bound to treat with
respect, there is a manly grasp of fact, and a clear appre-

ciation of the essential needs of Egypt, and of the true
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remedies for her distress. No man knew better than

Lord Dufferin that it was not paper constitutions, even

of the most approved pattern, not emancipating decrees,

even if glowing with the spirit of modern Liberalism,

not courts or codes hastily copied from those of Western

Europe, which could restore the prosperity of Egypt and

give her inhabitants either bread or justice. It was the

slow diisagreeable work of reforming in detail, in the

performance of their daily duties, the sevei'al branches

of the administration, until order should gradually be

evolved from chaos, and until, under competent guides

armed with adequate authority, native ofiBcials should

gradually acquire the habit of energy, equity, self-

reliance and method.

All this Lord Dufferin realized, but his manner of

presenting the case was hardly calculated to make others

realize it. He said enough to save his own reputation

for clear-sightedness, but not enough to impart to those

whom it concerned the full knowledge which he himself

possessed. To any one who looks closely and critically

at his words the whole truth is there—the hard actual

facts as well as the possibilities of a better future. But

for all that the general effect was likely to be delusive.

The stream of his sanguine eloquence might well sweep

away the reader in imagination past the rocks and

shallows—which are all marked, but without being

emphasized—to a welcome goal seemingly near, but

really most difficult of attainment.

There were not wanting at the time critics who, com-

paring his unobtrusive notes of warning with his general

hopefulness of tone, roundly accused Lord Dufferin

of writing with his tongue in his dieek, of not believing
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in his own forecast or his own prescription. Against

this imputation he himself warmly, and no doubt sin-

cerely, protested. And, up to a point, his protest was

entirely justified. He was right in not despairing of the

ultimate independence of Egypt. He was right in the

direction which he strove to give to reforming effort.

But, on the other hand, he certainly glossed over the

deep-rooted obstacles which his scheme of reform was

bound to encounter, and above all the length of time

which would he required to accomplish it. His rose-

coloured picture of an Egypt " untrammelled by external

importunity, though aided by sympathetic advice and

assistance,” of the Egyptians governing themselves on

civilized principles “ without an irritating and exaspe-

rating display of authority ” on our part, though “ under

the uncompromising aegis of our friendship,” was exactly

suited to hit the prevailing taste both in Egypt and
Great Britain. It flattered the self-importance and the

shallow Liberalism of the Pashas, always ready to

sympathize with reforms until they begin to come home
to them in the shape of harder work, diminished licence,

and fewer opportunities of self-enrichment. It was no

less grateful to the British people in their honest desire

to play the part of guide, philosopher, and friend to the

people of Egypt, but to play it cheap. And at the same
time it concealed from both parties the disagreeable side

of the business—from the Egyptians the long period of

irksome control and training through which they would
have to pass on their road to a civilized independence,

from the English the corresponding period of close atten-

tion to the affairs of Egypt, and the effort, anxiety, and
risk which such attention involved,
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It was perhaps owing to this dexterous manipulation

of light and shade that Lord Dufferin, besides doing a
large amount of excellent work in Egypt, succeeded in

leaving the country a popular man. During the six

months of his stay a substantial beginning had been

made in the reconstruction of the army. The use of

the kurbash had been prohibited by law, and vigorous

steps had been taken to prevent that prohibition from

remaining a dead letter. The civil and criminal Codes,

which were a necessary preliminary to the establish-

ment of reformed Native Tribunals, had been completed.

The Khedivial Government had undertaken to call in

experts from India to look after the Irrigation Depart-

ment. The modest and sensible scheme of Representa-

tive Institutions elaborated by Lord Dufferin had been

promulgated by Khedivial decree. On all hands there

was real progress, but the appearance of progress was

even greater than the reality. The native authorities

were delighted with themselves and in an excellent good

humour with the British Envoy. When he left the

country in May, 1883, it was amid a shower of mutual

congratulations. The fair vision of a reformed and

autonomous Egypt seemed, after all, not to be so very

difficult to realize.

It is quite evident that such hopes were destined in

any case to prove premature. But there is something

singularly dramatic in the rapidity and completeness of

the disappointment which awaited them. Fate dealt

very hardly with the optimistic forecasts of the Dufferin

epoch. It was certainly an unusual combination of

misfortunes, that a country, still staggering under the

wounds inflicted on it by a recent revolution, should be
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visited within six months, first by a devastating epi-

demic, and then by a tremendous military disaster.

Yet such was the destiny of Egypt in the summer and

autumn of 1883.

The severe invasion of the choleia, which swept over

the country in June and July of that year, revealed in

the most startling manner the utter rottenness of the

internal administration. The frightfully insanitary con-

dition of the towns and villages, the absence of any kind

of preparation, the scarcity of hospitals, and the still

more fatal scarcity of properly trained doctor.s, com-

bined to render the visitation a particularly severe one.

But all these evils were greatly aggravated by the

])henomenal helplessness of the native officials in face

of this sudden emergency. Their task was not com-

plicated by any widespread panic on the part of the

population. Mussulman fatalism preserves the bulk of

the Egyptian people from the blind terror, almost

amounting to madness, which the approach of pestilence

is apt to inspire among the Christian inhabitants of the

Nile Valley, and especially among those of Levantine

or Southern European origin. On this occasion the

Khedive himself set the example of fearlessness and
contempt for death, and that example was followed, in

a greater or less degree, by every section of his Moham-
medan subjects. There was no want of courage, and
there was no want of good-will; but there was a most
lamentable display of administrative incapacity. Except

here and there, where some Anglo-Egyptian or English

functionary, like General Stephenson, then commanding
the Army of Occupation in Cairo, boldly took matters

into his own hands, disorganization reigned supreme.
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But the epidemic of cholera, devastating as it was,

had nothing like the same far-reaching consequences as

the second great calamity which befell Egypt in 1883

—

the annihilation of General Hicks’s army in Kordofan.

Yet, if the effects of that defeat were terrible, they were

not moi’e appalling than its causes. I do not refer to the

worthlessness of the old Egyptian Army. That had

already been proved to demonstration. A new and

greater revelation was that of the incompetence of the

Egyptian Government to take any intelligent resolution

on a question at once so vital and so clear as that of the

Sudan. If the cholera had broken down the rank and

file of the administration, the Sudan crisis revealed the

absence of all power of direction at its head. Seldom

if ever has a disaster been more wantonly courted than

the destruction of Hicks. The Egyptian Government

held in its hands all the evidence that reasonable men
could desire of the hopeless inadequacy of Hicks’s forces

to accomj)lish the task which they were sent to perform.

Yet that did not prevent it from sending them. It was

the simplest arithmetical theorem that Egypt, loaded

with debt and with a new deficit staring her in the

face, could not afford to reconquer the more distant

regions of the Sudan. Yet that did not prevent the

Government from squandering upon an attempt to re-

conquer them a sum of money, admittedly inadequate

for the purpose, but which, if wisely applied, would

have sufficed to save the nearer and more important

provinces which had not yet fallen into the hands of

the rebels.

How came Great Britain to allow Egypt to engage

upon a course at once so futile and so perilous ? The
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answer is a curious piece of political psychology. The

British Government had from the first taken up the

position that it was " not responsible for the affairs of

the Sudan.” It followed as a logical consequence that,

whatever follies the Egyptian Government might commit

in that quarter, Great Britain was hound not to inter-

fere to prevent them. And to this theory wo clung

with exti-aordinai’y tenacity during all the time that

the Hicks disaster was in course of preparation. General

Hicks was in the habit of sending despatches to the

Egyptian Government through Sir E. Malet, the British

Consul-General. These despatches, despite the forced

hopefulness of certain phrases, teemed with indications

of the desperate nature of the venture he was about to

make. But Sir E. Malet was under the strictest orders

to hand them over to the Egyptian Government without

attempting to influence its decision. His vtle in the

matter, as he was specially instructed to declare, was
that of a mere postman. Over and over again the

Egyptian Government was informed that it could do

just as it liked in all matters connected with the Sudan

;

that it might keep it or give it up, withdraw its troops,

or reinforce them. The matter was one about which

Great Britain had simply nothing to say.

The faith in the power of phrases to alter facts has

never been more strangely manifested than in this idea,

that we could shake off our virtual responsibility for

the policy of Egypt in the Sudan by an official dis-

claimer. To separate the inseparable is unfortunately

beyond the power of diplomatic declarations, however

precise and emphatic. We were by our own express

admission, as well as by the plain and palpable circum-
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stances of the case, responsible for the stability of the

Egyptian Government. But the Sudan was still an

integral part of the Khedive’s dominions. Its retention

involved, oven under normal conditions, a loss of

£200,000 a year to the Egyptian Treasuiy. If things

got worse, there was no saying what proportions that

loss might assume. There were forty thousand Egyptian

troops in the country, yet they had not succeeded in

coping with the Mahdi. If the flame of rebellion could

not be quenched, there was no saying how far it might

spread. It was possible to hold, that the best course

for Egypt was to try and cut the Sudan adrift altogether,

withdrawing her troops while it was yet time, and con-

centrating all her efforts upon the defence of her own
frontier. But it was not possible to hold, that the

course she might pursue with regard to the Sudan was

otherwise than of urgent and vital importance to herself.

The very existence of Egypt might depend upon the

proper handling of a question concerning which we, the

temporary guardians of the country, were declaring that

we had no responsibility

!

The theory of our limited liability for the manage-

ment of the affairs of Egypt is one that has played

a great part in the history of the last ten years. Its

genesis is not difficult to explain. As has been ah’eady

shown, we plunged into the business of setting Egypt

on her legs without any conception of the extent or the

difficulty of the task. As the magnitude of our under-

taking began to reveal itself to us, we strove by every

means in our power to limit our obligations, and to

narrow the field of our interference. We felt that we
were bound to see Egypt out of trouble in vital issues,
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but that in all other things she had better look after

herself. And in certain cases this principle has not

proved a bad one. When we had our hands too full,

and were doing everything badly because trying to do

everything at once, it was a prudent policy to concen-

trate our scattered energies, and to direct our whole

attention to a few essential points. But the success of

such a course depends entirely upon a right judgment

as to what is essential at a given time. And our judg-

ment on that question was never more hopelessly at

fault, than when we avei^ted our eyes from what was

going on in the Sudan and hugged ourselves with the

fiction that we were not re.sponsible for the action of the

Egyptian Government in that region. It was this fiction

which destroyed Hicks and his ten thousand men.

We met with a tremendous punishment. The country,

w'hich we had vainly dreamed to exclude from the

sphere of our rosponsibilitie.s, was destined to become

the old Man of the Sea to the British Sinbad. Millions

of pounds had to be spent, thousands of lives to be

sacrificed before we could extricate ourselves from the

consequences of our original neglect.

General Hicks’s doomed army started from Khartum
on September 9, 1883. “The troops," in the words of

the brave but ill-starred O’Donovan, who accompanied

the expedition, “ scarcely deseiwed the name of soldiers,

so little were they acquainted with even the most ele-

mentary principles of the military art.”
"
I am writing

this,” he wrote in the course of the march, “ under cir-

cumstances which bring me almost as near to death as

it is possible to be without being absolutely under

sentence of execution or in the throes of some deadly
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malady ... in company with cravens that you expect

to see run at every moment and leave you behind to

face the "worst ... to die with a lance head as big as a

shovel through you.” On September 24th, the expedition

left the Nile at El Duem, one hundred miles above

Khartum, and struck westward into the hostile wastes

of Kordofan. And therewith the curtain fell upon it

and with it upon Egyptian rule in the Sudan. Hicks’s

objective was the town of El Obeid, at that time the

head-quarters of the Mahdi, but he never arrived there.

After marching some two hundred miles along dubious

routes, and amid constant skirmishing, the Egyptian

troops, with their line of communications cut off, and

suiTOunded by overwhelming numbers of a daring and

savage enemy, were annihilated in a great battle fought

on November 5th, at Shekan, when they had got within

some two days’ journey of their goal. Very few escaped

to tell the story. It was not till a long time afterwards

that a connected account of the disaster was supplied by

one of the handful of survivors.

But if the details were long in coming to hand, the

main fact became known with all the proverbial rapidity

of evil tidings. Before the end of November, everybody

in Cairo was aware that Egypt’s last desperate venture

for the recovery of her fast dissolving empiie had ended

in a supreme catastrophe. Yet even then the gravity

of the situation seemed not to dawn upon the Egyptian

Government. After as before the defeat of Hicks, they

kept playing with the question of the Sudan. The idea

of abandoning it was intensely unpopular, and they could

not make up their minds to accept the bitter necessity,

which yet was palpable to every clear-sighted observer.
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Just as, before the despatch of Hicks, the logic of facts

impel iously demanded withdiawal from the outlying

provinces and concentration at Khartum for the defence

of the rest, so now the same logic pointed with equal

clearness to withdrawal from the whole country and con-

centration at Wadi Haifa for the defence of Egypt. But

there is nothing which a Turk finds harder than to

recognize a defeat, even in order to avoid a worse one.

Prompt resolution is never his strong point, least of all

the resolution to accept an unpleasant truth and to act

unhe.sitatingly upon it. Had the Egyptian Ministry

been left to themselves, there is no saying what new
disasters their reluctance to look facts in the face might

not have brought upon their country.

Good fortune willed that they should not be left to

themselves. The moment was one which called aloud

for clear insight and resolute will, and, by a happy coin-

cidence, there had just appeared on the Egyptian stage

a man who possessed both those qualities in an excep-

tional degree. On September 11th, two days after

Hicks’s army started from Khartum, Sir Evelyn Baring,

returning to Egypt after an absence of three years, had

entered upon the duties of British Consul-General. Wo
may imagine what must have been his feeling.s, if during

the .succeeding months he devoted some portion of his

time to reading the correspondence relative to Hicks’s

expedition—which had now irrevocably started—and
noting therein the certain presages of that calamity,

for which he could now do nothing but wait. Nor is it

possible to help wondering whether, if he had been at

the helm some months sooner, that expedition would
ever have been aJlowed to set out. But be that as it
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may, when the blow had once fallen, he had no hesitation

as to the line to be pursued. Sir Evelyn Baring is a man
of a decided mind. His view may be right or it may
be wrong, but it is always definite, and he is always

determined to push it through. In this instance, his

view was that Egypt could by no possibility retain the

Sudan, and that, this being so, her only wise course was
to cut it adrift at once and altogether, and keep every

man and every shilling that remained to her for the

defence of her own frontier. And the British Govern-

ment unhesitatingly adopted the advice of its represen-

tative. Throwing to the winds its previous attitude of

indifference, it instructed Sir Evelyn to inform the

Egyptian Cabinet that the Sudan must be abandoned

with all possible promptitude, and that any Minister

who would not fall in with this programme must go.

Thus did we ourselves give the lie direct to our long

cherished theory that the policy of Egypt with regard

to the Sudan was no business of ours.

^ Undoubtedly the decision was a right one. In saying

that, do not let me be supposed to argue that the

possession of the Sudan, or at least of a considerable

portion of it, is not important, and may not even in

the long run be necessary, to the welfare of Egypt. But

a man who is in the extremest straits does well to give

up even an essential part of his establishment, rather

than go altogether into bankruptcy. A hardly pressed

garrison may find it necessary to abandon even the

most important outposts in order to preserve its citadel.

The fact that Egypt gave up the Sudan, when she simply

had not the strength to hold it, is no reason why she

should not recover it, or part of it, when she once more
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has the strength. Nor can any blame attach to those

•who took upon themselves the odious, but necessary duty

of throwing overboard a valuable cargo which, if retained,

was bound to sink the ship. On the contrary, it is to

them that the credit of having saved Egypt principally

belongs.

When it became apparent that the British Government

was determined to insist on the abandonment of the

Sudan, Sherif Pasha, who had been Prime Minister

since the restoration of the Khedive’s authority in Sep-

tember, 1882, immediately resigned. For a moment it

seemed doubtful whether any one could be found to

take his place. There were at that time only three

great luminaries in the Egyptian political firmament

—

Sherif Pasha, Riaz Pasha, and Nubar Pasha. Sherif

had gone."’" Riaz, who had been Minister of the Interior

under Sherif, but had retired because he was not allowed

to hang Arabi, could not be induced to fill the vacant

place. There remained then only Nubar, the ablest,

but also the most adaptable of the trio. With much
apparent hesitation, and not perhaps without some real

reluctance, this statesman finally consented to take over

the reins of government, and on January 8, 1884, a new
Ministry was formed, with Nubar as its head, and with

retirement from the Sudan as the first article of its

programme.

The eighteen months succeeding the accession of

Nubar Pasha to ofiice were the most critical period in

the history of our dealings with Egypt. The old proverb

that it never rains hut it pours has seldom appeared so

* Sherif Pasha never returned to power. He died during the Ministry

of his successor, in April, 1887.
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true. Everything, yes, absolutely everything, seemed

bent upon going wrong at one and the same time.

Alike in military matters, in diplomacy, and in politics,

Great Britain was simply haunted by the Egyptian

Question. Nor Avas the position in Egypt itself ever

more uncomfortable, whether for the protectors or the

protected.

This was the epoch of all that desperate fighting in

the Sudan, which will ever fill a memorable page in

the annals of the British Army. In February, 1884,

General Baker, at the head of a rabble of so-called

" gendarmerie,” converted for the moment into soldiers,

was ignominiously routed in an attempt to relieve Tokar.

At the time of Baker’s defeat General Gordon was

already far on his famous journey to Khartum. Then

followed in quick succession the first English expedition

to Suakin, the loss of Berber, the Nile campaign, the

fall of Khartum, the second Suakin expedition, and our

final abandonment of the whole business, culminating in

the withdrawal of the British troops from Dongola in

June, 1885.

The story of the Sudan campaign is one of almost

mythic grandeur. In its richness of ads'enture and

surprise, in the extraordinary variety of its difficulties and

dangers—the vast physical obstacles to be overcome, the

daring and incalculable enemy to be encountered—above

aU, in the dramatic completeness of our final failure,

there has been nothing equal to it in recent times. But
it is no duty of mine to recall that sad though fasci-

nating tale of suffering and of heroism. The extra-

ordinary refinement of blundering which made our action

the ridicule of the world
;
the splendid acts of gallantry
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which redeemed our blunders
;
the hand-to-hand fights

of Homeric intensity, which are brought to mind by the

mention of Abu Klea and Abu Kru, of Tamai, or of

“MacNeill’s Zariba;” the lofty tragedy associated for

ever with the name of Khartum—all these are too deeply

impressed upon the memory of Englishmen to need any

celebration here. And if the broad outlines of the story

are matter of common knowledge, its details have quite

recently been presented to the public in the completest

possible form by Major Wingate in his standard work on
“ Mahdiism and the Egyptian Sudan.” * No man could

possibly have been better fitted to perforin that task. A
practical soldier, with long and varied experience of

Sudanese warfare. Major Wingate has also been for a

number of years the chief of the Intelligence Depart-

ment of the Egyptian Army. Knowing the language

and the people, he has amassed and digested an amount

of information which was not within the reach of any

other man, and has presented it in a form which

may safely he regarded as final. It would be idle on

my part to detain the reader by a repetition of any

portion of the events which have already been made the

subject of so fuU and conclusive a chronicle.

Neither is it my intention to enter into the history

of those diplomatic embarrassments which, in an equal

or greater degree than our entanglement in the Sudan,

tended to render the situation of England with regard

to Egypt delicate and even dangerous. In her attempts

to loosen the financial fetters which were strangling

Egypt, to settle the question of the Suez Canal, and to

come to some amicable understanding with the other

* London, Macmillan and Co.
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Powers as to her own position in the Nile valley, Great

Britain was doomed to encounter the resolute hostility

of France, while she had at that time, with the exception

of Italy, no single friend in the councils of Europe. The

consequence was a series of harassing negotiations,

which did indeed, for a wonder, ultimately result in a

tolerable arrangement of Egyptian finances, but left

everything else in statu quo. The abortive agreement

between England and France with reference to the

Canal in the summer of 1884 ;
the contemporaneous and

equally abortive Conference on the financial question;

the Northbrook mission of the following autumn, with

its awkward consequences; the resumption of negotia-

tions in the beginning of 1885, and the Convention

resulting from it—these are not incidents which, for our

present purpose, need moi*e than a passing mention.

Their permanent effects, so far as they had any, will

be noted in later chapters. Their details are now of

interest only to diplomatists, and an adequate discussion

of them would be quite out of keeping with the propor-

tions of the present work.

But if we are not immediately concerned either with

the war in the Sudan, or with the negotiations simul-

taneously going on in London and elsewhere in refe-

rence to the affairs of Egypt, there is one respect in

which both the one and the other have an important

bearing on our subject. I refer to the reflex action of

these disturbing influences upon the position of English-

men in Egypt. Never before or since has that position

been a more difflcult one than in 1884 and 1885. Never

has the friction between the British officials and their

Egyptian colleagues been more severe. Never has
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British control been more unpopular, alike with the

foreign and the native inhabitants of the country. And
to a large extent, without doubt, that tension and that

unpopularity were due to the causes just mentioned.

The abandonment of the Sudan had been extremely

unwelcome to all classes of the population. The subse-

quent errors of our policy were not calculated to inspire

respect either for our wisdom or our resolution. The

obvious fact that we were getting into hot water with

other nations over the Egyptian Question excited the

hopes of our enemies, while it damped the spirits and

enfeebled the support of our few wcU-wishers.

If there is one thing essential to the success of our

work in Egypt, it is the tranquillity of the public mind,

a belief in the fixity of our intentions and the perma-

nence of the refoi’ms which we have instituted. There

is no truer remark in the great report of Lord Dufferin

already referred to, full though it be of ingenious obser-

vations, than the sentence in which he says, “ unless

they are convinced that we intend to shield and foster

the system we have established, it will be in vain to

expect the timid politicians of the East to identify them-

selves with its existence.” The power, and not only the

power, but even the popularity of England in Egypt has

always varied in proportion to the degree of general

belief in the permanence of English control. But during

the period of which I am speaking that belief was very

feeble. There was no conviction of the permanence of

anything. There was no general feeling of tranquillity,

but, on the contrary, perpetual unsettlement, incessant

alarms from without, incessant rumours of change within

—all eagerly seiaed upon and exaggerated by the
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European, and especially the French press, which, thanks

to the Capitulations, was entirely beyond the control of

the Government.

Those external influences, though they certainly

aggravated, did not alone cause our growing troubles.

The illusions of the Dufferin epoch had by this time

vanished into thin air. The period of disenchantment

and dissatisfaction, which was sure to come when the

native officials began to feel the irksomeness of our

control, was now full upon us. The essence of Lord

Dufiferin’s system—and it was the only possible system

if there was to be any effective reform in Egypt—was
to put a certain number of Englishmen into high posts

in the various administrations, and to trust to their

influence to get things gradually into order. But it

soon became apparent that that influence, if it was to

be of any use, involved pressui'e. The native function-

aries were beginning to find out that they could no

longer, as in old times, do just as they pleased. Of
course the bad one.s—and I fear they were the majority

—detested the restrictions upon their power, which they

had been accustomed to use for purjDoses of personal

profit. But even the good ones were unhappy. All

their old notions were upset
;
all their old habits had to

be altered. And the process was naturally a very trying

one, especially at the outset. An eminent writer has

said that there is no pain like that of a new idea. If

this be so, the existence of an Egyptian official at that

time must have been one long succession of pangs.

The sense of discomfort and the spirit of resent-

ment were not confined to the officials. These feelings

were almost universal among natives of the upper class.
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To some extent, no doubt, the hostility of that class 'was

due to a patriotic dislike to foreign interference. But
there are probably few countries in which patriotic

sentiment counts for less than it does in Egypt. What
really angered the Pashas was the loss of their former

authority. To bo rich in Egypt in old times was to bo,

within 3'our own sphere, an autocrat. Once conciliate

the officials—no difficult matter in most cases—and your

course was clear. But with English influence at head-

cj^uarters, and with English in-spectors going about the

country, it was no longer so easy to escape the restraints

of a regular administration of the law.

Those restraints were now making themselves felt in

many directions, but in none were they more disagree-

able to the great landowners—and every rich native is

a landowner—than in the regulation of the water supply.

Of all their old privileges, the most valuable was that

of taking water from the public canals how they pleased,

when they pleased, and in whatever quantity they

pleased. But the Public Works Department was the

first in which English influence became .supreme, and

the first manifestation of that influence was a rigorous

control of the distribution of water. The odium excited

by that control among the most powerful natives was, in

the beginning, very great. At the present day it is pro-

bable that the general improvement of the irrigation

system, by which no one has profited more than they,

has fully consoled them for the loss of their old unjust

advantages. But seven or eight years ago that loss was
fresh and keenly felt, while the compensating benefits

were still in the future.

And if the upper classes had reasons of their own
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for disliking British influence, the bulk of the people

were no less discontented, though from a very different

cause. They were suffering from the reaction of disap-

pointment which followed the grand Nationalist debauch

of 1882. If there is one thing absolutely certain, it is

that the great majority of the Egyptian nation, and
especially the peasantry, have benefited enormously by
our presence in the country. For the few, the new
system has meant loss as well as gain : for the many, it

is all pure gain. At no previous period of his history

has the fellah lived under a government so careful to

promote his interests or to protect his rights. But no

conceivable government, however friendly to him, could

possibly have fulfilled the hopes excited in his breast

during the months of revolution. In time, no doubt,

he would learn to contrast the new administration with

the old, much to the advantage of the former. For the

moment, the comparison lay, not between one adminis-

tration and another, but between the hard facts of any

settled government and the wild dreams of a brief peridd

of licence. And the fellah had a special reason for

regretting that interlude of anarchy. He was heavily

in debt. His creditors were almost entirely Christians

—

Greeks, Syrians, or Copts. During the days of Arabi

the Greeks and Syrians had mostly fled. The Copts,

who remained, were much too frightened to think of

asserting their rights. But now they were all back

again, and insisting upon the fulfilment of the fellah’s

obligations. The Government might protect him against

illegal exactions
;

it was powerless, even if it had been

willing, to relieve him from his legal debts. For the

restoration of order meant the I’e-establishment of the

n
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authority of the Mixed Courts. And these courts would

insist upon the payment in full of debts due to foreigners,

even if the Government should desire to effect a com-

position. Thus rich and poor alike were, for different

reasons, ill-affected towards the new regime.

But how about the foreign residents ? They, at

least, it might have been supposed, would be grateful

to us for the restoration of order, and eager to second our

efforts for the improvement of the system of govern-

ment. As a matter of fact, the great majority of them

met those efforts with nothing but unintelligent criticism

and sullen obstruction. The effusive thankfulness with

which they had greeted our arrival was soon exhausted,

while the irritation which they felt at our tendency to

support the natives against foreign encroachment was

a pei-manent source of bitterness.

The Europeans in Alexandria had a special grievance

on account of the delay in the payment of the indemni-

ties for the damages caused by the bombardment and

subsequent conflagration. But apart from this par-

ticular cause of ill-humour, the European community

generally was deeply disappointed at the continued stag-

nation of business. When the British forces first occu-

pied Egypt, and the foreigners who had fled dui’ing the

rebellion flocked back, there was a general impression

that, under the segis of a civilized government, enterprise

would at once take a new start, and the country would
rapidly attain a degree of prosperity such as it had
never yet known. But the expected revival did not

come, and the consequent disappointment was not the less

severe because it was essentially unreasonable. It was
no fault of ours that Egypt could not recover at a bound
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from the consequences of the financial profligacy of the

reign of Ismail, and from the damage caused by the

rebellion. The embarrassments of the Exchequer, in-

herited from the old i-egime, were a heavy drag upon

the well-being of the people. It was impossible, while

taxation was strained to its utmost limit, and while, in

spite of enormous taxation, the State seemed unable to

meet its liabilities, that the country as a whole should

be prosperous. Moreover the depleted condition of the

Treasury during the last few years had entailed a neg-

lect of those great Public Works, the proper maintenance

of which is the first condition of the wealth of Egypt.

The country is rich, but it is rich by artificial means.

Without an elaborate canal system it might become a

desert. With that canal system neglected and in dis-

order, it is not rich but poor. The restoration of

national solvency, and such an arrangement of the

finances as would allow of the necessary sums being

devoted to Public Works, were thus essential conditions

of the return of prosperity, and these conditions could

not be attained in a moment. They depended upon an

agreement between the Great Powers, and it was notO
till nearly three years after our occupation that such an

arrangement was arrived it.

No doubt the slowness of the revival of business

was due, in some degree, to the public imcertainty as

to the ultimate intentions of Great Britain. This un-

favourable influence continues to militate against the

prosperity of the country even at the present day.

Foreign capital is still shy of Egypt
;

it remembers the

upset of 1882, and it hesitates to embark in a quarter

where, under uncontrolled native administration in the
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future, a similar upset might again be possible. That

fear is wearing off with the lapse of years, and with the

growth of the impression, at present largely prevalent,

that Great Britain intends by some means or other to

keep a controlling hand upon Egypt. But, though the

feeling of insecurity is nowadays much diminished, it

has not entirely disappeared. And at the time of which

I am speaking, it was still at its height.

There were other and less creditable causes of

foreign discontent. British influence could not at once

revive trade, or compensate Egypt for the loss of an

important market in the Sudan. But it did from the

outset, and with ever-increasing effectiveness, tend to

diminish other sources of profit, which were of a less

legitimate character. Europeans had earned much money
in Egypt in the days of Ismail. Some of it was made
by honest enterprise in developing the resources of the

country. But a great deal was made by jobbery, by
usury, and by positive fraud—at the expense of the

Government or of the people. To that sort of money-
making the new spirit now being breathed into the

administration was necessarily fatal. A volume might

be written on this subject. I will confine myself to

illustrating my meaning by the development of a single

but most important point.

I have said that the peasantry were in debt, and that

their creditors were mostly Europeans, I have shown
why we could not give them relief from existing debts.

Yet, in the long run, we could give them something

better. We could cut at the root of the principal causes

which made their indebtedness so great, and its terms so

oppressive. The fellah had for years past been driven
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to boiTowing, and to borrowing on ruinous conditions, by
tbe Government itself. The tax-gatherer had paved the

way for the usurer. It was not the amount of taxation,

ci'ushing as in many cases it was, which did the mischief.

It was above all the irregular, cruel, and arbitrary

manner in which the taxes were collected. The fellah

was seldom sure of the amount which would be demanded
of him. He was never sure of the moment when the

demand would be made. That moment might, as likely

as not, be the veiy one at which he was least able to

pay. Called upon to find ready money while his crops

were still in the ground, he was simply driven into the

arms of the money-lender. His choice lay between so

many blows of the kurbash and the acceptance of the

usurer’s terms, however onerous. Under these circum-

stances, money was borrowed at as much as sixty per

cent, per annum. Worse than that, it was often obtained

by the sale of the growing crops, which were estimated

for the purpose of the advance at half or less than half

their value. This state of things was bad enough, and

it was pretty general
j
but the ruin of the cultivator

was consummated in many instances by positive collu-

sion with the usurer on the part of corrupt officials.

The latter would demand the payment of taxes by the

peasant, who was already in debt, at the very time when

the interest on his debt was due. If he had any cash

at all the authorities were bound to get it. When the

usurer came after them, nothing was left to the fellah

but to surrender his land and cattle, or to renew his

bond on still more ruinous terms. He was, in fact,

entirely at the mercy of the lender.

It is evident that, under these circumstances, the
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small foreign capitalist without a conscience enjoyed in

Egypt opportunities of making a fortune which probably

could not be rivalled anywhere else in the world. It is

equally evident that with the introduction of—I do not

say an absolutely just and perfect—but a more or less

sane and equitable method of collecting taxes, a method

which sought to secure the dues of the State at the

least instead of the greatest cost to the cultivator, these

opportunities of speedy money making were vastly

reduced. And then the usurers began to howl about

the decay of prosperity. The clamour of disappointed

greed and defeated dishonesty augmented the general

chorus of complaint at the slackness of business, and at

the disappearance of all those signs of exuberant but

fictitious prosperity, which were characteristic of the

epoch of rapid, unsound development under Ismail

Pasha.

With aU these infiuences working against them,

with the native ofiicials hostile or bewildered, and the

native magnates angry and rebellious, with a dejected

population and a cantankerous foreign colony, and with

the shadow of our diplomatic difiiculties and of our

grand fiasco in the Sudan deepening the general gloom,

the position of the English in Egypt in 1884 and 1885

was trying in the extreme. The Anglo-Egyptian func-

tionaries were new to their work; their objects were

misunderstood
;
they had not the material means of

relieving one-half of the evils which they saw and

deplored. The British Consul-General was bombarded

with suggestions which presupposed a free hand and an

overflowing exchequer, while in fact he was directing a

manacled government, with bankruptcy staring it in the
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face. And to add a final touch to all our troubles, the

British nation was at that moment in one of its most

unreasonable moods on the subject of Egypt. The
violence of partisan controversy obscured every issue.

Public opinion was fickle, impatient, wholly uninformed.

It needed a back as broad as that of Sir Evelyn Baring

to bear the accumulated weight of all the work, wony,
and misconstruction which attended that hard, uphill

struggle to improve administration while preserving

solvency.

I have spoken repeatedly of the British officials in

Egypt. It will be convenient at this point to note the

number, position, and principal names of the Englishmen

and Scotchmen—for Scotland had an important share in

the business—who were at that time in the service of

the Khedive. Even prior to 1882, a number of our

countrymen had been employed in high administrative

posts. Apart from the Caisse de la Dette and the

“ Mixed Administrations,” * there was Mr. Caillard, the

Director-General of Customs, Mr. Halton, the Post-

Mastcr-General, and Mr. (now Sir Gerald) Fitzgerald,

the Director-General of Accounts. But after the Occu-

pation, both the number and the power of the British

officials was very greatly increased. In the main the

new appointments followed the lines laid down by Lord

Dufferxn, that is to say, Englishmen were placed in

virtual command of these departments, the immediate

strengthening of which seemed essential to the revival

of the country. These departments were the Army,

Finance, Public Works, Police, and to some extent

Justice. To the Army the Khedive appointed twenty-

Sce pnge 70.
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seven English officers, the chief of them being Sir

Evelyn Wood, who was nominated Sirdar or Commander-

in-Chief. The Police were placed under General Baker,

with three or four Englishmen immediately under him.

The Irrigation Department was entrusted to Colonel

(now Sir Colin) Scott-Moncrieff, and Avhen he was, after

six months, promoted to the post of Under-Secretary of

State for Public Works, his place as Inspector-General

was taken by Colonel Ross, another Anglo-Indian. Two
more engineers from India were appointed inspectors of

circles of irrigation, and the number subsequently grew

to four. In the Department of Justice, England was

represented by a Procureur-Gencral, or, as we should

say, Attorney-General, attached to the new Native

Courts, which came into existence in the beginning of

1884. The first occupant of this post was a distinguished

Indian judge. Sir Benson Maxwell.

Most important of all, but also most difficult to

explain, is the position we took up in the Ministry of

Finance. Financial troubles had been the cause of

Egypt’s breakdown and the origin of foreign interference

in the country. For any effective control over Egyptian

affairs, the first and most necessary step was to get a
firm grip of the Finance Department, upon which all

depended. For three years before Tel-el-Kebir this

department had been in the joint occupation of England
and France, subject of course to those international

restrictions on which I have already dwelt at sufficient

length. Masters of tire Finance Ministiy, the English

and French Controllers initiated a work of reform which
extended far beyond their immediate province, though
it sprang directly from an intelligent appreciation of
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the reasons of Egypt’s financial collapse. If that reform

cut deeply into the internal administration of the

country, the fact was due, not to any roving spirit of

philanthropy on the part of the Controllers, but to the

absolute necessity of keeping a tight hand upon the

provincial oificials, if the peasantry were not to be

plundered and the Treasury ruined by the falling oflf

of the land tax—the mainstay of the revenue.

Having started with the object of balancing the

Budget, the Controllers were thus on the high road to

governing the country. But, as we have seen, the Control

failed from the want of material force behind it. When
it became a question of supporting the Controllers against

the Arabists, England and France could not agree as

to the means to be employed. Finally, France backed

out of the business, and England was left alone to re-

establish European control over the finances of Egypt.

And having re-established it alone, she naturally claimed

to conduct it alone. No one could possibly contest the

justice of this demand, even if there had not been other

excellent arguments for substituting the single-minded

action of a single Power for the constant friction of two

jealous rivals. And, as a matter of fact, France only

protested and did not even protest very vehemently,

when at the close of the year 1882, England induced the

Egyptian Government to abolish the two Controllers and

to substitute for them a single “ Financial Adviser,” who
under the circumstances was naturally an Englishman.

The Financial Adviser is the corner-stone of English

influence inside the Egyptian Administration. His func-

tions were only gradually defined, and for the most part

by negatives, but in practice he soon acquired a generally
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recognized and very wide authority. It was agreed at

the beginning that he was not to be an executive officer,

but that on the other hand all executive officers wore

to give him any information he might require. He was

to have a seat on the Council of Ministers, but without

a vote
;
in this respect he inherited a right which had

appertained to the Controllers. At a later stage, when
some discussion ai’ose as to the amount of attention to

be paid to the recommendations of the Financial Adviser,

the English Government laid it down that “ no financial

decision should be taken without his consent,” and this

interpretation was never called in question by the

Egyptian Government. But seeing that most important

acts of government involve some financial question, the

position of a man having a veto on any financial measure

is very nearly that of the Tribune of the People in ancient

Borne, who had a veto on everything
;
and a man who

has a veto on everything is master of the situation.

When, moreover, the person who is already master of

the situation by virtue of his functions, also happens to

be a citizen of the state which is in military occupation

of the country, there is no need to dwell at tedious

lengtli upon the magnitude of his powers. The thing

speaks for itself.

And the importance of the voIa of Financial Adviser,

great in any case, certainly lost nothing in the hands

of the persons to whom that v6l& was successively

entrusted. Sir Auckland Colvin, the first occupant of

the office, who had previously been one of the two Con-

trollers, was a strong man. His successor. Sir Edgar

Vincent, though only twenty-six years old at the time

of his appointment in November, 1883, was not only a
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strong man, but one whose natm’al inclination, encouraged

by success, has always led him to play a decidedly

forward game. And he needed all his qualities, for the

task before him was one of exceptional difficulty. If

Egypt was to be permanently improved, the first condition

was to make her solvent. And to ensure solvency it was

necessaiy to pinch and screw in a manner which for the

time being retarded improvement. Pai’simony, however

necessary, was bound to be unpopular. But no fear of

unpopularity ever shook Vincent in his conviction of the

priority of financial over all other considerations, and,

firmly supported by the British Consul-General, he suc-

ceeded in establishing the principle that to make both

ends meet was the first and the great commandment.

It was fortunate for the Financial Adviser that he

possessed a charm and finesse which softened as far as

was possible the inevitable harahness of such a policy.

By these means he succeeded for a time in conciliating

even Nubar Pasha, though that statesman detested what

he called Vincent’s “fiscality.” It is true that the

friendly relations, which at first existed between the two

men, were afterwards disturbed, but that is a subject to

which I must return later on.

There was one point, and one point only, on which

even the severe financiers who controlled the destinies

of Egypt were disposed to admit an exception to their

great principle of economy. The necessity of large ex-

penditure on Public Woi'ks was, for the reasons already

explained, too imperious, even in the interests of the

Treasury itself, to be ignored by any sagacious person.

The Finance Ministry, while turning a deaf ear to other

claims, showed from the first a certain leniency to the
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demands which were made upon it in the name of

Irrigation. And its comparative generosity in this

respect was not abused. The shrewd and practical

Scotchman, who was seated at the Ministry of Public

Works, certainly made the most of his available money.

Baring, Vincent, Moncricff—these were the men who
bore the burden and heat of those early days of stress,

and who deserve the chief credit for the ultimate un-

expected success of our unpromising experiment in the

civil government of Egypt. There were others who
contributed largely to the result, and in future chapters

we shall come across many of them. For the moment
these three names may suffice.

Though the men I have just mentioned were the most

important, they were not, for a certain time at least, the

most conspicuous of our countrymen in Egypt. The

sensational figure of Anglo-Egyptian politics in their

most critical phase was not Baring, or Vincent, or

Moncrieff, but Clifford Lloyd. The whole of the Clifford-

Lloyd episode is interesting, not only from the striking

personality of its hero, but from the illustration which it

affords alike of the wavering character of British policy

and of the great ever-recurring point of conflict between

Egyptian Ministers and their English advisers. Mr.

Clifford Lloyd’s appointment was in itself a departure

from our original programme. It was no part of Lord

Dufferin’s scheme to entrust Englishmenwith the manage-

ment of the Interior, except in so far as such management

was implied in the control of the finances, of irrigation,

and of the police. But six months' experience showed,

that simply to leave the Interior alone was a policy not

easy to adhere to. The incessant complaints of official
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tyranny, and especially of the illegal use of the kurbash,

the hideous abuses brought to light in the prisons, the

filthy condition of the towns and villages, and above all,

the hopeless breakdown of the administration during the

cholera, combined to convince everybody interested in

Egypt that something must be done. Only nobody knew
exactly what. Under such circumstances the usual

English remedy—and it is often not a bad one—is to

seize upon the first strong man who can be found and

give him full powers to do what he pleases. “We don’t

know what we want you to do, but go and do something,’’

were practically the instructions with which Mi-. Lloyd,

who had gained a considerable reputation for strength

and courage as a resident magistrate in Ireland, was

sent to Egypt in September, 18S3, as “ Director-General

of Reforms.’’ The vagueness of the title was appropriate.

Novaguer missionwas ever entrusted to any human being.

But if the mission was vague, not so the missionary.

There is reason to believe that Mr. Lloyd, who had

never previously been in Egypt, made up his mind as

to everything that ought to be done within the first

month after his arrival. No doubt it was easier for

him to do so, because of the very glaring character of

some of the existing evils. The over-crowding of the

prisons, for instance, the use of torture to obtain evidence,

the fouling of the canals which in Egypt supply the only

drinking water—all these were monstrosities too flagrant

to admit of any but one opinion. And to reform all

these Mr. Lloyd set to work with the tremendous energy

and directness which constituted the strength of his

character. But that strong character had its faults, and

they were on the same large scale as its merits. His
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enthusiasm for reform was undoubted. His power of

work, and of making others work, was marvellous. His

manner carried away, on first acquaintance, even the

least impressionable people. But he was deficient in

judgment and circumspection. He was inclined to rush

everything. He had not the least sympathy or patience

with men of opposite opinions and character to himself.

These were defects peculiarly unsuited to a situation of

great delicacy, in which strength itself might be a

weakness unless coupled with a certain amount of tact.

Mr. Lloyd, to put it plainly, was the proverbial bull in

a china shop.

It would serve no good purpose to revive the memory

of all the conflicts of which Mr. Lloyd was the exciting

cause, and in which his objects were generally right and

his methods generally wrong. What the great native

functionaries principally complained of was his tendency

to pass over their heads and deal directly with the pro-

vincial officials. Egyptian Ministers have by long habit

become resigned to the pi'esence of European advisers

at their elbows in Cairo and Alexandria. What they

dislike is to see these Europeans going out into the pro-

vinces. They do not so much object to taking orders

themselves, if it is clearly understood that they alone

are entitled to give orders to their subordinates. “ Tell

us what you want done,” they say to their foreign

monitors, " and we will take care that your wishes are

carried out
;
but do not attempt to see to their execution

yourselves.”

Evidently there is much to be said for this view of

the case, and I should be the last to maintain that

Englishmen have in all instances adequately recognized
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the force of it. But there is another side to the question.

In no countiy more than in Egypt is it necessary not

merely to give orders, but to keep a sharp look-out that

they are obeyed. If you had thoroughly trustworthy

and competent agents, you might be content to confine

yourself to a general direction at head-quarters. But it

would he impossible to maintain that the provincial

officials are, still less that they were, generally trust-

worthy and competent.

No doubt the only ultimate solution is to improve the

quality of these ofiicials. But that is a work of time,

like aU radical reforms in Eg3rpt, or elsewhere. In order

to effect such improvement you must choose cai’efully the

men whom you appoint—a duty which in old times was

shamefully neglected
;
but you must also, for a time at

any rate, look after them when appointed. Without a

certain amount of English inspection, the provincial

administration would never have made any progress.

Nor does the presence of inspectors in the provinces

necessarily undermine either the authority of the

Ministers at head-quarters, whose intelligence officers

they are, or that of the local officials. There are not

wanting instances, in which Englishmen acting in this

capacity (and I am thinking especially of the Inspectors

of Irrigation), have after a while got on thoroughly well

with the provincial governors, and come to be regarded

by them as friends and helpmates, and not as spies

and intruders.

The more or less permanent antagonism, which I have

been seeking to explain, was never so acute as during

the brief period of Mr. Lloyd’s activity in Egypt. It

culminated in the bitter personal feud between him and
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Nubar Pasha. When the latter took office, under the

circumstances already stated, in January, 1884, Mr. Lloyd

had just been three months in the country, but the stir

he had already caused was considerable. It is doubtful

whether the new Prime Minister can ever have relished

the prospect of having so strong-willed and ubiquitous a

coadjutor. But at the first moment of his accession to

power he and Mr. Lloyd were the best of friends. There

is extant a report from the latter—which in view of

subsequent events it is impossible to read without a

smile—in which he hails the Nubar Ministry as the

beginning of a new and better era. Animated by this

spirit of confidence, Mr. Lloyd was easily persuaded to

resign his roving commission as “ Directoi’-General of

Reforms,” and to accept instead the Under-Secretaryship

of State for the Interior. The suggestion was entirely

in accordance with Nubar’s conscientious conviction of

the necessity of preserving the official hierarchy from

outside interference, and of assigning to inevitable

Englishmen definite posts within its ranks. Was it, or

was it not, also inspired by the belief that Mr. Lloyd,

who was a bad man of business, would break his neck

sooner in a high administrative office than he would

as a free lance with no red tape to get entangled in ?

If it was, the calculation was a shrewd one. Mr. Lloyd

lost no time in falling foul of his immediate chief, the

Minister of the Interior. A little while longer and he

was at loggerheads with nearly all the Ministers. I

can well believe that traps were laid for him, and that

a man—^who, had he been the most conciliatory of his

species, would still have been detested for his zeal and

single-mindedness—was deliberately baited in order to
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tempt him to destruction. But, be that as it may, the

amount of friction was enormous, and by the month of

April things had come to such a pass that Nubar Pasha

was threatening to resign, unless the British Govern-

ment would agree to recall Mr. Lloyd.

The great bone of contention was the re-organization

of the police. Mr. Lloyd’s plan was to place them, in

all matters of discipline, entirely under the orders of

their own officers. But the native idea of government

is that of strict one-man rule in each locality. That

all the officials in a district, whatever their character,

should bo absolutely under the Mamur, and all the

officials in a pi'ovince absolutely under the Mudir,

appears to Egyptian eyes an essential postulate of dis-

cipline and order. The proposal to remove the local

police in any respect from the direct control of the

Mamurs and Mudirs was loudly declared to be sub-

versive of all authority. An increase of crime—so ran

the argument—would inevitably follow. It followed.

Nubar Pasha was evidently determined at all costs to

get rid of Mr. Lloyd. And ho was in a strong position

to have his way if ho insisted on it. For Nubar was at

that moment the necessary man. Great Britain was

growing increasingly anxious to interfere no more than

she could possibly help, with the government of Egypt.

That being the case, it was indispensable to have an

Egyptian Ministry possessing a certain amount of

authority. With Sherif and Eiaz out of the hunt,

Nubar was the only man whose presence at the head

of a Cabinet could save it from being derided as a set

of puppets. And in order to have a Nubar Cabinet we
were bound to humour Nubar.
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To make liis position worse, and, indeed, to make it

finally hopeless, Mr. Lloyd chose the moment, when he

was already engaged in a desperate struggle with Nubar

and his coUeasrues, to come to violent blows with one

of his own countrymen— Sir Benson Maxwell. The

spectacle of two Englishmen, both occupying high posts

and doing similar work, engaged in bitter and public

conflict with one another, was the reverse of edifying.

Nubar Pasha saw his chance. Of course he backed

Sir Benson Maxwell against Mr. Lloyd, but in the long

run he made use of the opportunity to rid himself

triumphantly of them both. By the middle of 1884

Mr. Lloyd had disappeared from the Ministry of the

Interior, and Sir Benson Maxwell from the Ministry of

Justice. They I’etumed to England to fight out their

battle in the columns of the Times, and neither of them
was replaced.* An attempt was, indeed, made to fill

the void, caused by the disappearance of Mr. Lloyd fi’om

the internal administration, by the appointment of two
English Inspectors-Genei'al. But in view of the deter-

mined opposition of Nubar Pasha the plan was dropped.

The blow to English influence was severe, and it

took a long time to recover from it. How was it that

Great Britain ever submitted to such a defeat? The
answer has already been partially indicated. The cause

of our surrender must be sought in the lassitude and
disgust with the whole Egyptian imbroglio, which was
coming over the British nation and Government, and in

the tremendous overwork of Sir Evelyn Baring. To

* Mr. Lloyd bad no Eoglish sticoessor. Sir Benson Maxwell’s place
remained vacant for six months, and was then filled, for one year only,

by Sir Baymond West.
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run the whole administration of Egypt, under such

unfavourable conditions, with so much opposition from

every side and with no authority for coping with that

opposition except the weight of personal influence, was
more than could be expected of any man. At the de-

cisive moment of the Clifford-Lloyd crisis Sir Evelyn

was in London, endeavouring to find a way out of the

financial embarrassments, which daily grew more threat-

ening, and which, till the conclusion of the London Con-

vention in the spring of the following j’ear, would have

been alone sufficient to absorb all his attention. When,
later in the year, he returned to Egypt, it was with the

fixed intention—perhaps even with positive instructions

—to take in sail, and confine himself exclusively to

those problems which were of irresistible urgency.

As Great Britain was determined not to take over

the government of Egypt, it seemed necessary, even at

some risk, to make large concessions to native ideas,

and to leave a wide field for the independent action of

native statesmen. There were some questions so critical

that it was impossible to turn aAvay from them. The
defence of the frontier, the regulation of the finances,

the safe-guarding of the water supply,— these were

matters which could not possibly be allowed to take

their chance. But there was a disposition to leave every-

thing else henceforward to native management. Nubar,

the author of the Mixed Tribunals, was a great authority

on judicial reform
;

let him look after the working of

the new Native Courts himself. He was intensely jealous

of our interference in the interor
;

let him provide for

internal security in his own fashion.

The experiment was not destined to prove a success.
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All the problems, on which we turned our backs in 1884,

have had to be taken up again since
;

all the positions,

from which we retreated then, have had to be re-

occupied. But, under the circumstances, retreat was

inevitable. We had undertaken more than we could do

with such energy as we were able or willing to bring to

bear on the work. It is a complete delusion to believe

that the finances of Egypt, or any single department of

the Government, can be put into permanently sound

order without grappling with the administration as a

whole. But it was not a delusion to think, in 1884, that

one or two burning questions might—nay, under the

circumstances, must—be dealt with before we could

afibrd to turn to the rest. It might have been better if

we could have driven all our coaches abreast, but, under

the circumstances, no other course was open to us than

to try and take them through the defile one by one.

Meantime misfortune still pursued us, even on the

narrower lines on which we had now decided to operate.

The negotiations between the Powers for the settlement

of the financial question having, for the time being,

broken down. Lord Northbrook came to Egypt as High
Commissioner, in September, 1884, to see what could be

done on the spot. On his advice the Egyptian Govern-

ment decided to burst its fetters, and to instruct the

Mudirs of the Assigned Provinces, as well as the heads

of the Customs and the Railway Administration, to pay
the balance of their receipts for the current half-year

(which closed on October 25th) direct to the Treasury,

instead of to the Caisse de la Dette. This step was
a plain violation of the existing decrees regulating the

relations of Egypt with her creditors, which had re-
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eeived the assent of the Powers. The justification for so

extreme a measure was, of course, nothing less than

absolute necessity. Moreover, the Gaisse had already

money enough to pay the forthcoming coupons on the

debt. The sums intercepted would simply have gone

to swell the Sinking Fund. It was absurd that Egypt
should be devoting large amounts to the reduction of

her Funded Debt when she was at the same time obliged

to borrow on short loans at a much higher rate of

interest, and, even with such borrowing, could not meet

her current expenses. The alternative to drawing upon

the Assigned Eevenues was to suspend the payment of

the tribute to Turkey—wliich would have given rise to

fresh trouble of the gravest kind—or to mulct the

Government officials—which would have thrown the

whole administration into disorder. Moreover, at the

abortive Conference in London all the Powers had ad-

mitted, in principle, the necessity of suspending the

Sinking Fund, although they had not been able to agree

to any definite scheme.

Such were the arguments, and they were strong

ones, with which the Egyptian Finance Minister, in a

letter addressed to the Commissioners of the Debt, on

September 28th, defended his illegal action. And the

British Government did its best to justify that action

to the other Great Powers, its associates in the guardian-

ship of the financial arrangements of Egypt. But the

answer was everywhere unfavourable. Even admitting

—so we were told—that a suspension of the Sinking

Fund was inevitable, this arbitrary manner of carrying

it out struck at the root of what was in substance an

international bargain, and was calculated to destroy
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credit in the good faith of the Egyptian Government.

This was the language held to the British Ambassadors

at Berlin and Vienna, no less than at Paris, and it was

impossible to ignore the force of such objections.

On September 25, 1884, the Consuls-General ofFrance,

Germany, Russia, and Austria addressed identic notes to

the Egyptian Government protesting against its action

with regard to the Assigned Revenues. The protest was

couched in very stiff terms. Italy, faithful to her attitude

of friendliness to Great Britain, did not act with the

other Powers. But she also protested, though in milder

language. Worse than that, the Commissioners of the

Caisse, on October 4th, obtained a writ from the Mixed

Tribunals summoning the Prime Minister and the

Minister of Finance to answer for the order given by
them to the heads of the Assigned Administrations, and

the latter for having obeyed that order.

In view of this threatening aspect of affairs, the Egyp-

tian Government, acting under British advice, adopted

a very propitiatory attitude. It bowed the neck to the

smiter, explained piteously that, if it had sinned, it had

only done so under the gravest compulsion, and pointed

out that the regular payment of the Assigned Revenues

to the Caisse had already been resumed. Nevertheless

the action before the Mixed Tribunals went on, and on
December 18th the Court of First Instance condemned

the Government. The latter appealed, not so much in

the hope of reversing the decision as in order to gain

time. For the negotiations between the Great Powers
for the resettlement of Egyptian financial affairs had now
been resumed, and by means of a variety of concessions

Great Britain at last succeeded in getting them all to
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agree to a workable arrangement. This arrangement

was embodied in the Convention of London, the pro-

visions of which form the fundamental canon of Egyptian

finance np to the present day.* With the signature of

that Convention by the six Powers and by Turkey on

March 18, I880, the dispute between the Caisse and the

Egyptian Government ceased to have any further prac-

tical importance, and it was agreed that the appeal

should not come on for hearing. But the whole episode,

and especially the judgment pronounced by the Court of

First Instance, was a severe blow to the Government,

and was little calculated to increase its confidence in, or

affection for, its British advisers.

Another awkward incident which occurred about the

same time was connected with the suppression of a scur-

rilous French newspaper, the Bosphore Egyptien. I

entirely despair of being able to convey to my readers

any idea of the unbridled licence in which some foreign

journals in Egypt, and the Bosphore above all others,

are accustomed to indulge when criticizing the conduct

of the Government or the persons of its principal mem-
bers. Our own countrymen have been from the first

the special butt of malicious sarcasm or downright black-

guardly invective on the part of the Bosphoi'e, but with

true British stolidity they have, as a rule, taken no notice

of these attack,s. But the more sensitive native authori-

ties are less disposed to submit to them with patience.

Nubar Pasha in particular has always had a strong

opinion as to the degree in which the abuse of the free-

dom of the press is calculated to aggravate the difficulty

of governing an Oriental population. He was especially

* Sec p. 226 and following pages.
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uneasy on this score during the time when the public

mind in Egypt was deeply agitated by the sensational

events in the Sudan. Throughout this critical period,

the Bosplm'e Egyptien amused itself by publishing every

kind of lie that was calculated to excite alarm or provoke

disturbance. Hence on February 29, 1884, the Govern-

ment, in the exercise of its undoubted right, issued a

decree suppressing the paper. But the editors of the

Bospkore took not the smallest notice. They simply

became more violent and more mendacious. For thirteen

months the Government put up with this open defiance

of its authority. But when at the beginning of April,

1885, the Bosphore published a pretended proclamation of

the Mahdi inciting to rebellion in Egypt, and on the day

following, as if to leave no doubt of the malignity of its

intentions, reproduced that document in an Arabic trans-

lation, the cup of endurance overflowed. Nubar Pasha

informed the French Coasul in Cairo, that the Govern-

ment had instructed the police to close the printing

establishment from which the Bosphore was issued, and

invited him, according to the usual practice, to send a

delegate to be present at the execution of the order. The

Consul referred the matter to his Consul-General, and the

latter at once protested. He declared that, so far from

allowing the Consul to give any countenance to the pro-

posed measure, he would himself send a member of his

own staflFexpressly to resist it. In spite of this opposition,

however, the establishment in question was entered by the

police on April 8th, and the printing press Avas seized.

The act excited a perfect storm of fury among the

French inhabitants in Egypt, which found its echo in

Paris. The French Foreign Minister demanded repara-
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tion, alleging that the domicile of a French subject had

been illegally violated, and a French diplomatic agent

ill-treated by the police. The fiction of the ill-treatment

of the diplomatic agent was soon exploded. But on the

other point France had technically a valid ground of

complaint. It was part of the had luck, which seemed at

this time to dog the steps of the Egyptian Government,

that even in a case like this, where it was absolutely

I’ight in substance, it had fallen into an error of form.

The establishment, which had been closed, proved to

be a general printing business, and the house, in which

it was located, to be inhabited by several foreigners.

The act of enteidng it without the concui-rence of the

consular authority was thus clearly a violation of the

saeredness of domicile assured by the Capitulations.

It is evident that, if the printing-office could not

be entered without the concurrence of the Consul, the

Consul was able, by refusing that concurrence, practically

to deprive the Government of its undoubted right to

suppress a seditious paper. But that is just one of the

many instances in which the fundamental powers in-

herent in eveiy Government are nullified in Egypt by
the anomalous privileges of Europeans. Accoi’ding to

the text of the treaties, France, the aggressor, was in the

right, and the injured and much enduring Egyptian

Government in the wrong. And so poor Nubar Pasha

had once more to eat humble pie. The British Foreign

Office was at this time very anxious to propitiate France

in respect of Egyptian afiairs. It accordingly advised

the Egyptian Premier to allow the printing establishment

to be re-opened, and himself to make a formal visit of

apology to the French Consul-General And Nubar
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Pasha took the advice, but he was deeply chagi-ined by

this fresh humiliation. No doubt Great Britain would

not have gone so ftir on the road of concession, if France

had not given an informal imdertaking that the Bosphore

should only re-appear pro fomid, and that she would

agree to a Press Law giving the Egyptian Government,

for the future, some effective control over the excesses

of foreign journalistic criticism. Both those promises

have been broken.

Up to this point our dealings with the affairs of

Egypt had certainly not been an unqualified success.

For two years we had been in the hottest of hot water.

Our unpopulai'ity was excessive. The taunts and jeers

of our enemies were loud and incessant. But he laughs

best who laughs last. The work of England in Egypt
was after all not destined to end in failure and derision.

Even in those years of gloom there were not wanting

hopeful signs to any one who looked below the surface.

Behind all the political worries and muddles a great deal

of good work was quietly going on. The foundations of

reform were being solidly laid in more than one direction.

The Public Accounts had been got into thorough order,

and the old abuses in the collection of the land tax com-

pletely suppressed. A Commercial Treaty had been con-

cluded with Greece, which for the first time enabled the

Government to deal effectively with smugglers, and
which proved of great importance in augmenting the

Customs Eevenue. The work of the irrigation engineers

was already telling in a much more regular supply of

water and a consequent increase in the crops. The
hardships of the Corvde system had been greatly miti-

gated. In the humble duties assigned to it in the Nile
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campaign, the despised Egyptian army had shown
soldier-like qualities, with which at the outset hardly

any one had been willing to credit it. Thus on many
sides there was steadj', unobtrusive progress, although

the gi’eat visible results were yet to come.

What the country now needed was time for the good

seed sown to ripeiL It needed persistence on the part

of its rulers in the work of internal reform. And as

regai’ds its external relations it needed a little wholesome

neglect. Egypt had for some time past had more atten-

tion paid to her by the outside world than was at all for

her advantage. She had been the football of English

politics, an overworked pawn in the game of international

rivalries. With English parties quari'elling over her

on the one hand, and the Powers quarrelling over her

on the other, it was difficult for the country to enjoy

that repose, which, now that it had been started on the

right road, was so necessary to its progress.

But, during the course of the year 1885, a number

of events combined to procure this much-needed period

of tranquillity. The war in the Sudan, except so far as

the defence of the frontier was concerned, was brought

to a close. The London Convention ensured a respite

from immediate financial embarrassments, besides pro-

viding fresh funds for necessary public works, and for

the payment of the Alexandria Indemnitie.s, that fertile

source of foreign enmity and interference. Nor was

it only financial relief which the London Convention

afibrded. That invaluable agreement had also an im-

portant political side. For it was one of the conditions

on which Egypt was allowed to make a temporary re-

duction in the interest on her debt, that, if payment in
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full could not be resumed at the end of two years, a fresh

International Commission, similar to that which had

prepared the Law of Liquidation, should he appointed to

make an exhaustive inquiry into the financial condition

of the country. And as at that time hardly anybody

believed that Egypt would be able to resume payment

in full, an opportunity of reopening the whole Egyptian

question at no distant date seemed assured. With such

a prospect before them, even the parties most opposed

to the continuance of the existing regime in Egypt were

disposed to possess their souls in patience for a little

while. Moreover, in Great Britain itself the Irish ques-

tion began more and more to absorb public attention, and

political busybodies were content to leave Egypt alone.

The period of respite thus afibrded was invaluable.

It gave the country and its temporary rulers their first

fair chance. Freed from the embarrassing amount of

attention which they had hitherto received, freed from

the angry clamour of unpaid claimants, and from the

daily anxiety how to make both ends meet, furnished

for the first time with the means of providing for the

most urgent material needs of the country, they were able

to pursue their business with a certain amount of ease

of mind, and with a certain healthy latitude of action.

And they made a splendid use of their opportunity.

When, after some years, general attention began once

more to be directed to the affairs of Egypt, a very

different picture presented itself from that state of public

penury, and of popular despondency and discontent,

which marks the history of the first troublous years

succeeding the British Occupation.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE BHEAK IN THE CLOUDS.

The affairs of Egypt, during the three years after Tel-

el-Kebir, are recorded in no less than ninety-eight

Slue Books. For the subsequent seven years the

number of Blue Books is only thirty-four, and of these

more than two-thirds are concerned with the first half

of the period. The amount of this official literature

stands in inverse proportion to the progress of the

country. We have seen that the years 1883-85 were

years of intense strain, during which the escape of

Egypt from her many and importunate troubles still

hung in the balance. Since that time she has been

marching steadily along the road of improvement. But

not until recently has she been marching at a rapid

pace. Duiing 1886, 1887, and 1888, the condition of

the country, though unquestionably ameliorated, remained

in many respects critical. Its financial embarrassments

had been greatly relieved, but it was still doubtful

whether permanent equilibrium could be attained with-

out a fresh liquidation. It is only in the last two or

three years that Egypt has definitely turned the comer

and entered upon an era of assured solvency and even

of comparative ease.
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And with the advent of financial ease the reforming

work of her rulers has received a great impetus. For

a long time all that even a purified administration could

do was to remove abuses, and to abstain from aggra-

vating the burdens of the people by bad management

and injustice. To reduce those burdens, to develop new

sources of wealth, or to raise the standard of civilization,

was beyond its power. But now a brighter prospect has

been opened up. It is true that, if Eg5'pt is to derive

all the benefit to which she is entitled from her altered

financial position, it will bo necessary to give her greater

liberty in the matter of expenditure, and to relax still

further the international restrictions which prevent the

application of the surifius revenue to the improvement

of the country. Egypt, after all, is only a big estate with

the Government for landlord. And that estate is one

which stands in special need of an improving landlord.

For many years it was cursed with a wasteful or an

impecunious one. Nowadays the material conditions are

once more favourable, and there is a new spirit in high

places. Only give the Government a reasonable freedom

in the use of its resources, and there is no reason why
the coming years should not see a further and a vast

advance in the material and moral condition of the

people.

But I am anticipating. Let me return to the sequence

of events in the period now under review. They need

not detain \is long. The same reason, which has re-

duced the number of the Blue Books, enables me to

curtail my story. There are few sensational events to

record, nor was there, for some time at least, any im-

portant new departure in policy. The keynote of the
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years succeeding the settlement of the financial question

by the Convention, of London was quiet, useful work along

the lines of reform already marked out. In cariying

out that work the British functionaries were now destined

to meet with more sympathy and co-operation, alike from

natives and other Europeans of the better sort, than they

had found at the outset. People were beginning to re-

cognize that we had not come to steal the country.

They were beginning to feel that, despite many failures

and short-comings, a spirit of equity and method was
entering into the conduct of afiairs, and that the change

was fraught with manifold advantages. Above all, they

began to believe that the new order of things had come

to stay.

It would bo too much to say that the English had

grown popular. They are not popular even at the

present day. But the intense suspicion and dislike, Avith

which they were at one time regarded, was decidedly

and for ever wearing off. Those elements of Egyptian

society, which were at heai't in favour of honest govern-

ment, acknowledged the advent of Avhat they had long

looked for in vain. They would have preferred that the

desired boon should have come to them in some other

form than that of a foreign occupation. But since the

fates had chosen to send it thus, and not otherwise, they

were prepared to rally to our side. Better relations, too,

were springing up between the British and the native

members of the Government service. The Egyptians

had learnt to know us, and we had learnt to know Egypt.

Moreover, conscientious native officials now felt a sense

of security which they had never previously enjoyed.

They kneAV that, if they did what was right, they would
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be supported against the vindictiveness of powerful

private individuals or the caprice of their official chiefs.

Intrigue was no longer the chief road to advancement.

The faithful discharge of duty was no longer a danger.

It was unfortunate that this better understanding

between Englishmen and natives did not extend to the

highest Government circles. Between Nubar Pasha on

the one hand, and his British coadjutors and the

British Consul-Genei-al on the other, friction, as the

years went on, tended rather to increase than to

diminish. It was not that Nubar was out of sym-

pathy with our aims. He is a reformer at heart, and

he was much too sagacious not to realize the immense

assistance which the presence of the English gave to

the cause of reform. But a number of reasons—some

personal, some public—combined to render him im-

patient of our methods. It is evident that the role of

Egyptian Prime Minister, especially under the present

system, is hardly enough to satisfy an eminently able

and ambitious man. Now, it is a favourite remark

about Nubar Pasha among his own countrymen—who
are not generally very forward to recognize one another’s

merits—that he is " clever enough to be a great man in

any country.” And this is true, and Nubar knows it.

Proud of his past achievements, and confident in the

infallibility of his own judgment as to what was best for

his country, he would, under any circumstances, have

fretted at the advice which, in a hundred instances.

Great Britain felt bound to offer him. With every out-

ward show of consideration and gratitude for our admoni-

tions, he resented them in his heart as a sort of slight

to his personal dignity. While fully recognizing the
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necessity of British troops, he was doubtful about the

utility of the British officials. “I am in favour of

the Occupation,” he has often said, “ but not of the

Administrative Occupation.” What he wanted was our

support without our guidance.

As a matter of fact he got, from his own point of

view, a great deal too much guidance, and he did not

get, from any point of view, quite enough support. The
chief grievance of the native rulers of Egypt against

British policy has always been, that we do not ade-

quately defend them from the importunities of other

foreign Powers. If we insist on constituting ourselves

their protectors, the least we can do, so they argue, is to

afford them protection. They did not ask us to make
ourselves their guardians, but, since we have done so

unasked, it is at least incumbent on us to discharge the

duties appertaining to that character. When we fail in

this respect, they feel very much as a fag would feel if

his fag-master did not shield him from the bullying of

other big bojj's.

It cannot be denied, that Egyptian Ministers have

frequently had good cause to complain 011 tliis score.

And never had any of them better cause than Nubar

Pasha, alike in the question of the Press Law, and with

regard to the action taken by him, at the direct instiga-

tion of Great Britain, in diverting a portion of the

Assio-ned Revenues from the Caisse de la Dette. In both

these instances there was the strongest justification for

what he did
;
in both we were really in agreement with

him; yet in both we allowed him to meet with a

damaging defeat. It is possible that the difficulties of

our position were so great, that we could not in either

K
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case have acted otherwise than we did. But that,

Nubar Pasha might well think, was not his afiFair, but

ours. It was for ns to look out that we did not get into

a position, in which we were unable to extend to our

involuntary vassals the protection they were entitled to

expect from us.

Irritated by recollections of what he no doubt con-

sidered our shabby treatment of him in his difficulties

with foreign Powers, penetrated by the conviction that

Great Britain, while asserting her own authority over his

country, was not strong enough to rid it from the curse

of " internationalism,” Nubar grew less and less disposed

to act harmoniously with us in the daily work of the

administration. Had we in his opinion given adequate

support to Egypt in her external relations, he might

have looked with less disfavour upon our interference in

internal affairs. As it was, his rooted prejudice against

the “ Administrative Occupation ” became increasingly

pronounced.

He even desired to limit the ample executive powers

confided to the English inspectors of irrigation. To
have yielded to him on this point would have meant
disaster. The maintenance of the improvement, which
had been achieved in the great matter of the water

supply, would have been impossible without the ubiqui-

tous energy of these officers. And Sir Colin Scott

Moncrieff wisely refused to make any concessions, in this

essential question, to the predilections of the Egyptian

Premier. Nubar might protest as he pleased against

the independent spirit of the inspectors, and their ten-

dency to take the law into their own hand.s. Sir Colin

saw clearly that without considerable liberty of action
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on their part, without their being allowed in urgent

cases to decide for themselves and to give prompt effect

to their decisions, the um*uly foreigners and despotic

Pashas in the provinces would never be got into order.

A certain arbitrariness in enforcing the law was better

than an unlimited licence of breaking it.

But this is a point of view which commends itself

with diflSculty to the native official mind. The Public

Offices at Cairo are full of the most exalted notions of

bureaucratic regularity. As long as the files are of

adequate dimensions, as long as references are made in

the proper quarters, orders given and received by the

right people, all the official formalities properly observed,

the staff of the Ministries is happy. And not only the

staff of the Ministries. This is the system which is dear

to the heart of the whole Egyptian bureaucracy, from

the vast ai'my of mechanical scribes at its base, to the

influential and sometimes highly cultivated Beys and

Pashas at its summit. It keeps them constantly if not

too strenuously employed, and it does no harm to any-

body. A decree, a circular, an arreti ministeriel, an ordre

de service, a lettre de rappel, and all the other favourite

products of the Circumlocution Office, have almost come

to be regarded as ends in themselves. It is left to the

brutal British intruder to worry about the net result of

aU this clerkly activity, and to make awkward inquiries

whether the provisions of the decree, the circular, or

whatever it may be, have any existence except on paper.

Now Nubar Pasha, with all his talent, all his energy,

and all his genuine desire to improve the condition of

his country, was not free from the rigid administrative

formalism, which French education seems only to confirm
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in men of Oriental birth. He was more shocked at

things being irregularly done than at their being

regularly neglected. Nothing could be less in accord-

ance with the practical spirit of the Public Works

Department and its British chiefs. They had to grapple

with crying evils, the suppression of which brooked no

delay. They could not always stop to go through all

the official formalities or to arm themselves with all

the regular powers. Hence there was pretty constant

material for friction between Nubar and Moncrieffi It

is greatly to the credit of both men that, despite the

frequent conflicts arising from this fundamental differ-

ence, they succeeded in remaining personal friends.

Meantime a fresh cause of difference “was growing up

to embitter the relations between Nubar and the English.

We have seen how the peculiar circumstances of Egypt

gave predominant importance to questions of finance,

and involved the supremacy of the Finance Ministry

over all other departments of the Government. But

Nubar Pasha is not a financier, and he was very little

disposed to accept the principle that finance came first

and everything else afterwards. He was annoyed by

the restrictions placed upon his own freedom of action

by the new-born system of Treasury control. Deispite

his European culture and his liberal sympathies, he is,

like every Oriental habituated to high office, something

of a despot at heart. He may dilate on the beauty of

legality, on the equality of all citizens before the law,

on the need of a strict observance of administrative

rules. But there is always a reservation in his mind,

though he may not avow it, in favour of the indefeasible

autocracy of the Head of the State, and of his principal
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adviser, at least when that adviser happens to he Nubar
Pasha. With this principle ingrained in him, he found

it irksome and repugnant to be pulled up in anything he

wished to do by being told that he could not have the

money. And perhaps his repugnance was not lessened

by the fact that the financial control which galled him

was exercised by a man at least thirty years liis junior.

But Vincent had armed himself with a formidable

instrument for checking arbitrary expenditure, by the

institution of the Committee of Finance. This Committee,

which had come into existence early in 1884, consisted

at the outset of the Finance Minister, two Englishmen,

Vincent and Sir Gerald Fitzgerald
;
one Austrian, Blum

Pasha, who was at that time Under Secretary of State

for Finance; and one Frenchman, M. Mazuc, It was a

very formidable body. It contained the highest financial

authorities in the country, and was representative of all

that was most respectable and influential in the European

official world. If these men objected to any pension or

allowance as contrary to regulations, or protested against

any new item of expenditure as extravagant and unneces-

sary, it was very difficult for the Council of Ministers to

override their decisions. The Finance Committee is still a

potent engine for maintaining economy and defending the

Exchequer against unforeseen charges and unwarrantable

claims. It is the great bulwark against jobbery. But

nowadays its principles have become so generally recog-

nized, and financial regularity is so much the rule

throughout the service, that its woi*k is comparatively

light. When first constituted, on the other hand, the

Committee was constantly being brought into play,

and its control, however salutary, was often bitterly
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resented by the great officials,including the Prime Minister

himself.

Apart from disputes over particular questions of

expenditure, there was a radical divergence of view be-

tween Vincent and Nubar on the main question of

finaneial policy confronting Egypt at that time. That

question, to put it briefly, was this—whether the country

could or could not make both ends meet in the long

run on the basis provided by the Convention of London.

We have seen that the Convention, besides permanently

modifying the Law of Liquidation in a manner favourable

to Egyptian interests, had granted certain relief of a

temporary character. For two years Egypt was allowed

to make a slight reduction of the interest on her debt, but

if, at the end of that time, she could not resume payment

in full, there was to be another International Commission.

Alike in the interests of Egypt and of Great Britain,

it was highly desirable to avoid such a fresh occasion

for the competitive meddling of aU the Powers. And
Vincent believed that it could be avoided, that Egypt

was able on the new basis to pay her way, and to do

so, not only for a few years, but for ever. The immediate

future was, indeed, a narrow strait, and it might be

difficult to steer the vessel through it. But beyond it

lay the open sea. For the moment Egypt was still suf-

fering from the accumulated effects of a whole series of

disasters—the rebellion, the destruction of Alexandria,

the cholera, the loss of the Sudan. But if she could once

outlive the consequences of these calamities, then her

great natural power of recuperation and the improve-

ment of her Public Works, already sensible, and now
about to receive a further impulse from the million pro-
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vided for this purpose out ofthe Guaranteed Loan,* would

place her definitely beyond the danger of bankruptcy.

If this was a right forecast—and the event has

proved that it was—then Egypt could afford to submit

even to much hardship, for the time being, in order to

attain the great object of permanent solvency. And so

Vincent set to work with a vengeance, and by a system

of the most rigid economy succeeded in resuming the

full jjayment of interest in 1887. His parsimony gave

rise to many murmurs, and as a permanent policy it

would no doubt have been mischievous. But temporary

parsimony was justifiable in order to rescue the country

once for all from the slough of financial embarrassment,

and to preserve it from further foreign interference.

Nubar Pasha, however, was out of all sympathy

with the policy of necessary parsimony. He detested

refusing the credits loudly demanded by the different

departments in the name of efficiency and improvement.

He detested small savings in salaries and pensions, and

a too pedantic attitude towards innocent little jobs.

And, on the other hand, he was eager to effect an imme-

diate reduction of the land tax. A humanitarian and a

landowner, he had a double interest in relieving a burden

which, while it pressed so heavily on the poor fellah,

also took a large slice out of the income of men of his

own class. Moreover, such a course would have been

popular, while Vincent’s plan of clinging to every shilling

of I’cvenue, and resisting every additional shilling of

expenditure, was evidently much the reverse. And in

Nubar’s opinion that plan was not only unpopular but

useless. He was firmly convinced that Egypt, squeeze

* See pp. 227, 228.
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as she might, could not in the long run puU through

without a fresh liquidation. If that were so, why should

he make himself hated in order to postpone a calamity

which was, in any case, inevitable ? Was it not better

just to let the smash come, to court that bankruptcy

from which, as ho wrongly believed, there was no ultimate

escaping, in order to have things once for all placed upon

an endurable footing ? No doubt it would be a nuisance

to have all the Powers again putting their fingers into

the Egyptian pie. But was it worse after all than being

perpetually dictated to by the English ? Lot Egypt,

therefore, spend all the money required for good adminis-

tration
;
let her reduce excessive taxes

;
and if, at the

end of it all, she could not pay her interest—well, then

let there be a new Commission and a now re-settlement

of the Debt, and let the country, if necessary, be handed

over entirely to the Caisae, or to some other body of

international controllers.

It was a short-sighted view. Moreover it was, at

bottom, absolutely inconsistent with Nubar’s permanent

convictions as to the true interests of his country. No
man feels more strongly than he, that the first object

of an Egyptian statesman must be to save Egypt from

becoming a political battle-field for European jealousies.

Bettor a hundred times that she should be subject to

the dictation of a single Power, than to the interference

of a dozen. Neither would reflection have failed to show
him that there was little hope from a fresh Interna-

tional Commission. What the Powers, with the ex-

ception of England, most cared about, was the payment
of the coupon. If, through Egypt’s failure to pay, they

had been obliged to take her in hand, it would have
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been in order to administer her in the interests of

the bondholders—and what would then have been the

prospect of a reduction of taxation, or of administrative

reforms ? It was surely the height of folly to snatch

at a momentary ease, which led straight to lasting

bondage. But Nubar’s immediate irritation with the

English obscured, for the time at least, his clearness of

vision on these wider issues. Under the influence of

that irritation, he drifted into an attitude of fixed

hostility to the Financial Adviser. And since the British

Consul-General, though constantly striving to compose

these differences, always ultimately sided with his coun-

tryman, Nubar ended by extending to him also the

cordial dislike which he had for some time cherished

towards Vincent.

During 1887 matters came to something like an

open rupture. In the summer of that year Nubar
undertook a journey to Eui’ope, ostensibly to make
interest for certain measures requiring the assent of the

Powers, but really in the hope of inducing the English

Government to set Egypt free from what he described as

the intolerable domination of the Financial Adviser and

the British Consul-General. The English Government,

however, stuck to its agents, and his object was defeated.

The period of Nubar’s power was now rapidly draw-

ing to a close. For some time he had been falling into

general disfavour in Egypt. Perhaps the chief reason

for the feeling against him was the growing dissatis-

faction with the new Native Tribunals, as well as witli

the irregular and arbitrary Commissions of Brigandage,

which, in respect of a large class of crimes, had been

substituted for the Courts. Justice had always been
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regarded as Nubar’s special subject, his strongest point.

From the first institution of the new Courts, which was

almost coincident with his accession to oflS.ee, he had

claimed, and no one had sought to deny him, the right

of being the one man to look after them. In this respect,

at any rate, he could not complain of British meddle-

someness. Sir Benson Maxwell had left Egypt in June,

1S84. It is true that a new British Procureur-General,

Sir Raymond West, was appointed m January, ISS-j.

But his stay was brief, and in the absence of diplomatic

support his recommendations, however sound, might be

safely neglected. For I’easons already explained. Sir

Evelyn BaiSng had felt obliged to give the administra-

tion of justice the go-by and to confine his attention to

other matters. Hence Nubar had for several years had

an absolutely free hand in all questions of this nature.

The Courts wore manned from top to bottom with his

nominees. When, therefore, complaints of the corruption

and incapacity of the judges became general, when
nothing was heard on all hands but criticisms of the

cumbrous procedure of the courts, of the costliness and

delay of litigation, and of the unreliable nature of the

results, it was Nubar whom people held responsible.

And the chorus of well-justified discontent was

swollen by accusations of a less reasonable but not less

damaging kind. It was widely asserted that an undue

proportion of the judges were Christians by religion

—

Syrians or Copts. The statement was not well founded

;

but it docs not require accuracy of statement to play

upon religious fanaticism. Nubar has always been

vulnerable on the score of his religion. A Christian

Premier is necessarily at a disadvantage in Egypt It
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is easy to get up an outcry against him as being secretly

inimical to the prevalent faith. The unjust clamour

about Nubar’s alleged partiality to his fellow Christians,

gave the finishing touch to the odium into which he

had fallen.

But whatever may have been the real cause of the

dislike with which Nubar was now generally regarded,

he himself loved to attribute it to his connection with

the English. However much he might in reality differ

with and oppose them, he was, according to his own
theory, regarded throughout Egypt as their man. Was
it with an idea of purging himself from that taint, that

he became more prone than ever to quarrel with the

supposed authors of his unpopularity ? Early in the

year 1888, a decisive issue presented itself. Valentine

Baker Pasha, the Head of the Police, had recently died,

and Nubar seized the occasion of the vacancy to pro-

pose a i-e-organization of the force, which was framed

mainly with the view of getting rid of the English

officers. According to this scheme, the Police were to

be placed once more entirely under the Mudirs, even for

purposes of discipline, and the central office at Cairo was

to be abolished. But Sir Evelyn Baring had by this

time been forced to recognize the failure of the experi-

ment of leaving the administration of justice entirely in

native hands, and he was not in the least disposed to

see a further step taken in the same wrong direction.

He accordingly insisted that, whatever change might be

introduced into the organization of the Police, the chief

command should again be entrusted to an Englishman.

The consequence was a pitched battle between him and

the Prime Minister.
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The moment Avas in many respects an awkward one

for Sir Evelyn Baring. Nubar had not always been a

great favourite Avith the Khedive. On more than one

occasion during the past four years he had OAved his

retention in office to the influence of the British Consul-

General, Avho, despite many differences, stuck to him as

being the most enlightened and progressive statesman

whom the country possessed, and did his best to keep

him in the good graces of his master’. But at the time

when the police question became critical, NuLar had

gained a stronger hold upon the Khedive than he had

ever previously possessed. The latter Avas at this

juncture greatly perturbed by the presence of his father,

the ex-Khedive Ismail, at Constantinople. The Porte,

as TeAvfik well kneAV, was implacably hostile to himself.

The Sultan had repeatedly tried to get rid of him, and

the re-appearance of Ismail on the scene appeared to

him—and very likely Avith justice—as a new and

threatening move in the game which Turkey was con-

stantly playing for his deposition. But as against

Turkish intrigue, TcAvfik felt that he could thoroughly

rely on Nuhar Pasha, and ho had a high arrd well-

merited opinion of that statesman’s diplomatic skill.

Nuhar availed himself of the influence thus gained

over his sovereign to draw the latter into the conflict

between himself and Baring. The Khedive was assured

that, if only the Egyptian Government took up a suffi-

ciently firm attitude in the matter, the British Govern-

ment might be induced to thi’OAV over its Consul-General.

Undeterred by the reverse he had himself sustained in

the same quarter some months before, Nuhar went so

far as to send an emissary to London expressly to com-
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plain of Baring’s conduct, as tending to reduce the

Khedive to a nullity, and to render British influenee

unpopular. It was a last trump, boldly played, but it

failed to win the game. The British Government saAV

through the manoeuvre. It knew its agent too well to

suspect him of any leaning to excessive meddlesomeness.

It had too much reason to be grateful for the skill

and patience, with which he had so far steered his

way through the maze of Egyptian politics, to dream
of sacrificing him. Nubar’s emissary met with no better

success at the Foreign Office than Nubar himself. A
strong hint was given to the ruler of Egypt that, if

he exiDoeted England to support him against external

enemies, he must listen to English advice on vital ques-

tions of internal policy. And the warning had its effect.

The Khedive saw that, in siding with his Minister, he

w'as running into the very danger from which he had

looked to that Minister to preserve him. The fact once

realized, his choice was made. The question of the

command of the Police Avas without more delay decided

in accordance with the views of Sir Evelyn Baring.

But much more was decided than the command of

the Police. Great Britain had again re-asserted the

principle, first clearly enunciated by Lord Granville with

reference to the abandonment of the Sudan, that in

important matters British advice must be followed.

And she had re-asserted it wdth regard to one of a class

of questions, which for some years she had been content

to treat with comparative neglect. In the Army, in

Finance, in Irrigation—the subjects with which, since

1884!, we had almost exclusively occupied ourselves

—

great progress had now been made. It was time to turn
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once more to other matters which we had abandoned,

and in which there had been little or no progress. The

ground which had been lost in consequence of the fiasco

of Mr. Oliffbrd Lloyd was about to be recovered. The

incident just related was the first step towards its

recovery.

And api^ropriately enough the Minister, who had got

rid of Mr. Lloyd, was destined himself to disappear with

this new departure. Nubar Pasha never got over his

defeat on the police question. The Khedive, who was

bitterly annoyed at having been led into a false position,

had lost all confidence in him, and, of course, Nubar could

not expect any longer to have the active support of Sir

Evelyn Baring. It is true that his fall did not come

at once, and when it did come it was apparently due

to a diflference between him and the Khedive on some

trivial question. But that is what always happens in

Egypt. The apparent occasion of any event is pretty

certain not to be its real cause. It was not till June,

1888, that Nubar Pasha was dismissed by the Khedive,

and then I really forget for what alleged reason. But

in reality his fall was decided in the preceding March,

when he made his hold bid to get rid of Baring, and

came to grief over it.

If I was to deal honestly with my subject, I could not

gloss over the growth of the misunderstanding, and the

final split, between Nubar and Baring, eminently illustra-

tive as they are of the peculiar difficulties of the problem

which I am trying to expound. But I own that I have

recorded them with an unwilling pen. No one who
knows Nubar Pasha can fail to feel an admiration for

his great talents, his thorough culture, his liberal sym-
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pathies, or his brilliant gift of expression. Even if he

is apt to be “
viewy,” to be carried away by some new

idea, without having the patience to probe it to the

bottom, or to weigh the objections to it, the fault, though

grave, is pardonable in a country where superabundance

of ideas is certainly not a besetting sin. Moreover, no

one can doubt the sincerity of his desire to do good to

Egypt. It is regrettable, if it is not unnatural, that he

should have thrown away the unrivalled opportunity of

realizing that desire, which the support of Great Britain

gave him, through a restless intolerance of the inevitable

conditions of such support. Had Nubar, or any other

Egyptian statesman, been strong enough to save his

country single-handed, there would never have been a

Liquidation, a Control, an Arabi, a Tel-el-Kebir. He
cannot be excused for his failure to recognize that, since

English help was necessary to the salvation of Egypt,

he was bound to show a large receptiveness for English

ideas.

But do not let us forget the brighter side of our

relations with Nubar Pasha. I do not believe that he is

personally unfriendly to the English, as they certainly are

not unfriendly to him. He has perhaps an excessive

contempt for our intelligence. But he has always

heartily recognized the honesty of our intentions. No
man is more intolerant than he of the popular theory

of the Machiavellian character of British policy. If,

during his period of office, he fell foul of us over certain

questions, on others—and these the most important—he

worked heartily with us. In no respect was this co-

operation more cordial or more beneficent than in the

long struggle for the abolition of the Oorvde. There
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was no subject on which Nubar expended greater energy.

It is to his honour that, with all his anxiety for a general

reduction of the land tax, ho recognized that relief from

the Corvde, which was in effect a tax of the severest

kind on the poorest class of cultivators, stood first on

the list of necessary reforms. If the difficulty of bal-

ancing the Budget, and the persistent obstruction of

France, prevented his accomplishing all that he desired,

he did, at least, reduce by more than one half the

number of people annually subject to forced labour, and

so paved the way for the complete abolition of this

abominable system, which was accomplished within two

years after his fall.

Before carrying on this I’apid historical survey from

the fall of Nubar Pasha to the present day, I must turn

aside to notice an important diplomatic episode, which

belongs to the period of Nubar-’s Ministry. I refer to

the mission of Sir Henry Drummond Wolff to Constan-

tinople and to Egypt. The object of this book is to

give an account of the development of Egypt under

Britisli influence. It is no part of my purpose to follow

the Egyirtian question in its international aspects, ex-

cept in so far as they bear directly upon the internal

progress of the country. But the Wolff mission is of

too great importance, from the latter point of view, to

be passed over in silence.

The period covered by the episode in question was of

nearly two years’ duration—^from August, 1885, to July,

1887. Sir Henry Drummond Wolff arrived at Constan-

tinople on August 22
, 1885, as Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Sultan “ on a special

mission having reference to the affairs of Egypt.” The
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object of Lord Salisbury, at that time Foreign Secretary,

was undoubtedly to arrive at such an understanding

with Turkey as would allay the intense and growing

jealousy of the Porte at our presence in Egypt, and
diminish the hostility of France. It was to provide for

the maintenance and development of the reforms which

we had initiated, while reducing the amount and dura-

tion of British interference, and conciliating the other

Powers principally interested in Egypt.

In pursuance of that object. Sir Henry signed with

the Turkish Foreign Minister on October 2-1, 1885, a

2)reliminary Convention, which was ratified in the

following month by their respective sovereigns. This

Convention provided that an Ottoman and an English

High Commissioner should be sent to Egypt, whose

business it should bo, “ in concert with the Khedive,” to

reorganize the Egyptian Army, and to consider what
changes might be necessary in the civil administration.

The Ottoman High Commissioner was also to take

counsel with the Khedive as to the best means of tran-

quillizing the Sudan by pacific measures, the English

Commissioner being kept informed of the course of the

negotiations, while any stejjs decided upon in this

direction were to be adopted and executed in agreement

with him, “ as forming part of the general settlement of

Egyptian afiairs.” But by far the most important clause

of the Convention was that which stipulated that, as

soon as the two High Commissioners should be assured

of “ tlie security of the frontiers and the good working

and stability of the Egyptian Government," they should

present reports to their respective Governments, who
would then “ consult as to the conclusion of a Convention
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regulating the withdrawal of the British troops from

Egypt in a convenient period.”

The two High Commissioners sent to Egypt under

the terms of this Convention, were Mukhtar Pasha, on

behalf of Turkey, and, on behalf of England, Sir Henry

Drummond Wolfi' himself. Their joint inquiry lasted

rather more than a year, at the end of which time

Mukhtar Pa.sha addressed a long report to the Turkish

Government, while Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, who
during his stay in Eg3’pt had sent home a series of

interesting and valuable reports on a variety of subjects,

returned to England in order to give a personal account

of his experiences to the British Government. This was

at the end of 1886.

As far as the accomplishment of the objects for which

they had been sent to Egypt was concerned, the pro-

ceedings of the two Commissioners had so far not been

very fertile of results. The pacification of the Sudan
had not been materially accelerated by the despatch to

the frontier of a special envoy from the Khedive, author-

ized to enter into communication with the insurgent

tribes. The discussion as to the organization of the

Egyptian Army had consisted simply in the proposal of

a perfectly unworkable plan by Mukhtar Pasha, and its

rejection by Sir Henry Drummond Wolff. As for the

internal administration of Egypt, the inquiries of the

two Commissioners had resulted principally in convincing

them—and more especially Sir Henry—that there was
nothing much the matter with the administration itself,

but that the abnormal pri'vileges enjoyed by foreigners

imder the Capitulations made good government next to

impossible. That was true, no doubt
; but it was hardly
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a new light on the situation. It is easy to condemn the

Capitulations. The difficulty is to devise a means of

getting rid of them.

There still remained the crucial point, namely, the

agreement as to the withdrawal of the British troops.

This, of course, was all that Turkey really cared about.

She had been worrying us on the subject ever since the

Occupation, and her efforts had been well seconded by

the persistent fretfulness of France. It was in order to

try and arrive at some understanding on this thorny

question, that Sir Henry Drummond Wolff was once

moi’e despatched to Constantinople in January, 1887.

Since his first visit to that capital. Lord Rosebery and

Lord Idde&leigh had successively presided at the Foreign

Office. Now Lord Salisbmy was once more Foreign

Secretary. And the instructions, which he gave to Sir

Hem-y Drummond Wolff’ on his return to Constantinople,

are a landmai'k in our Egyptian policy no less important

than the already quoted despatch of Lord Granville of

January 3, 1883, of which, indeed, they constitute the

natural development. I make no apology, therefore, for

quoting them at some length.

“ The Sultan,” so wrote Lord Salisbury on January

15, 1887, “is pressing the Government of Great Britain

to name a date for the evacuation of Egypt, and in that

demand he is avowedly encouraged by one, or perhaps

two, of the European Powers. Her Majesty’s Govern-

ment have every desire to give him satisfaction upon

this point, but they cannot fix even a distant date for

evacuation, until they are able to make provision for

securing beyond that date the external and internal

peace of Egypt. The object which the Powers ofEurope
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have had in view, and which it is not less the desire of

her Majesty’s Government to attain, may be generally

expressed by the phrase, ‘ The neutralization of Egypt
;

’

but it must be neutralization with an exception designed

to maintain the security and permanence of the whole

arrangement. The British Government must retain the

right to guard and uphold the condition of things which

will have been brought about by the military action and

large sacrifices of this country. So long as the Govern-

ment of Egypt maintains its position, and no disorders

arise to interfere with the administration of justice or

the action of the executive power, it is highly desirable

that no soldier belonging to any foreign nation should

remain upon the soil of Egjqrt, except when it may be

necessary to make use of the land-passage from one sea

to another. Her Majesty’s Government would willingly

agree that such a stipulation should, whenever the

evacuation had taken place, apply to English as much as

to any other troops
;
but it will bo necessary to restrict

this provision, as far as England is concerned, to ^reriods of

tranquillity. England, if she spontaneouslyand willingly

evacuates the country, must retain a treaty-right of inter-

vention if at any time either internal peace or external

security should be seriously threatened. There is no

danger that a privilege so costly in its chai’acter will be

used unless the circumstances imperatively demand it.”

The demand that, having restored order and laid the

foundations of stable government in Egypt, Great Britain

should have a recognized right of defending these works

of her creation, was certainly not an unreasonable one.

And, as we shall see, Turkey, if left to herself, would

have accepted it.
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At the outset of the fresh negotiations, which now
took place at Constantinople, there was a disposition on

the part of the British Plenipotentiary to insist that the

withdrawal of the Bi-itish troops should be conditional

upon an agreement of all the States concerned to extend

the judicial and legislative powers of the Egyptian

Government with regard to foreigners. There was, and

is, much to be said for such a contention. The position

of the European communities in Egypt outside the law

is a permanent source of weakness to the Government.

With the constant support and protection of a Great

Power, it may struggle on .successfully in spite of that

weaknc.ss
;
but there is undoubted danger of a break-

down, if such support be withdrawn.

Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, however, did not

adhere to this position. As he found that the Turkish

negotiators were prepared, though not without a struggle,

to accept in principle the right of Great Britain to re-

occupy Egypt in case of internal disturbance or external

danger, he may have thought that such an arrangement,

indicating as it did our continued interest in and deter-

mination to uphold the existing order of things, would

be a sufficient protection for the Egyptian Government.

Moreover, Turkey and Great Britain, if once in agree-

ment, would be in a very strong position to approach

the other Powers with a view to obtaining a modification

of the Capitulations. Whether or no this was the idea

in Sir Henry’s mind, an imderstanding was, after four

months of debate, arrived at between him and the

Turkish representatives, and embodied in a definitive

Convention signed by both parties on May 22, 1887.

According to this agreement the British troops were
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to be withdrawn from Egypt at the end of three years,

unless at that date the appearance of external or in-

ternal danger should necessitate the postponement of

the evacuation, in which case they were to be with-

drawn as soon as the danger had disappeared. Two
years after their withdrawal the general supervision

exercised by Great Britain over the Egj^ptian army was

to cease. Thenceforward Egypt was to enjoy territorial

immunity (" surete territoriale ” are the words used in

the authoritative French text, the Sultan having objected

to the term “neutralization”); and, on the ratification

of the Convention, the Powers were to be invited to

recognize and guarantee the inviolability of Egyptian

territory. “Nevertheless,” the Convention continued

(I quote the clauses which at once constituted its

essence and caused its failuiu), “ the Imperial Ottoman

Government will make use of its right of occupying

Egypt militarily, if there are reasons to fear an invasion

from without, or if order and security in the interior

were disturbed, or if the Khediviate of Egypt refused

to execute its duties towards the sovereign court, or its

international obligations.

“ On its side the Government of her Britannic Majesty

is authorized by this Convention to send in the above-

mentioned cases troops into Egypt which will take the

measures necessary to remove these dangers. In taking

these measures the commanders of these troops will act

with all the regard due to the rights of the Sovereign

Power.
" The Ottoman troops as well as the British troops

will be withdrawn as soon as the causes requiring this

intervention shall have ceased.
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“If by reason of hindrances the Ottoman Govern-

ment should not send troops to Egypt, it will send a

commissioner to remain dui-ing the period of the sojourn

of the British troops with their commander.” *

A further article provided that Great Britain and
Turkey should invite first the Great Powers, and then

all the others “ who had made or accepted arrangements

with the Khediviate of Egypt,” to give their adhesion

to the Convention. Annexed to the main document was
a declaration by the English Plenipotentiary that, in

case during the three years allowed for the withdrawal

of the troops any of the great Mediterranean Powers

should not have accepted the Convention, Great Britain

would regard this state of things as an “external

danger ” justifying the postponement ’of the evacuation.

A protocol was likewise annexed, in which Great

Britain and Turkey agreed to address the Powers with

a view to the establishment in Egypt of “ a local and

uniform jurisdiction and legislature ” applicable to

foreign residents.

Of course the gist of the -whole matter was the

recognition by the Sultan of Groat Biitain’s right to

re-occupy Egypt in certain cases. It is true that the

Sultan reserved to himself a similar right; but since

Turkey is never ready in an emergency, this reservation

was not of much practical value. Clearly, if there were

fresh troubles, it was Great Britain which would have to

deal with them. Do not let it be supposed that this

was a matter of small importance. If at the beginning

of the Arabist movement there had been a single Great

* This translation of the original French tost is not admirable, but I

felt bound to quote verbatim.
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Power other than Turkey, with a clear and generally

recognized right of intervention, that movement might

easily have been kept within bounds. It was the

interminable discussion as to what was to be done, and

who was to act, which gave time and encouragement to

the spirit of rebellion to spread till it became uncon-

trollable. The right of reoccupation conceded to England

by the Convention of 1887 was little likely to bo

exercised, but the mere knowledge of its existence

would have gone far to keep things straight. I do not

say for a moment that the right of re-entry is not a very

poor substitute for the actual presence of British troops

—even a single regiment—^in Egypt as a security for

the maintenance of order and the progress of reforms.

Still it is a security.

And for that reason, presumably, France, who for

the past ten years has given no sign of the smallest

interest in the tranquillity or welfare of Egypt, provided

she could once get the English out of the country

—

France, whose one motto in this matter seems to be
“ Exeant Angli, ruat coelum,” put forth every effort to

upset the Convention. No sooner did its terms become

known than the French Ambassador began to expostulate

with the Porte in the most violent and menacino;

manner. His Eussian colleague followed suit. And the

two between them so frightened the Sultan that, despite

the advice of the Ambassadors of Austria, Germany, and
Italy, he could not be induced to ratify the Treaty

which his Ministers had signed. For nearly a month
after the date fixed. Sir Henry Drummond Wolff was
kept kicking his heels at Constantinople, armed with

the ratification of the Queen, and ready to exchange it
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for that of the Sultan. But nothing was done. The

continuance of such a situation was clearly incompatible

with the dignity of Great Britain, so on July 15, 1887,

Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, under orders from Lord

Salisbury, finally left Constantinople. No sooner had

he gone than the Turkish Ambassador in London was

instructed to resume negotiations, but this the British

Foreign Minister naturally declined. It was impossible,

he declared, to reopen the question at the moment, and

ho could not bind himself as to the future, though of

course he " did not desire to exclude the po.ssibilities of

future negotiations.” “So long,” he added, “as the

Sultan was so much under the influence of other

advisers as to I'epudiate an agreement which he had

himself so recently sanctioned, any fresh agreement

would obviously be liable to meet with the same fate as

the late Convention.”

Thus the negotiations ended in smoke, but they were

not without certain consequences in Egypt, both tran-

sitory and permanent. As long as they lasted, they

exercised an unfavourable and unsettling effort, as in-

deed do all signs and rumours of change in a country

where public opinion is so sensitive, so unbalanced, and

so ill-infiormcd as it is in Egypt. But this influence

was of a passing character. The permanent element of

disturbance, which the WolflF negotiations have left

behind them in the Nile valley, is the presence of the

Ottoman High Commissioner.

It was certainly rather hard on poor Egypt, already

so rich in conflicting authorities, to have to put up with

a fresh meddler in her afiairs. Yet such was to be her

fate. Sir Henry Drummond Wolff came on a special
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and limited mission, and went away again. But Mukh-

tar Pasha, though he came on the same mission, has

remained ever since. He has no intelligible attributes.

He is not an ambassador, for a sovereign cannot send

an ambassador to a portion of his own dominions. The

Khedive himself is the representative of the Sultan in

Egypt. Neither has Mukhtar any part or lot in the

administration of the country. Technically, he is an

anomaly; in practice he is the nucleus, often the un-

willinor nucleus, of the smouldering agitation of Moslem

fanaticism or the intrigues of the old Turkish party.

His presence is thus a perpetual nuisance, which may
at any moment become a danger. Indeed, it actually

was a danger at the beginning of the present year,

during the brief carnival of seditious excitement which

followed the accession of the young Khedive, and which

Avas only quelled by the fim attitude of Sir Evelyn

Baring and of the British Government on the question

of the Firman.

And if Mukhtar’s position is an annoyance to the

Egyptian Government, it can hardly be supposed that

it is particularly agreeable to himself. He is a straight-

forward gentleman, as well as a soldier of high dis-

tinction. Such a man must surely feel that he is

worthy of something better than a place in Avhich he

has no work of his own to do, and can hardly help

becoming the tool of the underhand and disloyal work
of others. No wonder that ho himself has often ex-

pressed in private his intense anxiety to be recalled.

Whether he is kept in Cairo with the deliberate inten-

tion of weakening Egypt and annoying England, or

whether his retention is simply due to the fact that the
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Sultan does not want him at home, is one of those

mysteries of Turkish diplomacy on which I hesitate to

venture an opinion.

But to return to the course of events in Egypt at

the point where we left it. Nubar Pasha was dismissed

from office in June, 1888. Riaz Pasha, who succeeded

him, resigned in May, 1891. Tempting as it is, I will

not dilate upon the dramatic contrast in the character

of these two life-long rivals. That contrast has been

the theme of every writer on Egyptian politics for the

last twenty years. A brilliant sketch of the two states-

men, perhaps a little unfair to Riaz, may be found in

Mr. Moberly Bell’s “Khedives and Pashas.” I will

assume that my readers are so far acquainted with the

two most striking personalities of modern Egyptian

history as to know that Nubar is an Armenian Chris-

tian, Riaz a Mohammedan by religion, and (whether or

not he be of Jewish extraction) a Turk of the Turks

by character, education, and sympathy
;
that the former

is a Liberal, the latter a Conservative
;
that the former

is a man of the highest European culture and a perfect

master of French, while the latter is intellectually a

pure Oriental, and has learnt French too late in life

ever to speak it with fluency. Men have been known
to question the fortitude of Nubar, but the fortitude of

Riaz is unquestionable. Nubar is full of the most

modern ideas
j
Riaz’s stock of ideas is limited in amount

and mediaeval in character. Nubar delights in generali-

zation, but is less happy when he comes to the detail

of government. Riaz is a master of detail, and has all

the ins-and-outs of Egyptian administration at his

fingers’ ends. Nubar is witty and epigrammatic. Riaz
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never said a witty tiling in his life, though, in his

native Arabic, he is master of a certain high-pitched

eloquence. Nuhar is capable of throwing financial con-

siderations to the winds when appealed to on grounds of

humanity. Riaz is a rigid economist, and little troubled

with humanitarian sentiment. He is not without a

certain feeling for the common people, but it is such as

a feudal haron of the better sort might have had for the

serfs on his estate.

The completeness of the antithesis is extraordinary.

And, to heighten the effect of the contrast, it is carried

out in the appearance and bearing of the two men no

less than in their minds and characters. Nubar is of

fine presence, genial manners, and mellifluous speech.

Riaz is small and wizened, abrupt and irritable, with

a voice which has a tendency to become shrill even

under slight provocation. Except in his own house

—

where his civility is perfect—he is apt to be curt to the

verge of rudeness, not only with inferiors but with

equals, while he is jealous to exact from all and sundry

a respect which he is not always mindful to render.

But if the men themselves are exact opposites, there

is a curious similarity in their fortunes. They detest

one another; but the impartial historian will record

that each, in his own way, has rendered important

services to his country. Both of them had much to

endure from Ismail Pasha; both of them, at different

times, had their work cut out for them in striving,

unsuccessfully, to keep that erratic despot from ruining

himself and his country. If Nubar may claim the

honour of having, by the establishment of the Mixed
Courts, laid the foundations of justice, Riaz must be
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credited with daring opposition to the extravagances of

Ismail, and with loyal support given to the Controllers

in their struggle to I’ight Egyptian finance. And the

experiences of the two men, after the British Occupa-

tion, present an even more striking analogy. Each of

them in turn sympathized to a certain extent with

England’s reforming efforts. Each of them worked
with us up to a point. But each in his turn fretted at

the restraints which co-opei’ation with England imposed

upon his own arbitrariness, and ended by quarrelling

with our assistance. Before the days of his accession

to office Riaz had been known to complain that England

did not interfere sufficiently to put things right that

were going wrong. But he had not long been Minister

before he persuaded himself that she interfered a great

deal too much.

So far, then, the cases are parallel. But now we
come to a difference. It must be admitted that Riaz

had far less excuse for quarrelling with us than his

predecessor. When Nubar took office, the affairs of

Egypt were in an indescribable mess, and for some time

after we continued to bungle them in a manner which

must have been more than ti-jang to him. Throughout

the whole of his administration finances were tight,

and he had to incur the odium of a policy of economy

which he at heart detested. It is true, that during

his later years things w'ere decidedly on the mend,

but the improvement was not yet generally felt, while

the hard measures necessary to ensure it were widely

resented. Riaz, on the other hand, succeeded to power

under happier auspices. He came, not at a moment of

crisis, but at a moment of revival
5
and throughout his
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period of office the tide was steadily on the rise. It was

his good fortune to see the despised Egyptian Army
victorious over the Mahdists, to see the burden of the

Debt greatly lightened by a successful Conversion, to

see Egypt freed entirely, and presumably for ever, from

the curse of the Corvee; to see the land tax reduced

by thirty per cent, in the poorest provinces, and, despite

that and other reductions of taxation, to see the surplus

of revenue over expenditure increase from year to year.

And all the time he himself was assiduously kept to the

front. Credit was ostentatiously given to him for every

success and for every reform.

Had Riaz Pasha been a man of a different temper,

he might have been the most popular of Egyptian

Premiers, He might have been govei’ning the country

to-day, amid general applause, with an almost absolutely

free hand, although on the lines of British policy. Cer-

tainly no man would have been happier at such a

consummation than Sir Evelyn Baring. Much as the

British Consul-General has been forced to interfere during

all these years, he has invariably sought to interfere

as little as possible. His constant object has been that

natives should do the work and get the credit, and

that, as long as things went decently well, he himself

should keep in the background. But all this fair pros-

pect was spoilt by Riaz Pasha’s unfortunate genius for

making enemies when in power. It is an extraordinary

thing how office seems to disagree with him. While

he remains a private individual, he has always a large

following in the country. As a pious Mussulman, he
has all the strong religious influences on his side. As
a large landowner and excellent agriculturist, intimately
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acquainted with the daily life, the wants, and the ideas

of the people, he knows how to enter into the interests

and win the sympathy of the rural sheikhs. But the

moment he takes office he becomes unapproachable. He
is too nervous for the constant worries of administration,

and soon fidgets himself into a fever. Grievances annoy

him. Suggestions, even if tendered in the most deferen-

tial spirit, are apt to be treated as insults.

It must not be supposed that it was the English

only who exercised an irritating efibet on Riaz Paslia.

He fell foul with remarkable impartiality of foreigners

and natives, of the official and of the non-official classes.

If anybody, the Syrians and the French were the special

objects of his disfavour. It was difficult for him to

show the barest justice to a Syrian employb. When
the French Agent came to him with any complaint,

there was always the risk of an explosion. It is one

of the elements of irony, in which the Egyptian situation

is so rich, that on more than one occasion foreign

representatives, even those belonging to Powers not

specially friendly to British policy, complained to their

British colleague of the scant courtesy shown to them
by the Egyptian Premier. Had any casual stranger

dropped in the presence of these gentlemen a remark

implying that Egypt was under British control, they

would probably have protested against any such assump-

tion. Yet Avhen an Egyptian Minister Avas rude to them
they turned to the British Consul-General to complain,

just as a schoolboy might complain to his master of the

conduct of one of his fellows. But this by the way.

It took Riaz Pasha some two years to fall out with

almost everybody of eminence in Egypt. His adminis-
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tration had been an unbroken series of successes; but,

despite them all, he was now more unpopular than

Nubar had ever been. Feeling the ground slipping

from under him, he sought to recover himself, as his

predecessor had sought, by a stand-up fight with the

English. The policy was no more successful on this

occasion than on the previous one.

The "cheval de bataille” in the present instance

was the question of creating a new English official of

high rank, who was to be known as “ Judicial Adviser.”

Ever since the last year of Nubar’s Ministry wo had

been compelled to turn our attention more and more

to the crying evils connected with the administration

of justice. The two greate.st of these were the incom-

petence of the Native Courts, and the arbitrariness

of the Commissions of Brigandage. Driven at last to

face these new difficulties, Sir Evelyn Baring proceeded

by his usual gradual method. Since the retirement of

Sir Kaymond West, native justice bad been practically

free from all European control. But in October, 1887,

a Belgian, M. Legrelle, was appointed Procureur-

General, and was encouraged to make a radical examina-

tion of existing abuses. Thus assured of support, M.

Legrelle produced, in the course of 1888, a most

elaborate report on the working of the Commissions of

Brigandage, which showed up the irregularities, the

injustice, and the cruelty of these quasi-tribunals in the

most startling light. Sir Evelyn Baring now began to

pi’ess for their abolition. Riaz Pasha, though somewhat
reluctant, and professing himself doubtful of the accuracy

of the gravest charges brought against the Commissions,

ultimately gave way; and in May, 1889, they were
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suppressed. This was in the early days of Riaz’s power,

when tension between him and Baring had not yet

become seriou.s.

A first great step had thus been taken, but it neces-

sarily involved further measures. The Commissions had

been established, because the Courts were incompetent

to grapple with crime. Evidently the suppression of the

former did not, by itself, make the latter less incom-

petent. On the contrary, the question of improving the

Courts presented itself in a more urgent form than before.

Baring proposed to strengthen them by increasing the

number of the European judge-s. This time the resist-

ance was more serious, but in the end lie again carried

his point; and in November, 1889, two additional English-

men were appointed to the native Court of Appeal,

making, in all, three Englishmen and three Belgians.

But to multiply European judges in the native Courts

was only to multiply witnesses to their inefficiencj^ The

more the ti’ue state of the case was brought to light, the

clearer it became that some radical reform was needed.

The British Consul-General therefore urged the temporary

appointment of an eminent Indian judge to examine

the whole system of native jurisprudence, and to make
proposals for its amendment. The suggestion was

adopted, and in the spring of 1890 Mr. Scott, a judge of

the High Court of Bombay, came to Egypt to advise on

the que,stion. He was appointed, in the first instance,

for one year.

By the end of 1890, Mi'. Scott brought up his report.

Without condemning the procedure of the Courts in toto,

or taking a despondent view of their possible future, he

suggested a number of important changes, and, above all,

M
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pointed out the necessity of a gi’eat improvement in

personnel. It was on the ground of these suggested

reforms that Riaz Pasha chose to deliver battle. The

Minister of Justice, a puppet in his hands, was pushed

into the foreground and induced to write a memorandum,

condemning Mr. Scott’s proposals root and branch. The

animus of the proceeding was evident. The whole ques-

tion as to whether there should be any reform of justiec

at all was hanging in the balance. Hence the British

Consul-General, under instructions from home, pressed

vigorously for the acceptance of Mr. Scott’s scheme, and

for the permanent appointment of its author to super-

intend its execution.

Riaz Pasha now sought to involve the Khedive in

the dispute, and at first with some appearance of success.

But no sooner did the latter realize the gravity of the

quarrel in which he was being involved, than he drew

back, precisely as he had done under similar circum-

stances in the time of Nubar, and i^recisely with the same

subsequent feeling of resentment against the Minister

who had pushed him into an untenable position. Mr.

Scott’s proposals were therefore accepted, and he himself

appointed to a permanent post. Riaz Pasha bowed to

the decision, though with a bad grace
;
but he felt that

his power was broken. Just as Nubar was politically

dead from the moment when the police question was

settled against him, so Riaz was politically dead from

the moment of Mr. Scott’s appointment. The relations

between him and the Khedive became strained, and in

May, 1891, he resigned, on the plea of iU-health.

The successor of Riaz Pasha was Mustafa Pasha

Fehmi, the present Prime Minister. He had served
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under both Nubar and Riaz—^for it is not usual in Egypt,

where there are no parties, for a whole Cabinet to be

changed with a change of its head—and he has probably

more experience of various departments of state than any
other Egyptian statesman. With his accession to power

a great, and there is every reason to hope a permanent,

change has come over the spirit of the Egyptian Govern-

ment, especially in its attitude towards ourselves. Mustafa

Pasha is the first Egyptian Premier who has been unre-

servedly in sympathy with the English. It is his firm

conviction that Eg3'pt must needs lean on some one of

the Great Powers, and that there is no other nation

whose protection would be as disinterested as Great

Britain’s. Never has the co-operation of Englishmen

and Egyptians been so cordial as since Mustafa Pasha’s

succession to office. Never has progress been so general

and so rapid.

Without being as strong a man as either of his pr’e-

decessors, Mustafa Pasha is intelligent, loyal, avcU-

meaning, and well-beloved. Indeed, if it were not for

the extreme delicacy of his health, he would be an almost

ideal Prime Minister under present circumstances. More-

over, his total lack of that imperiousness, which in

different degrees had been an attribute of both his irre-

decessors, was particularly appi’opriate to the conditions

existing at the time of his accession to power. For a

new factor had now during some years been making

itself increasingly felt in Egyptian politics. I allude to

the reviving influence of the Khedive himself. For some

time before the fall of Riaz, Tewfik Pasha had been

steadily growing in popularity and in power. He was

more disposed than foi'merly to take that active part in
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the work of government^ which the constitution of Egypt

assigns to the sovereign. By nature the least despotic

of men, he was never likely to exceed the wide void by

right belonging to him. But he was actually becoming

more able and more inclined to dll it.

At the time of Tewfik’s death many of the biographies

which appeared in the European press represented him

as a good-natured puppet, without any hold oil the

affections of his people, or any influence over them.

This idea was an anachronism. Such an estimate of his

character might have been true at the time of our occupa-

tion of the country. Indeed it could hardly have been

otherwise, so crushing up to that date had been the com-

bination of circumstances against him. But of late years

\ better fortune had made him a stronger man. The

amelioration which had now set in so decidedly in the

condition of the people, the larger harvests, the lighter

taxes, the abolition of the Corvde, the diminution of

official tyranny and corruption—all these combined to

strengthen the position of the Chief of the State. Tewfik

Pasha profited by the opportunity which Riaz missed.

The bulk of the people, conscious of their improved con-

dition, but not very analytical of its causes, looked for

an explanation of their prosperity and for an object of

their gratitude, and they found it in the person of the

Khedive. The demonstrations of affection with which

he was overwhelmed during those journeys in the

provinces, of which of late years he had become increa.s-

ingly fond, could not have been wholly or even mainly

feigned. There was an unmistakable spontaneity about

them. And they helped to give him self-reliance. He
felt, and because he felt, he actually was, a greater
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person than in former days. So untrue is it, that the

effect of British policy in Egypt has been to dwarf' or

undermine the influence of its native rulers.

And if the Khedive himself had now become a power

in the country, his character was pre-eminently calcu-

lated to lU’esei’ve him from becoming a dangerous or a

disturbing power. He had not the qualities of a con-

queror or a creative statesman. He had not the strength

of will and perverse fertility of resource which enabled

his father to maintain a powerful despotism in sjjite of

general discredit and impending bankruptcy, and to bafilo

for so long all the eftbrts of European diplomaey to make
him govern on rational principles. Originality and

initiative were not Tewfik’s strong points. If they had

been, ho might have been less peculiarly suited to a

situation, in which his cue was to fall in with and sup-

port a policy already traced for him by circumstances,

rather than to mark out a policy of his own. But he

had tact, patience, dignity, courage, self-po.ssession, a

genuine feeling for his people, a real sympathy with the

new ideas of just, humane, and progressive government.

But perhaps the most invaluable of all his qualities,

under the circumstances of the time, was a certain com-

bination that there was in him of the European and the

Oriental. It is interesting to compare him in this respect

with his father Ismail, who also combined these opposite

elements of character, though in very different propor-

tions. Superficially, Tewfik was far less modern, less

European, less civilized than his father. He had hardly

ever been out of Egypt. He spoke no European language

perfectly. He had not parted with the Mohammedan
faith, and he retained at least enough Mohammedan pre-
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judice, as Avell as acquaintance with the habits and ideas

of the people, to get on excellently with the sheikhs and

the TJlema,* with the latter of whom Ismail would not

so much as pretend to bo in any sort of sympathy. But

at heart Tewfik was really much more like a constitutional

ruler of the Western type than an Oriental despot, while

Ismail was a true Oriental despot with a Parisian veneer.

Thus Tewfik was able to fall in with the new order of

things, without offending the conservative instincts, or

even the bigotry of his subjects. He wa.s, in fact, during

the later years of his life, an invaluable link between the

Europeans and the natives—^a heaven-born mediator in

that stage of transition through which Egypt was pass-

ing. No doubt his role was not always compatible with

absolute sincerity. He had a habit of agreeing with the

I man who was speaking to him, though he might just

\before have agreed with a different speaker in a some-

Uvhat different sense. He had a certain tendency to run

with the hare and hunt with the hounds. But immense

allowance must surely be made for the almost unex-

ampled difficulty of his position. Had he been rigidly

•sincere, he could hardly have been, to the extent that he

was, the man of the situation.

And if his policy seemed occasionally rather tortuous,

it nevertheless tended to gain directness and unity as

time went on, and as he acquired more confidence in

himself and in his surroundings. For several years it

was difficult for him to feel sure how he stood with the

English. Unable to feel confidence in the certainty of

our support, he hesitated to throw in his lot with us.

But, as he came to have faith in our steadfastness, he in

* See p. 365.
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turn became more steadfast. And that tendency was,

doubtless, confirmed by bis recognition of, and gratitude

for, the benefits which he had bestowed on his country.

Very likely he doubted at the outset—and can we
Avonder at it ?—Avhethor English reforms Avere likely to

succeed. But AA^hen he saAv that good resulted from

them, he Avas prompt to acknowledge it, and to prove

the sincerity of his acknowledgment by a greater cor-

diality of support. He Avas groAvihg more English in

sympathy Avith every .succeeding year. And the more

English the ruler of Egypt becomes, the less need is

there for that constant interference of English diplo-

macy, which is, at best, a neee.ssary evil. Had TeAvfik

Pasha lived another ten years, the Egyptian question

might have passed definitely out of its present still

critical phase.

The fates Avilled it otherAvise. Little more than

seven months after the last change of ministry, the

Khedive Avas suddenly cut off in the floAver of life. He
Avas a robust-looking man of forty, of regular and most

temperate habits—the last pemon in the Avorld for whom
one Avould liaAm predicted an untimely death. It Avas

at the beginning of January of the present year. For

a Aveek we had heard in Cairo that the Khedive, Avho

Avas at that time residing at the baths of Helwan, some

fourteen miles off, was confined to his palace by a

slight attack of influenza. Nobody thought anything of

it. Suddenly, on the morning of Thursday the 7th, a

report reached the capital that grave complications had

set in, and that the Khedhm’s life was in danger. The

Ministers were hastily summoned to Helwan. By
seven o’clock the same evening Tewfik Pasha was dead
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—a victim to the incapacity of his native doctors.

Consternation and sorrow were universal. Never was

a good and useful life cut oft' at a more inopportune

moment.

It is neither possible as yet to judge, nor would it

bo proper for me to discuss, how far the present ruler

of Egypt is capable of filling the void left by his father’s

death. Undoubtedly he comes to the throne with far

more favourable omens than his predecessor. The net

result of the reign of Tewfik Pasha is to leave Egj'pt

more prospei’ous, and the Khedivial authority more re-

spected than it wa.s. It is not unreasonable to hope that,

if the young Khedive—who as far as can he judged

inherits his father’s virtues with more than his father’s

strength—can only be given time to acquire the neces-

sary experience, if the course of progressive improvement

on which Egypt is now fairly launched be left undis-

turbed from without, the reign of Abbas II. may fill a

blight and memorable page in the book of Egyptian his-

tory. But the question of Egypt’s future is one which it

will be more profitable to discuss, when we have finished

the examination of her recent progress.

So far I have attempted to describe the general con-

ditions, under which the work of reform has been carried

out. The succeeding chapters will contain an account

of the more salient features of that work in those great

de2iartments— the Army, Finance, Public Works, and

Justice—^in which the task has been at once most im-

portant and most difficult.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE FELLAH AS SOLDIEll.

“ ir\iiciiED 3’CBtorday morning with three thousand five hundred towards

Tokar. . . On square being only threatened by small foreo of enemy,
eertalnly less than a thousand strong, Egyptian troopt threw down their

armi and ran, allowing themaelvea to be Killed without slightest resistance.

More than two thousand killed. All material lost
”

(Extract from General Baker’s telegram, describing

his defeat at El Teh, on the road to Tokar, on

February 5, 1884.)

“ The main body of the dervishes were fifty yards from our front lino,

and were extending to the right and left to envelop the position. The
bnlk of their force was directed against the line occupied by the 12th

battalion, their attack being pushed home with their usual intrepidity

and foarlossncss. The troops, howeser, stood their giouiid, and did not

yield one inch throughout the line.”

(Extract from Colonel Holled-Smith’s report, describ-

ing his victory of Afafit, on the road to Tokar, on

February 19, 1891

)

The same attacking eneniji^—adroit, sudden, and ab-

solutely fearless
;
the same region of storm-swept desert

and treacherous scrub, save that at El Teb the ground

was comparatively open, while at Afafit the ambush-

sheltering mimosa bushes, ten feet high, came close up to

the line of march ;
the same human material on the side of

Egypt—for there was no British soldier, officers excepted.
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at Afafit, any more than at El Teb—yet how different

the result ! And this is no accidental contrast. I could

parallel the misconduct of Baker’s troops at El Teb by a

dozen passages in the desjiatches recording the series of

disgraceful defeats by which, in less than six month.s,

the old Egyptian army lost the whole of the Eastern

Sudan. And, similarly, the honourable record of the

action at Afafit could be paralleled by many instances of

steadiness and gallantry on the part of the new Egyptian

ai’my during the recent years of weary frontier warfare

about Suakin and Wadi Haifa.

Why does the old army stand almost unequalled in

history for cowardice and incapacity? Why has the

new army, composed of very much the same elements,

so soon achieved an honoiu-able record ? It is easy to

answer that the difference arises from the fact that the

new army has been created by British officers. But
that answer only leads to a fresh que.stion. By what
magic is it that these men—average British officers, for

the most part, and no more—have produced such re-

markable results ? How is it that they have changed

the fighting chai'acter of a nation in so short a time ?

To Avhom is the credit principally due ?

There ai’e many who deserve to share the credit, and

I believe that those gallant soldiers, who of late years

have led the Egyptian forces to victories that have made
a certain noise in the world, would be the first to admit

that a large portion of it belongs to the men Avho, in

the early days of the army, when everybody ridiculed

the idea of the fellahin ever fighting, patiently laid the

foundations of aU the subsequent success. Perhaps

the greatest of their merits was to have believed in the
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possibility of a native Egyptian army at all. With the

miserable collap.se of Arabi’s large host still fresh in

everybody’s memory, with reports of the disgraceful and

unsoldierlike conduct of the Egyptian troops in the

Sudan pouring in from every side, it required a good

deal of courage and a good deal of imagination to picture

the same class of men standing steady under fire, and
even against cold steel, and becoming a teiTor to their

enemies instead of simply being a scourge to the peaceful

IJopulation whom they were intended to protect.

The problem of the military defence of Egypt, as it

presented itself immediately after the British Occupation,

Avas one of the most puzzling it is pos.siblc to conceive.

One thing only Avas clear. The existing army was Avorse

than useless. “ The Egyptian army is disbanded,” said

the laconic and often-quoted decree of December 20,

1882
;
and so far at least everybody concerned Avas

cordially unanimous. But Avhat Avas to take its place ?

Ninety-nine men out of a hundred Avould certainly have

answered that it could not be a new army composed of

the same materials as the old one. It is greatly to the

honour of Lord Dufforin that amid the Avildest sugges-

tions crowding in upon him, suggeistions of Turkish bat-

talions, of mixed European battalions, of every jiossible

combination of riff-rafl' from all quarters of the globe, he

adhered firmly to the principle of entrusting the defence

of the country to its OAvn inhabitants. Evidently, if the

thing Avas possible, it was incomparably the best plan.

The foreign civilians in Egypt were unruly enough ;
what

would foreign janissaries be likely to be 1 But, sound as

the principle was, its execution might have been very

difficult if Lord Dufierin had not been able at that
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moment to lay his hand upon a man, who not only

possessed unquestionable military talents and a great

experience of war, but was able to rise to the bold con-

ception that even the despised fellah could be turned

into a soldier. If it was true that ill-usage had made
him a coward, might it not be possible that proper

treatment would once more make him a man ?

At any rate Sir Evelyn Wood, to whom the task of

creating the new Egyptian army was entrusted, was

prepared to try. And he had no difficulty in finding a

sufficient number of British officers ready to assist him.

I should think few of them ever regretted the enterprise.

The Egyptian service, which was at first scoffed at as a

career, has proved a road to advancement as good or

better than any other in the whole wide field of British

empire or influence. Among the twenty-six men, ori-

ginally associated with Sir Evelyn Wood in his bold

undertaking, are names which have subsequently become

as Avell known as those of Grenfell, Chermside, Hallam

Parr, Watson, Wodehouse, Kitchener, and Bundle.

British officers have done much for Egypt, but it is

equally true that Egypt has done a good deal for them.

And the problem once boldly faced, its difficulties

grew less appalling, as difficulties so faced are apt to

do. It turned out that the material was not so very

bad after all. No one can pretend that the Egyptian

peasant, in his native condition, ranks very high as a

fighting animal. Still, looked at with the view of

making the best of him, he is not wanting in certain

qualities which go a long way in the composition of a

soldier. He is, as a rule, healthy, well-built, active,

easily led, not easily overcome by hardship. Moreover,
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he is intelligent, docile, and, though Avanting in dash,

not wanting in a certain fearlessness in the presence of

danger, I rememher being much struck, during the

great fire at Abdin Palace in the summer of 1891, by
the extraordinary coolness with which certain of the

native firemen stuck to their posts under the most im-

minent danger of being crushed by the roofs and walls

which were tumbling in on all sides of them. It is the

same quality which has on various occasions rendered

the Egyptian soldier steady and calm under a harassing

fire, sufficient to have shaken the nerves of troops who,

at a charge or hand-to-hand fight, might be much
bettor than he is. You may call it insensibility to

danger if you like, and not true courage. But, call it

Avhat you Avill, it is an extremely valuable quality in

Avar.

An officer of my acquaintance, Avho is a perfectly

impartial critic, and who has had many opportunities

of seeing the fellahin fight, declares that behind defences

they can be made as good as any troops in the Avorld,

Avhile even in the open, if they have only confidence

in their loaders, they are fair average soldiers. The

fact is, that good leadership is simply everything Avith

Egyptians. The fellah has little individuality or initiative

in the field. But he is capable of showing plenty of

courage under officers whom he believes in. Witness

the various instances—such as the defence of El Obeid,

of Senaar, of Kassala, and, above all, of Sinkat—in which

soldiers even of the old army, being for a wonder ably

commanded, displayed not only a stubborn power of

resistance, but daring courage in attack. It is true that

the forces engaged on those occasions were not entirely
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composed of fellaliin. But there -were many native

Egyptians amongst them.

How was it that men, capable of such courage, had

yet become a bye-word for cowardice ^ Why would they

run away from a mere handful of half-naked Arabs armed

with spears, when they had only to stand still and shoot

in order to be perfectly safe ? The answer must be sought

in the treatment to which they had previously been

subjected. The fellah, more than most men, requires

training to make him a lighter, and he had not had it

llore than most men, he is easy to demoralize by bad

management, and he had had nothing else. On the one

hand, he was never properly taught his business
;
and,

on the other, he was exposed to an amount of degrading

ill-usage which would have knocked the manliness out

of a Viking. His officer.s, a miscellaneous crowd, selected

on no principle and promoted for anything but merit,

were quite unable to keep up real discipline; but. at

the same time, they banged their men about in the most

cruel and disheartening manner

The rank and file were wretchedly paid, and the little

pay they were entitled to was often intercepted. The
officers, who, to do them justice, found their own .salary

constantly in arrear, recouped themselves by taking the

money which ouglit to have provided the soldiers with

food and clothing. There were no sort of arrangements for

the comfort of the men. The barracks were filthy beyond

description. Provision for the sick and wounded simj^ly

did not exist. And, worst of all perhaps, although there

were laws regulating the length of military service, they

were, like most other laws in those days of stupid

anarchy, completely disregarded. The recruit never
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knew, when taken from his village, for how many years

he might not be kept with the colours. Moreover, he

might be sent to the Sudan, which was equivalent to a

sentence of perpetual exile, if not of death. No wonder
that the conscrqits had to be led away in chains, under

the blows of the kurbash, and amidst precisely the same

violent exhibitions of grief on the part of their relations

us usually attend a funeral. No wonder that large

numbers of the population were, even in childhood,

maimed or blinded, in order that they might escape the

terrible fate of having to .serve their country. Under
such circumstances, what could be more unreasonable

than to complain of a want of spirit in the Egyptian

soldier? No ingenuity could have devised a system

more likelj'-, more certain, to destroy the spirit of any

man.

Plainly the first thing to do was to reverse all this.

And it was rever.sed. The conscription of an army of

six thousand men—the number originally fixed by Lord

DufFerin—'Was not a great tax upon a population of .six

inillion.s, and the men were soon got together. Once

enrolled, they found themselves properly fed, clothed,

housed. Discipline was strict, but as long as they con-

ducted themselves well, they were absolutely safe from

oppression. Their pay was reasonable in amount, and

it rvas never stopped except for misconduct. They were

looked after when ill. Indeed, one of the first things

which inspired respect and confidence on the part of the

soldier in his new oflicers, was the fearless devotion which

some of the latter showed in trying to save the lives of

their subordinates during the cholera. The idea of a

well-paid oflBcer, who was, of course, expected to think
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first of his own life and comfort, not only gratuitously

exposing himself to danger, but undertaking the most

loathsome duties, in order to wrestle with death for the

lives of a set of jjoor peasants, was a new idea to the

Egyptian mind. A very gi-eat impression was likewise

made by the fact that the conscripts were now not only

entitled to leave, but regularly allowed to take it. The

reappearance of the fellah soldier in his native village,

after an absence of a year in barracks—not crawling

back, mutilated or smitten by .some fatal disease, but

simply walking in as a visitor, healthy, well-dressed, and

with some money in his pocket—was like the vision of

a man risen from the death

Having thus rapidly won the confidence of their men,

the new officers had not much difficulty in knocking them

into fair militai’y shape. Here the fellah’s quickness,

.submissiveness, and positive fondness for drill Avere of

the greatest assistance. It is an amusing proof of this

predilection, that the soldiers had actually to be prevented

from practising their drill in their leisure hours. Not

only would a non-commi.ssioned oflicer get hold of a

squad on his own account, whenever an opportunity

offered, but it was a common sight to come across a

private drilling three or four of his comrades. Within

three months of its formation the new army already

made a creditable show on parade. Its first recorded

review took place on March 31, 1883, and on that

occasion its appearance called forth the praises of in-

dependent military critics who were present on the

ground.

Troops may look well on parade after a few months’

drill, and such a smart appearance is of good augury for
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V^'^no^man'in BS“senses would dream that

so short a time could suffice to make them thorough

soldiers, still less to create that very complicated piece of

machinery, a fully organized army. To do this is a work
of years. But years were in this instance not granted

for the completion of the machine before the first serious

strain was put upon it. Wlien the new troops were

enlisted, it was never contemplated that they should

have anything to do Avith the Sudan. The gamsons

already on the spot, reinforced by the remnants of Arabi’s

beaten army and by some fresh iiTeguIar levies, might, it

was considered, bo left to deal with any trouble in that

quarter. Indeed at that time nobody thought much
about the Sudan. But within a year nobody thought

much about anything else. The ncAv army had only been

some eighteen months under arms when it Avas called

upon to take its share in the effort to stem the rising

tide of Mahdiism, Avhich had already cover*ed the greater

part of the Sudan, and Avas threatening to cover Egypt.

It was, indeed, decided not to use any portion of the

noAV troops for the relief of Tokar at the time of

General Baker’>s ill-starred expedition in the winter of

1883. But Avhen in the following summer a British

force under Lord Wolseley was sent up the Nile to

rescue Gordon and the garrisons. Sir Evelyn Wood
claimed for his young soldiers the right to take pai’t in

the Avoi’k
;
and his claim was, after some hesitation, most

wisely conceded.

During Lord Wolseley’s expedition the Egyptian -

troops were principally engaged in guarding the long line

of communications which extended from Axsiut to Korti.

In the arduous and often ri,sky work of transport, Avhen

N
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the boats containing men 'uiT^atnitou^^

for miles against a strong current, or through dangerous

rapids, they showed all their best qualities of zeal,

obedience, and endurance. Moreover small detachments,

which were actually under fire at Abu Klea and at

Kirbekan, behaved with a steadiness which justified the

opinion of those who, like Sir Evelyn Wood, believed

that a larger share of the actual fighting might safely

have been entrusted to the Egyptians.

Whatever grievance there may have been on this score

was very soon to be removed. Sir Evelyn Wood, who
retired from the position of Sirdar in April, 1885, was

not himself destined to lead to victory the troops whom
he had trained, and in whose training he had rendered

invaluable services, which were perhaps not fully appre-

ciated until after his departure. But when the British

army was withdrawn from Dongola in the summer of

1885, a Frontier Field Force was formed under Majoi’-

General Grenfell, the new Sirdar, and ivas composed in

about equal numbers of British and Egyptians. And
now the raorale of the latter was to be put to really

severe tests. In the skirmish of Mograkeh, where two
hundred of them held a fort against a vastly superior

number of dervishes, and in the severe engagement at

Ginnis on December 30, 1885, which discomfited the

Mahdists in their first serious move upon the frontier of

Egypt, the Egyptian soldiers were exposed to the full

brunt of battle. It is true, that at Ginnis the Frontier

Field Force was powerfully reinforced by British troops

brought up on purpose to deal a staggering blow to the

overweening enemy, still flushed with the exultation of

their great victory at Khartum. The chief command
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was in the hands of Lienh-General Stephenson, then at

the head of the Biitish Amy of Occupation. But, for

all that, the Egyptians took a substantial part in the

fight, and then gallant conduct, coming at a moment
when Great Biitain was anxiously striving to i educe the

number of her troops in Egypt, doubtless contiibuted to

the decision, which was shortly afterwards arrived at, to

leave the defence of the frontier in Egyptian hands.

The frontier was now fixed at Wadi Haifa, where it

has practically remained to the present day; and by
April, 1886, that post was confided entiiely to the keeping

of the Egj'ptian army, a Biitish force being, however,

for some time longer, stationed at Assuan, two hundred

miles to the noi th, in case of emergencies. But this reserve

was never called upon for assistance. Its numbers were

gradually reduced, and by January, 1888, the last British

detachment was withdrawn from that part of the country.

Since that time the Egyptian army has proved itself

equal to the task of piotecting Egypt from the noith-

waid pressure of the Sudanese rebels At Suakin, too,

wheie in 1884 and ISSo such an imposing display of

Biiti&h militaiy foice had been considered necessary,

Egyptian troops towards the close of the latter year

took over the whole defence, and except for a few months

in the end of 1888, when, owing to a panic at home,

they were quite unnecessarily reinforced by part of

the Biitish gairison at Cairo, they have conducted it

unaided ever since.

Meanwhile, the extension of the duties of the army
had necessitated an increase of its numbers. If its work
had been confined to maintaining internal order, and keep-

ing in awe the restless, but really not very formidable
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Beclawin on the eastern and western frontiers of Egypt

—and this was all for which it was originally intended

—

the number of six thousand men fixed by Lord Dufferin

might have sufficed. But now that it was expected to

ward off, single handed, the dangerous invasion threaten-

ing from the far south, that number was evidently inadc-

(|uate. At the end of 1883 the infantry still consisted

of only eight battalions, recruited exclusively from the

fellahin. But in May, 1884, there was raised at Suakin

a 9th battalion, composed of Sudanese negroids—the first

of the famous black regiments which supply the pictur-

esque and the dashing element in the Egyptian military

history of recent times. The experiment of enlisting

these blacks proved a great success, and in January, 1886,

another battalion of the same kind, the 10th Sudanese,

was added to the army. In June of the same year came

the 13th Sudanese, in December, 1887, the 11th Sudanese,

and, finally, in November', 1888, the 12th Sudanese.

That the 13tli should come before the 11th and the 12th

is a characteristically Egyptian arrangement, but the

explanation lies in the fact that there were originally

two new fellah regiments which bore the Nos. 11 and

12, but which were suppressed in a fit of economy, and

subsequently replaced by the present 11th and 12th,

who, like the 9th, 10th, and 13th, are blacks.

A word about the black soldiers. And be it observed

that the term black, in this connection, is not, as it is

so often, an exaggeration or a figure of speech. Not
even the most sensitive Eadical could object to the 9th

—13th Sudanese being described as "black men,” and

they themselves are rather proud than otherwise of

their own hue of deepest ebony. They are not natives
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of Egypt, but belong for the most part to the Shilluk

and Dinka tribes, who arc found on the Upper Nile,

from some little distance above Khartum I’ight away
to the Equatorial Province. Others come from the west

beyond Kordofan, and even from as far as Wadai and
Bornu. In build they are not exactly what in northern

countries we should describe as fine men. The Dinka
and Shilldk are tall, but slight and narrow shouldered,

with skinny ai'ms and legs. Their lungs are delicate,

and great care has to be taken with their clothing, to

protect them from catching cold. The men from the

western districts are shorter and thicker-set, but even

they could not be called robust. But they are all of

springy gait and clastic movement, as active as cats,

and animated with a real love of fighting, especially of

fighting the Arabs of the Sudan, their hereditary enemies

and oppressors. In civilization they are far below the

inhabitants of Egypt. They are indeed mere children,

with the thoughtlessness, the waywardnes,s, and the want

of foresight of children. But under officers who know
how to command their I'espect and win their affection,

they have all a child’s docility and devotion.

As soldiers, the blacks are the very reverse of the

Egyptians. They are not quick at drill, or fond of it.

What they are fond of, and what they shine in, is real

battle. It is true they have little suny froid. They

easily get excited, and are hard to hold. The difiiculty

is to prevent them from firing too fast or charging too

soon. At Afafit one of the Sudanese battalions could

only be stopped from blazing away at the enemy by their

commanding officer going out of the line and passing

in front of their rifles. But when it actually comes to
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close quarters, to charging or receiving a charge, then

they have few equals. They have a natural instinct for

combat which training may improve, but which it can

never beget. In this respect they are immensely superior

to the fellahin.

A noticeable fact is the sort of natural camaraderie

which seems rapidly to spring iqi between the blacks

and Englishmen. The fonner very easily become at-

tached to their British officers, and those officers, on their

side, have a curious kind of fondness for the blacks,

which they do not seem to feel in an equal degree for

the native Egj'ptiaus. Thi.s feeling has been known to

extend even to the pi’ivate soldiers of our British regi-

ments, who, on more than one occasion, have readily

fraternized with the Sudanese. These grown-up children

with their light-heartedness, simplicity, and unquestion-

able pluck, were regarded by Tommy Atkins with half-

amused, half-admiring, and inoffensively patronizing

affection. The friendship formed between the 79th

Highlanders and the 9th Sudanese at the time of the

battle of Ginnis is a pleasing case in point. The High-

landers pi-esented their swarthy comrades Avith a flag

which the latter cari-y along with their regimental

colours to this day, and the 9th Sudanese have some-

times been playfully described as the “ second battalion

of the Cameron Highlandei’-s.” The curious thing is,

that the blacks get on better with the English than they

do with the Egyptians, with whom they might naturally

be supposed to have so much more in common. Indeed,

it is doubtful whether the Sudanese battalions would be
manageable without British officers at their head. Hence
it has come about that, while of the eight fellah regi-
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ineiits only four have British colonels and majors—the

others being entirely officered by natives—the five

Sudanese regiments arc all under British superior

officers. Moreover, in view of the greater difficulty of

controlling them in the field, the number of these officers

attached to a black battalion is four, while in the

Egyptian battalions it is only three.

The addition of this now element greatly strengthened

the Egyptian army, and still constitutes its most striking

feature as a fighting force. But it is not just to assume,

as is sometimes done, that the native Egyptians are of

small account in the composition of the army. No doubt

the blacks have borne the chief bnmt of attack in the

majoi’ity of engagements. No doubt they are the men
whom a commander would most x’eadily pit against the

I'cckless courage of the dervishes. Still they have not

done all the work. The native Egyptians, who have

fought steadily beside them in raoi’e than one critical

struggle, deserve their share of the credit of victory.

The truth is, that the two sets of men, with their widely

different qualities, form a very strong combination for

fighting purposes.

To return to the defence of the frontier. For fully

three years the position of the Egyptian garrison at

Wadi Haifa was a very anxious one. Wadi Haifa is

a fortified camp at the northern extremity of the long

desolate defile, known as the " Batn el Hagar ” or “ belly

of stones,” through which the Nile works its way in a

succession of rapids, with nothing on either hand but

ridge upon ridge of tumbled black rock, and beyond it

the illimitable desert. At Wadi Haifa, for the first time

for many miles, the valley widens out into a broad plain.
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and on that plain it was wisely decided to await the

enemy, as they debouched from the wilderness of rock.

The invasion did not take the form of that steady

advance in force which was at one time expected. No
doubt the Khalifa A.bdullah cl Taishi who, after the

death of the Mahdi in the summer of 1885, had suc-

ceeded to supreme power at Khartum, always intended

to send a regular army against Egypt. But fortunately

he had his hands full in other directions. The tide of

dervish attack at the gates of Egypt ebbed and flowed

according to the fortunes of the Khalifa in his struggles

with the soi-dhant adherents of the Senussi in the west,

with the Abj'ssinians in the cast, and with the numerous

rebellions on the part of his own followers, which have

threatened, though they have never upset, his power.

At the end of 1886, the dervishes for the first_time occu-

pied Sarras, a fort in the heart of the Batn el Hagar,

some thirty miles south of Wadi Haifa. From this point

they harassed the garrison of the latter place and devas-

tated the country all round, cutting down the palm trees,

which are almost its only product. Then they withdrew

again for several months, but returned in greater force the

following spring After a severe blow inflicted upon them

by the Wadi Haifa garrison, under Colonel Chermside,

on April 27th, in a brilliant sui’piise, which was the first

unaided victory of the Egyptian troops, the dervishes

once moi*e retired, only however to return in still larger

numbers, and to establish themselves jiermanently at

Sarras towards the end of September. And now followed

a long series of desultory raids, not merely in the neigh-

bourhood ofWadi Haifa, but at many points between that

place and Assuan, raids which spread terror far and wide
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among the wretched villagers. The Egyptian troops,

though doing their best both by posts established along

the river and by gunboats cruising up and down it, found

it very difficult to restrain or to punish these forays.

Many skii’inishes took place, some trifling, others des-

perate and bloody, like the midnight capture and re-

cajjture of the fort of Khor Mussa on August 29, 1888.

But though the defence gradually got the better of the

attack, especially after the creation of the military

Frontier Province under Colonel Wodehouse as governor,

nothing decisive occurred. It was in this tedious guerilla

warfare that the fighting qualities of the Egyptian army
were developed.

Still the expected invasion did not come. It Avas

not till the summer of 1889 that the dervish leader.

Wad cl Nejumi, goaded by the reproaches of his jealous

master, at last made that desperate ru.sh to reach Egypt

Avliich he had so long contemplated, but for which he

never succeeded in collecting an adequate force. The
attempt Avas a hopeless one from the first. To lead an

army of five thousand fighting men, SAVollen by a croAvd

of women, children, and camp folloAvers to upwards of

tAA’ice that number, Avith inadequate provisions and means

of transport, for more than a hundred miles across a

AA'aterless desert, only to fight a battle at the end, Avas a

venture which could not possibly succeed against the

forces Avhich Egypt now disposed of for purposes of

defence. Yet such was the power of Wad el Nejumi’s

personality, that the bulk of his soldiers followed him

Avith enthusiasm even on this fatal enterprise.

Wad el Nejumi, indeed, is the most heroic figure

among all the Arab chieftains of the Sudan war—the
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Gordon of Ma.hf1iiaTn . It was he who overthrew Hicks.

It was he who led the final attack upon Khartum. And
he, in the eyes of all the Faithful, Ava.s destined to plant

the standard of the true Mahdi on the citadel of Cairo.

Wild as the dream was, there is no saying that, if he

had only had the old Egyptian army to deal with, it

might not have been realized.

Nejumi’s plan was to avoid Wadi Haifa, by starting

from a point on the weiStem Nile bank opposite Sarras,

and striking straight across the desert to Bimban, a place

on the river about twenty-five miles north of Assuan.

At Bimban he was led to believe that a number of

Egyptian rebels would flock to his standard. Till then

it was not his intention to offer battle, and he accord-

ingly kept at some little distance from the river, which

lay on his right. At the same time he doubtless counted

on being able to obtain some provisions, and, above all,

water, from the villages along the bank. But here he

miscalculated. A flying column, consisting of about

half of the Wadi Haifa ganison, under Colonel Wode-

house, dogged his march and kept heading him from the

river. When a strong detachment of his army, dis-

obeying his orders, made a push to reach the Nile, they

were, after a long day’s rough-and-tumble fighting,

totally defeated at Argin by Colonel Wodchouse’s troops.

Still Nejumi pushed resolutely on, despite diminished

irumbers, despite losses from death and desertion, and

the necessity of killing most of the transport animals

for want of other food. And the majority of the

dervish army never flinched or wavered from their

leader. But General Grenfell was now hurrying down
from the north with strong reinforcements, and, joining
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hands with Colonel Wodehouse, he threw himself across

Nejnmi’s line of march at Toski, on August 3rd, and

compelled the Arab leader to give battle.

The dervishes rushed to the attack with their usual

splendid bravery; but their end was annihilation.

Nejumi himself, almost all his principal captains, and

nearly half of his fighting men, were killed. The rest

were scattered to the winds, while many died in the

attempt to retrace their steps through the arid wilder-

ness. Thus ended one of the most madly daring enter-

prises in the whole romantic history of the Sudan war.

No one can fail to feel a certain admiration for the

courage and determination of Nejumi, or for the followers

who stuck to him through every trial, and would have

sold their lives willingly to Fpreservo his. There is no

moi'e touching incident in the history of barbarian war-

fare than the picture of tho.se stubborn warriors, whom
no danger could appal and no hardship subjugate,

biu’sting into tears over the dead body of the chieftain

who had led them through intolerable sufferings to

certain defeat.

The victory of To.ski has had far-reaching conse-

quences. For the two years previous to it the country

between Wadi Haifa and Assuan was utterly unsafe.

No one ever knew,Avhen and where a body of marauding

Arabs might not swoop down upon the river bank. The

people lived in terror of their lives. The garrisons were

constantly on the alert. Now all this region is nearly

as quiet as Lower Egypt. A considerable number of

tourists go every winter to Wadi Haifa, and Mr. Cook
conducts them with an easy mind. A dervish in those

parts has become almost as rare a sight as a crocodile.
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And even for some little distance beyond Wadi Haifa

there is a great change. An Egyptian outpost now holds

Sarras, and the Egyptian patrols sweep the country

for many miles south of it, and seldom see an enemy.

The inhabitants, who had all fled before the advance of

the dervishes, arc gradually returning. On the road

between Wadi Haifa and Sarras last winter I saw a

number of families, their camels laden with simple

domestic utensils or bags of seed, slowly wending their

way back to their long-deserted homes.

And what Toski did for the southern frontier, the

engagement at Afafit in the spring of 1891 has done for

the Red Sea Littoral, and for the important distidct

depending on Suakin. Up to the time of that engage-

ment Suakin had for years been practically beleaguered.

The siege was carried on udth more or less vigoiu’. On
one occasion, at the end of 1888, the enemy grew so

troublesome, and entrenched themselves so close to the

walls of the town, that a large foi’ce of Egyptian and

British troops were obliged to tuim them out at the point

of the baj’onet. But whether they were threatening

Suakin itself or simply hanying the surrounding country,

the dervishes under Osman Digna, who has been the life

and soul of the rebellion in this region, were really

masters of the situation. The Egyptian governor of the

Red Sea Littoral was governor within the walls of Suakin,

and no further. And the reason was that the enemy
always had a comfortable base of operations in the fertile

delta of Tokar. Over and over again the military authori-

ties pointed out that, unless this base were captured,

Suakin would continue in a state of siege
;
whereas, if

Tokar were once occupied by Egyptian troops, the whole
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country for many miles round would be easily restored

to tranquillity and to the sovereignty of the Khedive.

But so rooted was the objection in England to anything

like a fresh forward movement in any portion of the

Sudan, that it took several yeai’s to obtain the consent

of the British Government to an advance upon Tokar.

When that advance was, at length, undertaken, there

ensued one short, sharp, and, for perhaps ten minutes,

doubtful engagement. But the steadiness of the Egyptian

soldiers and the conspicuous gallantry and resource of

one or two of the field officers won the day. Osman
Digna suffered a defeat from which he should never

recover, and iir this portion of the Sudan also there

reigns for the present an almost perfect peace, such as

has not been known there for nearly ten years.*

I have passed rapidly over the exploits of the Egyptiarr

army. The limits of my space would not allow me to

dilate on them, er en if 1 believed more than I do in

military history written by civilians. Of greater im-

portance to my subject than the achieverrrents of the

army in the past is the question of its trustworthiness

and efficiency to carry out, in the present and the future,

the objects for which it is maintained. Can it, we may
ask, be relied upon to keep the peace within the borders

of Egypt, and to protect those borders from attack ?

Before proceeding to answer these questions, let me
briefly state the present strength of the army. On
May 1, 1892, it consisted of 14 battalions of infantry

(eight Egyptian, five Sudanese, and one dep6t battalion,

* Since these rrords ^rerc Tuitten, Osman Digna has reappcaicd, hut

the small success attending his latest raid shows how helpless lie is witli*

out his old base at Tokar
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amounting in all to nearly 10,000 men), 10 troops of

cavalry (about 800 men), tlu*ce field batteries and one

garrison battalion (about 900 men), one camel corps

(300 men), besides stall) military police, medical corps,

engineers, transport companies, and so forth. There

Averc IS field guns, and the total numher of guns of

position and machine guns was 100. The full estab-

lishment was 12,902 officers and men; the actual

numbers Avere 12,547. There has been no material

change since then, but I think a small increase is con-

templated for next year. This army, it may he added,

costs, roughly speaking, nearly half a million of money,

or something less than ^£40 a man. That is a very

difterent sum from the £130,000 Avhich a high authority

estimated eight years ago to be the ]>ossible limit of

Egypt’s military expenditure. But at that time, it

must be remembered, the defence of the country was
still largely in the hands of British troops.

As far as internal order is concerned, this force Avould

appear amply sufficient. With mere local disturbances

or Avitli trouble caused by the BedaAvin—the tAVO con-

tingencies Avhich Lord Dufferin contemjilated—it is more
than able to cope. On the other hand, any general

rising, like that of 1882, is, under present conditions,

hardly conceivable. The Arabist rebellion, it will be

remembered, had its origin in the discontent of the army.

But the army is noAv, save for a certain amount of

grumbling among the native officers, perfectly contented.

The great body of the peasantry only took active part

Avith Arabi tardily and after great incitement, nor had
they ever much heart for the business. But at that

time their condition was infinitely worse than it is
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nowadays. An all-round revolt of the fellahin, in their

present state of comparative ease and freedom, is not to

be thought of. What might happen, if the conditions

which prevailed in the latter days of Ismail were to

return, if the administration were once more to get

thoroughly out of hand, and, as a consequence, the needs

of the people were neglected and their burdens increased,

it is impo.ssible to predict. But there is no need at

present to contemplate any such relapse into misgovern-

ment.

There remains the question of defence against ex-

ternal enemies, a question enormously simplified by the

fact that there is in reality only one frontier to be

defended. On the north and cast, along the Mediter-

ranean, the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Suez, Egypt is

no doubt peculiarly liable to maritime attack, while at

the Isthmus she might also be invaded by land, as she

has been on more than one memorable occasion in her

past history. But on those sides Egypt is, to-day, pro-

tected by diplomacy, and if diplomacy did not protect

her, it is perfectly certain that no force raised within

her own borders ever could. Against a naval invasion

by one of the Great Powers, or against a powerful

military expedition, European or Turkish, entering by
the Isthmus of Suez, no Egyptian army which can

be reasonably contemplated would be an efiective pro-

tection. But if the northern and eastern frontiers can

for all practical purposes be left out of account, so can

the western. The vast extent of the Libyan Desert puts

an invasion of considerable proportions on that side,

unless supported from the sea, out of the question.

The vdla of the Egyptian army is thus reduced to
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the duty of defending Egyjit from the south And here

again the problem is of remarkable simplicity. There is

only one road of approach from the south practicable

for a large army, and that road is narrow and easily

defended. I mean the Nile Valley. Moreover, Egypt has,

on the south-east, the groat outlying fortress of Suakin.

This position is important, not only as deterring an

enemy from a possible, though not easily practicable,

advance along the Eed Sea to Kosseir, whence he might

strike across the desert to Kena, but as commanding the

roixte from Berber, the great outlet for the trade of the

Sudan. But when you have once garrisoned Suakin,

and stationed an adequate force in the Nile Valley, your

scheme of defence is completed.

How entirely the idea, that the Egyptian army is

wanted only for external defence, and for external defence

on one side, has now been generally accepted, may bo

seen from the present distribution of the Egyptian forces.

"When Lord Dufferin contemplated his eight battalions,

he stationed them in imagination as follows: three in

Cairo, one in Alexandria, and four distributed in other

parts of Lower Egypt and Nubia; the vague term

“Nubia” meaning, I suppose, in this instance, the

country between Assuan and Haifa. Thus half at least

of the whole army, and possibly more, would have been

in Lower Egypt. Its actual distribution to-day is as

follows : On the Nile frontier (Assuan, ICorosko, AVadi

Haifa, and iSarras), seven battalions
;
at Suakin, three

battalions (including half a battalion at Tokar)
;
at Cairo

and Alexandria, three battalions. Thus nearly three-

fourths of the infantry (including all the black troops)

ai’e at the two southern points of defence—Suakin and
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the Nile frontier—while fully half are stationed at the

latter. And the other arms are distributed in very much
the same proportion. The total numbers are : Frontier,

six thousand men ; Suakin, two thousand six hundred

;

Cairo and Alexandria, four thousand. But then the

four thousand men at Cairo and Alexandria include the

depot battalion, the head-quarter staff, and other central

establishments. The actual fighting force in all Lower
Egypt is less than three thousand men.

There can be no doubt that, as long as the present

purely defensive policy is maintained, the numbers of

men stationed on the frontier and at Suakin—men now
thoroughly trained, encouraged by past successes, and

full of confidence in themselves and their commanders

—

are more than a match for any enemy who is at all

likely to attack them. The insurrectionary movement

in the Sudan, whatever its strength may still be within

certain limits, is, as an expansive and aggressive force,

decidedly on the decline. There is very little probability

of another invasion similar to Nejumi’s, and i,tiu less

of its being commanded by another leader like Nejumi.

But with fn invasion Oii that scale, even if it came, the

Egyptian army at its present strength is perfectly com-

petent to deal.

There remains a more interesting and a more thorny

question, a question continually agitated in Egypt, and

to which, however unpopular may be any reference to the

subject at present, Englishmen cannot permanently close

their eyes. I refer to the re-occupation of the Sudan,

or a part of the Sudan. There is .probably no point in

connection with the much misunderstood problem of

Egypfci about which public opinion in this country is

0
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enveloped in a deeper cloud of pi’ejudice. Nothing,

indeed, could be more natural than the weariness and

disgust which came over British feeling as a consequence

of the wasted heroism and useless slaughter of the years

1884^5. That attitude of mind fully explains the sense

of relief—I might almost say the enthusiasm, with which

the decision to withdraw altogether was, at the time,

generally welcomed. There were a number of people

who even seemed to persuade themselves that, in retiring,

and compelling Egypt to retire, from the Sudan, we were

performing a peculiarly humane, generous, and Christian

act. In reality it is difficult to imagine a subject less

suited for moral self-congratulation.

Personally I am convinced, that not only the original

decision to abandon the Sudan at the end of 1883, but

oven the withdrawal of the British troops from Dongola

after the Nile expedition in 1885, was fully justified by
the circumstances of the case. The defence of both thejse

decisions should, however, be based, not upon their

luoial loftiness, but upon their material necessity. Great

Britain had othei matters to attend to, far more urgent

than crusading in the Sudan. Without Great Britain,

Egypt was much too weak to attempt to hold that

country. The effort might have ruined her, but it could

have done no possible good to the revolted provinces.

Still, while admitting the stem necessity of retreat, and

while admiring the sagacity which recognized and the

determination which executed it, we must surely feel

that that necessity was, from the point of view of

humanity, deeply regrettable. It is not a pleasant

reflection that the former dominions of Egypt in the

Sudan are perhaps the only portion of the world where
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civilization has, during the last fifteen years, distinctly

retrograded—the one region deliberately given back to

barbarism. And it is painful to think that this dark

page in Egyptian history belongs to that chapter of it

which records the fortunes of Egypt while under the

influence of Great Britain.

Fifteen years ago it was as safe to go to Khartum,

and even five hundred miles further up the Nile Valley,

as it was to go to Wadi Haifa and Sarras. Between

Alexandria and Sarras there is perfect security still, but

south of Sarras, and thence onward to the Equator, there

is now no security whatever. No stranger, certainly no

Christian stranger, could be sure of his life for a single

day. I do not suppose there is another point in all the

world where the line of demai'cation between civilization

and the most savage barbarism is moi'e shai'ply marked,

and that line is drawn some thousand miles further back

than it was in the time of Ismail Pasha.

No doubt the government which existed in the Bud^,!!

in Ismail’s time was, for the iuosi part, detestably bad,

but so was the govei'nment of Egypt itself, and for very

much the same reasons. In the one country as in the

other, order was kept and life was safe
; in the one as

in the othei’, the bulk of the population were cruelly

oppressed. But then precisely the same influences,

which have reformed the government of Egypt, would
have sufficed to reform the government of the Sudan.

And bad as the old government of the Sudan was, it

now appears mild and beneficent by comparison with

the savage tyranny which has succeeded it. Frightful,

indeed almost incredible, are the ravages which war,

pestilence, and famine, in their most hideous forms, have
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wrought during the past ten years in the Upper Valley

of the Nile. It is estimated that more than half of the

population have perished. The true features of the

reign of terror at present established in the Sudan, its

cruelty, its bloodthirstiness and its lust—have lately been

revealed to us by an eye-witness of long experience and

unquestionable veracity. The reminiscences of Father

Ohrwalder, the Austrian priest who only this year

effected so miraculous an escape from his ten years’

captivity in that country, are now before the public. It

is impossible for any one to read the story without a

shudder, difficult for an Englishman to read it without

a sense of shame.

So far, then, from there being any obligations of

honour or humanity to justify the abandonment of the

Sudan, honour and humanity alike point to the over-

throw of the bloody despotism of the Khalifa, as soon as

it can be achieved without putting too great a strain on

the resources of Egypt. No doubt that time has not yet

come. If the Egypiiaii Government were to bo left to

itself to-morrow, the recovery of the Sudan is wie nrst

thing it would attempt. In that case it would probably

fail, and it would certainly involve Egypt in fresh finan-

cial difficulties, which might be fatal to her just reviving

prosperity. But while an immediate, perhaps even an

early advance upon the Sudan is unadvisable, there can

be no doubt that such a movement is not only in the long

run inevitable, but would, if wisely timed and gradually

executed, be productive of most desirable results.

For it must not be forgotten that, apart from all

questions of sentiment, Egypt has mateiial interests in

extending her dominions towards the south, the im-
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portance of which cannot be gainsaid. It is not only

a question of trade, though the trade in old times was

considerable, and would assume large and constantly

increasing proportions when order had been restored

for a few years. It is a question of security, and the

sense of security. There can be no permanent rest for

Egypt, as long as a reign of explosive barbarism still

prevails from Suakin to Darfur, and from Wadi Haifa

to Wadelai. The offensive power of that barbarism may
wax or wane—it is certainly on the wane at present—but

it is always a potential source of incalculable mischiefs.

However fireproof a man’s own walls, he can hardly be

expected to sleep quietly with a fire permanently blazing

or smouldering in the neighbouring house.

Moreover, the control of the Nile, at least up to a

point well above the junction of its two great branches,

possesses a quite peculiar importance for Egypt. The

absence of the old daily reports from Khartum as to the

height of the river during the period of its rise is of

itself, as any irrigation engineer will tell you, a very

serious disadvantage to the country. But there is a

graver anxiety behind. The savages of the Sudan may
never themselves possess sufficient engineering skill to

play tricks with the Nile, but for all that it is an un-

comfortable thought that the regular supply of water

by the great river, which is to Egypt not a question of

convenience and prosperity but actually of life, must

always be exposed to some risk, as long as the upper

reaches of that river are not under Egyptian control.

Who can say what might happen, if some day a civil-

ized Power, or a Power commanding civilized skill, were

to undertake great engineering works on the Upper
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Nile, and to divert for the artificial irrigation of that

region the water which is essential for the artificial irri-

gation of Egypt ? Such a contingency may seem very

remote. I admit that it is very improbable. But before

it is laughed out of coui’t, let us consider -what would be

the feelings of the inhabitants of any ordinary country,

our own for instance, if there were even a remote possi-

bility that the annual rainfall could be materially altered

by the action of a foreign Power. Egypt is never likely

to feel at ease, the Egyptian Question can never be re-

garded as even approximately settled, until order is

re-established along the Nile Valley to at least a con-

siderable distance beyond Khartum.

And it must not bo imagined that the reconquest

of the Nile basin will necessarily involve a series of

campaigns at all comparable in severity to those which

have given the name of the Sudan so ominous a sound

in British ears No doubt the power of the Khalifa

will not be upset without at least one severe tussle. It

is true that he is now heartily loathed throughout the

greater part of the countrj\ His authority is main-

tained by the great tribe of the Baggara—including the

blacks, whom they have enrolled under their standard

—and by them alone. But, on the other hand, a well-

considered policy of military centralization—for Ab-
dullah El-Taishi is a statesman after his own fa.shion

—

has put the Baggara and their black auxiliaries in

possession of all the guns and all the ammunition in the

whole of the Sudan. Their tyranny over the otlier

tribes has been a cruel and a destructive one, and it has

ended in leaving them the only effective military force.

At and around Omdurman, which has taken the place of
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Khartum as the capital of the Sudan, is a powerful army
which, though it may be unable to repel attacks upon
the more distant provinces of the Khalifa’s dominions,

would certainly oppose a very formidable resistance to

any enemy advancing upon his head-quarters.

Fortunately, however, there would be no necessity

for Egypt, even if she did attempt the recovery of the

Sudan, to grapple at once with the central power of the

Khalifa. What would almost certainly be done, on any
prudent plan of proceeding, would be, in the first place,

to reoccupy Dongola, with or without a simultaneous

advance on Abu Hamed. It is quite possible that, with

the exercise of a certain amount of diplomacy, the

province of Dongola might be recovered without firing

a shot. The Danagla and the great warlike tribe of the

Jaalin, who lie to the south of them, were the heart and

soul of the original rebellion. The Madhi himself was
of Dongolese extraction. Wad el Nejumi was a Jaali.

But since the leadership of the movement has passed

entirely into the hands of the Baggara, and has been

abused by them for purposes of self-aggrandisement, the

Danagla and the Jaalin are bitterly disaffected. They

may hate the Egyptians, but by this time they certainly

hate the Baggara more. Were an advance to be made
in the first instance only as far as Dongola, it is probable

that the inhabitants would content themselves with a

mere show of resistance, while it would be a dangerous

matter for the Khalifa to send any large number of his

myrmidons several hundred miles from their head-

quarters, to resist the invading army in a country

where, if beaten, they might have the whole population

rising against them.
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Once established at Dongola, and possibly at Abu
Hamed, the Egyptians would not only have recovered

a fertile province, which even in old days easily paid its

expenses, and which is well capable of supporting an

army. They would also occupy inside the Sudan a

position certain to form a rallying point for all the

neighbouring tribes that Avere hostile to the existing

tyranny. The prestige of the Khalifa and his Baggara

would he gi'eatly impaired by the presence of an Egyptian

force within their dominions. Every year there Avould

be more desertion from them to the side of the invaders.

And then two alternatives would present themselves to

the Khalifa. He must either keep quiet in his own
central position and sec the outlying provinces fall away
from him one after the other, or he must advance to

expel the Egyptians from Dongola. If he advanced, ho

would be likely to meet Avith the fate Avhich befell

Nejumi at Toski. If he did not, it would be for Egypt to

choose her own moment for attacking him and striking

the decisive bloAV. She avouUI be in the A^ery advan-

tageous position of being able to postpone her action

until she felt absolutely confident that she could afibrd

the necessary force.

Should the policy of recovering the Sudan by the

gradual method be ultimately adopted, it would not, Avith

good management, involve any intolerable drain on the

finances of Egypt. She need not at any given time

undertake more than she could at that time afford. It

is, no doubt, improbable that any general would care to

attempt the advance on Dongola with a smaller force

than four or five thousand men, though, as a matter of

fact, so large an army might not be needed. But
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Dongola once occupied, the large ganison now main-

tained at Wadi Haifa would not be required at that

place; and, though some allowance must be made for

the necessity of guarding a longer line of communica-

tions, the occupation of Dongola would hardly involve

a permanent addition of as much as four or five thousand

men to the Egyptian army. What additional foi’ces a

yet further advance might necessitate, it is vain at this

moment, while so many of the circumstances are still

conjectural, even to attempt to determine. But, con-

sidei'ing the economy of military strength which might

he effected in many directions, if the one great danger to

Egypt’s existence—a hostile barbarous power in the

central Sudan—were overcome, it does not seem un-

reasonable to believe that an army of twenty thousand

to twenty-five thousand men would permanently suffice

to defend Egypt and the Nile basin, not only up to

Khartum, but as far as Fashoda on the White Nile and

Sennar on the Blue Nile. And this, together with Kas-

sala, is all that we need at present contemplate, perhaps

all that Egypt may ever requii’e. Were she infinitely

stronger than she is, great doubt might still be felt as to

the wisdom of her seeking to re-establish a straggling

empire over the more distant parts of Kordofan, to say

nothing of Darfur, the Bahr cl Ghazal and Equatoria.

I know that there may be strong opposition to the

reconquest of any portion of the Sudan. It will he

argued that, if even in old days that country never paid

its expenses, Egypt can certainly no longer afford tlie

luxury of so costly a dependency. But the reason why
the Sudan was formerly so ruinous to Egypt is, firstly,

because she tried to hold too much of it; secondly,
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because she filled it with a needless swarm of ofiBcials,

civil and military; and, thirdly, because those officials

were utterly bad. If the new Egyptian dominion in the

Sudan were to be confined to the Nile basin; if the

Government were to content itself with maintaining

peace, protecting trade, and keeping a very light hand

upon the tribes, left in all their internal affairs to the

control of their own chiefs and customs
;

if, finally, the

same securities for honest administration were taken in

the Sudan that are now taken in Egypt, there is no

reason why the whole of the necessary country should

not be governed Avithout loss, and, at the same time,

Avithout crushing and irritating the people by excessive

taxation. The Sudan could easily support the cost of

a moderate garrison, and of a very simple civil adminis-

tration, while the indirect gain to Egypt from its

recovery Avould be enormous.

There is one possibility bearing on this subject,

Avhich, however doubtful and remote, it may be Avortli

while to glance at. British infiuence is at the present

moment predominant at the head Avaters of the Nile. It

may be that, failing to recognize the great importance

of Uganda,* we shall abandon our hold on that region.

But, if Ave maintain it, our position there is likely to

have important consequences for the future of the Sudan.

Immediately to the north of Uganda, and thence onward

to the southern limit of the Khalifa’s dominions, is a

country as rich in first-rate fighting material as any in

the Avorld. Tribes of the same character as those who
in the Sudanese battalions form the backbone of the

* This passage was written before the recent public anntrovers7 on

the Uganda Question.
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Egyptian army, or who, under the name of “ Gehadia,”

are so formidable an element in the Khalifa’s military

strength, will be within the reach and at the disposal of

any civilized Power, which has once fii’mly established

itself on the Nyanza Lakes. And, on the other hand.

Great Britain is particularly rich in the class of men
who can train, control and lead troops, such as these

tribes would supply. The negroids of the southern Sudan

are a strange mixture of courage and helplessness. Left

to themselves, they arc powerless. Their backward in-

telligence, their inability to combine, and their want of

leaders have made them at all times an easy prey to the

Arab slave raiders, who in mere valour arc by no means

their superiors. But they will fight splendidly under

any leaders who have the gift and habit of command.

It has been proved that they make excellent soldiers

with British officers at their head. It is certain that,

given the choice, they would rather serve any one than

the Baggara Arabs. Some of the best blacks in the

Egyptian army are descrtei-s from the other side.

It is thus not impossible that the ultimate fall of the

Baggara tyranny may be due to concurrent if not com-

bined pressure fi'om the south and from the north. In

that case, the time may not be so far distant, when order

will be restored throughout the whole of the Sudan, its

childlike races relieved from the oppression under which

they have suffered for centuries, and the slave-trade

finally extinguished in that part of Africa. But, attrac-

tive as such a vision is, the possibility of Egypt being

assisted, directly or indirectly, in her advance upon the

Sudan, by a corresponding movement from the south, is

evidently not a thing to be counted upon. And even
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without such aid she ought ultimatelj’’ to be able, in the

manner already indicated, to recover so much of the

Upper Nile valley as is of absolute importance to her.

I have been looking far ahead. Let me repeat that,

fair as I believe the prospects of Egypt in the direction

of the Sudan to be, they might easily be spoiled by ex-

cessive haste. Time fights on her side. Every year her

finances are growing better able to stand the strain of

an important military expedition. Every year her army
becomes better organized, more consolidated, more con-

fident in itself. Every year the tyranny of the Khalifa

becomes more intolerable, while he himself, whose strong

personality alone makes the continuance of that tyranny

possible, is one step nearer the grave, to which care and

debauchery are rapidly hurrying him. Egypt can afford

to wait, though, for the sake of humanity, we may hope

that she will not have to wait very long.

But, of course, when I speak of Egypt being able to

wait, of time fighting on her side, of her army growing

stronger as the years go on, I mean the army as at present

constituted, the army with British direction at its head,

and with a certain number of British oflicers. The
presence of the British ofiicers has been the essence of

the reorganization of the Egyptian army so far. Were
that influence to disappear, I do not say the army would
collapse (though I have my own opinions on the subject),

but I do say that it would be absolutely impossible to

predict anything with regard to it. You could no longer

make any calculation as to the future, based upon the

immediate past, because you would have struck out of

the calculation precisely that factor which in the im-

mediate past has been the most important.
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I am not one of those who hold that everything, that

has been done in Egypt during the past ten years, is

due to Englishmen. I am the first to recognize the

very important part which has been played in the

revival of the country by natives and other Europeans.

I do not believe that the indefinite continuance of Bidtish

control in its present form is essential to the ultimate

welfare of Egypt. I see great improvement in the self-

governing capacity of its inhabitants, and I look forward

to still greater improvement in the same direction. But
optimist and Egyptian as I am, I cannot conceal from

myself or from my readers, that the command of the

army is one of the last things that it wiU be safe to

hand over entirely to native management. No doubt

the quality of the native officers is much improved. As
juniors they are often excellent, and even in the command
of regiments some of them have proved a success. But,

can any one say that, taken all round, they as yet

possess that initiative and that sense of re.sponsibility

which would justify their being entrusted with the

exclusive direction of affairs ? Have they sufficient

confidence in themselves, or would they, unsupported,

inspire sufficient confidence in their men? I do not

believe that any honest man, acquainted with the facts,

could answer these questions with a confident affirmative.

It was a fatal flaw in the Wolff Convention, which,

in other respects, had many good points, that it bargained

for the ces,sation of British control over the Egyptian

army within two years after the withdrawal of the

British troops from the country. The only thing to

have made the withdrawal of the British troops reason-

ably safe would have been to maintain for a long period
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the British direction of the native troops. If our dealing

with the army has been perhaps the most conspicuous

success in the •whole of our labours for the reorganization

of Egypt, it must he remembered that this is the field

in which we have had the most absolutely free hand.

Nobody thought of interfering with Sir Evelyn Wood or

Sir Francis Grenfell. It is not probable that any one

Avill interfere with the new Sirdar, General Kitchener,

who succeeded Sir Francis last April. But the more

absolute British control has been, the more serious are

likely to be the consequences of its withdrawal.

Do not let me be supposed to suggest that we must

abandon the hope of ultimately training a sufficient

number of natives competent to fill positions of command.

Quite the contraiy. In making soldiers we have had a

splendid success. To crown the work, we ought to end

by making officers. Nor can there be the smallest doubt

that the British heads of the army recognize this duty

and do their best to accomplish it. But it is another

question whether they ai'e quite bold enough in making
the necessary experiments. If the native officers are

still wanting in initiative and self-reliance, there seems

nothing for it but to multiply their opportunities of

pi-actising these qualities. To do so would probably

lead to some failures, and there certainly was a time

when affairs were so critical that nothing whatever

could be risked. But that is not quite the case to-day.

The present, if any, is the moment for trying gradually

to increase the number of native officers in responsible

positions. When the army was first formed, there were
twenty-seven British officers to six thousand men. To-

day there ai-e seventy-six British officers to twelve
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thousand five hundred men, and there are about forty

British non-commissioned officers besides. The propor-

tion, instead of diminishing, has increased. The heavy

duties, suddenly thrown on the young army at a most

critical moment, explain and justify that increase; but

it certainly Avould seem that, in the interests of both

British and Egyptians, it is not desirable to go much
further in this direction.

I have referred already to the existence of a certain

covert discontent among the native officers, on account

of the slowness of promotion in the higher grades. And
this is perfectly natural. The commanders of companies

to-day include a great number of young men who have

come into the army since 1882, having passed through

the Military School. The whole period of their service

has been under the English .system. We have given

them a thorough training, and, though we may know
that many of them suffer from some want of character

which unfits them for further advancement, it cannot bo

supposed that they can see with equanimity a number

of young English subalterns passed over their heads, to

occupy at once the positions of majors. Without taking

at all an alarmist view of such grumbling—for after all

what army in the world is not full of complaints about

the slowness of promotion ?—^it is evidently desirable to

remove any reasonable grounds for it, which may exist.

From every point of view it would be a wise policy to

increase as soon as possible the number of native officers

advanced to the higher posts, always provided that

British control at head-quarters remains strong enough

to ensure promotions being made rigidly by merit, as

without this control they certainly would not be.
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There is another reason, of more importance perhaps

than the fear of native discontent, which should weigh

against the multiplication of British officers in the army.

Here, as elsewhere in the Egyptian service, what is essen-

tial to the success of British induence, is not the quantity

of Englishmen but their quality. There is no point in the

whole wide sphere of our power where it is more impor-

tant to select most carefully the Englishmen whom you

employ. And of course, if you are going in for picked

men, you handicap yourself by demanding large numbers.

The Egyptian army has in the course of years neces-

sarily lost many of those Englishmen who were in it

from the beginning, who had taken part in the work of

its creation, and who had gained an invaluable experi-

ence of the country and the people. Fortunately there

are some of that class remaining, such as the new Sirdar

himself, the Adjutant-General, Colonel Bundle, the Mili-

tary Governor of the Frontier, Colonel Wodchouse, and

several other excellent officers. But there are also a

number of young and as yet inexperienced men, and

what is perhaps more serious, there is some danger of

a considerable substitution of new for old officers at an
early date. There is no reason to doubt that the former

will in time be as much improved as their predecessors

by the wonderful opportunities which the Egyptian

service affords for the development of the best qualities

of English soldiers. But it is not a good plan to intro-

duce too many new hands at once, especially as it is

quite impossible that they should possess for some time

to come the same influence over the native officers as the

old men whom, they replace and whom the natives have

been accustomed to obey and to look up to from the first.
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Xothing indeed is more to be deprecated than a too

frequent change of the British officers in the army. It is

reported that the British War Office, impressed by the

special efficacy of the Egyptian service for turning boys

into men, desires to pass a large number of young officers

through that service as quickly as possible. This plan

may bo very good for the English army, but it is not at

all good for the Egyptian. Egypt is a very peculiar

country, which it takes .some time to know. Arabic is

a very difficult language, which even with a serious

effort—not always, I fear, made by Engli.shmen—it takes

several j-cars to learn. Yet a know ledge of the peculi-

arities of the country and people, and a good command
of the colloquial language, arc most important elements

in the utility of Englisliuien, and above all of English

officers in Egypt. The men who have acquu-ed these

qualities are much too valuable to be lightly dispensed

with. Of course, no one expects English officers to sta}’^

in the Egyptian army all their lives. But neither is it

desirable that their passage through it should be a very

hurried one. Moreover, that is not at all the desire

of the officers themselves. As a rule, they grow very

interested in the country and the work, and the more

interested they are, the gi'eater is their value. They

like to stay, and, where they have proved themselves

efficient, they should be allowed to do so as long as

possible. For the maintenance of the authority of

British officers, not by virtue of their numbers, but of

their character, capacity, and experience, will remain, for

some time longer, essential to the weU-being of the army,

and to the safety and repose of Egypt.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE RACE AGAINST BANKRUPTCY.

Few people realize the fascination of Finance. This is

the more remarkable because, in a way, there is nothing

which men love to talk about so much as money. How
many thousands A has got, in what venture B made his

fortune, who lost most heavily in that last panic on the

Stock Exchange—such topics possess a perennial attrac-

tion in the club no less than in the market-place. But

when it comes to bo a qae.stion of the resources, not of

an individual, but of a society, a municipality, or a state,

the subject, except among experts, is generally voted

dull. The human interest, somehow, seems to be wanting.

In reality it is not wanting, only it docs not lie on the

surface. It needs to be extricated from the super-

incumbent mass of repellent details, from columns of

figures about debts and sinking funds, exports and

imports, rates and incidence of taxation, and, in the

special case of Egypt, from the artificial and complicated

restrictions under which the business of the Tx’easury

has to be carried on.

And yet, if only they could find a skilful exponent,

the financial vicissitudes of Egypt during the past twenty

or thirty years would make a stirring tale. Some day.
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it is to be hoped, a man will be found bold enough, and

with patience enough, to relate that tale with all its

incidents, which arc so dramatic, so humorous and so

full of surprise. And if he does his work well, the book

will read like a novel. It would be vain to hope that

this element of romance will not disappear in the present

necessarily brief and business-like resume. But I can

at least indicate whore the treasure lies for him who has

time and energy to work the mine.

The story naturally presents itself in the form of a

trilogy : Prodigality, Ruin, Recuperation. And each

successive stage of the threefold drama has been remark-

able for its intensity. Never was there a wilder career

of public extravagance than that of Egypt under Ismail

Pasha. Rarely has the inevitable retribution been so

sudden, so thorough, fraught with such widespread

misery, resisted by such extraordinary shifts, or pro-

ductive of such momentous consequences. And even

more rarely, perhaps, has the recovery from utter collapse

been so unexpected or so signal.

But there is another attraction about Egyptian

Finance, deeper and more permanent than the sensational

ups and downs, which characterize its recent history. I

mean the closeness of its relation to human life. The
men who control the Exchequer in more highly developed

countries are, of course, well aware that it is not with

statistics, and balance-sheets, not with the mere para-

phernalia of Finance that they are really dealing, but

with the well-being, the comfort, the happiness, even the

morality of their fellow-citizens. This is the great fact

underlying Finance, a fact more or less important accord-

ing to the special circumstances of each community, yet
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of vast importance even for those nations, among whom,

as in the United States, individualwealth is comparatively

independent of the action of the State. But nowhere in

the Avorld is the bearing of public economy upon private

welfare either more direct or more evident than in Egypt.

In other countries it is possible to lose sight of it. In

Egypt, it is alwaj's before one’s eyes. The man must be

a fool indeed, who, sitting in the Finance OfBce at Cairo,

in anj’^ position of command, is not constantly reflecting

upon the condition and needs of the people. Can he

afibi’d to lighten taxation in such and such a 2Jrovincc,

where agriculture is staggering under an intolerable

burden ? Can he somehow squeeze out money suflicient

to make a canal in one district, where irrigation is

inadequate, or to drain another district, whei’e irrigation

is excessive ? Will he be allowed to add to the " adminis-

trative expenditure ” the sum necessary to sanitate Cairo,

or to fill up the stagnant pools, which breed fever in so

many of the country town.s and villages ? What funds

can be spared for the construction of railways, which

shall bring the lich jproduce of remote comers of the

country to a profitable market ? Is it yet safe, from the

financial point of view, to extend 2ii’imary education, or

to establish Courts of Summary Justice in every locality ?

In what order are all these clamoi’ous and competing

needs to be approached and grappled with ?

Such problems are, no doubt, familiar to all who have

had experience of public work in India. The attraction

they possess must be felt, wherever a backward country

is under the control of civilized administrators. But
nowhere, it may safely be asserted, are questions of this

sort more numerous, more urgent, or more absorbing
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than in the Valley of the Nile. In Egypt the State is

everything. Upon it, and its capacity to help them,

depend the very food and health of the people. Pros-

perity, nay, decent existence is impossible with a dis-

ordered Treasury.

The kind of work which I have been describing is

different indeed from wliat in many quarters is still re-

garded as the great preoccupation of Egyptian financiers.

How long, I wonder, shall we have to struggle against

the hardy anachronism, that the interest of Egyptian

Finance centres in the Debt, and that the financial

authorities of tlie country ai’e the mere bailiffs of the

bondholders? As a matter of fact, now that it has

once been established that the resources of Egypt, under

present management, can bear the interest of the Debt,

at its present rate, the last people whom an Egyptian

Finance Minister, nominal or virtual, need trouble his

head about, are these very bondholders. The creditors

of Egypt, he is well awai-e, are safe enough. Except

when an occasion presents itself to reduce the interest

by the legitimate method of conversion, the Debt need

no longer have a foremost place in his mind. It is a

great unpleasant fact, but it is far from being a subject

of constant solicitude. Even the Commissioners of the

Caisse, who only exist to protect the creditors, and who
from time to time, to justify their existence, get up a

little fuss about some supposed danger to interests, which

in their hearts they know to be peifectally secure—even

the Commissioners of the Caisse, I say, are more occupied

nowadays with projects for employing their Beserve

Fund in developing the wealth of the country than with

needless anxieties about the coupon. And in their new
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capacity, it is only fair to add, they have acquired a new
usefulness, and have sometimes shown a wise and far-

sighted liberality. There was a time, no doubt, when
the Debt was everything, when the qualities most needed

in the financial administration of Egypt were the gifts

and experience of a banker. But at present the head of

that administration does not need to he a banker. It is

not essential that he should know much about the Stock

Market What he does need to he, is a political econo-

mist. What it is essential that he should know about, is

the economic and social condition of the people.

And for a political economist I can imagine no ex-

perience more interesting or more instructive than that

of practical contact with Egyptian affairs. The working

of great economic laws, which is apt to be obscured h)'

the complexities of an advanced civilization, may here,

under simpler conditions and in a limited area, be clearly

traced by any intelligent observer. Economic causes pro-

duce their theoretically correct results with a swiftness

and an exactitude not easily visible in other lands. The
removal of a burdensome tax, whether paid in money or

in labour, is promptly justified by an increase in the

productive and the purchasing power of the people. A
growth of exports, resulting from the heightened fertility

of the land, is followed with remarkable precision by
a corresponding growth of imports. The vei’y nature

of the goods imported affords unmistakable evidence as

to what class of the population has benefited by the

increase of production. Or, to take an illustration of

a difierent kind, the value of a particular outlay upon
irrigation may be calculated within a very few years in

terms of sugar or of cotton.
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And this is true not of economic doctrines only, but

of the deeper laws, which connect economics with politics

and with morality. Of these laws also the recent history

of Egypt affords the most impressive illustration. No-

where does the condition of the people respond more
rapidly to good or to had government. No country is

easier to ruin by misrule. The tremendous financial

sma.sh which marked the elo.sing years of the reign of

Ismail Pasha was the result of a disregard, not only of

every economic, but of every moral pi’ineiple.

Ismail himself is as fine a type of the spendthrift as

can well be found, whether in history or fiction. No
equally reckless prodigal ever possessed equally unlimited

control of equally vast resources. He came to the throne

at a moment when there seemed no limit to the potential

wealth of Egypt. The whole land was his to do what

he liked with. All the world was ready to lend him

money to develop it. Moreover, Ismail combined in

himself every quality, good as well as bad, that goes to

make the ideal squanderer. Luxurious, voluptuous, am-

bitious, fond of display, devoid of principle, he was, at

the same time, full of the most magnificent schemes for

the material improvement of the country. Over and

above the millions wasted in entertainments, in largess,

in seusuality, in the erection of numerous palaces

—

structurally as rotten as they are cesthetically abominable

—he threAV away yet other millions upon a vast scheme

of agricultural development, started with inadequate

knowledge at inordinate cost.

When with the close of the American War the fall in

the price of cotton threatened to sweep away the foun-

dations of Egypt’s sudden but precarious prosperity,
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Ismail conceived the notion of recouping the loss by the

production of sugar on an enormous scale. The idea

was in itself a good one. Sugar has already turned out

a very valuable crop in Egypt, and wc are likely to hear

more of it in the future. But undertaken, as Ismail

undertook it, the new fonn of cultivation proved, at the

outset, a gigantic failure A whole country-side—part,

1iy the waj”, of the vast estates, which the Khedive

confiscated from their rightful owners and cultivated

by forced labour—Avas turned into a sugar plantation.

Twelve large factories were started, and supplied with

the mo.st costly machinery, much of which was never

used. The w'hole system was wasteful and unintelligent

to a degree which is past belief. But the crimes and

follies, colossal as the Pyramids or the Temple of Karnak,

which belong to that epoch of financial madness, need not

detain us here. It is their consequences, and the means

by which Egypt is at length escaping from those con-

sequences, with which wc have to deal.

And the consequences were aijpalling. "When Ismail

came to the throne in 18G3, the debt of Egypt w'as onl^'

a little over three millions. The annual revenue of the

country was amply sufficient to meet all needful ex-

penditure, yet by the end of 1876 the debt had risen to

eighty-nine millions. It had been increased nearly thirty-

fold in thirteen years. A country of six million inhabi-

tants and only five million acres of cultivated land had
added to its burdens at the rate of seven millions a year.

And at the same time the taxation of the land had been

increased by something like fifty per cent There is

nothing in the financial history of any country, from

the remotest ages to the present time, to equal this

carnival of extravagance and oppression.
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No rloubt it would be unfair to set it all down to the

account of the Khedive himself. Ismail has long since

fallen beyond all hope of recovery. Once an omnipo-

tent despot, filling a conspicuous place in the eyes of

mankind, ho is now a despised suppliant, and indeed

virtually a captive, at the Court of Constantinople. It

is impossible to pity him, even in this depth of degra-

dation. But let me not make him out woi’se than he
was. If the personality of Ismail was an essential

factor in the ruin of his country, it needed a whole series

of unfortunate conditions to render that personality as

pernicious as it actually became. It needed a nation

of submissive slaves, not only bereft of any vestige of

liberal institutions, but devoid of the slightest .spark of

the spirit of liberty. It needed a bureaucracy, which it

would have been hard to equal for its combination of

cowardice and corruption. It needed the whole gang

of swindlers—mostly European—by whom Ismail was
surrounded, and to whom, with his phenomenal in-

capacitj’ to make a good bargain—.strange characteristic

in a man so radically dishonest—he fell an easy prey.

Too much importance is commonly attached, in

accounting for the financial disasters of Egypt, to the

amount of Ismail’s borrowings on the Stock Markets of

Europe. It is true that his methods of raising money

in that quarter showed a progi’essive degeneration. His

first loan—and it was one of moderate proportions—was

brought out through a house of high credit and reputa-

tion, and its terms, though stiff, were very far from

being exorbitant. As his demands increased, he had

recourse to agents of a more speculative character. The

sums actually received for every £100 of nominal capital
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rapidly diminished. Of the great £32,000,000 loan of

1873, for instance, only £20,700,000 reached the Egyp-

tian Treasury. But these transactions, though extrava-

gant, were not dishonest or hopelessly insane. The same

cannot be said of the multitude of short loans which,

renewed at ever-increasing rates, and swollen at each

renewal by arreas of interest, resulted in the accumula-

tion of an enormous Floating Debt, the total of which was

treble or quadruple the amount of the original advances.

Nor was this the whole extent of the mischief.

The money actually realized was often not Ismail’s to

spend, even upon his own extravagances. Not less than

£3,350,000 had to be paid, under an award of the

Emperor Napoleon III., to the Suez Canal Company, as

an indemnity for modifications or breaches of the original

concession. The total amount sunk by the Egyptian

Government in the Canal is given in Mr. Cave’s Keport

of March, 1876, as £16,075,000; yet Egypt has no longer

any share whatever in the vast profits of that undertak-

ing. Reference has already been made to the large sums

required to meet preposterous claims brought against

Ismail by foreign adventurers, to whom his speculative-

ness, his trickery, and his imbusiness-like character gave

ample opportunities for extortion. And even when he

could afford to spend some of his borrowings upon him-

self or upon the country, he always contrived to get

the least possible value for his money. The contracts

entered into bj^ the “ Daira ” * or the Government were

monuments of wastefulness. The prices paid in hard

cash for material obtained from Europe were on the

* The “Daira” was the Khedive’s private estate, ultimately sur-

rendered by him to one section of his creditors.
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scale of those, at which a fashionable tailor supplies

goods upon credit to young men of large prospects but

no immediate income. Attempts have often been made
to calculate what proportion of the debt contracted by
Ismail was really spent for the good of the country. In

view of the absolute chaos of the accounts previous to

1876, such calculations are wholly futile. One thing

alone is certain : that the proportion was incredibly

small. I doubt myself whether the portion of Ismail’s

loans, devoted to works of permanent utility—always

excluding the Suez Canal—was equal to ten per cent,

of the amount of debt which he contracted.

And all this time, be it remembered, while money was

being raised in these enormous quantities by profligate

borrowings at home and abroad, the people were subjected

to the most cruel exactions. Not only Avas the rate of

taxation increased, but no regard was paid to the nominal

rate in the sums actually extorted. This is, after all, by
far the Avorst feature in tliat era of frightful misgovem-

ment. But bad as the system was, it had one saving

merit. It was so bad that it wrought its own cure by
making foreign intervention inevitable. That interven-

tion, no doubt, perpetuated the Debt, but it also, in the

long run, put an end to the habitual plunder of the

people by their OAvn rulers. The condition of Egypt to-

day, even with the burden of more than £100,000,000

tied tightly on her back, is better than it would have

been, had she been able to repudiate every penny of these

millions, but had remained, at the same time, subject to

the reign of ofiScial tyranny and extortion, which preceded

the establishment of European control.

But it took a long time to place the Debt of Egypt
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upon an endurable footing, and meanwhile the country

was destined to meet wth many fresh disasters. The

first general settlement of all its liabilities, which was

efiected on the proposals of Mr. Goschon and M, Joubert

in November, 1876, was of very short duration. The
arrangement, indeed, was a reasonable one upon the

facts as stated to those gentlemen, but unfortunately

the statement was wholly misleading. Whether or not

the accounts were deliberately cooked, they certainly

did not reveal the true position of things.

Indeed, that position remained a mystery until the

Khedive in April, 1878, after a long struggle, consented

to the a23pointinent of a Commission, anned with full

powers to examine, not only the revenue but the whole

administrative system. As soon as this Commission had

finished its elaborate and searching inquiry, it became

evident that a reduction of the interest on the Debt

was inevitable if the work of government was not to

come to an absohrte standstill. That reduction was,

after a series of desperate manoeuvres on the part of the

Khedive, ending only with his deposition, carried into

effect by the Law of Liquidation of July, 1880. The

effect of this Law was to wipe out the Floating Debt,

to consolidate the obligations of Egypt in a few great

loans, and to fix the interest at a rate, which under

normal conditions it was possible, though still very

difficult, for the countiy to pay. But in the interval of

nearly four years between the Goschen settlement and

the Law of Liquidation, the liabilities of Egypt had
been increased by something like ten millions owing to

the frantic expedients to which Ismail, in the death

agony of his power, had been forced to have recourse.
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Ismail’s financial policy was never more reckless

than in the latter days of his reign. The short loans

constantly prolonged on ruinous terms, the anticipation

of revenue, the staving oft’ of urgent creditors by the

delivery of depreciated securities, all destined to bo

ultimately paid off at par (in one instance a debt of

£72,000 was redeemed by the surrender of not less than

£230,000 of Unified Stock), such and suchlike follies

succeeded one another thick and fast during the disas-

trous 3'ears 1877, 1878, 1879. It was certainly high

time that this insensate mismanagement should, by
whatever means, he brought to an end.

Immediately after the passing of the Law of Liqui-

dation the Debt of Egypt was composed as follows :

—

Privileged Delit £22,629,800

Unified Debt 58,043,326

Daira Loan 0,512,804

Domains Loan . . . . 8,500,000

Total £98,685,030

The rate of interest was five per cent, on the Privileged

and the Domains Loan.s, and four per cent, upon the

Unified and the Daira, but the Daira was entitled to a

further one per cent, contingent upon certain circum-

stances which have, however, never risen. Leaving out

of account the interest on the Daira and Domains

Loans—which would, it was hoped, he defrayed by the

yield of the respective estates—the charge upon the

revenues of Egypt, for the service of the Debt, amounted

to £E3,410,000 * per annum; (£El,157,000 for the Pri-

* It is one of tbe pleasures in the life of an Egyptian financier that, in

addition to the other complexities of his business, he has to be constantly

dealing with two different pounds ; the pound sterling and the pound
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vileged, and £E2,253,000 for the Unified.) Adding to

these figures the tribute due to Turkey, the interest on

the Suez Canal shares bought by England, the Mukabala

(an annual payment to certain landholders, whose taxes

had been anticipated by Ismail), and a few minor charges,

the total encumbrances of the country fell only just short

of £E4,500,000, not reckoning the sums which might

be necessary to make up the deficits of the Domains and

the Daira. As the whole revenue of Egypt at that time

amounted to little more than nine million.s—in 1881, a

very prosperous year, it was £E9,229,000—it will be

seen that just about half the receipts were, under the

most favourable circumstances, diverted to the discharge

of the liabilities, which had been piled up dming the

preceding fifteen years.

The burden was enormous, but, heavy as it was, it

had only been rendered bearable at all by heavy sacrifices

on the part of the bondholders. The four per cent'

interest on the Unified Debt was vastly lower than any

of the various rates at which the loans amalgamated

into that debt had originally been borrowed, and was

only two-thirds of the rate assigned to it in the settle-

ment of Mr. Goschen and M. Joubert. In many quarters

it is still the fashion to speak of the Egyptian Bond-

holders as if it was they who were the blood-suckers

that ruined the country. But it is high time to abandon

such pernicious nonsense. The ultimate holders of the

bonds are the last people in the world who can be held

Egyptian, which latter ie, roughly speaking, equal to £1 Os. Gd. The Eg} p-

tian pound is divided into 100 piastres, 97| ofwhich are the exact equivalent

of the English pound. I shall always designate Egyptianpoundsby the sien
<‘£E,” leaving to “£” its usual significance as indicating the pound sterling.

The amount of the capital of the Debt is always stated in pounds steiliug.
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responsible foi- the misfortunes of Egypt, Avliile the real

criminals are well out of reach of all the misdirected

abuse, which is constantly poured forth upon this subject.

The arrangement embodied in the Law of Liquida-

tion, the Avork of able and conscientious men Avho had

made themselves masters of the subject, Avas based on

just and reasonable ideas, but it left no margin for con-

tingencies. We can sec noAV, looking back upon it, that

it Avas a mistake to make at that time any immediate

provision for a Sinking Fund. The intention was

excellent, hut Egypt was not yet in a position, in which

she could afford to begin reducing her liabilities. It

Avould have been Avisor to rest content, for the moment,

Avith putting a stop to the continual increase of them,

and to devote all the revenue that remained, after the

payment of the interest, to the administrative needs of

the country, Avhich had been shockingly neglected during

the preceding years of desperate embarrassment. It was

good, indeed it Avas essential, to check administrative

Avastc
j
but the Law of Liquidation went further. It

not only suppressed the extravagances, but it trenched

upon the necessaries of government. By reducing too

rapidly the expenditure on the public services, and
especially on the army, it contributed in some degree to

that revolutionary movement, Avhich Avas destined to

upset the financial equilibrium of Egypt almost as soon

as it had been re-established.

During the brief period of tranquillity and better

government, Avhich intervened between the LaAv of

Liquidation and the rise of Arabi, the Debt was reduced

by something like a million. But the revolution and its

consequences, more especially the great fire of Alexandria
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and the di&a&trous events in the Sudan, added to the

burdens of the country an amount nearly ten times as

groat as that by •which they had been diminished during

this brief but delusive period of revival. As soon as

order liad been restored, the Finance Ministry, under the

able guidance of Sir Auckland Colvin, and subsequently

of Sir Edgar Vincent, made heroic efforts to grapple with

an impossible situation. The most rigid economy was

enforced from end to end of the administration, and great

ingenuity was displayed in developing all possible sources

of revenue by every means compatible with honesty and

sound economic principle.

In this painful struggle the successive Financial

Advisers derived invaluable as.sistance from Blum Pasha,

at that time Under Secretary of State for Finance. Blum
Pasha, who is of Jewish extraction and Austrian nation-

ality, left Egypt in 1890 to fill an important place in the

financial world of Vienna ;
but during the fourteen years

of his presence at the Finance Ministry in Cairo, and
especially during the period of great pciqfiexity imme-
diately succeeding the revolution, he rendered memorable

services to the country. His industry, patience, and tact,

coupled with a natural resourcefulness in matters of

finance, which had been developed by his training and

experience as a banker, were qualities admirably suited

to the situation. It is one of the greatest advantages,

which Egypt has in recent times derived from the direc-

tion of her policy by a civilized power, that the country

has been able for the first time to make full use of men
of this character. The Government of Ismail was not

wanting in European experts, whether in finance or in

other branches of administration, at the very time when
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it came so hopelessly to grief. But its wisest and most

capable employes were without influence. Their counsels

were disregarded and their capacity rendered useless. It

is not enough to have well-qualified Europeans in the

Egyptian service in order to keep things straight. It is

necessary that there should be some power behind them
to give effectiveness to their advice.

But, despite all the skill devoted to finance during

the troublous years 1883 and 1884, it was perfectly

evident to everybody, that no amount of good manage-

ment could pull Egypt through without some fi-esh

external assistance. A new loan had become inevitable,

if the question of the Alexandria Indemnities was to be

settled, or the debts due to the rebellion and to the war

in the Sudan cleared ofi! Without such a loan the

Treasury would soon be absolutely empty, and the means

of paying for the everyday work of government would

not bo forthcoming. And if it was necessary to raise

a new loan, it was no less necessary to readjust the

existing distribution of the revenue between the govern-

ment and the bondholder’s. During the year 1883, the

revenues assigned to the Debt produced so lai’ge a surplus

that, after frrll payment of the interest, it was found

possible to redeem £800,000 of the capital. But in the

very same year the revenues assigned to administration

fell short of the expenditure by more than £E1,600,000.

It was clearly ruinous to pay ofiF a funded debt, bearing

only four or five per cent, interest, if while so doing the

Government was obliged to borrow on short loans at

much higher rates. In addition to the new loan, there-

fore, the circumstances imperatively demanded some

change in the Law of Liquidation.

Q
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To be able to modify the Law of Liquidation, the

Egyptian Goveminent requii’ed the consent of the Great

Powers. To raise a new loan, it required the consent,

not only of the Great Powers, but of Turkey. It was in

order to bring about an agreement between all these

parties that the London Conference met in the summer
of 188-i. The discussions of that body resulted in nothing

;

but the minute examination of the resources of Egypt,

which was made by the financial delegates attached to

the Conference, was not wasted labour. There was an

English proposal for the rc-establLshment of financial

equilibrium, based on a report of great ability drawn up

by Sir Evelyn Baring, Sir Reginald Welby, Sir River,

s

Wilson, and Sir James Carmichael. There was a French

counter-proposal, not less able, though animated by a less

liberal spirit, the author of which was M. de Blignibres.

Those proposals, together with those made by Lord

Northbrook after his short visit to Egypt in the autumn
of the same year, served as the basis of the negotiations,

which took place between the Powers in the winter of

1884-85, and which ended in the conclusion of the

London Convention in March, 1885.

That Convention is the organic law of Egyptian

Finance to the present day. The .system established by
it, though not without faults, was a great improvement

on the Law of Liquidation, and for the first time

rendered the financial salvation of the country possible.

Indeed, the wonder is, how, in view of the indifference

of most of the Powers to the welfare of Egypt, and the

bitter annoyance of France at our presence in that

country, the English Government ever succeeded in in-

ducing all the parties concerned to agree to so reasonable
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an arrangement. It would probably never have done

so, had it not been for the interest felt by the Powers,

and especially by France, in the payment of the

Alexandria Indemnities. Great Britain was in a perfectly

inexpugnable position in refusing to settle those claims

unless all other outstanding liabilities of the Egyptian

Government were provided for at the same time. It is

to the lever given to the British Government by the

question of the Indemnities, and to the concession made
to Germany and Russia in allowing each of them to

appoint a Commissioner to the Oaisse de la Dette (which

henceforth consisted of six instead of four members),

that the Egyptian Government owes the London Con-

vention.

Thei’e arc two groat points to be noticed about that

important agreement.* In the first place, it empowered

Egypt to raise nine millions sterling by means of a loan

guaranteed by all the Powers, and to make the annuity

of £315,000, set aside for the service of this loan, a first

charge upon the revenues assigned to the Debt. With the

security afforded by the guarantee of the Powers, the

new money was obtained on excellent terms. The nominal

amount borrowed in order to obtain £9,000,000 of ready

money was only £9,424,000, and as the interest did not

exceed three per cent, the annuity of £315,000 not only

sufficed to cover that interest, but left a substantial sum
over for the reduction of the capital.

To obtain nine millions in cash for an annual pay-

ment of £315,000, was something quite unheard of in the

history of Egyptian Finance. No fairy godmother ever

produced a richer or more unexpected gift. The sum in

* Seo note to page 68.
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question not only paid the Alexandria Indemnities, and

wiped out the deficits of the years 1S82-1S85, but pro-

vided a round million for new works of irrigation.

The history of that million is one of the most

marvellous chapters even in the romantic history of

Egyptian Finance. The old saw recommends “ a hair of

the dog that bit you.” The million in question was, to

all appearances, a remedy quite as illogical. That a

country, which had been ruined by excessive expenditure

and reckless borrowing, should borrow once more in the

very moment of insolvency, and should do so, not merely

to clear off existing liabilities, but actually to plunge

into fresh exiienditure, seemed contrary to every maxim
of financial prudence. There were not wanting critic.s

of the highest repute, who were vehemently hostile to

the proposed now outlay. And in principle they were

entirely right. Not in one case out of a hundred would
such a policy have been justifiable. But Egypt, the

land of exceptions, supplied just that hundredth case.

It was life and death to her to put the great central

works, upon which the irrigation of the Delta depended,

into proper working order. To do so required a capital

expenditure which was beyond the means of the annual

budget of the Public Works Ministry. This extra million

just proved the necessary capital. It saved the irri-

gation system, and with it the finances of Egypt. It

has brought in cent, per cent. Of all the extraordinary

contrasts of which the history, and especially the finan-

cial history, of Egypt is so full, there is none more
striking than that of the countless millions borrowed

by Ismail and this single million for irrigation
;

the

former raised with ease in the heyday of fortune, the
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latter only obtained after a hard struggle when Egypt’s

power of borrowing seemed almost extinct
;
the former

squandered with [so little benefit to the country, the

latter of such incalculable value in the re-establishment

of her prosperity.

Less easy to explain than the Guaranteed Loan,

but not loss necessary to understand, for any one who
wishes to grasp the problem of Egyptian finance in its

present form, is the now principle which the London

Convention inti'oduced in the distribution of the revenues

of Egypt between the Caisse and the Government,—or,

to put it in another way, between the service of the Debt

and the expenses of administration. I do not now refer

to the provisional relief afforded by allowing Egypt to

make a small deduction from the interest on her Debt

during the years 1885 and 1886.* That arrangement

was a compromise between the views of England, who
was favourable to a permanent reduction of the interest,

and those of Franco who, faithful to her traditional policy

of championing the bondholders, was opposed to any re-

duction whatever. But the Convention contained another

readjustment between the creditors and the Government,

which was of far greater and of permanent effect.

It was the fault of the Law of Liquidation that it

made an ogre of the Funded Debt. In their natural but

exaggerated desire to reduce the enormous liabilities of

the country, the framers of that law had left an inade-

quate provision for the immediate needs of the Govern-

ment. The Convention of London remedied this mistake

in an ingenious manner. It did not take away any por-

tion of the revenues assigned to the service of the Debt,

* See page 134.
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so that the security of the bondholders Avas in no way
diminished. But recognizing that the revenues, Avhich

had been reserved to pay the expenses of administration,

Avere insufficient, it provided that, Avithin clearly defined

limits, the Government should have a claim upon the

funds received by the Caisse, as soon as the interest on

the Debt had been satisfied. A certain scale of adminis-

tratwe expenditure Avas “authorized,” and the Caisse,

after paying the coupon, was to make good to the

Government any deficiency on this “ authorized ” expen-

diture. Moreover, if after making good that deficiency,

the Caisse should still have a surpluis, this surplus was

to be divided equally between the Caisse and the

Government: one half going to the reduction of the

Debt, and the other half to any object AAffiich the Govern-

ment might choose.

This sounds, and is, very complicated. But it can

be explained by a concrete illustration. To simplify

matters, I Avill not cite the Budget of any jjarticular

j’’ear, but Avill draAv up, in round figures, an imaginary

Budget, fairly representative of the actual situation in

an avci’age year, or rather in what Avas an average year

before the recent great development of Egyptian pros-

perity. The total revenues of Egypt are, let us suppose,

£E9,.500,000, of which £E4,000,000 go to the Caisse,

and £E5,500,000 to the Government. But, Avhei’eas the

Caisse, with receipts amounting to £E4,000,000, requires

only £E3,500,000 to pay the interest on the Debt, the

Government, with receipts of £E5,500,000, is, let us say,

obliged to spend, for purposes of administration (including

the payment of the tribute to Turkey and of the interest

on the Suez Canal shares) £E5,850,000. The total
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expenses of the country are thus £E9,350,000, leaving

a surplus of £E1 50,000. But the Government is in a

deficit of £E350,000, while the Caisse is £Eo00,000 to

the good.

How does the London Convention provide for this

deficit of the Government* Thnt all depends upon the

question, to what extent the £E5,850,000, which the

Government has actually spent, come within the descrip-

tion of “authorized” expenditure. The Convention of

London accorded to the Government a fixed annual sum
of £E5,237,000, plus one or two variable sums, depending

upon the financial results of each particular year; and

subsequent agi-eements between the Powci's have further

augmented the “authorized” figure by allowing certain

novel items to bo added to it. In 1891, for instance,

the total “ authorized ” expenditure amounted to no less

than £E6,071,000. Now, up to the limit of this “ autho-

rized ’’ expenditure, the Government is entitled to draw

upon the money remaining in the hands of the Caisse

after payment of the interest. But whatever is beyond

that limit, it must defray, if it can, out of its half-share

of any surplus, which the Caisse may still have after

making good the deficit on the “authorized ” expenditure.

Let us apply these principles to our imaginary case.

The actual expenditure of the Government, in that case,

has exceeded the receipts by £E350,000, but we will

suppose that the “authorized” expenditure has exceeded

them by no more than £E300,000. It is only £E300,000,

therefore, that the Government can demand from the

Caisse. When this sum has been transferred, the

Government is still £E50,000 to the bad, and the Caisse

has still £E200,000 in hand.
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Now comes the last stage in these complicated

proceedings. The £E200,000 still remaining to the

Caisse have to be equally divided between it and the

Government. With the £E100,000, which the Govern-

ment obtains by that division, it clears off the difference

of £E50,000 still existing between its means and its

outgoings, while the remaining £E50,000 are its own to

do what it likes with. The £E100,000 retained by the

Caisse go to the reduction of the Debt.

This is a typical Egyptian Budget for any year

since ISSn. In my imaginary illustration, the Govern-

ment is able, by one means or another, to cover all its

expenditure. But it is easily conceivable, though the

case has never ai'isen since the Convention of London,

that the Budget of the State, as a whole, should show

a surplus, and the Government, nevertheless, come out

with a balance on the wrong side. To illu.strato this

possibility, it is only necessary to suppose that in the

above calculation, everything else remaining unchanged,

no more than £E.5,600,000 of the £E5,850,000 spent

by the Government shoxdd fall within the category of

"authorized” expenditure. In that case, the Govern-

ment could not draw upon the Caisse for more than

£E100,000. After this operation it would find itself

in a deficit of £E2.50,000, while the Caisse surplus would

be £E400,000. That surplus would, it is true, have to

be divided equally between the Caisse and the Govern-

ment
;
but the £E200,000, which the latter would derive

from such a division, would still leave it—at the end of

the account—£E50,000 short, while the Caisse would be

left with £E200,000 for the reduction of the Debt.

Thus it is even now possible, though far less likely than
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under the unmodified Law of Liquidation, that the

Egyptian Government should be in a deficit while the

country really had a surplus.

As I have said, the case just supposed has not arisen

since 1885
;
nor would the consequences nowadays, if

it did once in a way arise, be very serious. For by this

time the Government has, out of the ultimate surpluses

of preceding years, accumulated a sufficient Reserve

Fund of its own—as distinguished from the Reserve

Fund of the Caisse, which I shall explain presently—to

meet any such occasional deficit. It is therefore, under

normal conditions, in no kind of danger. But, on the

other hand, it is exposed to one constant and grave in-

convenience. There is an unavoidable and, I may add,

a wholesome tendency on the part of the Administration

to exceed its "authorized” expenditure. What was

“authorized” in 1885 was the absolute minimum neces-

sary to carry on the business of the State. That

miirimum has been augmented on several occasions by
the consent of the Powers, but it has not been augmented

in proportion to the growing needs of a progressive

Government. Now that the resources of the country

are so greatly on the increase, its rulers are naturally

and rightly desirous to spend more money on many
objects of public utility, which were necessarily starved

in the moment of extreme embarrassment when the
“ authorized ” expenditure was fixed. In the figure of

£E5,2.37,000 originally " authorized," only £E70,000 was

alloAved for Education, while the actual expenditure on

Education last year was £E91,000, and was still not

enough. The sum allowed for Justice was £E324,000,

while the actual cost of Justice last year was £E364,000.
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This again is an item which ought to be still further

increased, if many useful reforms are to have a fair

chance. It would be easy to multiply instances, but I

have said enough to illustrate the general tendency. In

the year 1891, the total expenditure of the Government

exceeded the “ authorized ” figure by not less than

£E141,000
;
and it is inevitable that this excess should

be still greater in the future, if the administration is to be

carried on in a liberal spirit, and in accordance with the

gi’owing needs and the increased resources of the country.

But for every pound, by which the Government

exceeds the “ authorized ” expenditure, it has to raise

two pounds in taxation. Let this fact be well grasped,

for it is a central principle of Egyptian Finance. The

reason will be at once apparent to any reader who has

followed closely the preceding explanations; but as the

point is both diflScult and important, I will state that

reason once more. It consists in the fact, that—with

the existing distribution of the resources of the State

—

the only fund, out of which the Government can defray

any “ unauthorized ” expenditure, is its half-share in

the ultimate surplus of the Caissc—I mean that .surplus

which the Caisse stiU possesses after paying the interest

on the Debt, and making good to the Government the

difference between its receipts and its "authorized”

expenditure. It is evident, therefore, that for every

extra £E100 required for administrative needs, the

country must pay £E200 in taxation—the other £100

going to the reduction of the Debt. Unless the system

is changed, this necessity will, in the course of years,

become a very burdensome business, and a serious

check to the development of national prosperity.
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I have said enough—^perhaps the reader will think

I have said too much—about this ingenious financial

puzzle. If his patience has not been equal to grappling

Avith it, he may console himself by the reflection that he

is no worse off, in this respect, than the vast majority

of Egyptian oflicials. I do not believe that, outside

the Finance Ministry, there are ten men in Cairo who
understand the financial system of the country. Let

me illustrate this assertion by the sort of discussion

which I have myself heard at least a dozen times. An
enthusiastic administrator belonging to some other office

—Public Works, let us suppose, or Education, or Justice,

or the Sanitary Service—comes to the Finance Ministry,

and makes out an eloquent case for an extra credit of,

say, £5000 for a now object of unquestionable public

utility. His financial colleague, to whom the request is

addressed, cuts a Aviy face.

" What,” says the applicant, " you don’t mean to say

that what I propose is not worth £5000, especially in

these days, when things are looking brighter, and Ave

are no longer so desperately hard up for monej’' *
”

“ Yes, my dear sir, it may be worth £5000, but I am
not sure that it is worth £10,000.”

“ But I do not ask for £10,000. I only Avant £5000.”

" I know you only want £5000 ;
but the fact remains,

that it will cost the country £10,000.”

And then the financial man plunges for the hundredth

time into a desperate effort to explain to his friend the

effects of the London Convention : how the expenditui’e

of the Government already exceeds the "authorized”

limit, how unauthorized expenditure can only be de-

frayed out of the Government’s half-share of the ultimate
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surplus of the Caisse, and how, therefore, every fresh

pound devoted to administration involves two pounds to

be taken from the taxpayer. But it is all no use. The

applicant goes away in disgust, with the firm conviction

that the whole thing is an abominable juggle, invented

by a parsimonious Treasury, which has no sympathy

with the aspirations of reforming administrators. Yet

all the time it is no juggle, but a simple statement of

hard facts, which no one, perhaps, regrets more than

the financial authorities themselves.

There is, as we have seen, only one way in which

the Government can increase its expenditure without

raising double the amount it actually requires. That

way is to induce the Great Powers to add the now
outlay to the sum already “authorized.” But Egypt

has had bitter experience of the difficulty of obtaining

the consent of the Powers to any financial change, It

is not Avorth while to enter into negotiations which may
last six months, or, for the matter of that, six years,

except for an object of really vital importance. There

have, hoAvever, been some objects of sufficient magnitude

to make an appeal to the Powers appear desirable, and

the first and greatest of these was the abolition of the

Corv4e. If I enter at some length into that story, it is

with a twofold object. For the abolition of the Corvee

is at once the largest of recent reforms, and that which

illuistrates most clearly the international difficulties by
which all reform is beset.

The estimates, on which the Convention of London
was based, allowed a sum of £E450,000 for the reduc-

tion of the Land Tax. In other words, it was calculated

that, with the relief afforded to it by the terms of the
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Convention, the Egyjitian Government would be able to

make both ends meet, even if it collected £E450,000 less

than the fEo, 118,000, which was the full legal amount

of the tax. But the whole of this £El!50,000 was not

available for direct reductions. Experience showed that

the actual receipts of the Land Tax fell short of the

sum assessed by an average of at least £E200,000 a

year. There thus only remained £E250,000 with which

to diminish the assessment.

How was this sum to be applied ? An all-round

reduction of five per cent, would, in view of the great

inequality of the burden in different parts of the country,

be neither just nor politic. It would afford inadequate

relief to the most heavily burdened cultivators, while it

would bo a needless gratuity to those whoso taxation

was already moderate. If, on the other hand, it was
decided to reduce the tax in certain districts only, great

difficulties would present themselves in the choice of

such districts, and the rest of the country would be

filled with jealou.sy and discontent. Under these circum-

stances it occurred to the authorities—and it was a

brilliant idea—that instead of using the £E2o0,000 for

a haphazard reduction of the tax taken in money, it

Avould be better to devote that sum to reducing the much
more oppressive and Avasteful tax exacted in labour,

AAdiich fell with tolerably equal Aveight upon all parts of

Egypt.

It Avas estimated that the Avork of clearing the canals

of silt, Avhich Avas annually performed by the forced

labour of the peasantry, could be done by contract for

about £E400,000 a year. But the loss which the people

suffered in being dragged aAvay from their homes, often
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at the very season when their presence was most neces-

sary in their OAvn fields, would, if calculated in terms of

money, amount to more than twice that sum. I am
speaking now, be it observed, of the cost of the Corvde,

even after the system had been cleared of abuses. What
damage that system inflicted on the country in the old

days of despotism, when unlimited numbers of the

fellahin might be dragged away from their villages at

any moment for any purpose—public or private, legiti-

mate or illegitimate—upon which the Khedive chose to

employ them, it is quite impossible to guess.

These abuses were summarily stopped with the British

Occupation. But even under the reformed system, by

which forced labour was limited to necessary works of

public usefulness—such as the clearing of the canals

—

the burden of the Corv<ie was a grievous one. It im-

posed upon the people sacrifices out of all proportion to

the money which it saved to the State. It was, in fact,

taxation of the worst and most wasteful kind, only

justified by the want of money which made the employ-

ment of paid labour impossible. The proposal, there-

fore, to devote £E250,000 a year to reducing, by more

than one half, the foiced labour of the peasantry all

over Egypt, instead of devoting that sum to an incon-

siderable reduction of their burdens in the .shape of Land
Tax, was as sound economically as it was eminently

humane and popular.

But the manner of settling accounts between the

Caisse and the Government, as fixed by the Conven-

tion of London, placed a tremendous obstacle in the

way of such an application of the money. To reduce

taxation by i£E250,000 was not a very serious matter
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for the Government, For, inasmuch as it had the right

to call upon the Caisse to make good the difference

between its I’eccipts and its “authorized ” expenditure,

a reduction of £E250,000 in these receipts simply

involved an increase of that amount in the contribution

made by the Caisse to the expenses of the Administra-

tion. No doubt there would be a corresponding decrease

in the ultimate surplus of the Caisse, and the Govei’n-

ment, which had a half-share in that surplus, would be

the poorer by one moiety of the decrease, or £E125,000

But such a sacrifice was possible. What was not pos-

sible for the Government, in the then state of its finances,

was to take upon itself an “ unauthorized ” expenditure

of £E250,000. For this eoui’se, as we have seen, would

have cost the country igEo00,000, and that was more

than it could afford, even for the best of objects.

There was no alternative, therefore, but to go to the

Powers and ask them to add the £E250,000 in question

to the “ authorized ” expenditure. The case was clear.

The benefit of the proposed measure to the great mass

of the Egyptian people was indubitable. Nevertheless,

it took three mortal years to get France to give anything

more than a provisional sanction to the ari’angement.

French diplomacy was not above keeping Egypt in sus-

pense about this vital matter, in order to bring pressure

to bear upon her Government for the concession of some

rather shabby demands about the pay and position of

certain French oflicials.

This i£E2o0,000 a year enabled the Public Works
Ministry to reduce by more than fifty per cent, the

number of men called out for the clearance of the canals.

The boon thus bestowed upon the peasantry was
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enormous. Indeed, so great was its popularity, so

apparent, from tlie outset, was its excellent economic

effect, that no sooner had the Corvde been abolished in

part, than eveiybody began to demand that it should he

abolished altogether. Nnbar Pasha had initiated the

good work. His successor, Riaz, was burning with

honourable emulation to complete it. To do so he

required another dEE150,000 a year. Riaz, however, did

not shrink from the bold proposal to put a special tax

upon all the land of Egypt in order to raise that sum.

The idea Avas as courageous as it was equitable. For the

neAV tax, being raised at an equal rate per acre, fell most

heavily on the large landholders, Avhile the burden of

the Corvee had, Avith great injustice, fallen almost entirely

on the poor. Yet so strong Avas the general feeling in

favour of the total abolition of the Oorvde, that the

National Assembly, whose assent was necessary to the

imposition of the neAv tax, although comi^osod almost

entirely of landlords, passed the measure Avithout a dis-

sentient voice. This Avas in December, 1889.

The ncAV tax, hoAAever, was never levied. The
finances had, by this time, made such a Avonderful

recovery, and Egyptian Stock stood so high, that in the

summer of 1890 it was found possible .to convert the

Privileged Debt, and to reduce the interest from five to

3t per cent, with only a very slight increase of capital.

It is true that the nominal amount of this debt rose

from £22,290,000 to £29,400,000. But then the latter

figure included a small loan of £2,330,000 raised in 1888
to relieve the Treasury of certain heavy annual payments
to the Elhedivial family, and now merged in the Privi-

leged Debt. It included also a fresh sum of £E1,300,000,
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the greater part of which was devoted to irrigation

works, not less profitable in their consequences than
those executed by the million taken out of the Guaran-

teed Loan. The net result of these changes, together

with the conversion of the Daira Loan—which was
effected at the same time, and which took the form,

not of a reduction of interest, but of a reduction

of the capital by fifteen per cent.—was to relieve the

Egyptian Budget by no less a sum than £E314,000 a
year.

Here, then, was money enough to 25ay for the aboli-

tion of the Corvee, without the collection of the new tax,

to say nothing of a handsome balance which would still

remain over for other useful expenditure. But it is one

thing for Egypt to have money—quite a different thing

for her to be allowed to use it. The question, how the

saving effected by the Conversion of the Debt was to be

applied, led to a renewal of the old French tactics, in a

still more oiqjressive and indefensible form. The Con-

version itself, involving, as it did, a change in the Law
of Liquidation, had only been rendered possible by the

consent of the Great Powers. In the first instance,

France had refused her consent, unless Great Britain

would name a day for the evacuation of Egyjjt. When
that jrosition became untenable, she had indeed con-

sented, but " with proviso and exception.” The condition

she made, or rather the principal condition—for there

were several others equally vexatious, though less impor-

tant—was, that the money annually saved by the Con-

version should be retained by the Commissioners of the

Caisse, and should only be spent for such purposes as

the Powers might subsequently approve. At the time
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when these terms were accepted the Egyptian Govern-

ment was looking anxiously to this money as the means

of paying the £E150,000 still required to complete the

abolition of the Corvee. It never occurred to any one

that France would refuse to agree to its application for

so beneficent a purpose. But that is just what Franco

did. Under great pressure she allowed the sum saved

during 1890, which was about £E110,000, to go towards

the much-desired object, and the Egyptian Government

was thus enabled, by putting its hand into its pocket for

the extra £E40,000, to dispense with the special tax.

But when, in the following year, Egypt appealed to the

Great Powers to permit her to make the necessary

£E150,000 a year a permanent charge upon the savings

efiected by the Conversion, France flatly refused, and

she has steadfastly adhered to that refusal. It was only

with great difficulty, and after fresh concessions had

been extorted from the Egyptian Government, that

France could bo induced to allow the £E150,000 in

queistion to be added, like the previous £E2o0,000,

to the “authorized” expenditure. No thanks are

due to her if, owing to the 23rogrcssive improvement

of the country, even this niggardly conces,sion has

sufficed to enable the Government to get rid of the

Corvee, while abolishing the fresh tax created for that

purpose.

This is a thoroughly typical story. Egypt is the

classic land of baksheesh. But there is no form of

baksheesh more extraordinary—perhaps I might say

more repulsive—than the blackmail which is so often

levied upon the EgyptianGovernment by Foreign Powers,

before granting their consent to any of the modifications.
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Avhich a change of circumstances frequently renders

necessary in the financial system imposed upon Egypt
by International Agreements. Every single Great Power
must give its approval before that system can be modified

in any particular Perhaps it is only natural that, if

one of these Powers wishes to get something out of the

Egyptian Government, it should be tempted to use the

occasion of being asked for such approval, in order to

obtain what it desires. But France has been by far the

greatest sinner in this respect—for France always has

something which she wishes to get out of Egyjrt, and
she has never showrr the smallest scruple irr her methods

of obtaining it.

It is true that, with the revival of her finances, Egypt

is now less at the mercy of the Powers than she used

to be. If she is not allowed to add a particular outlay

however useful, to her "authorized” expenditure, she

can, in many cases, find the money out of her own
resources. This is one of the reasons why it was of

such vast importance that the country should, at what-

ever sacrifice, not only make both ends meet, but

accumulate a reserve which might give it, in the long

run, a certain latitude in matters of expenditure. The

Egyptian Government can never afford to be without

some savings of its own to fall back irpon. It is a

question not merely of financial stability but of political

independence.

I have spoken repeatedly of the financial revival of

Egypt. It remains to consider what is the extent and

what have been the causes of that revival. The true

point of departure in any such review is 1886, the first

year in which Egypt enjoyed the benefits conferred on
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her by the London Convention. That Convention gave

Egypt a last chance. But it was a difficult chance, and

few of the best judges believed at the time that, even

with the concessions then made, the country could pull

through and become permanently solvent. Certainly no

one believed that in less than ten years Egypt would

attain such a degi-ec of financial prosperity as has

actually fallen to her lot.

I will only give one proof, but it is a very striking

one, of the degree in which the financial resuscitation

of the country has exceeded even the most sanguine

expectations. During the discussions of the experts

attached to the London Conference in 1884, one of those

present threw out the idea that Egypt might be allowed

to redeem the Unified Debt at 80. None of the delegates

were opposed to the proposal in principle, and certainly

the holders of Unified, which then stood at 59, would

have been only too delighted at the thought of ever

being paid off at 80. Had the proposal to make the

Stock redeemable at that figure been adopted, Egypt

would in the long run have saved £11,000,000. But

the notion that Unified could by any possibility reach

such a price appeared so fantastic to the financial experts

that the proposal was simply dropped, not from any
doubt as to its fairness, but from a total disbelief in its

practicability. Yet, as I write. Unified Stock stands at

98, and seems likely to stay there.

Is this great increase of credit justified by the facts

of the situation ? The question can be best answered by
a glance at a few figures. The total Bevenue, taking

the receipts of the Caisse and the Government together,

has during the last six years, been as follows :

—
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1886 . £E9,574,000

1887 . . . 9,616,000

1888 9,661,000

1889 . 9,718,000

1890 10,236,000

1891 . 10,599.000

The increase has all along been steady. Latterly it has

been enormous. From nine and a half to ten and a half

millions in six years is not bad progress. But what

makes that progress all the more promising is the fact,

that the ineiease in the Revenue of the State has been

concurrent with a decrease in the burdens of the people.

Indeed, the decrease of burdens has been, to a great

extent, the cause of the increase of Revenue

It is true that some new taxes have been imposed

since 1885. The duty on tobacco has been laised from 10

to 14, and again from 14 to 20 piastres per kilogramme,

that is to say, to about one shilling and tenpence a

pound, or rather less than one-half the English duty.

The House Tax has been extended to foreigners. We
may estimate the growth of receipts consequent upon

these new charges at about £E500,000 in the former,

and about £E70,000 in the latter case. But, on the

other hand, there have been reductions of taxation ex-

ceoditrg, in all, £EG00,000 a year, and the taxes which

have been abolished or diminished wore taxes of the

most obnoxious kind The tax on sheep and goats, which

was very injurious to agriculture, the tax on all trades

and crafts, which was collected in innumerable small

sums from the poorest of the people, as well as a number
of vexatious minor imposts, have totally disappeared.

The price of salt, which is a Government monopoly, has

been reduced by forty per cent. In the least prosperous
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that the increase in the Revenue of the State has been

concurrent with a decrease in the burdens of the people.

Indeed, the decrease of burdens has been, to a great

extent, the cause of the increase of Revenue.

It is true that some new taxes have been imposed

since 1885. The duty on tobacco has been raised from 10

to 14, and again from 14 to 20 piastres per kilogramme,

that is to say, to about one shilling and tenpence a

pound, or rather less than one-half the English duty.

The House Tax has been extended to foreigners. We
may estimate the growth of receipts consequent upon

these new charges at about £E500,000 in the former,

and about £E70,000 in the latter case. But, on the

other hand, there have been reductions of taxation ex-

ceeding, in all, £E600,000 a year, and the taxes which

have been abolished or diminished were taxes of the

most obnoxious kind. The tax on sheep and goats, which

was very injurious to agriculture, the tax on all trades

and crafts, which was collected in innumerable small

sums from the poorest of the people, as well as a number

of vexatious minor imposts, have totally disappeared.

The price of salt, which is a Government monopoly, has

been reduced by forty per cent. In the least prosperous
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parts of Upper Egypt—the Province of Kena and the

Frontier Province—the Land Tax has been reduced by

thirty per cent. Not only, therefore, has the amount of

taxation remitted exceeded the amount imposed, but the

new taxes are fewer, simpler, fairer, and economically

more sound than the old ones.

In addition to the relief afforded by this readjust-

ment of taxation, the Government has freely abandoned

arrears of Land Tax amounting to something like a

million. But, of course, the greatest reduction of all

in the burdens of the people has been the suppres-sion

of the Corvee. That measure has cost the Government

£E400,000 a year, but it has saved the peasantry from

losses which, reduced to terms of money, would represent

a vastly heavier sum. No exact calculation is indeed

possible, but it is certain that the people Avould gladly

pay for the clearing of the Canals twice over rather

than see the Corvdo back again.*

"While the Revenue of the country has thus advanced

by leaps and bounds, the Expenditure shows no corre-

sponding expansion. It has varied very little from year

to year, nearly always amounting to about nine and a

When I sponk of tho “ supprcBsion of the Coivco,” I mctin ita sup-

pression as a regular system of forced labour for tho execution of Public

Woiks The inhabitants of all parts of the country are still liable to be

called out in any sudden emergency, such ns the Loeust Plague of 1891.

.In annual levy of this sort is made for guarding and, in case of a bleach,

1 epairing the Nile bants during the season of the flood, and tho number
of men required for this purpose is very large Nor is it easy to see how
the peasantry can be relieved of tho liability to personal service of this

kind. But the obligation to guard the river-banks in flood-time—a duty
in which every fellah feels a direct interest—^neither is, nor is regarded

as, a hardship at all comparable to the tremendous labour of clearing the

Canals, to say nothing of the hundred and one illegitimate objects for

which the Corvee was at one time employed.
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half millions. In 1886, it was £E9,585,000. In 1891, it

was £E9,525,000, against a Revenue of £E10,599,000,

thus leaving the huge surplus of £E1,073,000. Yet,

though the total expenditure shows no increase, the

sums now devoted to objects of public utility are larger

than they were six years ago. In addition to the

£E400,000 paid for free labour in lieu of the Corvde,

more money is spent on schools, railways, the Post

Office, the administration of Justice. How has aU this

been possible without an increase in the total ? It is

because, while the useful items of expenditure have

been developed, the wasteful items have been kejit down.

We have seen that a large saving has been effected in

the interest on the Debt. There has been a great reduc-

tion likewise in the annual deficit of the Domains, while

the Daira deficit has been converted into a surplus.

There has been a diminution in the Pension List, and in

the number of superfluous officials. The salaries of the

Ministry of Finance alone have been brought down from

£E104!,000 to £E82,000. Yet no one can say that the

work is not done with greater efficiency.

Lightened taxation and improved receipts, increased

outlay on good objects, and decreased outlay on useless

ones—these are the e.ssential features of the change

which has come over the aspect of Egyptian Finance,

and they augur well for the future. But I have not yet

finished my tale of promise. At the end of 1885, Egypt

had not one stiver in reserve—whether in the hands of

the Caisse, or in those of the Government. At the end

of 1891, the Caisse had a Reserve Fund of £E1,822,000;

the Government had a Reverve Fund of £E665,000
;
and

there was, besides, a third Reserve Fund of £E324,000,
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consisting of the economies effected by the Conversion

of the Debt which France has insisted on locking up in

the manner already described. Altogether Egypt has

now neaily three millions in hand against a rainy day.

Against all this it may be urged that since 1886 the

Debt of Egypt has once more increased. And this is

true, but the increase is rather apparent than real. We
have seen that the Debt at the time of the Law of

Liquidation amounted to 98 millions. After the read-

justment of the finances, resulting from the Convention

of London, it stood at 104 millions. On July 31st hist

the figures were

—

Ouni.mteetl Loivn

I'lnilogtd ,

Umfled
Dana
Domains

Total £106,-lo8,000

i‘8,901,000

20.400.000

55.080.000

7.230.000

4.845.000

There is thus an increase of between two and three

millions during the last six years. But this increase is

not all due to fresh borrowing. About half of it merely

I’epresents the addition to capital necessitated by the

Conversion, and is far more than counterbalanced by
the great reduction in interest consequent upon that

operation. The total amount of fresh borrowing is

£1,465,000, and this has been entirely devoted to the

redemption of pensions and to reproductive Public

Works. To add less than a million and a half to your

debt, while reducing your interest by more than three

hundred thousand, and increasing your annual revenue

by more than a million, is evidently neither rash nor

unprofitable finance.
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But it may be asked, Why borrow at all ? Is there

not an anomaly in borrowing on the one hand, while

piling up a Reserve Fund on the other ? The objection

is specious
;
but in view of the peculiar circumstances

of Egypt it is not well founded. It was a fatal flaw of

the first reforms introduced into Egyptian Finance, that

they did not provide for a Reserve Fund. At that time

the great specific was to keep down the Debt. But

Egypt is a country, the revenue of which is exceptionally

liable to be affected by physical accidents. An abnor-

mally high, or an abnormally low Nile may, in any

given year, completely upset the Budget, although the

general position of the finances of the country is

thoroughly sound. Under these circumstances, a Reserve

Fund is of the first necessity. What is the use of pay-

ing oft* say a million of Debt one year, if you run the

risk of finding yourself short of cash in the following

year, and having to resort to a fresh loan, which, raised

at a moment of temporary embarrassment, is certain to

cost you dear ?

If the Reserve Fund of the Government is important

on account of the political situation of Egypt, the larger

Reserve Fund of the Caisse is no less essential by reason

of the singularity of her physical condition. It was,

therefore, a wise policy which, four years ago, led the

Caisse and the Government to propose, and the Powers

to agree, that the process of reducing the Debt should

be suspended, until a Reserve Fund of two millions

had been accumulated in the hands of the Caisse. As

soon as that figure has been reached, the amortization

is to be resumed. And there can be little doubt that

that figure will be reached at the end of the present
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year. From 1893 onwards, tliere will be a large sum
annually available for the diminution of the Debt, and

that without the smallest danger to the financial stability

of the country which, in case of accident, will have a

large Reserve to fall back upon.

So much for the extent of the financial revival. It

will not be necessarj' to dwell at any great length upon

its causes. Their operation has been slow but sure. If

the reader will glance back at the table on page 245, he

will see that the great elasticity which now characterizes

the Egyptian Revenue has only begun to show itself

during the last two or three years. The sensational

surpluses of 1890 and 1891—^not fictitious surpluses, be

it observed, but genuine 1’e.sults of really solid progress

—

have disarmed, though they have not silenced, criticism.

It is impossible, in these days, not to pity the hack

writers of the Opposition Press, who, for their poor

pittance of French or Turkish baksheesh, have to strain

their ingenuity to prove that white is black, and that

the 25rogressive increase in the resources of the State is

a sym^itom of the ruin of the country.

But in the early yeai’s of the Occupation the critics

of the Finance Ministry, and, of its English counsellors,

had a much easier task. Nor do I deny that, in that

period of strain, recourse was often had to exj)edients

which, while perfectly legitimate, were far from glorious,

and which, had they stood alone, would neither have

achieved nor deserved a permanent success. The

economies then practised were often harsh, and sometimes

petty. In several cases equilibrium was only attained

by extraordinary shifts. There was one year, 1886,

when the Budget would not have been balanced without
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a vigorous enforcement of the recruiting law, which was

out of alf proportion to the military needs of the country,

but which produced large sums in ransoms paid to escape

the burden of compulsory service. In 1887 a surplus

was manufactured by the simple device of defemng the

payment of the salaides for December till the beginning

of January, and thus throwing the charge forward upon

the Budget of the succeeding year.

It was these and similar ingenuities, which gave the

enemies of Sir Edgar Vincent a handle for attacking him

as a juggler, who had no real genius for grappling with

the difficulties of finance, but onlj’- great skill in avoiding

them. As a matter of fact, no charge could have been

more unjust. During the six years of Vincent’s adminis-

tration, the seed was sown and was steadily ripening,

which has since then yielded so bountiful a harvest. In

many cases the rofoi'ms, which have borne the richest

fruit, Avere due directly to his initiative. No doubt he

was full of expedients, but expedients are only con-

temptible Avhen they form the whole stock-in-trade of a

financier. They are pardonable, and even laudable,

Avhen they are merely restored to in order to gain time

for radical economic reforms to j^roduce their slow but

certain effect. Sir Edgar Vincent left Egypt in the

.summer of 1889, too soon to see the complete vindication

of his policy, which, ably and prudently continued by his

successor. Sir Elwin Palmer, has since then produced

such brilliant results. But he did not leave until he had

assured himself that Egyptian Finance had definitely

turned the corner, and that his zeal, his courage, and his

fertility of resource had not been exercised in vain.

It was Vincent who reformed the monetary system,
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and substituted a simple and convenient currency for

the chaos of coins of all metals and all countries, which

used to cause so much confusion, and to constitute so

great an impediment to trade. It was Vincent who was

the first to see what could be made of the tobacco duty,

and who, by negotiating the Commercial Treaty with

Greece, enabled the Egyptian Government to develop

that duty. But apart from these particular measures, of

which he deserves the almo.st exclusive credit, Vincent

will always be remembered as the most gifted and one

of the most energetic of the little band of Englishmen

who, under the presiding genius of Baring, rescued the

finances by restoring the prosperity of Egypt. It is,

however, not to one man, or to one measure, that this

result is due. It is due to better government all round,

to a careful husbanding of the income of the State,

accompanied by a vigorous attention to the springs of

national wealth, which had for some time been most

shamefully neglected.

Two great factors have combined to bring about the

financial recuperation of Egypt : the 233’evention of waste

on the part of the administration, and the development

of the productive powers of the country. As far as the

prevention of waste is concerned, the first essential was

a jDi’oper system of accounts. Accounts are the founda-

tion of finance. You may have good accounts and a

bad financial administration, but you cannot have good

finance with bad accounts. There was nothing more
fatal in the financial chaos of the days of Ismail than

the manner in which the private property of the Khedive

was jumbled up with the property of the State. This

mischievous confusion was put an end to when Ismail’s
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vast estates were surrendered to his creditors, and a

regular Civil List substituted for the multifarious

revenues, which at one time’ flowed into the coflers of

the Sovereign of Egypt. But the reformation of the

Public Accounts, which began as far back as 1877, took

a good ten years to complete. It is thanks to Sir Gerald

Fitzgerald, who held the office of Director-General of

Accounts from 1877 to 1885, and to Sir Elwin Palmer,

who subsequently filled that office until he succeeded Sir

Edgar Vincent as Financial Adviser, that Egypt owes

a system of accounts, which can bear comparison with

those of any other country in Europe. Irregular expen-

diture has been put a stop to. No official, however

powerful, can nowadays spend money not accorded by

the Budget, or in case of emergency, by a Supplementary

Credit, which has had to run the gauntlet of the Com-
mittee of Finance and the Council of Ministera.

Nor is the State the only gainer by the order thus

introduced. The tax-payer has been benefited in an

equal degree. The poorest peasant in the country is

now annually furnished with a tax-paper—“ wird ” as it

is called—which shows him exactly what he has to pay

to the Government, and at what seasons the instalments

are due. The dates of these instalments, moreover,

which vary in different provinces, have been arranged so

as to correspond as nearly as possible with the seasons,

when the cultivator realizes his produce, and is therefore

in the best position to discharge his debt to the State.

I have shown in a previous chapter,* how terribly the

fellah suffered in old days from the absence of any such

provisions for his protection. It was not the amount of

* Pages 100-102.
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the sums due—^lieavy as th^e often were—which ruined

the people. It was the exaction of .sums not due, the

constant uncertainty how much the tax-gatherer might

demand and when he might demand it, the necessity of

resorting to bribery as a protection against official

extortion.

It is indeed difficult to realize to what extent the

burdens of the poor were at one time aggravated by

the tyranny and corruption of the official classes. That

tyranny is now a thing of the past. I wish I could say

with equal confidence that corruption also had been

eradicated. Corruption, however, if not destroyed, has

been greatly diminished. In old days the action of the

Government itself directly fostered this vico in its

servants. By maintaining a swarm of officials with

wretched salaries, Avhich were generally in arrears, it

compelled men to choose between dishonesty and starva-

tion. At present official salaries are paid with the same

regularity as in England. Moreover, while the numbers

of the bureaucracy have been considerably decreased,

the pay of the lower ranks has been raised. And if the

chief incentives to corruption have been thus removed,

incessant Avar has been waged again.st it in every grade

of the Civil Service. Innumerable examples haA’^e been

made, and that not only in the case of subordinates.

Among those punished for peculation, or for winking at

peculation, have been officials of the highest rank, in-

cluding several Governors of proAunces and one poAverful

Minister. The effect of such salutary severity has made
itself felt throughout the Administration. Corruption,

even where it stiU exists, is no longer flaunted in the

market-place, but hides its head in constant terror of
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detection. From being a fashion it has become a stigma.

A whole new chapter has been added to the code of

oflBcial morality.

But the work of financial reform has not been con-

fined to reducing the burdens of the people. It has

done more than that. It has increased their means of

bearing the burdens that remain. The greatest vice of

all in the old system of government was that, while the

demands made upon the people were constantly in-

creasing, their capacity to meet those demands was being

steadily impaired. The Government took from them

twice as much as it was entitled to take; it did not

give them in return what it was bound to give. While

the coffers of the State and the pockets of its servants

were being filled by the plunder of the peasantry, the

soil was deteriorating from the neglect of those great

Public Works upon which its feriility depended.

Except in abnormal cases, the Egyptian cultivator

can afford to pay his taxes, if he receives a proper supply

of water for his crops. From time immemorial Egyptian

law has recognized the intimate connection between land

tax and water-supply. The land which, in any given

year, gets no water, is for that year legally exempt from

nil taxation whatever. As soon as it gets water its

liability is established. But it is evident that the mere

fact of receiving some water, though it may set up the

liability of the cultivator to pay, does not necessarily

ensure his capacity to do so. In order to ensure that,

he must get his water in proper quantities, and at the

proper times. But this is just what, in thousands of

instances, he could not get, as long as the Irrigation

System remained in that state of unutterable neglect
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and confusion into which it had fallen in the period

preceding the British Occupation, Of the long catalogue

of beneficent measures, by which the tax-paying power

of the Egyptian people has been increased, the greatest

and most essential is the reform of the Irrigation

System.

Of the details of that reform I shall have a word to

say in the succeeding chapter, but its financial effects

must be noted now. They have manifested themselves

directly in the greater ease with which the land tax has

lately been collected; but they have had a no less

important effect in augmenting other items of the

Revenue. The Land Tax accounts for fully one-half of

the total receipts of the Egyptian Treasury. About

three-fifths of the remaining half are derived from the

Customs Duties, and from the Railways, which are the

property of the Government. Now the total amount

of these three sources of income in the year 1886 was

£E7,337,000. In 1890 it had increased to £E8,040,000,

and in 1891 to £E8,366,000. To the extent of about

one-third, this augmentation is due to the heavier

taxation imposed upon tobacco. But the remainder is

not the result of any increase of taxation. On the

contrary, it has been attained in the face of a consider-

able decrease in the rate of the Land Tax in certain

provinces. It is an effect of the growth which is taking

place in the producing and consuming powers of the

people, in consequence of the care now devoted to

nourishing the sources of national wealth.

The Land Tax in 1886 brought in £E6,116,000. In
1891, even after the large reduction already refen-ed to,

it still brought in £E5,098,000. And both in 1890 and
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in 1891 it was collected with a facility such as had
never been experienced in recent years. This is not

surprising, when we consider that the cotton crop, which

is by far the most important of all the products of

Egypt, representing more than two-thirds of her exports

and about one-third of her whole agricultural wealth,

had risen from less than three million kantars * in 1886

—which itself was a good year compared with its pre-

decessors—to three and a quarter millions in 1889, to

upwards of four millions in 1890, and to upwards of

four and a half millions in 1891. The net result of

the recent improvements in irrigation has thus been to

increase the amount of the great staple of agriculture

by something like fifty per cent. Not only, therefore,

is the cultivator able to pay his taxes more easily but

he has more left for his own needs.

The increase in the amount of agricultural produce,

coupled with the decrease of extortion, has worked a

complete transformation in the condition of the fellah.

It is impossible to take uj) any book or report about

Egypt written twelve, ten, or even six years ago, which

is not full of gloomy forebodings based upon the in-

debtedness of the peasantry. And no doubt that in-

debtedness is still very heavy in many quarters. But it

is no longer, in the great majority of cases, overwhelming.

It does not threaten Egypt with the dissolution of social

order. No one talks, as the most conservative writers

did ten years ago, of the necessity of a general liquidation

of agricultural debts. The problem of enabling the

peasant to borrow at lower rates than those which he

still has to submit to is one of capital interest. But

* The kantar is about 100 lbs.
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compared with the rates once prevalent, the interest at

present paid is moderate. There is much yet to be done

in lightening the burden.s of the people in this respect.

But no mere financial arrangements, however wise, can

oi^ual the relief already afibrded, and still to be afforded,

by the attention now given to their great primary need

—the regular supply of water.

Unfortunately the effect of the agricultui’al develop-

ment of recent j'ears has been to a large extent counter-

acted by the prodigious fall in prices. During the ten

yeai's 1S80-1889 the cultivator could obtain, on the

average, some 252 piastres a kantar for his cotton. But

in 1890 cotton only avei’aged 228 piastres a kantar, and

in 1891 the naean price had fallen as low as 188. And
most of the other principal products of Egyptian agri-

culture have experienced a concurrent, though a loss

mai’ked, decline in value. Had it not been for this un-

fortunate circumstance, the revival of the pro.sperity of

the countiy and the growtli of the revenue, great as they

are, would have been even more signal. The efibrts

of the Government to improve the condition of the

people have not succeeded through any external good

luck. They have succeeded in the face of a run of bad

luck, so far as prices are concerned, which it would be

difficult to ijarallel. One shudders to think what would
have been the burdens and the sufferings of the un-

fortunate Egyptian cultivator, if that fall of prices had

come upon him in the old days, when his burdens were

so much heavier and the produce of his land so much
smaller than to-day.

The most striking evidence of reviving prosperity is

furnished by the receipts of the Customs. The yield
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of the Customs Duties has risen sharply in the last three

years. For some time previously it had shown, if any-

thing, a tendency to decline. If there was an increase

in any particular year, it was due, not to natural, but

to artificial causes, such as the stimulus given to imports

by the payment of the Alexandria Indemnities, and

by the British Campaign in the Sudan. During the

last few years, on the other hand, there have been no

such exceptional reasons for inflation. The condition

of trade has been perfectly normal. Yet the Customs

Revenue (excluding the tobacco dutj’-) has risen from

£E.58o,000 in 1889 to £E651,000 in 1890, and to

£E808,000 in 1891.* Of the last figure something like

£E60,000 to £E70,000 is, indeed, due, not to the increase

of trade, but to a Convention with the Porte, by which

Turkish goods have, for the first time, become subject to

the ordinary import duty. But, even after making this

deduction, the progressive increase of receipts is veiy

marked, and, inasmuch as, apart from the tobacco, there

has been no change in the uniform ad valorem duties

levied upon all goods coming into or going out of the

country, the growth of the Revenue is an accurate gauge

of the growth of Trade.t

But the Trade Returns themselves arc so significant

that they deserve a rather closer examination. The ex-

ports amounted to £E11,933,000 in 1889, to £E11,876,000

in 1890, and to £E13,S78,000 in 1891. The latter is

* According to the moat recent reports, tliis progress is being well

inaintaiued in 1892.

t The Customs Duties ore one per cent, ad valorem on all exports, and

eight per cent, ad valorem on all imports, excluding tobacco, which is

subject to a uniform tax of twenty piastres per kilogramme, irrespective

of its value.
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the highest figure over attained. The next highest is

that of the year 1876, when the exports amounted to

£E13,561,000. But this slight difference in the value is

no indication whatever of the difference in the quantity

of produce exported respectively in the two years. At the

prices ruling in 1876, the exports of 1891 would have

amounted not to fourteen millions, hut to nearly nineteen.

And this is not all. An increase of exports is not

necessarily a sign of increased prosperity. Indeed, in a

country like Egypt, it may at certain times he evi-

dence of the exact reverse. The great question is. What
proportion of the exports goes to pay the interest on the

Debt and other external obligations, and what propor-

tion represents the free exchange of surplus produce,

for which the country gets value in return ? The

hopeful feature of the recent great increase of exports

is the fact, that it is concurrent with a reduction in the

gums due by Egypt to the outside world. In the only

two previous years, in which the exports exceeded

£E13,000,000, namely 1876 and 1879, the tribute which

Egypt had to pay to Europe was much greater than

it is to-day. What she received in return for her exports

was proportionately much less than what she receives

at the present time. In the years 1879-1881—the most

favourable triennium which I can find in the past

fifteen years—the average annual exports of Egypt

were just over £E13,000,000. During the same period,

her average annual imports were just under £7,000,000.

In 1890, on the other hand, with exports under

£E12,000,000, her imports were just over £E8,000,000,

and in 1891, with exports at £E13,878,000, her imports

were £E9,201,000. Instead of benefiting by little more
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than half of what she sends to foreign countries, she

now gets something in return for nearly two-thirds of

what she sends.

Never before 1891 has the value of the imports been

anything like £E9,201,000. And the best of it is, that

this figure has been reached without any artificial

inflation whatsoever. It is a genuine indication of the

increased purchasing power of the country. There have

been altogether eight years, prior to 1890, in which

Egypt has im
2
Dortcd more than i£E7,000,000 of foi’eign

goods. In one instance, 1885, she even imported up-

wards of £E8,000,000. But in almost every one of these

instances, and above all in 1885, the imijorts were very

far from being purchased out of the ordinary resources

of the country. They were swollen by the introduction

of goods bought with boiTOwed money, or by supplies

intended for the British troops engaged in the Nile

Campaign. But the deductions, which have to be made

from the figures of the last two years on account of

influences of this kind, are quite inconsiderable. The

growth of imf)orts, which set in with the elosing months

of 1889, and has gone on increasing ever since, is due

to the greater power of the Egyptian people to buy, and

to nothing else.

And what is it that they buy ? The details of their

jDurchases are even more encouraging than the growth

of the total figure. Comparing 1891 with 1890, Egypt,

owing to the increase in her wheat crop, imported

£E151,000 worth less of foreign cereals and vegetables

than she had taken in 1890. But she imported £E30'7,000

more of cotton goods, £E280,000 more of metal goods,

and £E77,000 more of wood intended for purposes of
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building. Now these are just the articles which are

required by the body of the people. They represent the

clothes of the peasantry, their domestic utensils, and the

materials with which, whenever they can afford it, they

try to substitute a better class of dwelling for the rude

mud huts in which the majority of them live.

And, lastlj"^, from whom do they buy ? The answer

to that question is of loss relevance to the immediate

subject; but it is so interesting to our own country, that a

brief digression Avith regard to it may perhaps be excused.

We in Great Britain are the chief customers of Egypt.

We take three-fourths of her exports. But, on the other

hand, we also supply a far greater quantity of the articles

Avhich Egypt derives from abroad than any othei’ nation.

British goods constitute nearly two-fifths of the total

imports of Egypt. The increased purchasing power of

the Egyptian people is therefore a matter of direct

interest to British manufacturers and workmen. Since

1 890 the exports of Great Britain have in general been

on the decline
;
but not so our exports to Egypt. They

haA’e risen from £E2,536,000 in 1889 to £E2,999,000 in

1890, and to £E3,425,000 in 1891. It is true that other

countries, such as France and Austria, which rank next

in importance to Great Britain in the trade of Egypt

—

each supplying about onc-tenth of Avhat she buys—haA'c

benefited in an equal degree. The advantage Avhieh

England derWes fi-om the revival of Egyptian pro.sperity

is no exclusive advantage. She shares it with the rest

of Europe. Indeed, in some respects other countries

have, in proportion to their total trade, benefited more

by that revival than Great Britain. In Egypt, as else-

where, the greater enterprise shown by our Continental
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competitors in pushing their goods, and in adapting

themselves to the wants of their customers, has told

against us in the distribution of trade. But even if

relatively somewhat diminished, the interest we have in

the purchasing power of the Egyptian people remains

incomparably greater than that of any other nation.

These facts are worth noting because of two opposite

misconceptions which are widely prevalent with reference

to the material interest of England in the Occupation of

Egypt. On the one hand, there is the foreign, and
particularly the Fj-ench misconception, according to

which Great Britain employs her position of virtual

though unrecognized guardianship in a spirit of selfish-

ness and exclusion, and in order to obtain special advan-

tages for British trade and enterprise in the Nile Valley.

As a matter of fact, no view could be more erroneous.

So far from unduly favouring the commercial interests

of their own countrymen, the British administrators in

Egypt err, if anything, on the other side
;
so intense is

their anxiety, that in the position of trust which they

occupy they should be above the least suspicion of

partiality. Neither directly nor indirectly has Great

Britain drawn from her predominant position any profit

at the expense of other nations. In the total trade of

Egypt—taking exports and imports together—the share

of England, which was fifty-seven per cent, in the years

immediately preceding the Occupation, was in 1891 only

fifty-four per cent.

But although the action of England has been un-

selfish in this matter, she has not therefore been without

her reward. The foreign misconception, just referred to,

has its counterpart in the mistaken idea—which is con-
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lined to Great Britain—that though our work in Egypt
may he a good thing for the Egyptians, and may be

honourable and praiseworthy from the point of view of

humanity, yet it is of no advantage to ourselves. Even
if this were true, I do not know that it would be a con-

demnation of our work. But it is not true. The im-

provement of Egyptian administration leads directly to

the revival of Egyptian trade, and in that increase

England, which has more than half the trade of Egypt

in her hands, possesses a direct interest of the most un-

mistakable kind. Our own country does thus, after all,

obtain a recompense, and a recompense at once most

substantial and most honourable, for any sacrifices she

may make for Egypt. She gains, not at the expense of

others, but along with others. If she is the greatest

gainer, it is simply because she is the largest partner in

the business. I will not discuss the question whether,

in view of her predominant interest, she has not a strong

moral claim to play the leading rule in protecting the

welfare of Egypt, and the commercial interests of all

nations which have dealings with that country. I will

not ask whether, if another Power, whose material in-

terests in Egypt are not one-fifth of our own, wished, for

whatever reason, to upset the Egyptian coach, we .should

be under any obligation to allow it. I simply state the

facts. Political inferences must be left to others.

A word about the third great item of Egyptian

Revenue, I mean the Railway Receipts. These were

fEl,301,000 in 1889, £E1,408,000 in 1890, and

£E1,631,000 in 1891, The figures of 1889 are higher

than those of any previous year, except 1884 and 1885,

when the receipts were swelled by the movement of
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troops and stores for the Nile Campaign. But if the

receipts of 1889 were the best which the railways had
ever had under normal conditions up to that date, those

of 1891 exceeded them by twenty-five per cent. This

great expansion, moreover, is not only due to the car-

riage of a larger quantity of goods going out or coming

into the country. There has been a concurrent develop-

ment of local traffic, and more particularly a great in-

crease in the number of passengers. I do not refer to the

first class, the growth of which is no doubt principally

due to the annually increasing influx of tourists. The
third-class traffic shows an even more remarkable develop-

ment In 1888 the third-class passengers Avero 3,300,000,

in 1889, 3,700,000, in 1890, 4,000,000, and in 1891,

4,800,000. Not only, therefore, do more goods pass to

and fro, but more people travel, and especially more poor

people. The lesson of these figures is clear, and it is

reinforced by the immense augmentation Avhich has

taken place in the number of inland letters and telegrams.

Just as foreign ti'ade has extended, internal intercourse

shoAvs greater vitality. As evidence of the improved

condition of the people, the statistics of the RaihA^ays,

the Post Office, and the Telegraphs, are even more

striking than those of the Customs.

We are now in a position to take stock of the present

condition and future prospects of Egyptian Finance. If

the re-establishment of solvency is due to the growth

of the Revenue, that growth itself is directly traceable to

increased production. Hei’ein consists the most hopeful

feature of the production. The revival of the last few

years is no artificial one. It rests upon really solid

foundations, and, stinking as it has been, there is no
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reason why, with fairly good luck and sensible manage-

ment, it should not continue, until it reaches proportions

of which few men have at present any conception. The
Yalley of the Nile is a land of strange surprises. If any
one had suggested, five j’^ears ago, that the Egyptian

accounts would in 1891 show a surplus of more than a

million sterling, he Avould have been thought a lunatic.

As I have no wish to be regarded in that character, I

will not say to what extent the productiveness of Egypt

may, in my opinion, he developed within the next ten or

twenty years. Let me confine myself to the remark,

which no one can gainsay, that that productiveness is still

far from having reached its limit, and that, if proper

measures are taken to cncoui-age it, Egypt may, in les.s

than a generation, attain a degree of prosperity as un-

dreamt of now as her present position of solvency was

undreamt of only .six years ago.

It is all a question of water. If the water-supply

Avere increased by means of a system of storage, the

cultivable area might be cnormou.sly extended. Hundreds

of thousands of acres might be restoi’ed to fertility, Avhile

other large tracts might be made to bear crops for the

first time, or to bear two crops a year where they noAV

produce only one. And, with the expansion of agricul-

ture, trade Avould receive a further enormous impetus.

Nor is there any reason why agriculture should remain

the only Egyptian industry. Egypt will never be a groat

manufacturing country. Butthei’e is room for industrial

enterprise in many directions, if European capital can

but recover that confidence in Egypt which a number
of egregious swindles and the protracted feeling of political

insecurity have undermined.
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Yet, however bright the prospect, the financial problem

is as difficult and as interesting as ever, though the

difficulty and the interest are of a novel kind. The race

against bankruptcy has been won. But taxation is still

very heavy—especially the taxation of the land. And, on

the other hand, the fresh expenditure necessary, if the

Government is to do its duty in raising the standard of

civilization and developing the latent wealth of the

country, is very considerable. Nor is it easy to decide

whether relief of taxation or fi'esh expenditure has the

first claim upon the increased resources of the State.

This is a question on which the best authorities arc

divided. But thci’e is oue point about which it would

be difficult to have two opinions, and that is the claim

of the Egyptian Government to dispose, with greater

freedom than it at present possesses, of its surplus

revenue. The provisions of the Convention of London,

already explained, Avhich have the efiect of obliging Egypt

to pay twice over for ncAV items of expenditure, are utterly

indefensible under existing conditions. The effect which

those provisions at present exercise is the very opposite

of what their authors intended. It is one of the con-

tradictions which meet you eveiywhere in dealing with

Egyptian affairs, and especially with Egyptian Finance,

that this an-angement, which was devised as a relief, has

turned out a burden, and that it has so turned out in

consequence of the unexpected prosperity of the country.

It was not in the interest of the creditors that the Con-

vention provided that one-half of the ultimate surplus

of the Caisse should be devoted to the reduction of the

Debt. It was in the interest of the Government. The

framers of the Convention were convinced that Egypt
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was too poor to pay a fixed sum annually for amortiza-

tion. It was as an escape from tlie necessity of imposing

sucli a fixed payment, that they hit upon the idea of

giving the creditors a claim to one-half of a contingent

surplus, which they probahl}'- regarded as highly pro-

blematical. But this half-sui’plus now bids fair to reach

annually a far higher figure than any one would have

dreamt of fixing as the annual contribution to the

reduction of the Debt.

As things stand to-day, it would bo immensely to the

advantage of Egypt to accept a heavy annual eharge for

amortization, on condition of being free to deal with the

rest of her Revenue as she pleased. Nothing could bo

fairer than such a propo.sal. Let the Egyptian Govern-

ment pay the interest on the Debt, 'plm such a sum as may
be agreed upon—£E200,000,£E300,000,orcven £E500,000

—towards its reduction. But then let it be at liberty

to dispose of the rest of its resources as it thinks fit,

free from any hocus-pocus about " authorized ” or " un-

authorized
"

expenditure, and from any interference on

the part of the Caisse and the Powers. If it fails to dis-

charge these new obligations, then let the old arrange-

ment revive. But, as long as it fulfils them, let it have

that liberty of action which all the world over is the

privilege of solvency.

The reform just suggested is the most important and
the most beneficent change which remains to be effected

in the international arrangements relating to Egyptian

Finance. It would be one of its many advantages, that

the Egyptian Government would thereby be put in a
po.sition to decide, on the merits of the case, between the

competitive claims of a relief of taxation and a new foim
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of useful expenditure. The present system creates a

strong prejudice in favour of the former alternative. If

the Government remits taxation to the extent of

£E] 00,000, it loses £E100,000 and no more. But if it

decides upon fresh expenditure to the same amount, the

cost to the country is not £E100,000 but £E200,000.

The absurdity of such a system is self-evident. Every-

body would agree that, if by a reproductive expenditure

of £E100,000 the country could obtain, say, £E150,000,

such expenditure would be fully justified. But as things

at present stand, the Government would be actually a

loser by undertaking it.

Personally, if I may venture to express an opinion

upon so thorny a point, I am disposed to think that

anything which creates a prejudice against reproductive

expenditure is a misfortune to Egypt. Reduce taxation

by all means, and above all reduce the Land Tax. But
remember that while £E300,000 a year’, properly dis-

tributed, will suffice to relieve all the districts where the

Land Tax is really crushing, by far the most effectual

way of ultimately lightening that and every other burden

of the people, is to develop still further the productive

powers of the country. I do not go so far as one high

native authority, -who once said to me :
“ If you are going

in for charlatanism, relieve the Land Tax. If jmur object

is the prosperity of Egypt, create a Reservoir.” The
remark is too epigrammatic to be entirely true. But
there is more truth in it than falsehood.

For Egypt is a country which cries aloud for the

application of capital to elicit its great latent wealth.

The recent expenditure of the Government on Public

Works has been reproductive to a degree surpassing the
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most audacious forecasts. But there is much more to be

done ill this direction. The time will soon be reached

when the amount of water at present available in the

summer months will have been made to render the

greatest service of which it is capable. After that, there

can be no comiderable stride forward until the supply is

augmented. If the amount of summer water could be

doubled, or even increased by fifty per cent., the efiect

on agriculture would be stupendous. The question of

creating a vast Reservoir, to collect the river water in

the months of abundance, in order to give it out again

in the months of drought, is therefore the most interesting

problem which now confronts, not only the Engineers,

but the Financiers of Egypt. This question, however,

can be better discussed after we have cast a glance at

the Irrigation System.
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CHAPTER IX.

THE STBUGGLE FOB WATER.

The early Greek poet, who declared that “ water was the

best of all things,” the early Greek philosopher, who
saw in water the primal element of creation, must surely

have drawn their thought, perhaps unconsciously, from

Egj'ptian experience and sentiment. We know that

Greece, in her beginnings, owed much to the influence

of Egypt. May not the theory of Thales, and even the

poetical hyperbole of Pindar, have been inspired by some

contact, direct or indirect, with the land, where a single

great River is the lord and giver of life, the source and

sustenance of all existence and all civilization ? Egypt,

as a geographical expression, is two things—the Desert

and the Nile. As a habitable country, it is only one

—

the Nile. Every square foot of cultivable land has,

at some time or other, been brought down by the river

which now flows in its midst—at one season a shallow

and sluggish stream, of which but little reaches the sea,

at another, a sea itself, here spreading in a vast lake

over the whole face of the country, there pouring along

through numerous channels towards the ocean, and iiU-

ing the remotest corners of the land with the rush and

the sound of many waters.
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The ordinary visitor to Egypt knows nothing of these

things. He goes up the Nile, but, as far as the stream

itself is concerned, he is almost invariably disappointed.

Passing over the bridge at Cairo, he looks down upon

the most remarkable river in the world, a river with

which no other can compare in the strangeness of its

character, the richness of its gifts, the immense role it

has played in human history. But it makes no more

impression on him than the Thames at London Bridge.

The breadth of the stream is not remarkable—about a

quarter of a mile—the volume of water is not great, the

colour is dull, the pace of the current is, if anything,

slow. Yet the Nile, as the tourist sees it, from December

to March, is full and strong and stately compared to

what it afterwards becomes.

In April, May, and June, and sometimes into the

beginning of July, the water at Cairo falls and falls.

The lowering of level would be even more marked, if

the Nile were not nowadays pounded up at the Barrage,

some fourteen miles further down, in order to feed the

Summer Canals, which keep the cultivation of the Delta

alive. Meantime the two branches of the river below

the BaiTage are almost dry. There are many points,

at which, during the season of low water, a child might

walk across. The fields, except where artificially nour-

ished by the careful doling out of water from the Canals,

are parched and seamed with fissures. The air is full

of du.st. The brilliant green of the crops, which so

strikes the visitor during the winter, has given way to

more sombre hues. The trees have shed their leaves.

Nor is the animal world less oppressed by the lack of

water. Man and beast alike languish. And all day
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long the fiery &un, unclimmed by the lightest cloud,

proceeds on his stately but pitiless march through a sky

of deepest blue, as if deteimined to dry up what still

remains of life-giving moisture, and to rcstoie the tiny

strip of cultivated Egypt to the vast surrounding Desert,

in which, for hundicds ol miles, it forms the only break.

Towards the end of the dry season the physical dis-

ticss of the peop'e becomes gieat and visible. And that

physical distress is heightened by mental anxiety, as to

how long this tyianny will continue. The level of the

watei is still sinking. Already some of the least valu-

able ciops have had to be given up. The more valuable

ones are threatened High and low, rich and poor arc

united in one common solicitude : What is the news

from Assuan ? * Has the liver lisen 7 Is it not later

than usual ? Does it not look like a bad year * Will it

ever rise sufliciently to save the cotton 7 One day a

message of hope is flashed over Egypt. There is a rise

of some inches at Assuan The next day thcie is again

a lise. From one end of the country to the other the

countenances of men show signs of relief. But their joy

is prematuie. The next day the river has gone down
again. It was a false rise, the precursor, as so often

happens, of the leal flood. Such alternations of hope

and disappointment fiequently continue for a week or a

fortnight before the true rise unmistakably begins.

* Of couicc, tbo cnihcst no^s of the state of the Kilc comes, not fiom

Absunn, but fiom the fiontici at Haifa, as, before the loss of the Sudan, it

came fiom Khartum. '1 he engineers go by the reports from Haifa. But
what the mass ot the people, by immemorial habit, are accustomed to look

to, IS the height of tho iivcr at Assuan—the boundary of Hgypt Proper.

The meaning of so many “pics ’’(cubits) of water atAssnauis understood

by every peasant in Egvpt.

T
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At the commsnoameat of the flood it takes tea or

twelve days before a rise at Assuan makes itself felt at

Cairo. When that time has elapsed, any one watching

on the river bank at the latter place may note how, from

day to day, at first slowly, then with ever-increasing

rapidity, the water creeps up the hank. After the first

week or two, it is no longer only the level but the whole

demeanour of the river, which shows signs of the coming

change. Gradually, surely, the current quickens, the

water assumes a deeper colour. During the low season,

a bather in the Nile may easily make headway against

the current. In the first eight days of the descending

flood he may still swim up stream, though with increas-

ing difficulty. Another eight days, and all his eftbrts

will only keep him stationary. Eight days more and all

swimming is impossible. By the middle of August the

river has risen some twenty feet, and nears the summit

of its hanks. Its discharge has inci’eased from thirty

millions of cubic metres a day to six hundred millions.

'

Cross the bridge at night—in one ofthose balmy Egyptian

nights, which are unequalled for their purity and their

brilliance—and listen to the great river, which six weeks

before hardly made its presence felt—so low down was

it, so sluggish, and so noiseless—but which now swirls

and roars about the piers, os if it would sweep eveiy-

thing before it ! There are few more striking manifesta-

tions of the might of Nature. And the impression is

heightened by the fact that, for months past, not a drop

* The ayerage daily discharge of the Nile at Cairo in the flood months—^yrhich are, roughly speaking, August, September, and October—is up-

wards of six hundred million cubic metres. In the lowest years it has

been as little as four hundred and fifty millions, in the highest it has

sometimes exceeded one thousand millions.
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of rain has fallen. No cloud has crossed the sky. There

has been no sign of storm or thunder. It is to the

tropical rains of countries fifteen hundred and tAvo

thousand miles off, that this tumult of waters is due.

And now the basins of Upper Egypt are rapidly

filling with water. By the middle of September, as you

stand on one of the Ioav desert hills and look over the

country, it is all a huge lake, while in the Delta, both

branches of the Nile and the numberless artificial chan-

nels are flowing at full speed. The whole land is a land

of rivers, as erstwhile it Avas a land of dust. Physical

comfort is re.stored. The spirits of men have risen as

the Avaters rose. Crops, cattle, human beings, all rejoice

together in the abundance of the first necessary of life.

The Avater, charged as it is with quantities of fine mud,

is murky to look at, but it is refreshing to bathe in and

Avholesome to drink. Wherever you go on the banks of

the Canals, you see broAvn-skinned men and boys plung-

ing with delight into the life-giving stream. Women are

drawing from it, dogs are lapping it, the great patient

buffaloes are standing up to their necks in it, pictures of

content.

But soon a new anxiety, the opposite of that which

lately possessed them, begins to cloud the gladness of

men’s hearts. The longed-for flood has come with a

vengeance. The question now is : will it go, or rather,

will it go in time ? In Upper Egypt the basin land has

by this time been thoroughly saturated. The moment
will soon come, when the water ought to be running oflf

the fields, if they are to be sown in season. But it can-

not run off while the river is flowing brim fuU. More-

over, throughout the whole length of the country, the
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embankments of the Nile are being nervously watched.

Strong barriei s as they are, the stiain which two months

of flood has put upon them is sine to find out some

weak points. And as the river—especially in the Delta

—is running high above the level of the adjoining land,

the consequence of a breach might be to inundate a

whole district, and to carry destruction to the homes and

the harvests of thousands of the inhabitants.

As September wears on, people begin to look as

anxiously for news of a fall of the Nile at Assuan, as in

the middle of June they were looking for news of a rise.

In this instance too, the issue may long be a doubtful

one. As the liver often has a false lise, so it often has a

false fall. And the vicissitudes of the fall, like those of

the rise, become known with extraordinary rapidity

throughout the country and are followed with the same

strained and universal interest It is not till the fall

has been steady and continuous for a number of days,

that the general concern is allayed, and the state of the

river ceases, for the fiist time for six months, to be the

piedominant thought in the minds of the people of

Egypt.

By the beginning of October, in an average year, the

crisis is over, though the water-level at Caiio is often

at its highest at that time, as the liver begins to be

swollen by the dischaige from the basins of Upper Egypt.

But in a year of very high Nile, like 1887, or the

present year, the tension may be greatly prolonged.

Throughout the flood, and especially towards the close

of it, when the danger is greatest, the embankments, for

hundreds of miles, are watched day and night by an
army of men, called out for that purpose. Every eighty
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yards or so there is a post consisting of one or more

sentinels who never leave the bank, their only shelter

—

though shelter is scarcely needed—being a rude hut of

durra stalks. At night each post hangs out its lantern

,

the long line of lights along the brimming river produc-

ing a picturesque and striking effect. But the sentinels

alone would be of little use to cope with a disaster.

At intervals of a few miles are stationed gangs of men
supplied with the materials and tools necessary to repair

a breach, and ready to rush off at a moment’s notice to

any point from which danger is signalled.

The least alarm is passed along with the speed of

lightning from post to post, until it reaches the neai’est

gang. If the danger is more serious, reinforcements arc

hurried up, and the engineer of the district is at once

summoned. The Inspectors of Irrigation are constantly

on the vive. During high flood they spend most of

their time on the river, reviewing their long line of

fortifleations and its innumerable garrison, stopping

repeatedly at the most dangerous points to see that

everything is in order, and that all provisions have

been made in case of accident. And if for a few days

they are able to return to head-quarters at Cairo, where

piles of papers are always awaiting them, they are

momentarily liable to a summons to rush off to any

part of their districts where a breach has occurred, or is

foreseen. Their steamers are in constant readiness, and

they may have to start at any hour of the day or night.

Sometimes they may have taken a journey of fifty or a

hundred miles at full steam, only to find on arrival that

the alarm was a false one. And, perhaps, they have

hardly time to turn round before a fresh alarm is
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signalled, and off they dash again to a new and possibly

distant point of attack. This state of things generally

continues for about a month. In an exceptional year,

like the present one, the battle may last much longer,

and then it is certain that, however skilfully the flood

is dealt with, some damage will ensue. Even if any

serious accident is avoided, the inflltration from the

river is always more or less injurious to the neighbour-

ing lands, and in a year of prolonged flood the losses

resulting from this cause are very considerable.

It is hard to imagine a more interesting life than

that of an Irrigation Engineer in Egypt. But at the

same time I can think of few lives more trying. He
is for ever playing the most exciting of games, in which

the stakes are the welfare, possibly the existence, ’of

numbers of his fellow-creatui’cs. Great indeed must

be the satisfaction of .success. There are not many
people who can look back upon so much good—palpable,

unquestionable, far-reaching—bestowed upon their kind,

as the men who can husband the Nile to the best

advantage in the period of drought, and keep it in-

nocuous in the period of flood. But there are few also,

whose success is threatened by more incessant and more
various dangers. For nearly one quarter of the year is

it only by minute and constant calculation, and by the

most scientiflc management of an elaborate artiflcial

system, that they can succeed in making the water last,

in sending it at the right moment to the right place, in

giving to each district its fair share, in saving all the

cultivation that can be saved, and in taking care that

they sacriflce—^if sacrifice there must be—the less

valuable in order to preserve the more valuable crops.
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For something like another quarter of the year, they are

harassed by an exactly opposite but equally difScult

problem—how to get rid of the water with the least

injury to the country and the channels, with the

smallest deposit of silt in the canal-beds, and, during

that great struggle at the end, with the least risk of any
great breakdown in their long line of artificial defensive

works. And when the successive crises of low flood and
high flood are over, how enormous is the labour which

lies before them throughout the winter in clearage,

in repairs, in putting right such parts of their system

as they know to be still defective, in renewing and

strengthening those works upon which the strain has

been too gi’eat! For the embankments of the river,

after the flood has gone, are somewhat like fortifications

that have boon exposed to a long siege, with this differ-

ence, that ill a twelvemonth the siege will surely come

again, and the interval must not be allowed to pass

without preparing for the emergency.

To understand, even in outline, the Agriculture of

Egjqrt, two great facts must be borne in mind. The

first is that the country is watered, not by rain, but by
the river. In Upper Egypt rain practically never falls.

Even in Lower Egypt it is a negligible quantity. The

second great fact is, that the river is not only the

irrigator, but the fertilizer of the soil. The fine reddish-

brown mud which the Blue Nile washes down from the

volcanic plateaus of Abyssinia, mixed with organic

matter from the swamp regions of the White Nile, does

more than any manure can do for the annual renovation

of the land.

For thousands of years the agriculture of Egypt
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depended entirely upon the unaided action of the river.

The valley was intersected by dykes, running at right

angles to the Nile, and forming with the embankments

of the latter, and with the rising desert land which

bounds the valley on either side, a series of basins so

contrived as to regulate the course of the flood and to

compel it to deposit the rich matter, with which it was

charged. These basins were in a series of chains, each

chain being fed by a separate canal from the river, and

having a separate escape, by which the water, after

doing its work, was let out into the river again. In

some, but not in all cases, communication was also

provided from the bottom basin of one chain to the top

basin of the chain immediately below it. By these

means the water was retained upon the land—which

was generally flooded for six or seven weeks—till it was

covered with a thick coat of rich mud. On this mud,

after the water had run off" the seed was cast, and the

husbandman had nothing to do but to tend his crop, and

in the fulness of time to harvest it. The harvest was in

March and April, and after it was over the land la}"

fallow till the next flood.

Throughout the greater part of Upper Egypt this

primeval system still exists to-day. But in Lower
Egypt, that is the Delta, the last sixty years have seen

the introduction of a new agricultm’e. The old method
had great advantages. Cultivation cost little in labour

and nothing in manure. The flood itself annually

revived the soil and kept it perpetually in heart. But,

By Upper Egypt, I mean the wliole country from the apex of the
Delta to the eouthern frontier. It is sometimes divided into IMiddle and
Upper Egypt, hut the distinction is only confusing.
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on the other hand, there was only one crop—though a

very rich one. For nearly half the year the land was

idle, and the single harvest, which consisted principally

of wheat, beans, and clover, though it amply sufficed to

nourish the population, was of little value for exporta-

tion. In ancient days, no doubt, Egypt was one of the

granaries of the civilized world, which was at that time

practically confined to the shores of the Mediterranean.

But the vaster civilization of to-day requires vaster

gi’anarie.s. Europe now draws its sujjplie.s from the

great plains of North America, of Eussia, and of India.

The small contribution of the Nile Valley is of little

importance. That barbarian of genius, Mehemet Ali,

who made himself master of Egypt in the beginning of

the present century, saw that, if the country was to play

any vole in the commercial life of mankind, it must look

to other and more valuable crops.

The climate Avas singularly favourable to the culti-

vation of two of the most profitable of the earth’s pro-

ducts—cotton and sugar. But sugar grows all the year

round, and cotton grows just during the six months

Avhen, under the old system, the country—all but the

strip of high land near the river *—was first waterless

and then flooded. In order to grow these crops in large

quantities, it was necessary to depart from the old

methods and to substitute perennial irrigation for six

weeks of flooding. Sugar and cotton must be watered,

but they must not be di’OAvned. It was well to deposit

the fertilizing mud upon the fallow, but it would not do

to deposit it upon growing crops. Hence a double

* The Nile Yalley, being of deltaio formation, slopes away from the

river to the foot of the desert hills.
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change was necessary. Water had to bo supplied all the

year round, but it had to be supplied in limited quan-

tities. So far as the land was devoted to growing the

new crops, it must be constantly watered, but it must

never be inundated.

It was in order to receive and distribute water in the

shallow season, and not only during flood time, that the

“ Sefi
” * or Summer Canals were dug. They are, of

course, deeper than the old “Nili” or Flood Canals,

inasmueh as their business is to draw from the river

when it is low, and not merely in the flood time. In

order to understand the irrigation of Egypt, this dis-

tinction between Summer and Flood Canals must always

be borne in mind.

The changes introduced by Mehemet Ali have drawn

a sharp line of division between the Irrigation System

of Upper and of Lower Egypt. From the apex of the

Delta to the southern boundary of Egypt Proper at

Assuan—a distance by river of about six hundred miles

—the agrieulture of the Nile Valley is still the agri-

culture of the Pharaohs. There is, indeed, a single

district, where one of the new Sefi Canals, the Ibrahimia,

gives perennial irrigation to some two hundred and forty

thousand acres comprising the gi’eatest sugar plantations

in Egypt, and, by means of one of its branches, the Bahr
Yusef, to the oasis known as the Fayflm. Moreover tlie

lands immediately adjoining the river all along the

valley, the islands, and certain patches in the centre of

the basins, watered by wells, bear crops in summer as

well as in winter. But, speaking broadly. Upper Egypt

* IFrom “Sef,” pronounced like our EngliBli “safe,” the Arabic \r07d

for summer.
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is a land of single-crop -winter cultivation, annually-

soaked with Nile water, and renovated by Nile mud,

just as it has been any time these sis thousand years.

Irrigation under these conditions is comparatively a

simple matter. It has puzzles of its own, as we shall

see hereafter, and can bo carried out very well or very

badly. But it presents nothing like the tangle of diffi-

culties which attend the modern system, prevalent

throughout the Delta. The object of the latter system

is to render the land more fertile, by allowing it to be

cultivated in summer as well as in winter, in the season

of low water and of flood, as well as when the flood is

over. And the result has undoubtedly been an extra-

ordinary development of the wealth of the country.

The richest crops, the crops which give Egypt her posi-

tion in the markets of the world, are grown on the lands

of the Delta, or of the exceptional district of Upper

Egypt just referred to, which are preserved from inun-

dation, and fed with water in driblets all the year round,

by means of the Sefi Canals.

But this enormous increase in the produce of the

soil has not been without its drawbacks. You cannot

take an extra crop out of the land, especially when it is

an exhausting crop like sugar or cotton, without dimin-

ishing its natural fertility. And if the new system of

cultivation takes more out of the land, it at the same

time puts less into it. For since it is essential, wherever

cotton and sugar are being grown, that the flood should

not cover the country as it did formerly—as it does in

the greater part of Upper Egypt to-day—but should be

carried right away into the sea, the soil is deprived of

the fertilizing and recuperative effect of the rich mud.
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which the high Nile brings down in such abundant

quantity. Twice as much is demanded of it as in the

old days, and the revivifying substance—better than any

manure, which in the old days was annually given to it,

has been taken away. The inevitable consequence is a

mai’ked deterioration of the soil, which can only be

remedied by a free use of artificial manure, or by giving

the land, from time to time, a thorough soaking with

flood water. The latter method amounts, in fact, to a

partial and occasional return to the basin system.

This deterioration was aggravated by the unscientific

manner in which summer cultivation was introduced,

and especially by the neglect of the great essential of

proper drainage. It was the want of drainage, which

completed the ruin of the Bu’iiya, that broad belt of

land, which occupies the noiiheni and lowest portion of

the Delta, adjoining the great lakes. There are upwards

of one million acres of this region, now swamp, or salt

marsh, or otherwise uncultivable, which in ancient times

were the garden of Egypt. Fortunately, a great portion

of the Birriya may be reclaimed with comparative ease.

The salted lands, especially, which form so large a part

of it, can be rescued by thorough washing, and by the

cultivation of rice, the restorative nature of which crop

is well known to the Egyptian agriculturist. Rice cul-

tivation, indeed, must be on a restricted scale, as long as

the present dearth of water in summer continues. But
there is always the possibility of washing the land in

winter, when water is abundant. For all these purposes,

however, drains are indispensable, and it is only in the

last few years that a beginning has been made in

supplying this want.
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The truth is, that the system of perennial irrigation,

conceived by Mehemet Ali, was too difficult and too

complicated a business for the men who had to carry it

out. Up to 1882 the condition of that portion of the

country, in which the new system had been established,

was steadily going from bad to worse. In ancient times

Egypt must undoubtedly have possessed engineers of

first-rate capacity. But in this, as in many other

respects, her present inhabitants fall far behind the

ti-aditiou of their ancestor's. Mehemet Ali himself re-

cognized this fact. He called in the assistance of highly-

trained engineers from Franco to supply the lack of

native capacity. But the Frenchmen, who, up to the

time of the British Occupation, were supposed to repre-

sent the scientific element in the business of irrigation,

are not to be blamed if, despite their counsels, that

business was a failure. They failed, where the Engli.sh

have succeeded, but the fault was not theirs. It was not

due to any want of capacity on their part, but to the

falseness of their position. They were advisers, and

advisers merely. And what is the good of skilled advice,

Avithout authority to secure its adoption ? Sitting at

head-quarters at Cairo, they could not see what was

being done by their agents in the provinces, done, often,

against the better judgment of those agents themselves,

in deference to poAverful local influences, or to the com-

mands of ignorant Mudirs. And if they had seen those

mistakes, they Avould have had no poAver to prevent

them.

The position of the English Engineers is different.

They do not sit at head-quarters, but traverse the country

from end to end. And they have a power behind them.
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whicli ensures tlieir advice being followed. “ I must

deprecate," says one of the most eminent among them,

“ any invidious comiJarison between the Prench and the

Anglo-Indian Engineers. The comparison must be made
really between the Arab Engineers advised by French

Engineers and the Anglo-Indian Elngineers directing the

Arab Engineers.” That is the root of the whole matter.

European skill—in this as in other respects—is necessary

for the regeneration of Egypt. But European skill is

useless without European authority. Wherever you
turn, that cardinal fact stares you in the face.*

It was during the fifty years before such authority

was established, that the irrigation of the Delta was

reduced to chaos. To make the land of Egypt cultivable

all the year round, without ruining it, is, under any
conditions, an intricate problem. It requires a network

of main and subsidiary Canals, each member of which

must be scientifically designed, in respect of capacity and

level. These Canals must be supplied witli regulating

sluices, which have to be judiciously located, and care-

fully worked. And the .skill needed to bring the water

to the land is not greater than that needed to take it off

again. As I have said, irrigation is fatal without drain-

age. And the two systems, each very complicated, must

be kept distinct, like the veins and arteries of the human
body, if the most direful confusion is not to ensue. But

the difficulties which beset perennial irrigation are, in

Egypt, vastly augmented by the fact that, under existing

circumstances, there is a considerable portion of the

year during which water is very scarce. If you want

science to make the Canals properly, you want, not

* See pages 221 aud 225, and, indeed, see this volume passim.
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merely science, but good husbandry and equity to ensure

the proper use of them during the painful period when
only the most rigid economy and most impartial dis-

tribution of water can do justice to tbe needs of all.

Egyptian Irrigation is a moral as well as a scientific

problem.

But in the creation of the new irrigation works in

the Delta, science and morality had alike been wanting.

Private interest had ruled supreme in their construction.

Technical skill had been conspicuous by its absence.

As a consequence, every conceivable blunder and in-

justice had been committed. The Canals were faulty in

slope, in capacity, and in alignment. Moreover, they

were not adequately supplied with regulating sluices, and

where such sluices existed, they were often found in the

wrong places, and were constantly closed at the wrong

times. The channels were accordingly choked with silt,

for the removal of which enormous numbers of men were

obliged to submit to weeks and months of forced labour,

without, in many cases, being able to efiect the desired

result. Irrigation outlets were cut from the main Canals,

regardless of all considerations of level and of the area

which they were intended to supply. Hence reckless

waste of water in one place, impo.ssibility of obtaining

water in another. Moreover, pumping engines had been

erected on the Canal banks by permission of the Govern-

ment—for no engine could be put up without such per-

mission—regardless of the capacity of a particular Canal

to feed the engine, and with consequent detriment to the

other proprietors along its banks.

But perhaps the worst feature of aU was the neglect

of drainage, which was steadily ruining large tracts of
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country. Even where drains existed,they were frequently

used also as irrigation channels, than which it is im-

possible to conceive a worse sin against every sound

2
orinciple of agriculture. In some eases these channels

would be flowing brim full for purposes of irrigation,

ju.st when they should have been empty to receive the

di’ainage water. Elsewhere the salt-impregnated drain-

age water was actually pumped back ujjon the land.

I have only mentioned a few instances of the almo.st

incredible tangle of mistakes, fatal to the fertility of the

soil, and wasteful of the money of the Government and

the labour of the jjeople, with which the Anglo-Indian

Engineers, who were summoned to Egypt in 1883 and

1884, found themselves compelled to grapj^le. To bring

order out of such confusion was the work of years.

That work is not completed even yet, though in the

most important districts of Egypt the glaring faults of

the old system have been remedied, and irrigation is now
conducted on scientific jjrinciples. But at the outset the

difliculty was tremendous. It was almost impossible to

see one’s way through such a network of error. And
what made it all the worse was, that there had grown
up, intimately intertwined with these blunders, a count-

less number of vested rights.

In order to rectify a mistake which might, perhaps,

be injurious to a whole district, it was often necessary

to interferewith some powerful private interest,and before

private interests could be made to give way to public

necessity, the struggle was long and fierce. It was
fortunate that, even in the first year of their jjresence,

the Anglo-Indian Engineers,though theypossessed neither

the experience of the country, nor the command of
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money necessary to effect an3^1iing great, were able to

make such a number of minor but striking improvements,

that the chorus of general approbation soon drowned

individual complaints and protests.

The excellent results, which from the very outset have

attended the labours of the Anglo-Indian Engineers, are

greatly due to the .skilful manner in which Sir Colin

Scott Moncrieff organized his new service, and to his

happy knack in choosing his subordinates. The innumer-

able errors of detail confronting him in the system,

which he had undertaken to put right—eri’ors, each one

of which required the incessant attention of a skilled,

energetic, and determined man to deal with it—^pointed

unmistakably to the necessity of dividing the work. Sir

Cohn saw that he could accomplish little without some

lieutenants of first-rate ability, and, having got the right

men, he wisely accorded them great latitude in the

management of their respective districts.

The country was divided into five Circles of Irrigation

(three in the Delta and two in Upper Egypt) of which

four were entrusted to the new-comers from India.* This

plan of localizing the engineering talent, which it had

been found desirable to import into the country, proved

a complete success. It is not too much to say that

among the English Inspector's of Irrigation there has not

* These Inspectors were Colonel Boss, Mr. Willcooks, Major Brown, and

Mr. Poster. When Moncrieff became TTnder-Seoretnry of State, and Col.

Boss took his place as Inspector-General, the latter was replaoed by Mr.
Gorstin. These six men, together with CoL Western and Mr. Beid, who
between them restored the Barrage, hare been the saviours of Egyptian

Irrigation. Western and Beid left when their special work was finished.

Moncrieff and Boss have both retired this year, Moncrieff being replaced

by Garstin, and Boss by Foster in Lower, and by Brown in Upper Egypt.

U
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been one weak or second-rate man. Differing widely

—even extraordinarily—in character and gifts, they have

all displayed in a high degree sound technical know-

ledge, untiring industry, absolute contempt for hardship

or misrepresentation and the most perfect impartiality.

Viewed as a whole, there can be no question, that the

Irrigation Department is, of all the branches of the

Egyptian Service managed by British Chiefs, the one

upon which, from first to last, it has been possible to

look with the most unmixed pride.

With men of this calibre stationed in every quarter

of the country, seeing with their own eye.s, and entrusted

with a wide discretion to act to the best of their judgment,

the work of improvement marched as rapidly, as the

limited amount of money at the disposal of the Irrigation

Service would permit. While a great deal was left to the

initiative of the individual Inspectors, and the methods of

each of them presented considerable diversity, there was
still a general harmony of purpose running through their

work. The same evils existed everywhere, and they were

dealt with on the same principles, though with varying

degrees of boldness and ingenuity. The gi’eat problem

everywhere was to better the machine without interrupt-

ing its action. “ Egypt,” wrote Sir Colin Moncrieff in

his first report, “ was no tahula rasa on which to lay

down the most perfect Canal System, but a country

whose very life depended on a fully developed but very

bad system. It has been necessary to introduce reforms

without for a day stopping the existing machinery.

When a canal has been closed, it has been necessary to

have another canal to take its place.”

In spite of these difficulties, the work was vigorously
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pushed on all over the country. Old drainage channels,

which had been allowed to become blocked, were cleared

and prolonged. New drains were cut for the relief of

salted and water-logged districts. Lines of Irrigation

were disentangled from lines of Drainage. The direction

and level of many Canals were rectified. New regulators

were built, and the existing regulators were worked in

a novel fashion. They were now for the first time closed

in the season of low Nile, thus greatly diminishing the

cost and labour necessary to raise the water on to the

fields. On the other hand, the old habit of closing them
during the flood was as far as possible discontinued, and

the result was a great reduction of the silt deposit in the

canal-heds, that fertile source of expense to the State and

. oppression to the peasantry.

In no respect, indeed, were the new methods more

productive of benefit to the people than in this important

matter of preventing excessive deposits of silt. I have

shown, in the preceding chapter, how the improvement

in the finances of Egypt has enabled the Government to

dispense with forced labour for the great annual task of

removing these deposits. But long before the practice

of clearing the Canals by means of the Corvde was
abandoned, the amount of clearance necessary had been

enormously reduced by the skill of the Engineers, In

the case of a single Canal, the Ismailia, which connects

the Nile with the Suez Canal, the changes introduced

by Col. Ross brought down the amount of silt deposit

from 300,000 cubic metres in former years to 120,000

cubic metres in the year 1884. This represented a

saving in the annual cost of dredging of no less than

£9000, The Nagar Canal in Menufia had up to 1884
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suffered from an annual deposit of between 500,000 and

300,000 cubic metres, which it required the Gorv6e of

the whole province—20,000 men working on an average

for 40 days—to remove. But by the expenditure of less

than £2000 Mr. Willcocks succeeded in reducing this

deposit to only 30,000 cubic metres, thus economizing

between seven and eight hundred thousand days of work,

or, in terms of money, at least £15,000 a year.

Improvements of this kind were events in 1884.

Since then every successive year has had its share of

them, and people have come to regard them so much as

a matter of course, that nowadays it would be looked

upon as a failure, if any season passed in which the

irrigation works were simply kept in order and no new
change for the better effected. As a matter of fact,

evei-y year since 1884 has seen some fresh district restored

to fertility, and in some cases brought for the first time

under cultivation, in consequence of the patient, in-

telligent, unwearying work which Egypt has learned to

expect from the heads of the Irrigation Service, and

never expects in vain.

But the achievements of the Irrigation Engineers have

not been confined to a number of local improvements,

however valuable. The summer irrigation of the Delta,

as they found it, was not only faulty in all its details.

Its great central machinery had completely broken down.

In order to make the system work satisfactorily, it is

absolutely neces.sary to raise the level of the river during

the low season. Only by this means can the supply of

water, at a time when every gallon is worth money, be

fully utilized and its distribution properly controlled.

To clear the great arterial Canals every year to such
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a depth, as would enable them to take in the water

required from the Nile at the low level of the spring and

early summer, was a work beyond the resources of the

country in the way of labour, even under a powerful

despot, like Mehemet Ali, who could command the

Corvee of the whole population. And when the Canals

had been dug to this needless depth, they did not, after

all, do their work with anything like the same efficiency,

as if they had been less deep and had been filled by
artificially holding up the water at their heads. In

summer time they ran at so low a level, that it was a

difficult and costly business to raise the water on to the

land. During the flood and winter months they carried

a most superfluous quantity of water at an inadequate

slope and the silt deposits were consequently enormous.

Moreover, under this system, it was impossible to divert

the whole river into the Canals during the low season.

The bulk of the precious summer water still flowed down
the two natural branches of the Nile, and had to be

lifted from them into the irrigation channels bymechanical

means.

From the fli’st introduction of summer cultivation it

had been recognized that its complete success depended

upon the power of damming up the river at the apex of

the Delta. Given this power, the last drop of water could

be used up, and the whole supply distributed fairly to the

different parts of the country by the network of Canals.

But without it, the system was paralyzed at its centi’al

point. Napoleon, during his expedition to Egypt, was one

of the first to see of what enormous value a dam across

the two branches of the Nile, just below their bifurcation,

would be to the agriculture of the Delta. As early as
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1833, Mehemet Ali, appalled by the annually recurring

difficulty of clearing the Canals to a depth which should

enable them to receive the low summer supply of the

river, began to lay the foundations of such a dam. But

after a year or two the work was abandoned. It was not

till 1842 that the French Engineer, Mougel Bey, succeeded

in persuading the Viceroy to make up the idea again.

The design of Mougel Bey was a magnificent one, and

the mighty dam, which owes its inception to his genius,

is one of the greatest irrigation works in the world. This

is the famous Barr-age (or “ Barrages,” as it is at times

more correctly but somewhat pedantically called) which

is situated about fourteen miles downstream from Cairo,

and spans the two branches of the Nile immediately

below the point at which they divide. The work consists

of two bridges, one across the Rosetta and one across the

Damietta Branch of the river, each of sixty-one arches.*

They are connected by a revetment wall, a thousand

metres in length, which i-uns across the intervening

peninsula, and in the middle of which is the head of the

Mcnufia Canal, the main source of water-supply to that

portion of the Delta lying between the two arms of the

Nile. The arches of both bridges are constructed so as

to leave a free passage for the water when high, but to

be closable by means of iron gates, whenever it is

thought necessary to raise the level of the river. With
the gates completely closed, the Barrage thus constitutes

a barrier pounding up ali the water in the river, and

enabling the main Canals to receive their full supply by

free flow from the reservoir so created.

* The Damietta Branch Barrage originaliy had aoveuty-onc archea,

but ten of these have been suppressed.
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The BaiTage took nearly twenty years to build. It

cost £E1,800,000 in money, to say nothing of the unpaid

labour of the peasantry, who were employed upon it.

But it was practically useless till Sir Colin Moncrieff

came to Egypt. The arches of the bridge over the

Damietta Branch had not even been supplied with gates.

The bridge over the Eosetta Branch had indeed been

used, but in a tentative and half-hearted fashion, which

rendered it of little value. When it was first completely

closed in 1863, a settlement took place, and the passage

was almost immediately re-opened. In 1867 a further

accident occurred causing serious damage to ten of the

arches, and after this the work was virtually despaired

of. In 1883, it was officially declared valueless, except

to regulate the flow of water in the two branches of the

river. The most that had ever been got out of it was an

additional head of water of about half a metre.

Such was the deplorable condition of this splendid

and costly work at the time of Sir Colin Moncrieff’s

arrival. But this was not the whole of the mischief.

The comprehensive scheme of irrigation, of which the

Barrage was the basis, included the construction of three

Main Canals, taking off from it and watering respectively

the Eastern, the Central, and the Western provinces of

the Delta.* Of these three Canals, only the middle one,

the Eayah Menufia, was in working order. The Eastern

Canal had been commenced but abandoned. The

W’’estern Canal, the Eayah Behera, had, indeed, been

* The Eastern provinoes—^those to the right of the Damietta branch
of the Nile—are Dakablia and Sharkla; the Central provinces—those

between the Damietta and the Bosetta branches—are Mennffa and
Gborbia; the Western province—to the left of the Bosetta branch—is

Behera,
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completed, but sand-drifts having choked up the portion

nearest its head, it could take in little or no water

direct from the river at low level. In order to supply

the province of Behera, the Government had therefore

entered into a thirty-three years’ contract with an Irri-

gation Company to pump water out of the river into the

Canal at two stations on the Rosetta Branch of the Nile.

By this contract, the Government bound itself to pay

a ininimvm of £E26,000 a year to the Company plus

a varying sum depending upon the amount of water

actually pumped. This outlay would have been entirely

unnecessary, if the Barrage had been in working oi’der,

and the Rayah Behera cleared of sand-drift. For the

last two years this pumping has been dispensed with,

and the Government is now paying its £E26,000 a year

for nothing.

But, wasteful and uningenious as the plan ot pump-
ing the river into the main Canals may appear, it was
just about to receive a great extension. When Sir Colin

Moncriefl' came to Egypt, he found a scheme under the

consideration of the Public Works Ministry, and on the

point of being accepted, by which a system, similar to

that already employed in Behera, was to be adopted for

the whole of the Delta. Engines were to be erected at

an initial cost of £E700,000 and kept going at an annual

cost of £E250,000, in order to supply all the principal

Canals by lifting water into them out of the river.

There is something very bizarre in the idea, that the

Egyptian Government was actually on the verge of

trying to lift the whole river, or as much of it as could

be thus intercepted, by means of pumping engines, when
aU the time the same object could have been accomplished
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far more easily and efficiently by bolding up the water

at the Barrage, if that work had only been put in order.

There can, of course, be no comparison between the two

methods. The former is costly, the latter cheap. The

former only utilizes part of the water, most of which

is running away, while you are pumping at it. The
latter enables you to utilize the whole of it. No one

would have dreamt of adopting the former counsel of

despair, if the possibility of proceeding by the latter and

better method had not been abandoned, and abandoned

without adequate trial.

It is the most extraordinaiy thing in the world that,

for the sixteen years preceding Sir Colin’s arrival, no

serious effort had been made to repair the Barrage.

There was plenty of talk about it. A great scheme was

in existence, involving an outlay of £1,250,000. But

nothing practical had been attempted. No doubt the

idea of repairing anything is alien to the Arab mind.

An Egyptian builds a house
;
but the last thing which

ever occurs to him is to look after it, when built. He
is quite content to live in it, and watch it deteriorate

year after year without anything being done to arrest

the process, until it threatens to tumble down about his

ears. Then he leaves that house and builds another.

It is a pious act to build a mosque. But what Egyptian

thinks of preserving the magnificent mosques already

existing? Up to quite recent years the finest monu-

ments of Arab art were being allowed to crumble to ruin

without a finger being lifted to prevent it. And how
much costly machinery has notbeen imported into Egypt

during the last half-century, which has either been

suffered to rust unused or been spoilt in the use, with
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incredible z’apidity, for want of the most ordinary care ?

That “ a stitch in time saves nine ” is the last proverb

to be recognized in Egypt.

But even when fuU account has been taken of this

unfortunate idiosyncrasy, the total neglect of the Ban-age

still appears inexplicable. Perhaps it was due to the

fact, that the undertaking, being indissolubly connected

with the name of Mehemet Ali and his immediate suc-

cessor Abbas, the following Viceroys, Said and Ismail,

preferred spending all their money on new schemes of

their own to devoting a comparatively small sum to

the maintenance of this great work of earlier and better

rulers. And by the time Tewfik came to the throne, the

Barrage was almost forgotten, and thei-o was, moreover,

no longer any money to spend.

But, whatever may have been the cause, the fact

remains, that nobody had tried the experiment of restor-

ing the Barrage. When Sir Colin Moncrieff started the

notion of doing so, he was good-naturedly forgiven for

his “ ignoi-ance of the country, natural in a foreigner ”

—

that favourite Egyptian excuse for escaping the trouble

of improvements. But the new-comer was not to be

daunted by such discouragement. The pumping contract

was laid aside, and when the low water season of ISS-i

came round, a first attempt was made to see how much
water the Barrage could hold up if both the bridges

were closed. The enterprise was entrusted to Mi’. Will-

cocks, and it turned out a signal success. By a number

of ingenious temporary measures, he succeeded in holding

up two and a quarter metres on the Bosetta, and about

one metre on the Damietta Branch.* The effect pro-

* Of rouTBe the vrater surface level above the two dams is the same.
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duced was extraordinary. The discharge of the Kayah
Menufia was doubled, and that of the Kayah Behera

and of the three Sefi Canals, which draw from the river

between Cairo and the Barrage, greatly increased. Water
in abundance made its appearance as late as the middle

of June in districts, where it had not been seen for

years except during flood time. And not only was the

quantity increased, but, owing to the delivery being at

a higher level, an immense saving was effected in the

trouble and cost of lifting. The cotton crop for 1884

was nearly half a million kantars above the highest

flgure of previous years.

The experiment of 1884 was repeated in 1885 with

oven better results, so far as raising the level of the

river was concerned. And, having succeeded for two suc-

cessive yeai's in patching up the Barrage, the Irrigation

Engineers were able to make a very powerful appeal for

a special grant to carry out its complete restoration.

The sum required was quite beyond the resources of the

annual Budget of their Department ;
but, fortunately, it

was found possible to provide it out of “ the million for

Public Works ” included in the guaranteed Loan of 1885.*

The necessary money thus .secured, the work was pushed

on with great energy. Two new experts were brought

from India to take it in hand. Colonel Western as

Director-General of Works, and Mr. Reid as Resident

Engineer. Their task was a very heavy one. To ensure

the stability of the Barrage against the pressure of a

The reason why the Barrage on the Bosetta side has to hear a greater

head than that of the Damietta side is, that the hed of the river is lower

in the former than in the latter branch.

* See page 228.
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great body of water is a matter of remarkable difficulty.

The gigantic weight of this structure rests on nothing

but fine mud and sand. There is no solid foundation

attainable. Moreover, all the time that the Barrage was
being repaired it had to be used too

;
for after the suc-

cessful experiments of 1884 and 1885, there would have
been a tremendous outcry, if something had not been

done every summer to keep up the level of the Nile, It

was thus necessary to isolate those portions of the work
which were under treatment, while the remainder of it

continued to hold up the river. Every year, as soon as

the flood was over, one half of one of the bridges was
enclosed by a coffer dam, out of which all the water was
pumped, so that the floorings of the arches were left dry.

An enormous number of labourers wore employed, and
the task of repairing the floor and strengthening and
extending the great apron of masonry, which constitutes

the defence of the structure against the subversive action

of the water, proceeded without a day’s cessation, and for

a great part of the time both night and day. Working
thus under the highest pressure, and in the face of in-

numerable and unforeseen perils arising from the treach-

erous nature of the river-bed, the western half of the

Rosetta Branch Barrage was finished in the winter and
spring of 1886-7, and the eastern half in 1888-9. The
ea.stern half of the Damietta Branch Barrage was simi-

larly completed in 1887—8, and the western half in

1889-90. The arches of both bridges were supplied with
iron gates in double leaves, moving in parallel grooves,

and raised and lowered by overhead travelling winches.

By the low-water season of 1891, the work was finished,

and for two successive summers the Barrage has now
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held up the river to the full height required for the

proper distribution of the whole available water-supply

among the great arterial Canals. The maximum head of

water which it has borne in the past and the present

year has exceeded four metres—the amount contemplated

in the original design.

The cost of the restoration of the Barrage was
£E460,000, and at least £E30,000 a year will probably

be required to keep it in order, as no reasonable expense

must be spared for the defence of a construction, which
is at once so invaluable and exposed to so much danger.

But for this expenditure the Barrage does, and does

with incomparably greater efficiency, the work, which in

1883 it was proposed to perform by pumping-engines

at an initial expenditure of £E700,000, and an annual

expenditure of £E250,000.

The economy—to say nothing of better regulation

—effected by the restoration of the Barrage, is not

confined to the cost of pumping. It has also been the

most potent, though by no means the only factor, in

diminishing those enormous silt deposits, which, as we
have seen, are the bane of Egyptian Irrigation. Now
that it is no longer necessary to dig the Canals to as

great a depth as formerly, they do not take in so large

a quantity of fiood water, and it is the flood and not

the summer water, which causes deposit. Moreover, the

beds of the Canals at theii’ intakes being now at a

higher level, their slope is increased. The water thus

flows down them with greater velocity, and consequently

a smaller amount of the matter carried in suspension

sinks to the bottom.

The total effect of the new methods in reducing the
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cost of clearance is very remarkable. The labour re-

quired for this purpose, in the Delta alone, under the old

system, was estimated in terms of money at £E530,000,

and this is probably below the mark. Nowaday.s, with

a gi’eatly increased mileage of Canals, and with a large

number of drains into the bargain, which formerly

either did not exist, or were not kept in order, the annual

cost of clearance is only £E200,000.

From every point of view, indeed, the Barrage has

been an immense success. Of course it has its critics,

but they have the poorest case of any critics of my
acquaintance. There was no conceivable change that

could have been introduced into Egyptian Irrigation, not

even the change from a bad system to a good one, which

was not certain to injure somebody. No doubt there

are some lands which, owing to their exceptional situa-

tion, are worse off now than they were in former times.

But the handful of people who profited by the old chaos,

is absolutely insignificant compared to the numbers

benefited by the new order. It is not by hunting up

every solitaiy instance of the few individuals injured,

by exaggerating it, reiterating it, making a grievance

of it, that our critics can shake the credit of a work
from which the agriculture of the Delta, as a whole, has

derived such enormous advantage.

And, indeed, nobody seriously contends that the Bar-

rage, so long as it holds out, is not a great boon to the

country. What those foreign cavillers—for I do not

think there is a single Egyptian who belittles the Bar-

rage—what those foreigners, I say, to whom every good
thing done by the English is a stumbling-block, seek to

console themselves with, is the alleged instability of the
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structure. For my own part, I am prepai’ed to maintain

that, even if it were to give way next summer, it has

already saved Egypt mor-e money than has been spent

upon it since 1884. But it is not going to give way.

Every injury which it sustains, every accident—and
there are often slight accidents—which reminds us of

the treacherous character of the subsoil, sends a tremor

of hopeful excitement through certain jealous breasts.

But disappointment always follows. Oh, if it would only

burst ! It is to he feared that, if nothing serious happens

to it, there are certain persons in Egypt who will them-

selves burst from baffled spite

!

It is surely a strange thing, that among those, to

whom the success of the Barrage is a source of chagrin,

there should be any Frenchmen. The conception of the

woi-k was French. The great design, which the British

Engineers have after all done nothing but bi’ing to com-

pletion, was due to a Frenchman. Sir Colin Moncrieff

himself has always been foremost to give full credit

to Mougel Bey. He found the poor old man in poverty

and oblivion He was incessant in sounding his praises.

Ho left the Egyptian Government no rest till it had
recognized by an adequate pension the services of the

man, who was the author of the Barrage. If Mougel

Bey lived to see the great idea of his life realized
;
if

in his extreme old age he was restored to honour and

comfort, the chief thanks are due to our own country-

man, who rescued the work and fame of his French

predecessor from undeserved neglect. There is nothing

in such a story which should estrange two nations, each

of whom has good reasons for looking upon the Barrage

with pride,
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If there is any charge which can he justly brought

against the Barrage, it is that it does its work too well.

The storing of the summer water and its diversion into

the main Canals is now so complete that, during May
and June, the two branches of the river are for a certain

distance almost entii'ely dry. Of course the towns and

villages along them are supplied with drinking as well

as with irrigation water from one or other of the main

Canals, or their branches, and supplied more easily and

conveniently than they could be from the river at its

lowest. Navigation, too, has been maintained and,

indeed, improved. There are now two complete main

lines of Canal-Navigation, by which boats can pass

during the season of low water from above the Barrage

to Alexandria on the one side, or Damietta on the other.

Still, when all has been said, the drying up of the river

beds has serious disadvantages, if only from the sanitary

point of view. The excuse for it is, that every available

drop of water is needed for the crops, and indeed given

to them. But as soon as the quantity of summer water

can be increased, it wordd certainly be desirable to

allow some of it to flow down the two river-branches to

the sea.

I have said that the Barrage cost £E460,000. The
remainder of “the Irrigation Million’’ of 1885 was
devoted to making the third or Eastern of the three

Main Canals taking off from the Barrage*—begun, as

we have seen, years ago, but never completed for any
distance— to the improvements in Navigation just

referred to, and to Drainage. There still, however,

• It wag called Bayah Tewfikia, in hononi of the late Khedive, who
opened it in the spring of 1890.
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remained some works to be undertaken in the Delta—of

more than local importance—both in the extension of

Drainage and in improving the Rayah Behera, the great

Western Canal. Moreover, Upper Egypt was beginning

to push its claims for a share of the extraordinary

expenditure on Public Works. Relying on the pheno-

menal results of the Million Expenditure, the Irrigation

Department accordingly appealed for a second special

grant for the above-named purposes. The sum asked

for was £E1,2 50,000. The sum actually obtained—as

part of the operation for the conversion of the Privi-

leged Debt in 1890—was £E910,000. The bulk of

this money has gone to Upper Egypt, though consider-

able amounts have also been devoted to the Rayah
Behera and its branches, and to the extension of Main
Drains.

So far as the Delta is concerned, it may be said that

the Irrigation System, in its main outlines, has now
been put on a proper footing. Many minor improve-

ments remain to be effected, and year by year some of

them will be taken in hand. But there already exists

a complete network of main and subsidiary Canals,

having the Ban'age as its starting-point, and designed

on scientific principles. The System of Drainage is not

yet equally complete, for here, as we have seen, the

previous neglect had been most conspicuous. But even

in this respect enormous progress has been made, and

whatever else is urgently required will, in all probability,

be carried out duiing the next few years by means of

the ordinary Public Works Budget. Even then the

limit of useful expenditure in the way of Drainage will

not have been reached. But it must be remembered

X
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that, before reclamation on a large scale can become

profitable, the summer supply of water will have to be

increased.

Such are the main features of the work, which has

revolutionized—I can say nothing less—the agricultural

condition of the Delta, and saved its inhabitants from

the widespread bankruptcy and possible famine, which

were staring them in the face ten years ago. Totally

diffez’ent in character, though scai’ccly less important in

their results, have been the operations carried on in

Upper Egypt, that is to say in the long narrow valley,

where basin irrigation with inundation in flood-time are

the rule, and perennial cultivation the exception. Upper

Egypt, indeed, has seen no single enterprise so large or

so striking as the restoration of the Barrage. The special

expenditure on inigation in this part of the country

has taken the form of a great number of constructions,

most of them individually small, but constituting in

their totality a comprehensive and elaborate scheme

known by the name of the “ Sharaki ” Works.
“ Sharaki ’’

is the term which is applied in Egypt to

those lands which have, in any given year, to be relieved

of all taxation on account of their receiving no water

whatever. In Upper Egypt the amount of “ Sharaki ”

used to be very considerable. It averaged at least

forty-five thousand acres a year, while in exceptionally

bad years it reached many times that amount. In 1888,

when there was a very low Nile, the loss to the Govern-

ment, in taxes abandoned on account of “ Sharaki,” was
nearly £E300,000. Evidently it was worth while to face

even a very large expenditure in order to avoid the

recurrence of such disasters, to say nothing of the
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habitual loss of about £E50,000 from “Shar^ki” in

average seasons.

But the £E600,000 or thereabouts, which was granted

for the prevention of “ Shardki,” has not been utilized

for that purpose alone. The opportunity has been taken

to remodel genei'ally the Canals of Upper Egypt in

such a manner as to make them far more satisfactory

in every respect. It is true, that the basin system had

never fallen into anything like the same disorder as

that which we found existing in the Delta. It was the

ancient system of the country and, thanks to the ex-

perience of centurie.s, was never wholly mismanaged.

But, while not vicious in principle, it was very primitive

in many of its details. The number of masomy works

was inadequate, so that in order to pass water from

one basin into another, or from the tail-end of a chain

of basins into the river, recourse was frequently had to

the primeval method of breaching the bank. Moreover,

the several chains of basins Avere not so connected as

to give each other the maximv/m amount of assistance

in the distribution of the flood. When, owing to the

inadequate filling of the principal Canal of any one

chain of basins, the higher basins belonging to that

chain were insufficiently flooded, there were often no

means of supplying the deficiency from the main Canal

of the chain immediately above.

It would be obviously impossible to enter here into

the details of the scheme by which Colonel Ross, Avho

designed the whole of the "Sharfiki ” Works, has solved

the chief problems of Basin Irrigation, ingenious as

many of these details are, and interesting even to non-

technical people. But it is worth while to note, that he
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had constantly to keep in view two distinct objects, not

always easily combined. The first was to make sure

that every basin—and he was dealing with a hundred

and twenty of them varying in size from five hundred to

thirty-five thousand acres—should, even in a year of

low Nile, be adequately fiooded. The other was to give

to every part of each basin, as far as possible, not merely

water, but water of the “red” or fertilizing quality.

Whether the water he receives is “ red ” or “ white,”

makes a vital difference to the agriculturist of Upper

Egypt. The “ red ” water (I think awe should call it

brown) is that which has not yet deposited its precious

mud, the annual regenex-ator of the soil. The “ white
”

water is that which has ali’eady parted with its mud.

Land inundated by “red” water every year, for a

sufficient time, never deteriorates. Land inundated only

by “white” water rapidly becomes exhausted. In

traversing the fields of Upper Egypt any observant

traveller must be struck by the remarkable contrast

often exhibited in the quality of the crops on adjoining

lands, where all the natui'al conditions appeal’ at first

sight to be identical. On inquiry, it almost always

turns out that, whei’e the crops are poor, it is due to

some defect in the iri’igation works, or perhaps to some

insupei’able disadvantage of situation, which has pre-

vented these particular fields from being inundated with

“ red ” water.

Were it not for this necessity of fiooding the land

with water of a certain quality. Basin Irrigation would

be comparatively easy. As it is, the filling of the basins

is a most complicated business. Very varied means

have to be adopted, and a great multiplicity of feeders
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devised, especially in large basins, in order to distribute

the precious mud equally over the land. The number
of individual works, such as canal extensions or widen-

ings, syphons, regulators, culverts, etc., on which the

“ Shar^ki ” grant has been expended, amounts to several

hundreds. It required the great scientific attainments,

the memory, the minute knowledge of the country, and
the mastery of detail, which distinguish Colonel Boss,

to bring this complicated enterprise to a satisfactory

conclusion.

As to the good results of the expenditure, local testi-

mony leaves no room for doubt. Some of the most
neglected districts in the provinces of Kena and Girga

now confess to receiving good “ red ” water with as much
regularity as their neighbour’s. The efficacy of the work
in increasing the area of flooded land in a year of very

low Nile has yet to be tested by a season like the summer
of 1888. But we have already some evidence on the

point. In 1891 the Nile flood, though not a bad one,

was considerably below the average. I have it from a

competent authority that there were fifty thousand more

acres under water in Upper Egypt in 1891 than could

possibly have been inundated without the new works.

I cannot vouch for the accuracy of the statement; hut

from all that I know on the subject—and it is one about

which I had to make a good many inquiries on the spot

—the estimate appears a moderate one. Now the yield

of average basin land in Upper Egypt is at least £E4
an acre. The amount saved to the country in a single

year—and that not by any means of the worst—^would

thus be £E200,000. In this, as in other instances, what

is so striking about Egyptian Public Works is the large-
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ness and the rapidity of the return, when capital is

wisely expended.

This is, I feel, a very imperfect and superficial account

of a big subject. But it will have served its purpose, if

it has given some idea of the great variety of difficulties

by which the problem of artificially supplying water to a

whole country is beset, and of the industry, ingenuity,

and, on the whole, remarkable economy, with which that

problem has been dealt with by the small body of able

and devoted men, Avho have been gathered under the

command of Sir Colin Scott Moncrieff. The longer I

remained in Egypt and the more I saw of the country,

the more clear it became to me, that the work of these

men had been the basis of all the material improvement

of the past ten years. We at the Finance Office have,

so to speak, registered that improvement in our easier

budgets and growing surpluses. But it is the engineers

who have created it. Any share, which the financiers

have had in the matter, consists in the fact that, by the

repression of wasteful expenditure, they have rendered

possible the beneficent outlay, of which the engineers

have been the directors. If the old waste had gone on,

the sums, which could have been allotted to Public

Works, would not long have sufficed even for mainte-

nance. If the credit of Egypt had not been restored, the

fresh capital, which was necessary to put the Irrigation

System straight, could never have been obtained. And
the experience of the past in this respect is the best

guide for the future. As long as the Irrigation of Egypt
is in the hands of men like its late or its present chief

and their principal assistants, the best thing that the

Fiuance Ministry can do is to place as much money as
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it can safely afford at tlieir disposal, confident that what-

ever is thus spent will bring in a splendid return.

There is one respect, in which the British Irrigation

Officers are more fortunate than most of their country-

men engaged in the service of the Khedive. Their work
is not only successful, but it is appreciated. Whatever
may be the feeling of the Egyptians about the British

Occupation, however great may be the prejudice existing

in some quarters against the presence of British officials,

there is no doubt that the chiefs of the Irrigation Service

have overcome all the odium, naturally attaching to them
as foreigners and Christians, and enjoy an almost uni-

versal popularity throughout the length and breadth of

the land. And not only popularity, but extraordinary

and even touching confidence. This they themselves

probably regard as the highest reward of their ceaseless

and unselfish labours. In remote country districts, where

the name of England is scarcely ever heard, and where

the ignorant country-folk are hardly aware of the

difference between one European people and another, the

Inspector of the Circle is not only a personality known
to aU the world, but is trusted and sought after in the

most various troubles and disputes. Wherever he goes,

he is liable to be appealed to, not only about matters

belonging to his special department, but about every

other conceivable question in which the inhabitants are

interested. It is often difficult for him to explain, that

some of the subjects brought before him—questions of

land ownership, for instance—are absolutely no business

of his, and that the petitions addressed to him should be

submitted to some quite different authority. The people

recognize in him the great benefactor of their district,
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and, with a childlike simplicity, they turn to him for

help and counsel even in concerns the least related to

his actual functions.

I remember once discussing the question of our

position in Egypt with a native statesman, honest hut

narrow-minded, who avowed himself bitterly opposed to

our presence and to our policy. I could not help asking

him, how he thought the country would get on without

the British Engineers. He promptly answered, “You

do not suppose that, if Gi’eat Britain were to retire from

Egypt, we should let the engineers go. I myself should

be the first to do everything I could to retain them.”

Whether the engineers, deprived of the power which the

predominance of English infiuence gives them, would be

of anything like the same utility as they are to-day;

whether, indeed, their efforts might not be rendered

wholly useless, is a question I will not discuss here. I

merely mention the incident as a proof of the way in

which, even among the most anti-English natives, the

work of these officers is appreciated.

Only one case in point to conclude with. It is a

story which I think I have seen in print before, but it

is so remarkable that it will, perhaps, bear repetition.

In the bad year 1888, when, as has been stated, the Nile

flood was an exceptionally poor one, there was a large

area in the province of Girga which was threatened, like

many others in Upper Egypt, with a total failure of the

inundation. The Canal, which ordinai'ily flooded this

particular district, was running at a level at which the

water could not possibly spread over the fields, and many
thousands of acres seemed doomed to absolute baiTenness,

A cry of despair arose from the whole neighbourhood.
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What was to be done ? One of the English Inspectors

of Irrigation, who happened to be on the spot, promptly

determined to throw a temporary dam across the Canal.

The idea was a bold one. The time was short. The
Canal was large, and, though lower than usual, it was
still carrying a great body of water at a considerable

velocity. Of course no preparations had been made for

a work the necessity of which had never been contem-

plated. But the Inspector was not to be daunted by the

apparent hopelessness of the undertaking. Labour, at

any rate, was forthcoming in any quantity, for the

people, who saw starvation staring them in the face,

needed no compulsion to join gladly in any enterprise

which offered them even the remotest chance of relief.

So the Inspector hastily got together the best material

within reach. He brought his bed on to the Canal bank,

and did not leave the scene of operations, night or day,

till the work was finished. And the plan succeeded.

To the surprise of all, the dam was somehow or other

made strong enough to resist the cui’rent. The water

was raised to the required level, and the land was

effectually flooded.

The joy and the gratitude of the people knew no

bounds. It was decided to offer thanksgivings in the

Mosque of the chief town of the district, and the event

was considered of such general importance that the

Minister of Public Works himself made a special point

of attending the ceremony. But the enthusiastic popu-

lation were not content with the presence of the high

native dignitary. They insisted that his English sub-

ordinate also should be there. They were not willing

to give thanks for their deliverence without having
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amongst them the man who had wrought it. Every

one knows how deep a prejudice exists in Mohammedan
countries against the presence of a Christian in a Mosque.

In the great tourist-visited cities of Egjrpt this feeling is

wearing off, hut in the country districts it is as strong

as ever. In those districts it is an unheard-of thing

that a Christian should be present at a religious cere-

mony—more than unheai’d-of that he should be present

at the instance of the Mohammedan worshippers them-

selves. But in this case the universal feeling of thank-

fulness and admiration was too strong for the most

deeply-rooted fanaticism. For the first time, doubtless,

in the history of that neighbourhood, an Englishman

and a Christian was allowed, and even compelled, by

the natives, to take part in a solemn function of their

usually exclusive and intolerant faith.

The work of the Irrigation Engineers has, during the

last ten years, been tested by trials as severe as any to

which it is ever likely to be exposed. The season of 1888,

as we have seen, was one of very low flood. The seasons

of 1887 and 1892 have been marked by two of the highest

floods on record. In the ten years preceding the Occu-

pation, there had also been very high Niles in IflT-i and

1878, and a very low Nile in 1877. But while the high

Niles of 1874 and 1878 burst the embankments right and

left—that of 1878 more especially breaching the left bank

of the Damietta Branch, and sweeping over the crops

and villages for thirty or forty miles—the high Niles of

1887 and 1892 were directed safely into the sea with but

inconsiderable loss. And while the low Nile of 1877

cost the'Government £E1,100,000 in “ Shard,ki,” and was

followed by a regular femine, the low Nile of 1888 cost
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the Government less than £E300,000, and did not lead

to anything that could be called a famine, although there

certainly was scarcity and great hardship in certain

districts. But this, as we have seen, was before the

execution of the special works destined to secure the

inundation of the basins even in years of inadequate

flood. Alike in high and in low Niles, Egypt, if we may
judge from the experience of the immediate past, is now
safe-guarded, not of course against some damage, but

against anything like a general catastrophe.

The result of ten yearn’ work in the Irrigation

Department may be summed up in the statement, that

the very most is now made of the existing resources of

the country in the way of water, while the dangers

incident to a high flood are reduced to a minimum.

There remains the great problem whether the water

available for irrigation may not be lai’gely increased by

the creation of one or more Reservoirs, which shall

retain part of the supeiRuous discharge of the flood or

winter seasons, in order to increase the supply during

the succeeding summer.

The creation of a Reservoir is indeed the burning

question of Egyptian Irrigation at the present day. Into

the comparative merits of the various proposed sites

and projects I do not propose to enter. The Egyptian

Government is, I believe, resolved to submit these com-

peting schemes, as soon as they are in an adequate

state of preparation, to a Commission of experts, and it

would be folly for any unscientific writer to attempt to

forestall the decision of such a body. But it may be

interesting to point out the extent of the benefit which

Egypt might derive from the execution of any such
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scheme, and to consider how the means of executing it

might be obtained.

The cultivated area of Egypt is about five million

acres, of which two million eight hundred thousand are

in Lower, and two million two hundred thousand in

Upper Egypt. With an augmented supply of water,

cultivation in both parts of the country might be greatly

increased, but in two different ways. In Lower Egypt

the increase would take the form of additional land,

either reclaimed or brought under cultivation for the

first time. In Upper Egypt it would take the form, not

of an extension of the cultivated area, but of the intro-

duction of summer culture in districts which at present

only bear crops in the winter and spring.

What is the exti’eme limit of possible extension in

either case ? The total amount of land which could

possibly be cultivated in Lower Egypt may be estimated

at four million eight hundred thousand acres, that is to

say, two million more than now, of which about two-

thirds would be land reclaimed, and the rest land culti-

vated for the first time. But no reasonable person

imagines that either the enterprise, the money, or the

labour for so great an extension as this could be forth-

coming in the next fifty years, even if the water were
found. The most which any sane advocate of the

Reservoir scheme, however enthusiastic, contemplates

as within immediate prospect, is an addition of six

hundred thousand acres to the cultivated area of the

Delta. But even this amount would add very greatly to

the wealth of the country. Ordinary Delta land, even at

the present low prices, will bear crops worth at least £5
an acre. So here is a certain promise of £E3,000,000
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a year, if the necessary water can be obtained in

summer.

In Upper Egypt the problem is different. All the

cultivable land is already under crops in the winter

time. What the Reservoir men urge is, that, given the

extra water, it would ho highly advantageous to assimi-

late the culture of Upper to that of Lower Egypt by

introducing in the former a system of pei ennial irriga-

tion. It is, indeed, problematic whether the pro-

posed conversion of all the basins into Sefi—or Summer
Cultivation tracts—^would not be accompanied by great

disadvantages. The object is ofmuch more doubtful prac-

ticability than that ofreclaiming the six hundred thousand

acres in Lower Egypt. If successfully realized, however,

it would, as its advocates maintain, add fE4,000,000 to

the annual value of the produce of Upper Egypt.

But, in order to carry out both the above schemes,

the amount of storage Avater req^uired would be enormous.

Of the six hundred thousand new acres in Lower Egypt,

four hundred thousand might be expected to be under

cultivation every summer, and, at the outset, at any

I’ate, they would be growing a large proportion of rice.

Under these conditions they would require forty cubic

metres of water per day per acre, or a total of sixteen

million a day. Upper Egypt, if converted into Sefi, would

require about twenty-six million cubic metres of summer
water a day more than it gets at present. Total : forty-

two million eubic metres per day, for the whole country,

and that for near one hundred days, on the average,

every year. The amount of storage water required would

thus amount to somewhere about four thousand million

cubic metres per annum.
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I know that every one of these figures, though they

are the result of careful study, is disputable. What is

more, I know that there is no man in existence, not

even the highest technical authority, who could set up

a calculation on this subject which would not be open

to much question. But allowing the widest margin for

error and for difierence of opinion, the above account

gives a fair general impression of what is involved in

the Reservoir scheme in its most ambitious develop-

ments. For my own part, strong advocate as I am of

the principle of a Reservoir, I am perfectly convinced

that all this wiU not be done at once. Egypt may be

well content if by the end of this century she finds her-

self in possession of a Reservoir, dischai'ging annually

as much as one-half of the grand total stated above,

and adding, say, five hundred thousand aci’es a year

—

four hundred thousand in Lower and one hundred

thousand in Upper Egypt—to the average amount under

summer crops.

Such an increase would be small compared with the

gigantic schemes which haunt some people’s imagination.

But even this modest plan would add three or four mil-

lions a year to the produce of the country. And if, as

Sir Colin Moncrieff has estimated in his last word on

this subject, the necessary Reservoir, together with all

subsidiary works, could be obtained for £E2,600,000, it

would be about the best investment of money on a large

scale that can possibly be conceived. The case for a

Reservoir, in some form or other, is more than made out.

Assume that Sir Colin Moncrieff unde]>estimates, and that

it would cost, not £E2,600,000 but £E3,000,000. Assume,

to be unquestionably on the safe side, that it would cost
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as much as £E5,000,000. It would certainly even then

bring the country a net profit ten times as great as

the expense of its creation within the lifetime of one

generation.

But, of course, you must first settle the tremendous

controversy, where the Reservoir is to be. Shall it be

Assuan, Kalab.sha, Wadi Haifa, or some other point in

the Upper Nile Valley; or shall we follow Mr. Cope
Whitehouse’s * advice and adopt as a site his beloved

Wadi Rayan, the great depression in the Libyan desert

to the south-west of the Fayum? No one, who cares

about Egypt, can fail to look forward with the deepest

interest to the answer which the contemplated Com-
mission may give to that momentous cjuestion.

And, when the site is decided on, how is the money
to be got 2 If Egypt had a free hand in financial matters,

there cannot be the shadow of a doubt, that for so re-

munerative a scheme, endorsed by the judgment of a

powerful Commission of experts, she would not have the

smallest difficulty in raising money at a moderate rate

of interest. But Egypt, we know, cannot borrow Avithout

* It is very difficult to deal with Mr. Whiteliouse He is an enthusiast,

not to say a fanatic, for the W.idi llayan scheme. He is utterly incapable

—it is not his fault but his misfortune—of judging fairly anything or any-

body, that seems to stand in the way of the realization of his pet project

Everything he says or writes about irrigation in Egypt must, therefore,

bo received with the gicntcst caution Still it is impossible not to feel

admiiation for a man who devotes his whole life, and his remarkable

abilities, to the advocacy of a great work of public utility, however

deplorable may bo his oontrovorsial methods. The Eeservoir, which

Mr. Whitehonse recommends, may not be the best possible Beservoir. But

there are some strong prima facie arguments in its favour. Ko Com-

mission which may be appointed to examine into this subject should, and

I feel confident that no Commission will, dismiss the Wadi Bayan plan

without the most careful consideration
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the consent of Turkey, and, even with that consent, she

could scarcely charge her Budget with the annuity

necessary for the new loan—an annuity which might

amount to as much as £E200,000 or £E300,000—without

the consent of the Powers to add that sum to her “ autho-

rized ” expenditui’e. There are no doubt the economies

resulting from the Conversion of the Debt, which amount

to upwads of £E300,000 a year, and which could not

be better employed than in defraying the annual charge

for the new loan. But here again, nothing can be done

without the consent of the Powers. In one shape or

another that consent is requisite, if Egypt is to raise the

money on her own account.

I do not like to anticipate difficulties with the Powers

in this matter, when once the magnitude of the end in

view and the practical certainty of success are generally

realized. But the experience of the past ten years for-

bids us to look forward very confidently to the unanimity

of all nations concerned. That depends upon the temper

of France, and the good temper of France in Egyptian

matters is, evidently, not to be counted upon.

Supposing that the worst comes to the worst—sup*

posing that, after the usual interminable discussion, the

Powers, or one of them, cannot be induced to allow Egypt
to devote some portion of her resources to the best of

all conceivable purposes—is it therefore necessaiy that

the scheme should fail ? Surely that would not reflect

great credit upon the powerful and wealthy State, which

at present stands towards Egypt in a position of semi-

guardianship. The relations between Great Britain and
Egypt have not, so far, been rendered any smoother by

excessive generosity on our part in matters of money.
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The British Treasurj’^, in its natural and very proper

jealousy for the interest of the British taxpayer, has in-

sisted upon Eg3-pt paj’ing the last peiinj' which can

possibly be regarded as due from her for any services

rendered by Great Britain—^from the extra cost of the

Armj' of Occupation, which is entirely borne by the

Egy-ptian Treasury”, down to the small sum necessary for

burying the British soldiei’s who fell at Tcl-el-Kebir.

Such financial seventy” is all very well for the Treasury,

but looked at from the broader standpoint of national

policy”, a more liberal attitude might not only” be politically

sound but, in the long ran, financially remunerative.

Indirectly”, Great Britam has made a great deal of

money” at the expense of Egypt. Sixteen years ago, we
bought for £4,000,000 Egypt’s interest in the Suez

Canal, which, had she only” clung to it, would soon have

become so fertile a source of income to her. What we
bought for £4,000,000, will in another year or two be

worth something nearer £20,000,000. Would it really”

be a very enormous sacrifice, or a very” extraordinary act

of generosity* on the part of Great Britain, if we were to

devote say one-fourth of the clear profit that we have

made out of this fortunate transaction to the benefit of

the country” at whoso expense we have made it, especially

when that country is one, the interests of which are so

intimately” bound up, economically and politically”, with

our own ? And would the fitness of such an act of

liberality” be in any way* diminished, if the object, to

which the money was to be applied, were the increase

of the agricultural wealth, and thereby of the exports

and imports of Egypt, in whose external trade we are

interested to the extent of more than fifty per cent. 1

y
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I hope that the necessity for consideiing such a pro-

posal may never arise. I hope that Egypt may he

allowed to pay for her Reservoir, as she very avoU can

pay for it, out of her own resources. And even if the

question did arise, I have not much confidence that any

British Statesman would be found bold enough to

propose to his countrymen to make even this com-

paratively small sacrifice, however just and politic it

might appear. The spirit which might dictate great

strokes of statesmanship in the conduct of our foreign

affairs seems to be, if not extinct, at least in abeyance.

The suggestion just made is likely to be a shot in the

air; but it may be a good suggestion all the same.

Personally, I can think of no act which would commend
itself more promptly to the equitable judgment of man-

kind, or which would do more to render Great Britain

beloved in Egypt. Any improvement in his water-

supply is a thing which goes straight home to the heart

of every Egyptian. It is the one sort of benefit which

you can confer upon him, of which the value is not only

indisputable, but imiveinally recognized. The most

successful, the most creditable, the most unquestionably

useful of all the services rendered by our country to

Egypt, have been coimected with this vital problem of

water. But the work done, great as it is, remains

incomplete without the Reservoir, I trust that we may
live to see this crown put upon it under British direction,

and, if need be, not only under British direction, but

through British generosity.
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CHAPTER X.

EXPEBIMEVTS IN JUSTICE.

It was tiU quite recently a common saying in Egypt,

heard as often from the lips of Englishmen as from those

of any of their critics, that the progress made since 1882

in the sphere of Justice was nothing much to boast of.

This sounds, at first, like the severest possible condem-

nation of our whole proceedings. To secure justice is

the great end of Government. Its radical injustice was
the fundamental vice of the old system of Egyptian

administration. “Justice! justice 1 justice !” were the

words, in which Sir E. Malet summed up the needs of

Egypt when taking leave of the country. How can it

be said that the work of the past ten years has been a
solid or an enduring success, if in respect of Justice it

leaves so much to be desired ?

In truth such a criticism is only a play upon words.

If by “justice ” is meant the spirit of equality and fair

dealing in the relations of man and man or in the action

of the Government towards its subjects, then it can truly

be said that the promotion of justice has been the

central principle inspiring our work during these ten

years in every department of the State, the essence of

all the improvement which has been achieved. It is
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justice, in tliis sense of the -word, which has raised the

Army by securing to the soldiers fair treatment, proper

pay, food, clothing, and leave, and by establishing for

the officers promotion by merit. It is justice, which has

lightened the financial burdens of the people by fixing

the amount of the taxes, and introducing regularity

into their collection. It is justice, which has inspired

the irrigation officers in distributing water and adjust-

ing the supply to the legitimate needs, and not to the

wealth of the recipients. If the methods of the

Administration have been radically changed in all its

branches, and in all its ranks, it is because the idea of

equal treatment of men of different classes, of a fair

apportionment of public burdens, and a fair distribution

of benefits and rewards, has entered into the spirit of

the Executive.

But if we use the word “justice” in its narrower

sense, to designate simply what appertains to the Courts

of Law—their codes, their procedure, and their persmnel

—then it must be admitted that, in this special sphere,

progi'ess has not been so marked as in many other direc-

tions. And the reason is simple. Justice, in this sense

of ithe word, is a branch of government from which

British influence has been largely excluded. Our efiTective

interference in it only dates from 1880, and is still

limited in extent. There is not one judicial system in

Egypt, but four. There is the old Koranic system,

worked by the Mehkemehs or Courts of the Religious

Law, which are now mainly confined to dealing with the

personal status of Mohammedans. There is the system

of the Mixed Courts, which deals with civil actions

between foreigners of different nationalities, or between
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foreigners and natives, and, in a small degree, with the

criminal offences of foreigners. Thei’e is the system or

no system of the Consular Courts, which deals with the

great body of foreign crime. Finally, there is the system

of the new Native Courts, which deals with civil actions

between natives, or crimes committed by them. Of all

these, it is only the Native Courts which the English

have taken in hand, and that not till within the last few

years. The Eeligious Courts, full of abuses though they

be, are yet hallowed ground upon which it has been

thought unwise to suffer the foot of the Christian

foreigner to intrude. The system of the Mixed Tribunals

is exceedingly difficult to modify, inasmuch as each

modification requires the unanimous consent of the

fourteen Powers who cstabhshed them. Such consent

could only be obtained after years of discussion, and in

the absence of any crying evEs in these Tribunals—with

so many other things more urgently demanding reform

—it has not been worth while to seek it, except for some

minor changes. The Consular Courts, again, gross as

are the scandals which frequently occur in them, can

only be touched, either by extending the criminal

jurisdiction of the Mixed Tribunals, or by improving the

now Native Courts to such a degree, that foreigners can

fairly be asked to submit to them. And the time is not

yet ripe for so radical a proposal.

There remain, then, only the Native Courts. These,

no doubt, are the most important of all from the point

of view of the general welfare, both because they affect

the greatest number of people, and because it is through

their development that the best way out of the existing

tangle of jurisdictions can be found. But with these
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Courts, as has been already explained, it was, for a long

time. Great Britain’s policy not to meddle,* except by
very ineffectual Platonic advice. There arc tons of

wisdom on the subject in the reports of Sir Benson

Maxwell and Sir Raymond West. But in the absence

of any pressure upon the native authorities to induce

them to listen to such wisdom, these reports simply

served to increase the size of Blue-books. It was not

till after the fall of Nubar Pasha, that the British

Government first showed a serious interest in the con-

dition of the Native Courts. It was only with the

ap25ointment of Mr. Scott, in the sjuung of 1890, that

jiractical steps began to be taken to improve them.

I do not say that the preceding six years—for the

Native Courts were first established in the beginning of

1884—had been entirely wasted. The mere recognition

of the necessity of i-eformed tribunals, administering a

civilized system of law, according to prescribed rules,

was in itself a great step in advance. Nor were the

now Courts conceived in any illiberal, though certainly

in a too theoretical, sinrit. Their Codes and Procedure

were, with some unimportant alterations, copied from

those of the Mixed Tribunals, which in their turn had

been boiTowed from the French Codes and French Pro-

cedure. That was not a bad basis
;
but a serious error

Avas made in taking too little account of the jjoints in

Avhich the Fi’ench system, as the experience of tlie

Mixed Tribunals had already shown, was unsuitable to

the special circumstances of Egypt. The majority of

cases which come before the Native Courts are small

matters of a simple character. Cheapness and expedi-

* See page 115.
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tion are, under these conditions, the first essentials of a

good administi’ation of justice. But the methods actually

adopted were in many respects too elaborate for the

understanding, and too costly for the means of the people

It is the besetting sin of Orientals, when attempting

to copy European institutions, that they do so without

a sufficient regard to the difference of conditions. In

Egypt, as in other Eastern countries, there are, roughly

speaking, two attitudes of mind towards the civilization

of the West—the religious and conservative attitude, to

which the whole thing is anathema, and the progressive

and free-thinking attitude, which is prepared to holt

Western ideas whole, but has not the power to digest

them. Where the latter attitude prevails, the consequence

is the importation of some European system, without

any adequate recognition of the modifications which are

required to make it suitable to its new homo This was

the original flaw in the constitution of the Native Courts.

Their founders sought to establish a system of ideal

perfection, alike beyond the requirements and the

capacities of Egypt. In order to ensure in the long run

a flawless decision, it may be desirable to have cases

tried by a posse of judges, and to multiply appeals. But

for practical purposes, especially in a backward country,

something much more rough and ready—always provided

it bo incorruptible—is greatly to be preferred.

And there was a special i-eason why, at that time,

it would have been better to restrict, as far as possible,

the numbers of the judicial body. The finances were at

a low ebb, and if there were to be many judges, it

followed that, as a rule, they must be badly paid, and

proportionately open to temptation. Moreover, the
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available material was scanty. There were far too fow

competent men in the country to man eight Tribunals

of First Instance, with about a dozen judges each, to say

nothing of nearly twice that number in the Court of

Appeal.''

Of the first occupants of the Native Bench only

about one out of four had had a regular legal training,

and even of these a considerable portion wore lawyers

in name rather than in fact. They were, for the most

l^art, armed with degrees from the Law Schools of Paris

or of Aix. But the latter University enjoys a rather

dubious popularity among Egyptian students on account

of the facility with which it is supposed to grant diplomas

to foreigners
—“dipl6mes d’exportation,” as they have

been sarcastically called. A European education is, at

the best of times, not without its dangers for Orientals.

Unless a man has real capacity and character, he may
lose more by it on the moral side than he gains on the

intellectual. There were not a few among the young

judges, whose smattering of French jurisprudence was

a very poor compensation for the estrangement from the

faith, the habits, and in some cases even from the

" TliG Decree of June 14, 1883, proyiclcil for tlie erention of five

Couits of First Instance in Lower Egypt’ nt Cairo, Alexandiia, Dculin,

Mansurn, and Tautn ; and thiee m Upper Egypt Beni-Suof, Siut, and

Kena. There were to bo two Courts of Appeal, one at Cairo foi Lower
Egypt, and one nt Siut for Upper The three Courts of Fust Instinee in

Upper Egypt weie, however, not established till 1889, while the Court of

Appeal at Siut has been dropped. Tlie niiiiiinuin number of judges was

fixed at five for a Court of Fust Instance (bcoidos as many as four

assistant judges) and eight for a Court of Appeal. As a matter of fact,

this minimum was, from the very first, largely exceeded, the earliest

Courts of First Instance consisting of ten, eight, and seven judges, while

the Court of Appeal started with no less than fourteen. But of these

four were Europeans.
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language of their native country, which they had under-

gone in acquiring it.

Under these circumstances an increase in the number
of judges was far from implying an increase in judicial

strength. Nor, if the choice had been ever so large,

could there have been, at that time, any certainty that

the I’ight man would be selected. In the years 1883

and 1884 it was too soon to expect that appointments

should be made by merit, especially in a branch of the

public service which we took a certain pride in leaving

entirely to native management. Jobbery and nepotism

are difficult habits to eradicate in any country. They

still flourish among the most progressive nations, although

war may have been waged against them for generations.

But in Egypt, up to quite recent years, it never occurred

to anybody that there was anything wrong in appoint-

ment by favoui’. No doubt there might be a feeling

against the nomination of bad characters to public posi-

tions, though that feeling was not always strong enough

to prevent such nominations. But as long as a man
was a decent sort of person, why on earth should you

not appoint him to any vacant post, if you liked him
and wished him well ? The idea of special qualification

as a necessary condition of the efficient discharge of

special duties is one of very recent groAvth. When the

Native Courts were first constituted, it was still in its

earliest infancj'. The judgeships were simply regarded

as so many opportunities for giving worthy people, whom
it was desired to benefit, a modest income.

With a novel and elaborate Law, and with a weak
Bench to administer it, the new Native Courts, though

a great improvement on what had gone before, could
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hardly be expected to prove, from the beginning, a con-

spicuous success. But their efficiency was still further

impaired on the criminal side—and the criminal side

was the most important—by the mess in which the

system of criminal prosecution then was, and, to some

extent, it must be admitted, still is.

The organization of the Police has been one of the

weakest points in the reconstruction of Government in

Egypt. No doubt the problem was a very puzzling one.

A perfect Police system is one of the latest developments

of civilization. It is no easy matter to unite vigour

and promptitude in the maintenance of order and the

repression of crime with a jealous respect for the rights

of individuals. A strong and energetic Police force, free

from any tendency to high-handedness and from the

spirit of bullying, is a blessing which few, even among

European nations, can boast. But in the East it is

particularly difficult to attain this ideal of combined

energy and self-control in peisons holding positions of

public authority. Restrict the autocratic power of an

Oriental official and you imn a great danger of rendering

him impotent. If he is not allowed to keep the peace

and to punish crime in his own heavy-handed and arbi-

trary fashion, he is apt to become bewildered, and to

give up the game of maintaining order altogether. It

takes a long time to teach him how to make the law

respected by others, while keeping within the strict

bounds of legality himself. In Egypt it has been found

an easier business to put a stop to the abuse of the

power of the Police, and to protect private individuals

from violence and injustice on the part of the authori-

ties, than to maintain a strenuous administration of the
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law under the new and milder regime. The abolition

of the kurbash was the earliest and one of the greatest

of all our reforms. But it must be confessed that,

especially at the outset, its disappearance was attended

by considerable drawbacks.

No doubt the double object which reformers had in

view, when dealing with the Police and the local autho-

rities, might have been more rapidly achieved, if a clear

course of action had been decided upon from the first

and firmly adhered to, and if its execution had been

entrusted to a single man, possessing the rare combina-

tion of qualities necessary for the work, and armed with

something like dictatorial powers. As a matter of fact,

neither of these desirable conditions has existed. So far

from there having been one policy steadfastly maintained,

there have been a succession of different policies. The

organization of the Police has been the battle-field of

conflicting principles. Everything about them, down
to their uniforms, has been changed, and changed and

changed again. And if the direction given to refor’m

has been uncertain, the heaven-born administrator,

clothed with ample authority, has never yet made his

appearance on this particular field.

The Egyptian Police, indeed, have had no luck.

I’heir first English Chief, General Valentino Baker, was

not fitted by disposition, or intended by those who in-

vited him to Egypt, to be a police-ofiicer. He was

brought from Constantinople to Cairo in the first months

of the British Occupation, not to command the Police,

but to command the Army. When insuperable difficul-

ties presented themselves to his being allowed to fill the

latter post, the office of Inspector-General of Police was
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oflfered to him as a kind of compensation; but it was

not one for which he had any real aptitude. A bravo

soldier and a brilliant leader of troops in face of an

enemy, he never reconciled himself to his new role,

although ho strove conscientiously to do his duty in an

uncongenial sphere of woi'k. There was always at the

back of his mind the belief and the liope that he would

some day be called upon to serve Egypt in the field.

His whole management of the Police was influenced,

from the first, by tbe conviction that they would sooner

or later be wanted as a military reserve, when the

Army had jiroved inadequate to save the country from

invasion.

And the orginal organization of the Police lent

itself to such a conception. As first constituted, they

were divided into two separate bodies, the larger of

which was a semi-military Gendarmerie, while only the

smaller and less important was a genuine police force.

And it was upon the Gendarmerie, and upon their de-

velopment into soldiers, that the best part of General

Baker’s attention was always concentrated. The disaster

which befell him at El Teb in February, 1884, so far

from diverting him from his fixed idea, only made him
keener than ever to achieve some great military success,

which should wipe out the memory of that unfortunate

engagement. Throughout the whole of his period of

command, which only ended with his death at the close

of 1887, General Baker never ceased to devote his best

energies and a disproportionate amount of the funds at

his disposal to the improvement of the Gendarmerie,

and the Police proper suffered in consequence.

Matters were not improved by the brief interlude
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during which the control of the Police, while nominally

remaining in the hands of General Baker, really passed

to a man of very different character and quite opposite

views—I mean Hr. Clifford Lloyd. The period of Mr.

Lloyd’s activity in Egypt almost exactly coincides with
the absence of General Baker on his unluckly expedition

to the Eastern Sudan, and daring that period Mr. Lloyd
was virtually Head of the Police. He entirely changed

the organization, getting rid for the time being of the

Gendarmerie(which,however.GeneralBaker subsequently

re-established in a new form) and seeking to substitute

a small and well-paid volunteer force for the conscripts,

of whom the Police orginally consisted. The attempt

to obtain volunteers was a complete failure. A certain

number of Turks, who were all that Mr. Lloyd succeeded

in enlisting, turned out useless and unruly, and were

disbanded soon after his departure. But if he failed to

change the composition of the Force, he succeeded in

introducing new principles into the administration, and

in stirring up a controversy, which has raged more or

less fiercely ever since, and which even now is not

absolutely settled.

Into the details of that controversy it is quite impos-

sible to enter here, but I may just indicate the main

issue. The question was, putting it broadly, whether

the Police were to remain, as of old, under the orders

of the provincial authorities—the Mudirs and Mamurs

—

or whether they were to be an independent body under

the orders of their own officers and ultimately of the

English Inspector-GeneraL Mr. Lloyd had a great and

not wholly unjustified distrust of the Mudirs, He knew
that the old system, by which they were left free to deal
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with crime according to their lights, and to use the

Police just as they thought fit, had led to great abuses.

Not only had it placed in their hands a powerful

instrument of oppression, often employed for purposes of

private greed or spite, but it caused the Police to he

diverted, to a great extent, from their proper work, and

turned into ushers and footmen. This tendency is an

excellent illustration of the difficulty, which an Oriental

finds, in distinguishing between subordination and servi-

tude. If people are under his orders for any purpose,

he cannot understand that they should not be at his

bidding for all purposes—even to blacking his boots.

Such treatment necessarily degraded the Police, and

made the introduction of any general system of discipline

for the whole body impossible. Hr. Lloyd was perfectly

right in setting his face against it, but he unfortunately

fell into the opposite error of making the Police too

independent of the Mndira and Mamnxs.

For in the internal administration of the country

everything depends upon these officials. The entire

government of a district centres in the Mamur, and

that of a province in the Mudir. If their authority is

undermined, the whole machine falls out of gear. No
doubt it is highly desirable—in fact it is essential—that

the exercise of their power should be rigidly controlled

from head-quarters, and that they should not be allowed

to use it in an arbitrary manner, or to abuse it for their

private ends. Indeed, the whole problem is, how to

exercise this control, which is indispensable, without

destroying the prestige of the provincial officials, which

is equally indispensable. But to take the Police—the

arm of the Executive, of which the Mudirs are the
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head—entirely away from the Mudirs, does destroy that

prestige. And it is quite certain that this was the

effect, though doubtless it was not the intention, of the

well-meant but ill-digested changes introduced by Mr.

Lloyd. In his position as Under-Secretary of State

for the Interior—the Ministry to whieh Police and

Mudirs are alike subject—^he had, it may be thought, a

unique opportunity of putting the relations between the

two parties upon a proper footing. But the shortness

of his stay, if no other reason, prevented him from

bringing about a workable arrangement. He had time

enough to disturb many things
;
he had not time enough

to erect a new and better system in the place of the bad

one which he upset.

The fight over the control of the Police has never

been so acute as during the period of Mr. Lloyd’s admin-

istration
;
but it has gone on with more or less liveliness

and with varying results ever since. In his day the

Mudirs were almost deprived of all power over the

Constabulary. With the reaction which followed his

disappearance, they almost recovered their old absolute

control. General Baker, when he returned to work after

Mr. Lloyd had gone, was far too much occupied with

the Gendarmerie (which, as I have said, he partially

recreated) to interfere with the ideas of Police organiza-

tion which found favour with the native authorities, and

especially with Nubar Pasha. But when, after General

Baker’s death, the Gendarmerie were again abolished (the

bulk of them being transferred to the army, where they

now form the 11th Sudanese battalion), the English

officers of the Police once more turned their attention

to the organization of the Constabulary proper, and
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forthwith the old controversy about the position of the

Mudirs was revived.

It is only in quite recent times that, through the

efforts of General Kitchener, who was in temporary com-

mand of the Police from the spring of 1890 to that of

1891, and through those of his successor. Colonel Settle

(who is now Inspector-General), a tolerable understand-

ing has been arrived at. The Police of each province, as

matters are now arranged, are under the authority of

the Mudir, but on the other hand, his orders must be

given to them through their own local officers. He has

no power of interference with the discipline and organiza-

tion of the force, nor can he make use of it except for the

legitimate purposes of maintaining order and repressing

crime. If he has cause of complaint against the conduct

of the Police, his remedy lies in an appeal to the Ministry

of the Interior, which, through the Inspector-General at

head-quarters, deals with the case. This is as it should

be, but, of course, the success of the system depends on

a spirit of give and take on both sides, and on friendly

relations between the Mudirs and the chiefs of the Police.

Fortunately these relations have of late days been greatly

improved. The officers of Police have now a better

appreciation of the respect which is due to the position

of the Mudins, wliUo the latter, on their part, have

begun to recognize that a properly disciplined and
independent police force, so far from impairing their

authority, is calculated to strengthen their hands in the

execution of the law.

The conflict, which I have attempted to describe, was
necessarily unfavourable to a prompt dealing with crime.

But the difficulty was complicated by the presence of a
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third authority, distinct from the Mudirs and the Police,

to whom the system of native jurisprudence, copied as

it is from that of France, has entrusted the investiga-

tion and prosecution of criminal offences. This was the

Procureur-Gdneral, a number of whose representatives

are attached to each Tribunal. The latter are described

collectively by the name of the “Parquet,” their head

being called “ Chef du Parquet,” and his assistants

“ Substituts du Procui’cur-General.” For the purpose of

bringing criminals to justice the Police are under the

orders of the Parquet, but unfortunately it must be

admitted that, especially at the first introduction of the

new system, the Parquet worked very badly alike with

the Mudirs and the Police. The Mudirs were jealous of

this frcish interference with their old powers, while the

local Police officers disliked taking instructions from men
outside their own body, whom they regarded as upstarts.

And the character and bearing of the Parquet were

often little calculated to dispel these prejudices. It

has been the practice of the Ministry of Justice to put

the best young lawyers into these positions before pro-

moting them to the Bench. The members of the Parquet

are for the most part capable men, but not only arc

they, in many cases, too young to have much experience,

but they are, by their previous training, little fitted for

the rough and primitive life of the provinces. Town-

bred, often educated in Europe, and with European

ideas and maimers, they feel themselves superior to

those about theiP. not excepting the Mudirs, in intelli-

gence and culture, wlhile they are apt to be lacking in

that intimate acquaintSiP®® with the ideas and habits

of the people, which is so i^iportant for the detection of

z
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crime. Hence arrogance and impracticability on the one

side, distrust and apathy on the other, and as the result

of all, a want of co-operation among the agents of the

law, which is greatly to the advantage of the malefactor.

This want of co-oi^eration is aggravated by the fact

that the Parquet send all their reports of current in-

vestigations direct to the Ministry of Justice, where the

Procureiir-General is too busy to examine them, while

the superior officers of the Police, who are located at

the Ministry of the Interior, have no opportunity of

seeing them. The latter are thus unable to detect the

omissions and imperfections in the evidence for the pro-

secution, and to get such errom rectified in time. The

consequence is, that cases frequently come before the

Courts supported by inadequate evidence, and that the

Judges, annoyed by what they consider the slovenliness

of the Executive, acquit the criminals, and throw the

blame for the failure of justice upon the Police.

There are many people who think that the institu-

tion of the Parquet was altogether a mistake, that the

control of the Police in the detection of crime should

have been left to the Mudirs, and that it would bo better

to restore it to them. But apart from the strong objec-

tions to a fresh change of system, it may be doubted

whether the Mudirs are, even nowadays, properly quali-

fied to conduct a criminal investigation. The members

of the Parquet, whatever their faults, do know what

evidence means. But the average Mudir, as the pro-

ceedings of the famous Commissions of Brigandage

clearly showed, is still possessed with the old notion

that the great thing is to get out of the prisoner, by hook

or by crook, a confession of guilt. That confession once
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obtained, ho is inclined to trouble himself very little

about confirmatory evidence. Yet before a properly

trained body of judges one good piece of independent

circumstantial evidence is worth any number of confes-

sions. And this is especially the case in Egypt, where guilt

is so readily avowed, and as readily denied again, when
it comes to the actual trial, on the always specious ground

that the confession has been extorted by illegal means.

In this, as in so many other matters, it is probably

the wisest course not to change your machinery but

to improve it. And as a matter of fact, there is already

a marked tendency towards greater harmony between

the various authorities concerned in the prosecution of

crime. Youth and inexperience, which were the chief

faults of the Pai’quot, are being remedied by the lapse of

time, while the practical spirit, by which the Ministiy

of Justice is new animated, tends to minimize causes of

friction between the agents of that office and those of

the Ministry of the Interior. It has been suggested,

that this friction might be still further reduced, and the

prompt punishment of crime gi’eatly facilitated, if the

Police were entrusted, under the orders of the Mudira,

with the entii’e responsibility for the prosecution of

minor offences, and if a greater latitude were given

them in the investigation of more serious ones. With
regard to the latter, they would still remain under the

general direction of the Paroquet, who, in such cases,

would continue to conduct the prosecution. These pro-

posals seem reasonable, and it is probably on such lines

that the Judicial Adviser wiU seek stiU further to pro-

mote the important object of ensuring cordial co-operation

between Parquet, Mudirs, and Police.
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Another matter of first-rate moment in the interest

of public security, and one which has been long neglected,

is the re-organization of the Ghaffirs, or village watchmen.

The Ghaffirs are the old indigenous police force of the

country, and an indigenous institution is always to be

preferred to imported foreign systems, if only it can be

kept free from gross abuses. But, in the present instance,

the abuses have been very great. The numbers of the

Ghaffirs are enormous. There were, till last year, when
General Kitchener began, to introduce a saner system,

some two or three hundred thousand of them throughout

Egypt, and they were selected in the most capricious

fashion. Now, it is manifestly absurd that, among a

quiet people like the Egyptians, one man in every seven

should be set to watch the other six. And, of course,

the watching has been most perfunctorily performed.

The Ghaffirs, being unpaid and undisciplined, have had
every inducement to neglect their duty, while some of

the bolder spirits have not imfrequently paid themselves

by doing a little robbery on their own account. Evidently

what is wanted is greatly to reduce their numbers, to

make the able-bodied men of a village do the work by
turns—not compelling any one to serve for too long a

period—and to give them one or two competent officers,

who should be properly paid. But the most necessary

thing of all is to make the principal Sheikh of each locality

(the headman or “ Omdeh,” as he is called) feel himself

responsible for the efficiency of the Ghaffirs.

The Omdeh, who is always appointed by the Govern-

ment, is indeed a most important figure in Egyptian

village life. Like other ancient institutions, his influence

has suffered a certain eclipsar with the advent of the
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Reign of Law. In the old days the Omdeh was nothing

less than an autocrat. He could command any man’s

services, and no doubt he used his authority very much
to his own advantage. But, on the other hand, it was
he whom the Government held responsible if anything

went wrong. The new system, while curtailing his arbi-

trary powers, has at the same time weakened his interest

in, and his sense of responsibilty for, the good order of

his village. In a country where the monarchical prin-

ciple is so deeply rooted as it is in Egypt, this is un-

doubtedly a misfoi'tune. The Government cannot do

without the Omdehs, and, that being so, it should seek

to compensate them in a legitimate way for the loss of

their old irregular privileges. Direct payment is out of

the question, but there are otlier benefits—such as the

free occupation of Government land, where it exists

—

which might be bestowed upon the Omdehs, in order to

encourage them in the discharge of the multifarious

duties which they are called upon to perform. But,

whatever the means adopted, it is necessary to improve

the position of these village headmen. And it is equally

necessary to exercise greater care than has generally

been taken of late years in their selection. This, again,

is one of the points to which proper attention has only

quite recently been directed.

It is on the improvement of the Ghaffir system, and

on the zeal and goodwill of the Omdehs, that the Govern-

ment must mainly rely for the suppression of the peculiar

form of crime which is described in Egypt by the name

of "brigandage.” This term, as I have already ex-

plained, is somewhat of a misnomer. Regular profes-

sional brigandage is comparatively rare. What is com-
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monly so called, is simply the more or less organized

raiding of the bad characters of a village upon outlying

houses or hamlets, or, in some cases, upon other villages.

There have been instances, in which neighbouring vil-

lages have thus mutually raided each other. The motive

of these outrages is sometimes want, and sometimes

spite. In certain instances they have even been got

up by the village Sheikhs themselves. But, whatever

its origin, the evil, easily dealt with at the outset, may,

if encouraged by the absence of repression, grow to

formidable proportions. A small but vigilant body of

watchmen would, however, in most cases, be well com-

petent to cope with it; while on the rare occasions,

where they were not so competent, they might at least

track the gangs and thus enable the regular Police,

Avhose assistance would have to be called for in such

emergencies, to find and arrest the criminals.

We have seen that it was the prevalence of brigandage

which broke down the new Native Courts at the very

commencement of their career. In ISSi and the follow-

ing years, first the investigation, and then the actual

trial, of crimes of this description was taken out of the

hands of the regular Tribunals, and enti’usted to special

Commis.sions, having the character and powers of a
Court-Martial. These Commissions were originally

created for a few months only, but their mandate was
renewed by successive decrees, and for nearly five years

they dealt with the great mass of criminal ofiences alike

in Upper and in Lower Egypt. Every such Commission
did no doubt contain a judicial element, but it was
always presided over by a Mudir, and he was practically

its guiding spirit. And as if to mark still further the
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arliifcrary character of the Commissions, they were
placed under the control, not of the Ministry of Justice,

but of the Ministry of the Interior (tho only administra-

tion, by tho way, from which at that time European

influence was effectively excluded). In other words, the

fundamental principle of separating the judicial from the

executive power was absolutely abandoned in practice,

almost as soon as it had been proclaimed by the

establishment of the new Courts of Justice. With
re.spect to crimes of violence committed in the provinces,

the Criminal Code, with all its elaborate provisions for

the protection of tho accused, was for the time being a

dead letter.

Those Special Commis,sions may, perhaps, have had a

certain effect in diminishing crime, but they themselves

wore guilty of every sort of enormity in the process.

When the nature of their proceedings was revealed by
the inquiries of M. Legrelle, and other judicial experts,

it was discovered that torture had been freely used for

obtaining evidence, that many persons had been im-

prisoned for years without trial, and that many others

had been condemned to severe punishment on the flimsiest

evidence. In one case, nineteen people, all innocent,

were condemned on the confession of a single man, who,

as it subsequently turned out, had been coerced into

making a false charge against himself and his associates.

Tho history of tho Commissions of Brigandage shows

how strangely civilization and barbari.sm may still exist

cheek by jowl in tho Land of tho Pharaohs. Side by

side with the new Native Courts, with their model

Codes, elaborate Procedure, and Judges who mimicked,

even when they did not possess, the character of
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civilized European magistrates, there was another set

of tribunals, far more powerful and important, which

dealt with crime in a manner worthy of the Dark Ages.

The continuance of such a state of things was

possible, just so long as Great Britain could cling to her

attitude of non-interference in the internal adminis-

tration of Egypt, hut no longer. In a previous chapter

I have shown how the revival of British interest in the

question of native justice resulted in the suppression of

the Special Commissions, and how that step, by making

the improvement of the Courts more imperative than

ever, led directly to the appointment of Mr. Scott.*

It is not too much to say that the two and a half

years which have elapsed since Mr. Scott’s arrival have

done more to raise the character of the Native Courts,

and to make them equal to their work, than would

have been achieved in a centmy, or in any number of

centuries, under the old system of management. The
credit of the progress which has been made is, indeed,

not due entirely to Mi'. Scott. It is due, above aU, to

the impression, which his appointment created, that

Great Britain was in earnest about the business. For
years past there had been plenty of people in Egypt,

natives as well as Europeans, who were fully alive to

the nature of the existing evils, and could indicate, more
or less convincingly, the measures necessary to remove
them. But the spirit of reform, though not absent, Avas,

in this as in other matters, impotent without vigorous

extei'nal aid. The forces of obstruction—an obstruction

due to prejudice and ignorance quite as much as to any
baser motives—are too strong to be overcome by

* See pp. 160, 161.
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Platonic arguments. It was not till the British Consul-

General threw the weight of his powerful personality

into the scale of judicial reform, that the needful changes,

which competent critics had long been suggesting, were

actually initiated.

But Mr. Scott is certainly entitled to very special

credit for the moderate and judicious spirit, greatly aided

by his previous experience of the country, with which

he set about his delicate task. By a series of important

changes of detail he has modified the judicial system

which ho found existing, and rendered it vastly more

suitable to the conditions of the country. But he has

never attempted to revolutionize it. No doubt, if he had

had the work to do de, novo, he would have preferred

something more like the Indian system, which experience

has proved to be so well suited to the wants of a back-

Avard country, where most of the litigants are poor, and

most of the cases simple. He recognized, hoAvever, that

the Egyptian Codes and Procedure, such as he found

them, Avere the only ones Avhich the native judicial body

knew hoAV to AA'ork, or to Avhich the people Avere accus-

tomed. He therefore wisely decided, not radically to

alter the actual administration of justice, but simply

to improve it in the points where it was most imperfect.

The chief faults were the slowness and costliness of

legal proceedings, and the absence of any means of

bringing ready redress for small injuries within reach

of the majority of the people. To remedy these defects,

the Judicial adviser has reduced the number of judges

requisite for the hearing of the great number of cases,

whether civil or criminal, and has extended the system

of summary justice. Formerly five was the usual com-
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plement of every bench, alike in the Courts of Firat

Instance and in the Court of Appeal. Now it is reduced

to three, five judges being only occasionally required in

the Court of Ajipeal in criminal trials of the most serious

kind. Formerly there was only one judge attached to

each Tribunal for the administration of summary justice,

and his powers were of the most limited kind. Now
there are more than twenty judges so employed through-

out the country, and instead of being fixed at the scats

of the Courts of First Instance, they go on circuit in

their respective districts, so that small actions and

offences can be dealt with on the spot. Moreover, these

judges have power to try all misdemeanours, and to

hoar all suits involving a sum of not more than £100,

including suits about land, which, in a purely agri-

cultural countiy like Egypt, are, of course, the most

common. An appeal lies from these single judges to a

throe-judge Court at the rcsj)cctive Tribunals of First

Instance; but the decision of the latter Courts on all

misdemeanours and suits under £100 is final. The time

and energy of the Coiut of Appeal are thus saved for

the examination of those graver cases—such as felonies

and civil actions involving large sums of money—which

a Summary Court is not competent to try, and which

mu.st therefore bo brought, from the outset, before one

of the Tribunals of First Imstance. The general effect

of these changes is to expedite the action of the law,

to economize the time of judges and the money of

suitors, and to reserve the full strength of the highest

Courts for questions of real moment.

But the extension of summary justice, and the re-

duction of the number of judges sitting in each Court,
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necessarily throws a greater responsibility upon the

individual judge. Incompetence is more dangerous than

it used to be under the old system. Hence the changes

of procedure introduced by Mr. Scott involved what was
in any case most desirable, namely, the careful elimina-

tion of the loss trustworthy elements of the old Bench,

and the substitution of a number of new and better

qualified men. In this respect great progress has un-

doubtedly been made during the last year and a half.

Between one-third and one-fourth of the old judges

have been pensioned ofl^, and great care has been taken

to appoint in their place not only men of character, hut

men of adequate legal training. The present is the first

year since the establishment of the Native Courts in

Avhich no man has been made a judge or a member of

the Parquet, who was not either a doctor or licentiate in

law of some European University, or invested Avith the

corresponding degree by the School of Law at Cairo.

Moreover, fresh life has been infused into the latter

institution; and under its neAv and excellent French

head, Ikl. Testoud, it is noAv turning out men who, as far

as can bo judged, are fully equal, if not superior, to their

colleagues who have been educated in Europe.

But to bring the Native Bench up to the standard of

knoAvledge and character requisite for the proper dis-

charge of its high duties is necessarily a work of time.

For the present a great deal of supervision is essential,

in order to keep the individual judges up to the mark.

It is Avith this object that a Commission has been estab-

lished, consisting of Mr. Scott, the Proeureur-Gdn^ral

—

M. Legrelle, and one of the Legal A.dvisers of the Govern-

ment—M. Moriondo. With the aid of three native
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inspectors this Commission examines the records of

a certain number of all the cases decided by the

Summary Courts and Courts of First Instance. It

does not usurp the functions of a Court of Appeal. It

does not reverse decisions. But it calls the attention

of individual judges to any flagrant errors which they

may have committed, and at the same time it issues

general circulars, containing explanations and instruc-

tions on important points of law or practice, on which,

from an examination of the cases, it appears that the

judges in general have a special tendency lo go wrong.

About sixty such circulars have been issued during the

past year, and they constitute a body of practical juris-

prudence, which is of great value for the education of

the Native Bench. This method of supervision, which is

analogous to the inspecting powers possessed by the

High Courts in India, was at its first introduction

violently criticized in many quarters, on no better

grounds that I could ever discover than that it was a

novelty. But now everybody is reconciled to it, and

with reason. For it has proved a great success, not

only in ensuring uniformity of action on the part of the

Courts, but in promoting the zeal and efficiency of the

judicial stafll

The increased capacity and reputation of the Native

Tribunals is one of the most hopeful features in the pro-

gress of the country. The material of which they are

composed is not bad, and it is steadily improving. The
ablest and most ambitious of the educated natives, in-

cluding a large proportion of Mohammedans, take readily

to the law as a career. There is no want of capacity

among them, nor, with proper selection, is it difficult to
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find men of princqale. What they still for the most

part lack, is the sjiirit of independence and the willing-

ness to take responsibility. The great object is to teach

them respect for the dignity of their position. And this

can only be done by keeping them up to their work on

the one hand, and by defending them, on the other,

against arbitrary interference, when they do that work
conscientiously and well. From this point of view the

presence of some Eui’opeans on the Native Bench is of

great utility. There are not many of them, but they have

an invaluable effect on the 'morale of their colleagues,

and it would be a great mistake to reduce their number.

The European element in the Native Courts is of

further and special importance with a view to the

future. If Egypt is ever to bo an independent country,

owing her stability to the soundness of her own in-

stitutions, and not to external support, it is impossible

to contemplate the continued co-existence of four several

judicial systems within her borders. Amalgamation is

indispensable, but the only basis of amalgamation, com-

patible with independence, consists in extending the

jurisdiction of the Native Tribunals. As late as 1884,

the most that native reformers aspired to, was to get

rid of the Consular Courts by giving the Mixed Tri-

bunals authority to deal with all criminal offences com-

mitted by foreigners. If that idea is now abandoned,

it is not because the Consular Courts are any more

tolerable, but because it no longer seems out of the

question to look forward to an even greater and more

comprehensive reform—I mean the extension of the

powers of the Native Courts to include all civil and

criminal cases, whether affecting foreigners or natives.
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But if this ideal is ultimately to bo attained, it can only

be by including a strong foreign element in the staff

of the Native Courts. Without such a safeguard the

Powers would never surrender the privilege now enjoyed

by their subjects of being tried by their own judges.

Hence the appointment of a certain number of Europeans

to the Native Bench is by no means a more temporary

expedient, but a first step in the direction of the great

object of unity of jurisdiction. The future of the Native

Courts may thus be to approximate, as regards their

composition, to the preisent Mixed Tribunals, but Avith

this difference, that instead of being, like those Tribunals,

virtually Foreign Courts, with a minority of native

members Avho are nothing but cyphers, they Avill be

genuinely Egyptian Courts, with a majority of native

members, but strengthened by the presence of a few

picked Europeans.

The development of the system of native justice, in

such a manner as to absorb the powers both of the Con-

sular Courts and of the Mixed Tribunals, is doubtless a

bold idea. At present the possibility of realizing it may
seem very remote. But there are two circumstances

Avhich militate in favour of such a solution. In the first

place the mandate of the Mixed Tribunals is only a tem-

porary one. It has to be renewed from time to time, and
opportunities for revising it are thus constantly recurring.

And in the next place it must ahvays be remembered,

that the Native Courts already administer a European

system of law. If then.’ personnel can be so improved as

to justify the assertion, that not merely the law they

administer, but the spirit by which they are animated,

is up to the standard of European ideas of justice, the
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only valid reason for maintaining separate European

jurisdictions will have ceased to exist.

Complete amalgamation, I admit, is still a long way
off. But even now the way could be prepared for it by
the establishment of a Supreme Court of Revision, or

Final Appeal, to which the most important cases decided

by the two existing Courts of Appeal—the International

and the Native—might equally be submitted. The
existence of such a common Supreme Court would have

an excellent effect on both systems. It would be good

for the International Courts, for their present tendency

is rather to degenerate than to improve, owing precisely

to the want of any effective control or criticism of their

decisions, in a country where there is neither an en-

lightened public opinion, nor an influential Press, nor a

formidable Bar. And it would be good for the Native

Courts, because it would not only enhance their dignity

by putting them on a level with the Mixed Tribunals,

but excite the emulation of their members, to prove them-

selves equal to their foreign rivals before the neutral

Court of Revision, by which the judgments of both

parties would be examined and compared.

A word remains to be said about the reform of the

Mehkemehs, or native Religious Courts, whose authority

is now almost conflned to the registration of land, and to

matters affecting the personal status of Mahommedans,

questions of marriage and inheritance being the most

important. As this is a subject into which religious

feeling enters, it evidently requires to bo treated with

special tact. But it is a mistake to suppose that even

pious Moslems would be opposed to every effort to raise

the character of these Courts, which are at present
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by-words for corruption. And this object might be

achieved by greater care in the selection of the “ Kadis ”

—as the judges of the Mehkemchs are called—by giving

them somewhat better pay, and by insisting that in

future they should possess some knowledge of the general

principles of law. At the same time the Mehkemehs

should be compelled to adopt a regular system of proce-

dure—that most important guarantee for the proper ad-

ministration of justice. Such changes might easily be

effected without upsetting the religious basis of the

Kadi’s jurisdiction or wounding Mussulman suscepti-

bilities. And if the staff of the Mehkemehs once con-

sisted of properly trained lawyers, working in accordance

with fixed rules, their jurisdiction might with great

advantage be somewhat extended. The Kadis are a very

numerous body, located in all the smaller towns as well

as in the provincial capitals. As “ Juges de Paix,” with

powers to deal with all trifling cases, they might serve

to relieve the pressure on the judges of the ordinary

Tribunals, and might thus be worked into the general

system of the Native Courts, without any infringement

of their special authority in regard to questions depend-

ing on the Eeligious Law.

The measures which I have indicated, are, of course,

suggestions merely. I have no pretensions to be a legal

expert. But a man does not need to be a legal expert to

realize the direction which the reform of the Egyptian

system of justice ought to take, and which as a matter

of fact it is taking. The key of the situation must be

sought in the Native Courts. If they go on improving
as they have improved during the last two years, a way
is open out of the present chaos of jurisdictions. And
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this improvement, be it remembered, is the direct result

of English interference. The liistory of the Native

Courts contains a lesson which it would be worth while

for the opponents of British influence to lay to heart.

When itr. Scott was first appointed Judicial Adviser,

there was a tremendous hullabuloo. Riaz Pasha, acting

for the nonce as the champion of the native party of

obstruction, resisted the appointment tooth and nail.

The French Consul-General was instructed to protest

against it to the Khedive as an intolerable extension of

British power. Right and left arose vehement complaints

about the grasping policy of England and her supposed

intention to swallow up the Egyptian Administration,

piece by piece. Yet as a matter of fact, Mr. Scott’s

appointment has resulted in one of the gi'eatest strides

yet made by Egypt in the direction of ultimate self-

government.

It is always the same story. If any man desires

to help Egypt forward on the road of independence,

the worst and most short-sighted thing he can possibly

do, is to resist the introduction of English control into

any department of the Government. It would be a

different thing if Egypt were an out-of-the-way country,

with a homogeneous population, from which European

ideas could be successfully excluded, and which could

effectually “stew in its own juice.” As a matter of

fact, Egypt lies close beside one of the greatest highways

of mankind. She has one of the most mixed populations

in the world. She is already full of resident Eurepeans,

and European visitors flock over the land in increasing

numbers every year. Under these conditions Egypt must

needs learn to govern herself according to European ideas,

2 A
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or she will cease to exist as a separate country at all.

There is no necessity for such a consummation. Dis-

tributed among the various races, who jostle one another

on her soil, there exist the qualities necessary to the

maintenance of a civilized government, if only the people

can be taught and cncoui-aged to use them. At the

present day there are already several departments of

the State, which work admii-ably under native guidance.

But they are just the very departments, which, at some

time or other, have been radically reconstnzeted by
Englishmen, The System of Justice is, I firmly believe,

destined to afibrd the latest and most striking illustration

of this general law.
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CHAPTER XI.

ODDS AND ENDS OF REFORM.

In the preceding pages I have been obliged to dwell at

considerable length upon those central reforms, the

success of which gives its chief interest to the work of

England in Egypt. I could not hope to retain the

attention of my readers if I were to describe, with

anything like equal detail, a number of improvements

which have been effected in other branches of the Public

Service, but which, however valuable in themselves, are

not of the same vital importance to the country as the

changes introduced into the Army, into Finance, into

Justice, or into Irrigation.

Nor is it necessary for my puiqjose that I should do

so. I am not writing a Blue Book. I have no wish

to give a catalogue of reforms. What I have sought to

do is to illustrate the general tendency of our work
and the spirit which has animated it, and these have

been in all departments essentially the same. Every-

where the struggle has been against corruption, against

formalism, against unjust preference shown to the

wealthy and powerful, against backstairs inffuence of

every kind. Everywhere it has been necessary to weed

out the worst of an excessive number of mechanical
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officials, and to inspire the rejnainder with energy, self-

respect, intelligent method; and to create a disposition to

deal promptly and practically with difficulties, instead of

simply covering them up and hiding them away under

tons of paper. It has been necessary to demonstrate,

that honest and efficient work, and not lip-service, not

the arts of the flatterer and the parasite, is the road

to promotion.

Of course I do not say that even now the right man
is always promoted. In Egypt, as in every country in

the world, showy but superficial tpialities may often

usurp the place which, of right, belongs to solid merit.

But where such mistakes have been made of late days,

they have at least been honestly made. There is, on

the whole, no more creditable feature of British adminis-

tration than the manner in which the British Heads
of Departments have sought to encourage and advance

their best men, irrespective of personal predilection,

and without any thought of political proselytism. Over
and over again it has been repi’esented to them—and I

speak from personal knowledge—that such and such an

official should not be promoted, because he was “ hostile

to English influence,” or a “ French sympathizer,” or

a “fanatical Mussulman,” or what not. Over and over

again these objections have been put aside. Our
countrymen in the service of the Khedive have steadily

acted on the principle, that their only business was to

make that service as efficient as possible. I have often

heard them criticized by outsiders for not trying to

make it more of an English Service. As an English-

man I am proud to know that these suggestions have

not been listened to, and that the object of the British
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officials has been, not to Anglicize the Egyptian bureau-

cracy in political opinion, but only to Anglicize it in

spirit, to infuse into its ranks that uprightness and

devotion to duty which is the legitimate boast of the

Civil Service of Great Britain.

Let me repeat again, that there is nothing wonderful

in all this. The qualities which we may have contri-

buted to the Egyptian Administration are not novel or

extraordinary qualities. They are the commonplaces of

civilization. But it needs only a little experience of the

East to realize how vast an improvement may be effected

in the condition of a country by the introduction of

nothing more than the ordinary methods and principles

of civilized government. We have it on the authority

of the classical poets, that it is as far from Taiiarus to

this commonplace Earth as it is from the Earth to the

abodes of the Gods. It is the road fi’om Tartarus to

Earth along which Egypt has been travelling, and it

is no small achievement to have covered the distance in

a few years.

As this has been the nature of our influence, it is

evident that it could never be out of place. And, as a

matter of fact, I know of no Department in the State

which has been touched by that influence without being

benefited by it. The improvement may have been

greater, or it may have been less
;
but there has been

improvement everywhere. If, in certain directions, pro-

gress has fallen far shoi’t of what we might wish, the

shortcomings have been due to those unfavourable con-

ditions to which I have already alluded. They have

been due to the impotence of the Egyptian Government

to make laws of general application without the consent
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of Europe. They have been due, in an even gi-eater

degree, to the unwillingness, which Great Britain at one

time showed, to interfere with any evils that were not

absolutely flagrant, and to the lack of means which

rendered it impossible to undertake reforms requiring a

large outlay unless, like the improvements in Irrigation,

they were of so urgent a character that they could not

possibly be neglected.

These latter obstacles—the lack of will and the lack

of means—have been less potent of late years than in

the period immediately succeeding our first unfortunate

attempts to deal with the internal administration of

Egypt. What happened with regard to Justice has been

repeated, more or less, in several other branches of the

Public Service. We undertook a good deal at first which

we aftenvards abandoned, or grew callous about. When
we found ourselves in hot water all round, and mono}’’

was scarce, we determined to confine ourselves to one or

two great Departments, and to let the rest take their

chance. Step by step n'e have been forced to recognize,

tliat the policy of letting things take their chance does

not answer, and to resume the responsibility which we
had thought it possible to shake off. But we have re-

sumed it under better auspices, strengthened by successes

achieved in other directions, and by the greater ease of

the financial situation.

When in the autumn of 1883 Mr. Clifford Lloyd was
sent out to put everything right at once, he found that

two of the greatest existing scandals were the state of

the prisons and the grossly insanitary condition of the

towns and villages. He accordingly created two new
Departments—one of Prisons and one of Public Health
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—both being branches of the Ministry of the Interior

—

and put an Englishman at the head of each. With
regard to the prisons, the work then initiated has

suffered no serious inteiTuption. It has, like so many
other things, been starved for want of money, but in

spite of the meagreness of its budget, tbe Prisons De-

partment can show a good record of useful work. This

is just one of those instances to which the simile of

Tartarus emphatically applies. The management of the

prisons, as revealed by the reports of Major Chermside

in 1883, was inconceivably bad. It was at once so

barbarous and so senseless, that the introduction of

civilized control could not possibly fail to effect an

enormous change for the better. The provincial prisons

at the present day, though still very defective in point

of construction, are clean, decent, and properly managed
—the greatest contrast to the hells they were in former

times. The great convict prisons of Tura and Giza are

in every way model establishments. Nowadays it is

sometimes argued that the prisons ai’e too comfortable,

and positively afford an inducement to very poor people

to commit crime But in Egypt, as elsewhere, I believe

this argument to bo nonsense.

Vei-y different was the fate of the second of Mr.

Lloyd’s creations—the Department of Public Health.

This is one of the spheres in which the work of reform

was most grievously prejudiced by Mr. Lloyd’s failure,

and by our consequent policy of retreat and concentration

upon one or two central positions. In the beginning of

1885 Dr. Sandwith, the able and go-ahead man who had

been placed at the head of the Public Health Office by

Mr. Lloyd, was got I’id of by a rather ignoble intrigue,
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due to the excessive zeal which he had shown in the

dismissal of corrupt subordinates. His place was, it is

true, filled by another Englishman, but English interest

in the matter died away, and, till quite recently, this

Department remained one of the least satisfactory in the

Government Service. No particular blame attaches to

anybody. There was simply a total inadequacy of means

to ends. In Egypt the whole business of providing for

the health of the population is thrown on the shoulders

of the Government. In Cairo and Alexandria there are

European hospitals and some good European doctors in

private practice. But with these exceptions, there are

no hospitals, no dispensaries, no doctors, no nurses, no

sanitary institutions or appliances of any kind which are

not supplied by the Government ;
and to supply all these

things for .six million people with only £E90,000 a year,

is manifestly impossible. Considering the inadequacy of

the available resources, a good deal was done even in the

six slack years which followed the resignation of Dr.

Sandwith. The Government hospitals in the large pro-

vincial towns were put into proper order’, and that at

Cairo was brought to a high standard of excellence,

thanks largely to the ability and energy of Dr. Milton.

But that is about all that can be said. No doubt

a regular system of sanitary inspection was established

throughout the country, and in the Official Journal almost

every week you might read, on the authority of the

Mudir, that “ public health in the province of was
perfect.” But that was official ojrtimisrn. As a matter

of fact, but for the work done by the hospitals and their

medical attendants. Public Health throughout Egypt is

to this day about as imperfect as the fine constitutions
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of the people and one of the best climates in the world

will permit. The habits of the Egyptians, if not wholly

unclean—for they are fond of washing—are in other

respects radically insanitary. The towns and villages

are filthy. The Canals, which are the only sources of

water supply to the bulk of the population, are subject

to every kind of pollution. In the neighbourhood of

many populous places, there are “birkas,” or stagnant

ponds, which exhale miasma even when they are not

—

as they very often are—used for drinking. In the

principal cities there is a certain arrrount of sweeping

and carting away of refuse, but there is absolutely no

drainage. People who have known Egypt for many
year-s assure me that, bad as all this is, it is enormously

better than what used to be, and the decrease of certain

characteristic diseases, such as ophthalmia— which is

still, however, very common—is quoted in proof of the

assertion. It is, of course, quite possible to believe,

though difficult to imagine, that there was an Egypt

even more insanitary than the Egypt of to-day. But

that does not alter the fact that the scope for improve-

ment in sanitary matters at the present time is large

enough to give employment for many years to the most

ambitious and energetic refonner.

It is, I hope, to be regarded as the first sign of a

more vigorous policy in this matter, that a man who
assuredly lacks neither energy nor ambition has I’ecently

been placed at the head of the Sanitary Department.

Rogers Pasha, who now occupies that position, had

previously done most distinguished work as Principal

Medical Officer to the Egyptian Army. It is certain

that under a chief so clever, vigorous, and restless, the
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Public Health Office will enter upon a new career

of activity. Rogers Pasha has already aroused the

Sanitary Inspectors in a very effective fashion, and he

may be trusted to worry the financial authorities into

giving him at least some portion of the funds necessary

to efiect the most obvious improvements. This is one

of the branches of the Administration in which the rate

of progress is likely to be greatly accelerated in the next

few years.

The revival of interest in sanitary matters is further

proved by the preparations at present being made for

the thorough drainage of Cairo. This is a tremendous

undertaking, estimated to cost at least £500,000. Its

necessity has long been recognized, but it has been put

off from year to year, owing to want of money—not so

much absolute want of money, as want of power to

apply money that actually existed to the desired object,

owing to the usual and ten-times-explained necessity of

obtaining the consent of the PoAvers, or, more properly,

the consent of France—^for none of the others made any

difficulty. France AA’as finally appeased last year by the

appointment of an International Commission to examine

the various comijeting schemes. This Commission, com-

posed of an Englishman, a Frenchman, and a German,

sat last Avinter, and ended by proposing a scheme of its

oAAm, for which preliminary surveys are at present being

made. So in two or three years we may hope to see

Cairo drained, in Avhich case that city, or at any rate

the European quarter of it, Avill very likely be one of the

healthiest places of residence in the world. And the

example thus set will, in all likelihood, be gradually

followed in other toAvns. At Alexandria the Municipal
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Council is already engaged upon the study of drainage

schemes. The whole question of sanitation, in fact, is

one which now, for the first time, is receiving serious

attention.

No doubt there are certain special difficulties in the

way. The body of the people know nothing about the

laws of health, and care less. Moreover, the Mosques

are probably the principal offenders against those law.s,

and to prevent the Mosques from becoming centres of

infection, or from di’aining into the Canals, and thus

poisoning the drinking water, is a matter which will

require delicate handling Any interference with the

Mosques might easily excite a fanatical oiiposition, which

would stand seriously in the way of all sanitary reform.

But hero, as elsewhere, there are good native influences

as well as bad, if only they can be developed and rendered

effective. Among educated Egyptians there is a growing

sense of the importance of enforcing sanitary regulations.

I have known even orthodox Mohammedans who were

prepared to advocate very severe measures to remedy

the filthiness of the Jklosques, and who declared, quite

rightly, no doubt, that .such measures were dictated by

the very spirit of their religion, which has always laid

so much stress on cleanlme.ss. It is a hopeful symptom,

that there exist a certain number of pious men who are

disposed to invoke the reforming tendency of the Founder

of their Faith against the abuses of its later practice.

Nor is it with regard to sanitary matters only that

there exists an inevitable antagonism, between those

who wish to adapt the teaching of the Prophet to the

knowledge and aspirations of a progressive age, and the

obscurantist majority of the self-constituted religious
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guides of the people. The field of education presents

another battle-ground for these two confiicting principles.

Every student know.s how high in the teaching of

Mohammed is the rank as.signed to Knowledge. In the

theory of Mohammedanism, Piety and Learning go hand

in hand. And so they did in practice during those early

centuries, when the Religion of the Prophet displayed

its greatest expanslvencss and vitality. Nor was the

term “ Learning ” in those days, though always associated

with Theology, interpreted in any illiberal sense. During

some of the darkest ages of human history the lamp of

science was, to a great extent, kept alive by Arab

votaries.

The famous Mo.sque of El-Azhar at Cairo was a

University and a centre of Eastern culture for some

hundred years before the oldest European Universities

were founded. And to the present day it still enjoys

incomparably the greatest prestige of any scat of learn-

ing in the Moslem world. But so far as real knowledge

and education goes, El-Azhar is, if not a dead, at least

a dormant institution. The old Arab emdition, related

alike in substance and in method to that of Europe
during the Middle Ages, has met with the fate which

would have befallen European culture, had it not been

breathed upon and revived, in the Renascence, by the

spirit of Ancient Greece. The only thing which really

flourishes at the El-Azhar nowadays is the study of the

Arabic language. Besides this there is nothing but a

decrepit Theology and a still more decrepit Jurispru-

dence, both based entirely on the Koran and the com-
mentaries of the old Arab doctors, both products of the

scholastic method in its last stage of degeneracy.
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Yet the influence of this petrified University rests

like a blight upon the religious and intellectual life of

the country. The Ulema, or, literally, “ men of learn-

ing,” whose Alma Mater and head-quarters El-Azhar

is, are at once the Priests and the Profeissors of Egypt.

It is true that, in the stiict sense of the tei’m, the

Mohammedan religion admits no priests—no interme-

diary between God and man. But it is peculiarly

fertile in religious teachers who, though possessing no
ordination and dispensing no sacraments, stiU exercise

as despotic a sway, as ever regular priesthood did, over

the minds of the people.

Just as the Ulema do not owe their religious infiuence

to ordination, so their claim to intellectual distinction is

not established by examinations and degrees. He is the

religious teacher, he is the man of learning, who can

get himself accepted as such by the general opinion of

his fellow-students. This would not be a bad principle

of selection if the ideals, either of Religion or of Know-
ledge, permeating the whole body, were sound ones. But
while those ideals are narrow and perverted, the result

simply is to set up as teachera—and teachers to whom an
ignorant population looks up with superstitious reverence

—the men most remarkable for the vehemence of their

bigotry and for the profundity of their immersion in

antiquated formulm and barren traditions.

The system of education, which has its root in the

El-Azhar, has innumerable branches in the Mosque

schools, of which tliere are sevei’al thousands through-

out the country. Egypt is rich in “ Wakfs,” or religious

foundations, destined, for the most part, to the main-

tenance of the Mosques and of the schools attached to
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them. But the teaching of these schools is smitten

with the sterility of the El-Azhar, which, du'ectly or

indirectlj^ has moulded all the teachers. The children

leam a little reading, less writing, and the repetition of

the Koran from masters who are ignorant of the A’^ery

rudiments of the art of instruction. To get by heart a

certain quantity of the Sacred Volume is the main object

of the whole course. Now this is not only not education.

It is not even paving the way for it, evcopt in so far as

there must always be some advantage in learning the

letters of the alphabet. But to sit on the ground swing-

ing your body backwards and forwards, and continually

repeating, in a monotonous chant, a quantity of matter

Avhich you are taught to rcgai-d with religious reverence,

but never taught to understand,' is, if anything, an

anti-educational process. If the object of true educa-

tion be intellectual gymnastic, if it be to exercise and

render supple the joints of the mind, then this system

is its Amiy opposite, for it tends to stiffen them. It is

not calculated to enlighten, but to obfuscate. Under
these circumstances we cannot be siuqniscd that no

more advanced education has grown spontaneously out

of the system folloived in the Mosque schools. They
have gone on for centuries without developing anything

higher. As far as unaided native education is con-

cerned, Egypt has got to the end of her tether.

So much is this the case that, when public instruc-

tion is spoken of in Egypt nowadays, no one thinks of

the Mosque schools, or even of the El-Azhar. Knoiv-

* The language of the Koran is, of course, as unintelligible to the

ordinary Arab schoolboy of to-day as the language of Chancer would bo

to English school-children in the first sUiid.ird.
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ledge, as it is understood in the present age, is dis-

seminated, not by these institutions, but either by the

numerous European schools existing in Egypt, or by the

Government schools, in which there are European

masters or native mastei’s trained in European methods.

It is now nearly eighty years since Meheniet Ali—who
could not write his own name—recognized that, if there

was to be any real education in his country, it must

be brought fi-om Europe. Curious and contradictory

were the efforts made by him and his successors to

endow Egypt with the learning of the West, the nature

of which they did not themselves understand, though

they appreciated its effects. At one time the desired

object was to be accomplished by bringing European

teachers, especially Frenchmen, to Egypt; at another

time by sending young Egyptians to be instructed in

Europe, and especially in France. At one time the

young Egyptians so sent were made to live together in

a sort of peiisionnut of their own, in order that they

might the better preserve their national faith and tra-

ditions. At another time they were dispersed and made

to live in foreign households, in order that they might

become the more thoroughly Europeanized. In one way
or another some six hundred Egyptian scholars have

been maintained in Europe at the cost of the State

during the present century. And meantime, in Egypt

itself, schools destined to spread European education

were being founded and suppressed and founded again.

Scholars were being pressed into them by force, as in

our own country we used to press men for the Navy,

and when they got there, they were being paid to stay.

For it was not till the reign of Ismail Pasha that
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any considerable number of Egyptians, even among the

upper classes, learned to realize the value of European

education. By this time, the religious prejudice against

it had begun to wear off. Moreover, incessant contact

with Europeans, who were now pouring into the country

in large numbers, could not but impress the natives with

the disadvantage at which they themselves stood, in the

practical business of life, by reason of their lack of

instruction. But when they did begin to grasp this fact,

it was not the Government schools to which they first

turned. The richer men sent their sons to Europe.

Others made use of the numerous European schools

which had by this time become established in Egypt.

In 1875, the number of scholars in these European schools

was 8901, of whom about two thousand Avere Egyptians.

By 1887, it had increased to 22,764, of whom 15,132

were Egyptians.

Of the natives visiting the European schools, only a

small number belong to the Mohammedan majority of

the people of Egypt. And the reason is simple. The

European schools are, for the most part, distinctively

Christian institutions, and many of them have been

founded with the direct object of proselytism. The most

important of them are French Catholic foundationis, but

since 1860 the American Mission has also started some
large and important schools in the interest of the Pro-

testant faith. The Italian and Greek schools, Avhich are

generally secular’, aim almost exclusively at the education

of the children of their respective nationalities, rvhich are

very numerously represented in Egypt. Great Britain,

it must be admitted, has done very little for Egypt in

the way of voluntary schools.
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I have said that, of the native scholars who attend

the European schools, only a minority belong to the

dominant faith. The majority are either the children

of Syrian Christians established in Egypt, and there-

fore mostly members of the Koman Catholic Church, or

else Copts—the Copts being especially numerous in the

schools of the American Mission. Except for the Govern-

ment schools, therefore, the Mohammedan population are

at a disadvantage in respect of educational opportunities,

and they are well aware of it. But despite this fact, the

reputation of the Government schools was, till recently,

so bad, that Mohammedans of the better class, even when
thejf felt the value of European education, hesitated to

send their children to those in-stitutions.

This bad reputation is now, however, fast passing

away. During the last four or five years a striking

change has come over the character of the Government

schools and the estimation in which they are held.

This is not due to any gi'eat increase in their pecuniary

resources. Indeed the Convention of London largely

reduced the budget of the Ministry of Public Instruction,

and though since 1S88 that budget has once more been

on the increase, it does not even now stand at the same

figure as it did in 1884. But if the amount of money
has not increased, it is infinitely better employed. The
public schools of the Egyptian Government are now,

for the first time in their history, organized and con-

ducted in accordance with approved educational prin-

ciples, and the result has been most gratifying. I am
far from wishing to attribute the credit of this change

solely to British influence, although it has been coin-

cident with the employment of Mr. Douglas Dunlop, the

2 n
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first of our countrymen who has held any position of

influence in the Egyptian Ministry of Public Instruction.

But it certainly is due in great part to the increase in

the number of European teachers, French as well as

English, and to the improvement in their quality. There

are now fifteen English and twenty-four French masters

in the Primary and Secondary Schools, besides thirty-

four Egyptians who teach in English and fifty-six who
teach in French.

There were three main evils in the old system of

training in the Government schools, against which war
had to be waged. The first was the pi-actice of cram-

ming the memory instead of developing the powers of

thought. This, it may be said, is an evil not peculiar to

Egypt. But in Egypt it has certainly been carried to

extraordinary lengths. It is clearly derived from the

traditions of Mohammedan religious education as prac-

tised at the EI-Azhar, and in the Mosque schools. A
kind of instruction which consists in learning a set of

texts or a set of formute, and the ideal of which is to

stereotype knowledge, naturally relies almost exclusively

upon the memory. Reflection and observation are held

of little account.

The second great vice of the old methods was
intimately connected with this glorification of mere

memory. It consisted in multiplying the number of

subjects taught, and in sacrificing quality to quantity.

This again is a common mistake of a lower civilization

trying to adopt the results of a higher, without under-

standing them. The first attitude of the Oriental

towards Western culture is to condemn it root and
branch. The second is to appropriate it unintelligently.
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to grasp at a number of sciences, but miss the spirit of

science. It was upon these principles that the old

curriculum of the Government schools was framed. Any
quantity of subjects were taught, but none was learnt.

The present method is diametrically opposite. Instead of

dabbling in several European languages, the pupils are

taught either English or French, but they are taught the

one language well. The importance of learning some
European tongue is evident. It is not so much for the

sake of the language itself, as for that which it contains.

Arabic is a noble language, but its literature does not

contain the great body of modern knowledge. The very

terminology of physical science is wanting. Thus the

young Egyptian, in learning English or French, is not

only making a useful practical acquisition. He is not

only undergoing the invaluable training of translating his

thoughts into a new form. He is obtaining the means

of studying history, geography, and science, as they

cannot at present be studied in Arabic. To teach the

pupil one European language, but to teach it thoroughly,

and to teach other .subjects tlu’ough it, is the principle

at pre.sent adopted with most encouragmg success in the

Government schools.

The third great vice of the old system was the want

of attention to discipline, to deportment, and to physique.

The boys were slovenly, unruly, and untrained in bodily

exercises. In all these respects the improvement in

late years has been extremely marked. Drill is now
regularly taught in the principal Cairo schools, and a

class of native boys are being trained as drill instructors.

English games have been encouraged, and the scholars

take to them kindly. Quick and imitative as they are.
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their progress in manliness of bearing and es'^rit de corps

is very remarkable.

If the spirit of reform has been slow in reaching the

educational system, there is no branch in which of recent

years it has borne richer fruit. The Government has

often been criticized for spending so little upon education,

although at any time during the last ten years it has

spent twice as much upon it as the Government of

Great Britain did only sixty years ago. But two things

should be borne in mind in this connection. People

must live before they can be taught. Famine is worse

than ignorance. What the Egy23tian Government had to

fight for, six or seven years ago, was the very existence

of the people. Essential a.s education is, the innvision

of education i.s not such a joriniary duty of Government

as the defence of person and property, the maintenance

of justice, or, in a country like Egypt, where human
life depends upon Public Works, the careful preservation

of those works upon which life depends. And, in the

next place, it would have been no use simply to augment

the budget of the Education Department, so long as the

schools were being conducted on unintelligent methods.

It was not for want of money that education made so

little progre.ss under the earlier Viceroys. They spent

freely upon it, but they did not know how to make their

expenditure effective. The time has now come when the

Government may feel sure that whatever additional

resources it can devote to Education will not be thrown

away. But it is only in quite recent years that such

confidence has been possible.

And even now a great crowd of scholars is not the

thing to aim at, but rather the thorough training of a
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limited number. The Government is still far from being

in a position to offer a decent education to the majority

of the inhabitants. It has not got a sufficient number
of properly trained masters even for the 6800 scholars of

its existing Primary and Secondary Schools.* Egypt
has yet to create a native professional class. She has

yet to educate the men who are destined to fiU the

Government Service. When these urgent needs have
been supplied, it will be time enough to think of general

public instruction. Fortunately, the country possesses,

in the present Under-Secretary of State for Education,

Yakub Artin Pasha (an able and highly cultivated

Armenian), a man who thoroughly understands the

wants of the country, and who knows that the

efficiency of a few schools whose scholars will, in their

turn, spread the light of knowledge, is vastly more im-

portant than the multiplication of schools of an inferior

description.

From this point of view, great importance attaches

to the maintenance of a high standard in the Colleges

for professional instruction, which are the apex of the

Goveminent system of education, and in so raising the

level of the subordinate schools, that they may be able

to supply these Colleges with pupils capable of profiting

by a higher curriculum. It was a fatal defect in the old

methods, that boys were allowed to pass from the Primary

to the Secondary Schools, and from the Secondary Schools

to the Colleges without having proved, at each successive

stage, their capacity to benefit by superior instruction.

* There are at preecnt forty-two Government schools in Egypt—six

Primary of the Lower Grade, thirty-four Primary of the Higher Grade,

and two Secondary—both of the latter being in Cairo.
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It was no use improving the teaching staff of the

Secondary Schools and Colleges, as long as the boys and

young men entering them were not sufficiently well

grounded to understand what they were being taught.

This state of things no longer exists. Recent years have

seen the introduction of a well-conceived and properly

conducted system of primary and secondary examination.

In order to enter a secondary school, a boy must now
have his Primary Education Certificate, and in order to

enter a College he must have his Secondary Education

Certificate. The bad material is thus weeded out, and

the energy of the professors and of the higher class of

masters is no longer wasted upon pupils of whom they

can make nothing.

The Colleges, to which I have just referred, are eight

in number. There are the Schools of Law, of Medicine,

of Engineering and of Agriculture. Beside these, there

are three Training Colleges for native teachers of Arabic,

English and French, and a Technical School—Ecole des

Arts et Metiers—at Bulak. The College of Agriculture,

and the Training Colleges for native teachers of English

and French, are new. The rest have existed for some

time, but, with the exception of the Technical School,

they were, till recently, in a very effete condition. But
now fresh life has been infused into them all. I have

already spoken of what M. Testoud has done for the

School of Law. Improvements have also been intro-

duced into the School of Medicine, which now has an

English Vice-Principal. There is, however, still much
to be done in bringing the School of Medicine up
to the mark.

Special interest attaches to the Training College for
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native teachers of Arabic. This institution may become

an important point of connection between the tradi-

tional llohammedan education, and the Europeanized

system of the Government schools. The teachers of

Arabic, and of the subjects taught in Arabic in the State

Schools, arc still for the most part, ex-students of the

EI-Azhar. Their mental standpoint is the mediaeval

one which clings to that University. The object of the

College in c^uestiou is to imbue them to some extent

with the elements and the spirit of modern knowledge,

and to teach them the ai-t of teaching.

Time alone can show whether the movement, of

which this College is the outcome, is destined to have a

great development—whether the old educational founda-

tion, which has so memorable a past and even at the

present day enjoys so great a reputation throughout the

Mohammedan world, will gradually undergo a change

that will bring it into harmony with modern ideas, or

whether it is destined to remain in the old ruts, a per-

petual drag upon the educational progress of Egypt.

The result is evidently of the greatest importance to the

future of the country. There are some critics who
maintain that Mohammedanism and progress are irre-

concilable
;
and if the tenets of the scholastic pietists of

the El-Azhar are to be literally insisted on, so no doubt

they are. But I do not know that the attitude of the

Ulema towards Science at the present day is more

apparently hopeless than that which various Christian

Churches have adopted towards Science in the past.

Yet that opposition has, in most cases, died completely

away. What has happened in the West may happen in

the East. Avec le del Uyades accommodementa. There
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are not wanting those among the more live-minded of

the Ulema, who realize that, if they are to retain their

old 230sitiou in Egyiptian society, they must march with

the times.

An interesting illustration of this attitude Avas given

not very long ago at the distribution of ]>rizes in a

Government School. One of the Government Ins^Dectors,

Avho hapj)ens at the same time to ho a distinguished

member of the El-Azhar Universitj’’, was present on the

occasion, and felt insj)ired to try and reconcile his

educational Avith his religiou.s convictions. PerhajAS he

thought that his presence at an institution Avhich, to

many of his compeers, Avoukl seem tainted Avith heresy

required some explanation. So he made a speech, in the

course of Avhich he defended European instruction on

the ground that, since the learning of tlie West Avas

originally derived from Mohammedan sources, Moham-
medans need not he too scrupulous in accepting the

return to them of some of their oAvn Avares. On the

Avhole, this is not a bad Avay out of the difficulty. But
it must ahvays be borne in mind that, in vieAV of the

present attitude of at least a majority of the Moham-
medan religious teachers towards Eui’opean education,

the extension of the latter involves an uphill fight. No
doubt, if the Government pushes on along its present

lines, and insists on giving a thorough modern education

to its pu2)ils, Avhile carefully avoiding any needless

offence to religious prejudices, the ncAv ideas will in the

long run prevail. The religious party Avill end by
falling in with them. But without steady support at

the outset from the protecting arm of the State, and

without the presence of a strong and dominant European
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element in the SchooLs and Colleges, progress would soon

be arrested, and Education would relapse into the old

grooves.

At the same time, the new system is steadily gaining

in popularity, a.s may be seen from the great increase in

the demand for Government instruction on the part of

Mohammedans. I have stated, that in old days the

Government schools could only be filled by force or by
bribery. As late as 1882, not more than thirty per cent,

of the total number of pupils paid for their instruction,

and the income from fees did not exceed £2300. Last

year’ the percentage of paying pupils was seventy-one,

and the amount of school fees exceeded £20,000.

There is one point about the development of the

Government schools which, from the political side, should

be of peeixliar interest to Englishmen. Our object, as I

understand, is to develop the capacity of self-government

in Egypt. It was a great step in that direction, when
we set up the principle of appointment by merit, and not

by favour, throughout the Government Service. But it

would be misleading to pretend that that principle is

rigidly adhered to at the present day. In theory, no

man can enter the service except after passing an ex-

amination. In practice, this preliminary is often dis-

pensed with, and that for two reasons. The examining

body, which is composed of representatives of the various

Ministries, is not up to its work
;
and even if it were,

there are not, at jxresent, a sufficient number of natives

who could satisfy the requii'ements of a high-class exami-

nation. The development of the Schools, if the present

satisfactory state of things is maiijtained, will open a

way out of'both these difiiculties. It will increase the
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nunibei- of competent candidates, while the Piimaiy and
Secondary Certificates already referred to will supply a

better test of eBBciency than the existing haphazard

examinations for admission to the several offices. If the

rule could be laid down, that no man should be admitted

to the lower grade of the Civil Service without a

Primary Certificate, and no man to the higher grade

without a Secondary Certificate, a notable improvement
would soon be seen in personnel of the Government.

A very important step in this direction was taken in

the present year on the suggestion of Hr. Gorst. A
decree was passed, providing that in future no vacancy
should be filled, among the liigher class of Assistants

(Mouawens) in the Governing Staff of the provinces,

except by men who had passed the secondary exami-
iration. It is from these Assistants that the Mamurs
and Mudirs are in future, as a general rule, to be choseir.

The reform in question, therefore, when it has been at

work for some years, will for the first time ensure a

respectable .standard of education, and the knowledge of

at least one European language, among the chief pro-

vincial authorities. In vierv of the enormous porver

and influence exercised by these men in a bureaucratic

country like Egypt, it is impossible to over-estimate the

importance of such a step.

For my own part, I attach much more importance, in

the immediate future of Egyj)t, to the improvement of

the character and intelligence of the official class than
I do to any development of the Representative Institu-

tions with which we endowed the country in 1883. As
a true-born Briton, I of course take off my hat to

everything that calls itself Franchise, Parliament, Re-
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presentation of the People, the Voice of the Majority,

and all the rest of it. But as an observer of the actual

condition of Egyptian society, I cannot shut my eyes

to the fact that Popular Government, as "we understand

it, is, for a longer time than any one can foresee at

present, out of the question. The people neither com-

prehend it nor desire it. They would come to singular

grief if they had it. And nobody, except a few silly

theorists, thinks of giving it to them.

Do not let me be supposed to depreciate either the

Legislative Council or the General Assembly. As far as

they go, they are most useful institutions—especially

the former. The Government does well to give them

every encouragement, and jealously to respect their

rights. There is no saying that a day may not come

when their share in controlling the national destinies

will be far greater than it is at present. But, for the

moment, their strength is fully taxed in discharging the

somewhat narrow, but certainly not too narrow, func-

tions bestowed upon them by the Organic Decree of

May 1, 1883, whieh was inspired by Lord Duflerin.

The Legislative Council meets once a month. It is

composed of thirty members, of whom fourteen, includ-

ing the President, are nominated by the Government.

Its duty is to examine the Budget, and all proposed

laws which affect the administration of the country.

The Government, however, is not bound to accept the

amendments which the Legislative Council passes, though

it is bound, if it rejects them, to state the reasons for

such rejection in writing. Moreover, the Council cannot

initiate legislation. Its powers are thus very restricted,

and at one time there was rather a tendency on the
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part of the Government, not indeed to disregai’d its

legal rights, but to treat its opinions as of no conse-

quence. But this tendency is a thing of the past. The

Government, Avhicli has the right of delegating any

functionary to be 23resont at the Legislative Council, now

takes considerable plains to ex
2
jlain to that body the

raison d'etre of the measures submitted to it. There

is, at the same time, an increasing desire on the part of

the Comicil of Minister’s, who, in conjunction with the

Khedive, are the ultimate legislative authority, to accept,

as far as 230ssible, the amendments introduced into draft

decrees bj'^ the Legislative Council. And there can be

no doubt that, in a good many instances, the decrees in

c2uestion have been rendered both more popular and

more
2U'actical by such amendments.

At the same time, it is a wise disposition of the

Organic Decree which permits the Government, if it

judges necessary, to disregard the suggestions of the

Legislative Council. It Avas my duty on one occasion

to explain and defend a pro2rosed decree before that

assembly. The subject was one Avhich excited consider-

able interest among its membera, and there Avas a good

deal of discussion. Of the dignity and good humour,

Avith Avhich the discussion was conducted, it would be

im2Tossible to .speak too highly. MoreoAmr, most of the

amendments proposed and carried were not only sensible

in themselves, but supported by valid arguments tem-

perately urged. There were, however, one or two others

Avhieh, if ado23ted, Avonld have Avrecked the whole
scheme, and which, as a matter of fact, the Council of

Ministers subsequently put aside. I do not think the

authors of these 2>roposals had the least intention of
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defeating the object of the law they were discussing,

but they Avere incapable of grasping the bearing of the

particular amendments, in which they Avere individually

interested, upon the measure as a whole. As critics of

laws prepared by men of greater administrative experi-

ence, the members of the Council render valuable

service. But as legislators with absolute power they

would certainly pi-oduce some very grotesque and self-

contradictory enactments.

A remarkable instance of the way in which the

Legislative Council, desjnte its general good sense and

moderation, may on occasion go utterly wrong, is afforded

by its treatment of a decree for the more drastic punish-

ment of brigands, Avhich AA'as submitted to it in the

spring of 1890. The draft of the Bill, as presented by

the Government, simply enacted that, where an act of

brigandage resulted in murder, the leaders and organizers

of the band abonld be liable to capital punishment. A
high religious authority, who Avas a member of the

Council, proposed to amend the measure in accordance

Avith the Eeligious Law, and his colleagues folloAved him

like a flock of .sheep.

Now, Avhat Avas the nature of the amendment ? In

the first place, it convei’ted the original draft, Avhich,

Avhatcver might be thoAAght of its provisions, was brief,

simple, and intelligible, into a long-winded disquisition

on brigandage in general, fuE of Amrbiage, irrelevance,

and ambiguity. But the substance of the amended

decree was even more appalling than its form. For it

provided, among other things, that any brigand who
was arrested before he had committed theft or homicide,

should, after being submitted to the bastinado, be im-
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prisoned until lie repented or died ; that any brigand

who had succeeded in committing a theft, but without

murder, should have his right hand and his left foot

cut off : that any brigand who had committed murder

should he punishable, at the choice of the authorities,

either (1) by amputation of the right hand and left foot,

followed by execution, or (2) by amputation, followed

by crucifixion, or (3) by amputation, followed by execu-

tion and crucifixion, or (4) by simple execution, or (5) by

simple crucifixion. The Bill then went on to lay down
in detail the method of crucifixion, enacting that the

criminal should have his leg.s as well as his arms

stretched out on cross bars, and that a spear should be

thrust into his loft breast, and twisted round in it until

he died. But by way, presumably, of mitigation for

these barbarities, it went on to provide, that the punish-

ments aforesaid .should not apply if, after murder followed

by theft, the brigands returned the objects stolen, or if

one of the gang were a dumb man or a near relation of

one of the victims. It is not to be supposed that this

farrago of nonsense, which was of course rejected by the

Government cn bioc, would ever have commended itself

to the Legislative Council, if it had not been brought

forward in the name of the Sacred Law. But the fact

that such barbarous bosh should have been accepted at

all, is a proof of the necessity of keeping the final

decision in legislative matters in the hands of men more
uniformly amenable to the influences of civilization.

So much for the Legislative Council. The General

Assembly is simply the Council over again, with the

addition of the six Ministers and of forty-six members
popularly elected. This Assembly has no legislative
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functions^ though it is entitled to pass resolutions on

any subject of public interest—resoJutions which the

Government is free to take as much or as little notice

of as it pleases. It has, however, one most important

power of a negative kind, inasmuch as no new taxes

can be imposed without its consent. This is a provision

which might evidently some day or other enable the

Assembly to play a very considerable part in Egyptian

politics. But, since 1883, the Government has been in

the fortunate position of not requiring to impose new
taxes upon its native subjects, except the tax necessary

to facilitate the abolition of the Corvee, which, for

reasons already exjilained,* the Assembly made no

difficulty about accepting. That body, therefore, has

not been summoned oftener than four times since its

creation (the Organic Decree providing that it must

meet at least once every two years), and its discussions

have generally been brief and colourless. As far as

can be judged, its characteristics do not differ materially

from those of the Legislative Council, though as the

proportion of Government nominees, who form the best

element of both bodies, is smaller in the Assembly than

in the Council, the decisions of the former would be

more likely to prove fantastic and unworkable than

those of the latter.

The time, in fact, has not yet come for applying the

principle of Representative Government, in any great

degree, to the national affairs of Egypt. It would be

sounder policy to begin by introducing it into the man-

agement of local business, and even then tentatively and

with caution. The only local representative institution,

* See page 240,
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having administrative powers, which at present exists,

is the Municipality of Alexandria. That city, by virtue

of its large European population, has probably more of

the elements requisite for the success of local self-govern-

ment than any other town in Egypt. On the other

hand, the mixture of Europeans and natives on this

body gives rise to certain special difficulties.

It is impossible to say that during the three years of

its existence the achievements of the Alexandria Muni-

cipality have been of a very brilliant character. It

hobbles along, though of late days, especiall}’ since it

has been provided by the Government with an able

President in the person of Shakur Bey, it is becoming

more business-like and less polemical. In any case, it

has a certain educational value, and the Government

has no cause to regret the experiment of creating it

—

an experiment which, according to the latest reports,

seems likely to be repeated in certain other large towns.

If the new Municipalities are wisely constituted, and
if too much is not expected of them at first, they will,

no doubt, especially with the spread of education, do

useful work and constitute a desirable check upon the

all-powerful bureaucracy. But let me say once more,

that it is to the improvement in the character of the

latter body, and to its judicious control by the European
authorities at head-quartere, that we must, for a long

time to come, mainly look for the maintenance and
development of reforms.
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CHAPTER XIT.

ENGLISH AND EGYPTIANS.

So far we have been considering the course of the

reforms which have marked the recent history of Eg3'pt
—^reforms simple in their essence, but difficult of intro-

duction; destined at the outset to encounter many
vicissitudes, but justified in the long run by their brilliant

results. It remains to cast a glance at the probable

future of this good work, at the forces favourable or

unfavourable to it, at the prospects and the conditions

of its continuance.

One thing, indeed, seems clear. Whatever maj’^ bo

the troubles j'et in store for Egj’^pt, the ultimate issue is

not doubtful. Egypt will never be allowed permanently

to relapse into the barbaiism of the Mameluke period,

or into the semi-ljarbarism of Mehemet Ali and even of

Ismail. No crucifixion of brigands, no cutting off of

right hands and left feet, no other medimval barbarism

or absurdity will long bo tolerated in this small and

central country of unu^ue interest and attraction, which

is becoming more and more the common meeting-ground

of civilized mankind.

No; it is not the ultimate result which is doubtful,

but the manner in which it -will be attained. Is the

2 C
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progress of the last few yeai’s to be steadily consolidated ?

Is the education of the Egyptian people, in the con-

ception and habits of justice and good government, to

continue smoothly and unchecked, until justice and good

government become a matter of course ? Or are we to

see that progress and that education interrupted, and, as

a consequence of such interruption, fresh impoverishment,

fresh discontent, fiesh anarchy, ending in the final

subjection of the country to some great European Power ?

As a potentially independent state, Egypt is having a

last chance. Is she capable of profiting by it ? "Will she

be allowed to do so 1

It is to the examination of these questions that I

propose to devote the brief remainder of this book. But
first of all, who are they, these Egyptians ? What is the

character of the masses to be guided, and of the classes

who should be their guides? The bulk of the people

are a primitive peasantry.* They are healthy, in-

dustrious after their o^vn fashion, extraordinarily con-

servative in their habits and traditions, prone to obedience,

devoid of initiative, good-humoured and pacific. In the

scale of intelligence they certainly stand high, con-

sidering the centuries of darkness and oppression

through which they have passed. But they lack the

strenuousness and the progressive spirit which would
characterize any equally intelligent race tilling a less

bounteous soil and breathing a more bracing atmosphere.

Such a race will not of itself develop great men or

* According to tUo census of 1882, which is fairly accurate, the

population of Egypt numbered 6,715,000 natives and 91,000 foreigners.

Of the former no fewer than 4,204,000, or sixty-two per cent., belonged

to the agricultural class. It is probable that there has been a consider-

able increase of population since 1882,
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new ideas, or take a leading pai*t in the progress of man-
kind. But under proper guidance it is capable of enjoy-

ing much simple content. A vast deal of nonsense has

been talked about the misery of the fellahin. They have

been subject to a crushing tyi'anny in the past, but it

has not knocked the natural cheerfulness out of them.

And now that the t3n-anny is over, it may be doubted

whether their lot contrasts unfavourably with that of

the mass of the people in many more advanced countries.

Poor they certainlj’^ are, but, except in a few districts

where water is scarce or the land ruined by over-

cropping, they are not loovert^^-stricken. For what, after

all, is the great hardship of poverty—provided always

j’ou have enough to eat—when you can spend your

whole life in sunshine and fresh air, when the lightest

clothing will supply sufficient warmth, the rudest cabin

sufficient shelter, when j'ou have no hard winter to

provide against, no coals to buy, no shivering children

to shield from frost or tempest ? If the means of the

Egyptian peasant are scant, his wants also are few,

and his position, always supposing that he can be

protected from injustice on the part of the Government,

is a fairly independent one.

A large proportion of the fellahin are small proprietor’s

living on the pro luce of their fields. A great number

more, though they gain their livelihood chiefly by work-

ing for larger landholders, have yet some little property

of their own. The absolutely landless class is in a

minority, and even these are nowadays in a much better

position to earn a decent subsistence than they were ten

years ago. The introduction of paid labour, in lieu of

the Oorvde, and the large expenditure on new public
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•works causes annually the distribution of a very con-

siderablesum inwages among the poorest of the peasantry.

No doubt the land-tax is heavy, in a few districts crush-

ingly heavy, and it is most inequitably distributed, some

of the very best lands paying less than some of the worst.

But looked at as rent, twenty-five or thirty shillings an

acre—and these are the commonest rates—can hardly be

called an excessive burden for land which bear.s rich

crops with comparatively little outlay.

Under present conditions the lot of the peasant is far

from wretched. Indeed, to all appearances, the poor of

the country are much better off than the poor of the

towns, which are densely crowded. How they live, all

these thousands of small tradesmen and artificers, .socm.s

at fiist sight a mysterj^ Yet even hero there are few

signs of extreme want. Disease and deformity abound,

especially repulsive forms of blindness
;
but the physical

infirmities of the people are due to the neglect of sanitary

laws, and not to hunger. Though the death-rate of

Cairo, of Alexandria, and of the large provineial towns

is high,’ there are probably fewer deaths from starvation,

or from illness due to inadequate nourishment, than in

the great cities of many civilized countries. There is

no Poor Law, but a good deal of charity, and the common
people are generous to one another.

Alike in town and in country, the poorer classes are

of the same manageable tempei’ameiit—cheerful, sociable,

and easily contented. They are never tired of talking,

and their delight in what they call a “ fantasia,” that is

to say, any sort of show or entertainment, however
simple and commonplace—in music, recitation, a mas-

* Between forty and fifty per thousand.
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querarle, a mai’iiage festivity, above all iu fireworks—is

exhilarating to witness. They are not only light-

hearted, but light-natured. Unchanging in their habits

and ideas, they are changeable enough in their moods.

An Egyptian quarrel is like summer lightning. It

blazes up in a minute, and then, if you watched the men

engaged in it, you would certainly think it an affair of

the most alarming character, so loud are their voices,

so violent their gesticulations, so threatening their

attitudes
;
but, in nine eases out of ten, it ends without

a fight. Essentially the people are very far from

pugnacious, despite their superficial excitability. Yet

accidental circumstances may render this excitement

dangerous. If an Egyptian happens to have a deadly

weapon, he may, in the heat of the moment, make use

of it in a quarrel, which otherwise would not oven have

led to bloAvs. I remember several cases of homicide, due

to the hasty use of fire-arms, where the provocation was

absurdly .slight. Weapons of any kind, however, are

seldom carried in Egypt. Tlie peasantry, as a rule, have

neither the means nor the desire to acquire them, and

their importation is subject to severe restriction^.

To govei'ii such a race is, under ordinary circum-

stances, a simple task. As long as they are not grossly

abused, as long as the great duty of government in the

matter of water is not too scandalously neglected, there

is no fear of widespread public discontent. It is the

strongest proof of the intensity of the old misgovem-

ment, that a revolution, like that of Arabi, should have

been possible among a population so easy-going and so

submissive. A repetition of that movement, under

present political conditions, is more than improbable.
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There is no large amount of smouldering disaffection,

which might, if oppoitunity offered, break out into

destructive flame. But, on the other hand, there is

always some danger of the people being carried away
by a spasm of excitement—especially religious excite-

ment. The Egyptian, if ea.sily governed, is also easily

led. He is not by natime in the least fanatical. But
he has been brought up in fanatical traditions, and he
is greatly under the influence of religious teachers, who
are fanatics by profession. Every now and then an
incident hapjDens which shows how easy it is to get up
a religious e'meute against some section of the Christian

population. But with vigilance and firmness on the part
of the Government, such disturbances can very easily be
put down. Under the existing regime they present no
serious danger, and even their occurrence becomes in-

creasingly rare. The bulk of the people are only too
glad of an excuse for not obeying the instigation of
bigots with whom, despite all their superstitious rever-

ence, they have at heart little sympathy, though they
might not, if left to themselves, have character enough
to resist such incitement.

I have often been asked whether British influence
is popular with the mass of the Egyptian people. It

would be absurd to reply to that question in the affirma-

tive. But to answer it with a simple negative would be
no less misleading There is unquestionably a certain

prejudice against Englishmen, as there is against all

Christians, though that prejudice is easily overcome in
individual cases where the people have learned to recog-
nize the stranger as a benefactor. But on the broad
political issue they are much too backward to have any
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opinion one way or the other. The ordinary peasant has

probably only the vaguest notions as to how the govern-

ment is really carried on. That he is satisfied with the

results, that ho is well aware of being treated much
better than formerly, cannot be doubted. But he is not

in a position to reason about the causes of the change.

The docile and pacific disposition of the race, their

ignorance, and their lack of independence, increase

enormously the responsibility resting on their governors.

There is nothing in the character of the people to check

the abuse of power, nothing to guide its exercise. And
at the same time, the Avise exercise of power is probably

of greater importance to the whole community than in

any other country in the world. Bad government must

ever3'where be injurious to public welfare. In Egypt

it is simply destructive of it. I am afraid of wearying

the reader with a I'epetition of this idea, but the truth

is so fundamental that I trust I may be pardoned for

my insistence.

And if the burden of responsibility that Aveighs upon

the rulers of Egypt is exceptionally heavy, the stumbling

blocks in their path are also exceptionally numerous.

While the native population is childlike and dependent,

the foreign residents, and especially the Greeks—who

are the most numerous, and may be found in every

corner of the country—are obstreperous and exacting.

The Capitulations reinoAm them, to a great extent, from

the control of the authorities, and their consuls are dis-

posed to push foreign privilege to its extremest limits.

Moreover, the constant assertion of such privilege gives

rise to an infinite number of embarrassing questions. If

the men charged with the conduct of Egyptian aflairs
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require to be firm and upright, they have no less constant

occasion for the exercise of tact, patience, and diplomatic

skill. Great, indeed, are the demands which the peculiai

circumstances of Egypt make npon those who are called

upon to guide her destinies.

What does the countiy possess to-day, in the shape

of administrative capacit}^ equal to rising to the height

of these demands * Where arc the Egyptians who can

govern Egypt ? To answer that question, it is necessary

to pa,ss in brief review the various classes and races

which compose the higher ranks of native society.

Eg3'pt possesses, strictly .speaking, no aristocracy.

There are, indeed, a few families of hereditary wealth,

a very few of hcreditaiy influence, though that influence

generally rests on religious, rather than social distinction.

But such hereditary influence carries with it no legal

privilege and no title of honour. The rank of Bey or

Pasha is entirelj' personal. It belongs only to those,

upon whom it is directly bestowed by the Khedive.

Moreover, Mussulman feeling is, in some respects, voi'y

democratic. The Egyptian bows, indeed he bows very
low, before the fact of wealth or poAver, but he cares

very little about the tradition of it. The great man
of to-day is no less gi'eat because he has risen from
nothing. The poor man is no more honoured because he
has a distinguished ancestry.

What represents the nearest approach to our idea of

an aristocracy, is the small clique of great Turkish
families which contribute a large proportion of the men
upon whom the rank of Bey or Pasha is bestowed.
A few of these families have been established in the

country for generations, but the majority are immigrants
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of the present century. They are, like the Turkish upper

class in general, of the most vai’ied origin—Kurds,

Circassians, Turks from Algiers and Tunis, Turks from

the Isles, Turks from Constantinople, etc. Some of them

are really not Turks at all, but Christians, or even Jews,

from different portions of the Levant, who have adopted

the religion and fallen in with the habits of the dominant

race. But, whatever their history, they nowadays form

a coterie who have a tendency to hold their heads higher

than their neighbours, and who arc easily distinguishable

by their common use of the Turkish language in social

intercourse. Of course they are all perfectly familiar

with Arabic, both in its literary and in its colloquial

form. But, among themselves, they prefer to speak

Turkish, and, indeed, the u.so of Turkish as the tongue

of polite conversation is rather a mark of hon ton in

the upper grades of Egyptian society.

Politically, the Turks of Egypt have no particular

affection for the Porte. The last thing in the world

which they desire is to see Egj’^pt become an ordinary

province of the Turkish Empire. On the other hand,

they are not in sympathy with the Arab population,

which they claim to govern, but in their hearts despise.

The Egyptian patriotism is, in most cases, limited to

the conviction that it is their natural right to fill the

best places, and to live upon the fat of the land. But

their capacity is not altogether equal to their ambition.

Siseaking broadly, they have all the ordinary faults,

with something less than the average merits, which

distinguish the ruling caste in Turkey itself. What
the upper-class Turk generally possesses, is courage

dignity, good manners, the habit and air of command.
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What he generally lacks, is energy, industry, public

spirit, a sense of duty. He is quick to catch up

the externals of civilization, but he is apt to miss its

essentials. Where to the common qualities of his class

he adds the uncommon quality of moral rectitude, he

may, despite all his shortcomings, make an excellent

ruler. But such cases are rare. Self-indulgence and cor-

ruption have eaten the heart out of the Turkish oligarchy.

It is the curse of the whole vast region which still lies

under the blight of Ottoman dominion, that the men
who have the power of governing are devoid of the

morality svhich is essential to governing well.

The failings of the Tm-kish grandees—arrogance of

race alone excepted—attach, more or less, to the whole

Pasha class of Egypt. When I speak of the Pasha

class, I mean not only those having the actual title of

Pasha, but the men of wealth, and especially of landed

wealth, generally, to whom the highest places in the

Government Service most frequently fall. Of course

there are many honour-able exceptions. And, of course,

also, the vices just noted are the natural consequences

of a bad system. For centuries the idea of power has

been dissociated from that of the performance of duty.

Power was a thing to be aimed at for the benefit of

yourself and your friends, not a trust to be discharged

for the benefit of those below you. As it came to you
without having earned it, so it might be taken from

you without having abused it. You must make hay
while the sun shone.

It is the unfitness of the Pasha class to fulfil the func-

tions naturally appertaining to them which constitutes

one of the chief obstacles to the realization of the ideal
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of a self-govei’ned Egypt. Nor is there much sign of a

desire on their part to overcome their besetting sins. As
a body the Pashas are in the sulks. They are angry at

being no longer able to do as they please. They are

annoyed at having to work for the first places in the

State, instead of stepjjing into them as a matter of course.

If they would only accept the new order of things, their

future would not be jeopardized. Governing capacity,

readiness to assume command and to take responsibility,

are qualities scarce among Egyptians. The men who have

got them will always be .sure of a career. But they must

recognize that, under a civilized system, power means
something morn than the opportunity of serving per-

sonal interests and gratifying j^ersonal caprice, and that,

in order to rule successfully in modern Egypt, as in any

progressive community, it is necessary to “ scorn delights,

and live laborious days.”

The Egyptian upper classes are not wholly blind to

the advantages and requirements of civilization. They
learn French. They send their sons to Europe. They

like to demonstrate at least a superficial familiarity with

European fashions, habits, and ideas. The common-

places of political pi’ogress are on their lips. But the

assimilation is often only skin-deep. In their hearts,

in most cases, there is still a hope that the irksome

restraints of that progress—as applied to themselves

—

may yet be swept away, together with the obnoxious

tutelage which has imposed them. Some of the younger

men have, no doubt, read the signs of the times, and

are fitting themselves for high posts, not only by the

same studies, but by the same industry and application

which are found necessary in European countries by
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ambitious men of the upper classes. But the old genera-

tion must die out before this practice can become general.

At present the older Pashas vegetate in their palaces

and country houses, while the majority of the younger

men devote themselves to a life of pleasure. Thus

when a native gentleman is wanted for a position of re-

sponsibility and command, it is very difficult to find him.

How stands the case with that class of native society

which fills the interspace between the small body of

dissatisfied aristocrats at the top, and the vast mass of

toiling i^easaiits at the bottom ? In rural Egypt there is

nothing between the two except the Sheikhs or village

elders. The Sheikhs are landowners of very various

magnitude. Some of them only possess a few acres.

Others have large properties, and are rich men. But as

a class, they have many distinctive characteristics, and

arc sharply separated from the Pashas. They live, not

in isolated country seats, but in the big houses of the

villages and small towns. They do not spend the

winter in Cairo They do not learn European languages,

or adopt European habits and ideas. They do not v^ear

clothes of a modern cut, but retain the rich colours, the

flowing robes, and the full turbans, in which painters of

Eastern scenery find such delight. Indeed, so far as

externals go, they are vastly superior to the class above

them. Compare a stately village Sheikh, picturesque

in dress and dignified in demeanour, with the poor

imitation of a European gentleman which is all that the

Pasha usually succeeds in appearing, and how can you
hesitate to think the former the better man 1

And as a matter of fact, the grave and impressive

bearing of the Sheikh is not wholly superficial. Within
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the limited sphere of their immediate surroundings, these

men have the capacity of governing. They need to be

kept under control, otherwise they are almost certain to

abuse their power; but they do know how to deal with

the mass of their rustic fellow-countiymen. In questions

of agriculture and i]Tigation, in all the simple problems

of village administration, they are useful, and indeed

indispensable, agents of government. But for the exer-

cise of any wider authority they are at present useless.

It is only necessary to ace one of these grave and reverend

seniors moulded like wax by a little Mudiria official in

a shabby frock coat and a greasy tarbush !

*

The impotence of the Sheikh in such circumstances

is duo not only to his awe of the official uniform. It is

due to the fact, that the man he is dealing with has some

sort of education, however limited, whereas the Sheikh

has none. And the worst of it is, that if the Sheikh, con-

scious of this deficiency in himself, determines to give his

son a regular schooling, the latter ceases to be a Sheikh,

and becomes like the official. He loses his familiarity

with country life, and his touch with the common people.

He can no longer reconcile himself to sitting on a rug on

the floor, and tearing away at a roast sheep with his

fingers. He wants to live in Cairo, to receive so much

a month from the Government, and to add to the files of

his particular Ministiy.

Yet for all this there is stuff in the Sheikh class.

They have many faults—selfishness, avarice, narrow-

mindedness. They have the common Oriental combina-

tion of servility to those above, and arrogance to those

* The tarbtEsh is what we commonly call a fez, and is the invariable

head-dress of an Egyptian official, whatever his rank.
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beneath them. But they have physique, shrevirdness,

energy, and they are not \vithout principles of a kind.

If education is apt to upset instead of improving them,

that is a sufficiently familiar effect of education in its

first contact with semi-barbarians. Perhaps it is as mudr

the fault of the education as of its victims. Doubtless

the more thorough and more manly spirit, which is now

beina breathed into the Government Schools, will be less

ill-suited than the former system of training to the sons

of the country Sheikhs, and the latter may be expected

to enter these schools in larger numbers in the future.

It remains to notice the bulk of the official class—the

great body of Government servants below the Ministers,

Governors of Provinces, and other high functionaries who

are generally either natives of the Pasha typo or Euro-

peans. This official class is very numerous in Egypt. It

takes the place which is occupied by the middle class in

most European countries, for the independent native

middle class is very small. Professional men are as yet

scarce in Egypt. The few who exist are generally look-

ing out for employment in the Public Service. A place

under Government is still the highest ideal of the fairly

educated Egyptian.

I use the term “ Egyptian ” here in a comprehensive

sense. The bureaucracy contains men of the most various

races. The Copts,* or native Christians, form about one-

The Copts, as most of my readers are doubtless aware, are the direct

descendants of the old iiihabitauts of the country, prior to the Arab con-

quest. They are easily distinguishable from the rest of tho Egyptians,

not only by their appearance and their names, but by theii religion—

a

primitive form of Christianity, most closely allied to the Greek faith,

tliough not identical with it—and to some extent by their habits and
character. They are still somewhat looked down upon by their Mo-
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tenth of the population of the country. They are to be

found in every rank and in every calling, though the

proportion of Copts is larger in Upper Egypt than in

Lower, in towns than in the country, in trade and in

handicrafts than in agriculture. But in the Government

Service they arc especially numerous, and more par-

ticularly in everything that has to do with accounts.

Besides the Copts, moreover, there are a large number
of Syrians and Jews. The Syrians, who are mostly

Christians of the Catholic faith, are particularly disliked,

but they are also particularly useful. Their superior

education, and especially their great knowledge of lan-

guages — for many of them speak and write French

perfectly, while theie are some who have a good know-

ledge of English—makes them invaluable as translators

and draughtsmen. There are also throughout the Civil

Service—leaving the Europeans for the moment out of

account—a certain number of Armenians and members
of other Eastern nationalities. It is only the posts in-

volving command over the common people, such as the

governorships of provinces or districts, of which Moham-
medans have, for good reasons, a practical monopoly.

Iiammodau fellow-oouutrymon, a contempt nhich tliey repay by generally

getting the better of them in business tiansactions In Upper Egypt,

especially, a large portion of the land is now in tho hands of Copts.

Thoy are oi edited with being shrewder, but less honest and less cleanly

than tho Moluimmedans. There is somo truth in these allegations, but

also a good deal of exaggeration Speahing generally, tho Copts have, no

doubt, some of the vices of a subject race, ns well ns its suppleness and
adaptability, for until recent years their position nns decidedly one of

social inferiority. With equal tieatmcnt, some of these characteristics,

as well as the sharpness of distinction between them and the native

Mohammedans—who are originally the same race, crossed with Arab

blood—are tending to disappear. The Copts are, as a general rule, better

educated than the majority of Egyptians.
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Taking this motloy mass as a whole, it is usual, I

- think, to exaggerate its demerits. There is a good deal

of rubbish which could easily be dispensed with, for, even

after the clearances of late years, there are still far too

many officials in Egypt. But it would be inhuman and

short-siohted, considering the great want of outside em-

ployment for men of this kind, to reduce the number too

fast. The Government Service, in its lower ranks, is a

system of outdoor relief for needy men of clerkly train-

ing, which in a country without a Poor Law cannot he

hastily abolished. But apart from this lumber which, if

retained at all, is only I’etained for leasons of charity,

there is a good deal of capacity among the Egyptian

officials. And this remark applies not onlj’ to the higher

ranks, “ the clerks of the Upper Division,” as we should

call them in England, among whom are many men of

fair education, good manners, and trustworthy character,'

hut even to the mass—externally most unattractir'e—of

the lower ranks. This crowd of small officials are known
individually by the title of “ Effcndi,” which is appended

to eveiy Government servant who is neither a Bey nor a

Pasha, and which is about as dubious, regarded as a title

of honour, as the English " Mr.” when it is a written

prefix, or “ Gentleman ” when it is a written affix. Any-
body who knows the social life of modern Egypt is well

acquainted with the Effiendi class. Their familiar cha-

racteristics, the obsequious manner, the slouching gait,

the shoit-sightedness wdiich is often so extreme as to

amount almost to blindness, the worn official frock coat

buttoned up to the chin,* the general air of dinginess

* To button your coat up to the nook is a sign of respect. It is some-

times amusing to see the haste Tvith which this operation is performed on
tho approach of an official superior.
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and servility—all these are calculated to make the most

unfavourable impression upon the typical Briton.

And the effect, which this unpromising exterior natu-

rally produces, is heightened by the traditional reputation

for shiftiness and coi-ruptibility attaching, and in many
cases most unjustly attaching, to the Effendis as a body.

For my own part I have found, and I believe it is the

experience of most of my countrymen who have had

many of these men under them, that, if treated properly,

they are far more capable and trustworthy than anybody
would think possible at first sight. The fact is, that the

rank and file of the Civil Service, like the rank and file

of the Army, used to be ruined by ill-usage. They were

ordered about like slaves, ordered, often, to do what they

knew themselves to be Avrong; yet they durst not for

their lives breathe an objection to the commands of their

superiors. They Avere liable to dismissal on frivolous

pretexts, not only for breaches of duty, but for the inop-

portune performance of it. And as they were almost

ahvays penniless, except for their official salaries, and

generally had large families, they dreaded dismissal like

a sentence of death . Discipline under these circumstances

was no doubt perfect, but it was discipline of a wrong

sort. It degraded the subordinate, and made a tyrant

of the chief The members of each class of the official

hierarchy revenged themselves for the maltreatment

they received by maltreating, in their turn, the class

beneath them. And they all maltreated the common
people.

Here, as elsewhere, a change of system was the first

condition of a change of character. Treat the EffaTidi

like a man ;
let him understand that you expect from

2 s
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him ohedicnce but not servility, that a reasonable objec-

tion properly urged will not be resented, and that, if be

does bis duty, his rights aresecm-e—and you will be able

to get plenty of good work out of him. No doubt there

are many black sheep—the hopeless legacy of a bad past.

No doubt the general standard of education is low, though

we may now look forward to a rapid improvement in this

respect. But the prospect is by no means desperate.

At bottom the Egyptian is intelligent and adaptable.

He is by nature no more inclined to be dishonest than

other people. Of com'se, if you put a premium on dis-

honesty, as the old system did, you will get it, as you

would anywhere else. But an exactly opposite policy

will produce, and indeed is producing, an opposite result.

At the same time, the average of capacity in the Civil

Service would be lower than it is, if it were not for the

presence of a number ofmen who are sometimes denied the

title of Egyptians. I refer jiarticularly to the Syrians,

Armenians, JeAvs, and other foreigners of Oriental extrac-

tion. These men are the objects of much jealousy on the

part of their Mohammedan and Coptic colleagues, and

there is a false kind of Egyptian patriotism Avhich aims

at excluding them from the Public Service. Yet Egypt,

of all countries, is the least able to dispense Avith in-

telligence and capacity, wherever she can find them. If

the principle of " Egypt for the Egyptians ” is ever to

work, it can only be by giving a broad interpretation

to the word " Egyptian.” That term must include, not

only Mohammedans and Copts, but all persons, what-
ever their race, and whatever their faith, who are

permanently established in the country, who have their

property and their families there, and who have definitely
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thrown in their lot M’ith that of Egypt. Of coui’se, if

these people of foreign origin arc admitted to the full

rights of Egyptian citizenship, they ought, by the same
token, to accept its obligations. It is a legitimate com-
plaint, on the pai't of the ordinary natives, that their

S3’'rian and other alien rivals, even when born and per-

manently resident in Egypt, are generally not amenable
to Egyptian Law, but have become the protected subjects

of various foreign Powers. Nothing was more natural

than that these aliens should seek such protection in the

past, when the native laws afforded them no defence

against arbitrary ill-usage. But as long as the present

regime continues, they do not need the shield of a

spurious nationalitj'. If they claim to bo regarded as

Egyptians, they claim no more than their right. But,

in that case, they' should give up masquerading as

Frenchmen, or Austrians, or Italians, or Spaniards.

In speaking of tlio Egyptian bureaucracy' as a whole,

I must bo taken to include these semi-foreign elements.

I do not for the moment refer to the men of genuine

foreign nationality who.se connection with the service of

the Khedive is necessarily a temporary one. Now, of

the Egyptian bureaucracy, as just defined, it may be

asserted, that it is not lacking in capacity, in habits

of business, in industry, or in discipline. What it does

lack, is backbone. That the majority of Egy'ptian officials

enormously prefer civilized methods of government, that

they would rather live under a reign of legality, principle,

and probity, than serve as agents of the old sy'stem of

tyranny, muddle, and corruption, there can be no doubt

whatever. But, left to themselves, they do not possess

the strength of character, the independence, or the esprit
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de corps, to resist the gradual return of the former evils.

To render them efficient defenders even of a system -with

which they sympathize, they would require an amount

of moral courage and cohesion which are still very far to

seek. It is easier for the younger men, who have never

been trained in habits of suppleness and servility, to

develop the virtues of firmness and self-reliance. But

it will take a long time before these qualities permeate

the whole body.

Such are, from the political point of view, the chief

component elements of Egyptian society. There is a

vast passive populace. There is a middle class—mostly

official—which is intelligent, docile, and sympathetic

towards reforms, but timid and disunited. There is an

upper class, devoid of the best traditions of a genuine

aristocracy, with little sense of “ noblesse oblige ”—^just

a certain number of rich and powerful families who still

hanker after the monopoly of office and of privilege which

formerly belonged to them. This class is not without

the desire to rule, or a certain instinct for ruling. But

it is singularly deficient in the industiy, the education

/ and the principle which, under the new conditions, arc

requisite, befoi’e men can rule to any purpose. The great

body of this class are, therefore, unserviceable for the

work of government. And while they are unserviceable

to-day, with European influence in the saddle, they might

become dangerous to-moiTow, if that influence were with-

drawn. Last of all, there are the Ulema, who, as I

explained in the preceding chapter, claim to be the

depositaries of religion and learning. But their religion

is a bitter fanaticism, and their learning a string of

barren scholastic dogmaa. The majority of them are
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hostile to reform, because it comes from Christians, and
they might almost certainly be counted on to throw their

weight into the scale of reaction.

Where in all these bodies do we find the elements of

a native party, having at once the will and the capacity

to hold the field which has been won for civilization ?

In time, no doubt, tlie middle class will become more
numerous and more courageous, and may furnish an

adequate body of supporter's to the cause of progress.

In time, the younger men of the upper class may realize,

as the best of them realize already, that the days of

privilege are over, and that they had better buckle to,

and fit themselves for that position of leadership in the

new society, which is theirs whenever they care to take

it. In time, perhaps, even the keen edge of fanaticism

may be blunted, and the religious party may find a way
to reconcile their obstructive doctrines with the im-

perious necessities of the age. But all this requires

time—time—time. The reforms of recent years have

been momentous, and they have struck root, but the

roots need to grow down deeper into the soil. At present

there is no one acquainted with Egypt who would not

tremble for those reforms, if it were not for the small

body of Europeans in high positions, whose power is out

of all proportion to their numbers.

The que.stion, indeed, is not one of numbers at all.

There could be no greater error than to try and crowd

the Egyptian Service with Europeans. Europeans in

the lower ranks are a mistake, and many Europeans

in any rank are a superfluity. It is not quantity but

quality which is required, not many men but picked

men, and picked men with something at their backa
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I have already exposed the fallacy o£ thinking that the

mere presence of Europeans, however capable, is sufficient

to keep Egypt straight. Their presence is, indeed,

essential, but it would not he effective without the con-

viction that they will, in case of need, have the support

of a Great Power, which has made the cause of progress

in Egypt its own. It is the shadow of the world-wide

Empire behind them, upon which their influence, and

with it the whole fabric of reformed government, ulti-

mately rests. Great Britain looms large in the Egyptian

mind. “ L’Awjleterre et toiites scs colonics,” as a native

journalist—a hostile journalist, by the way—once said

to mo, Avith irritable emphasis on the “ colon its,” is

evidently not a thing to he trifled with. Of course,

Superior Persons are aware that this is all nonsense, that

a wide-spread Empire is a source of weakness and not

of stiongth, and that there is no such thing as Prestige.

But such Superior Pei-sons have not generally lived

much abroad. If they know the East, they would recog-

nize that Prestige is no delusion. If they Imeiv—more

particularly—Egypt, they Avould be forced to admit that

it may be one of the most potent of the factors that

“ make for righteousness,”

There is, howeA'er, a misunderstanding which I

am mo.st anxious to guard against, when extolling the

influence of my countiy. To say that British influence

is the foundation of the work of reform, is not to pre-

tend that the whole .structure has been raised by British

hands. Far from it. Among those who have taken

a foremost part in the regeneration of Egypt have been

many Europeans, who are not only not English, but in

some cases not even friendly to England, though their
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power for good has been enhanced by England’s action.

And there have also been many natives. This is the

most hopeful element of the situation. It is not only, or

principally, upon what Englishmen do for Egypt that

the case for England rests. It is upon what England

is helping the Egyptians to do for themselves

And the great body of native reformers are perfectly

aware of this. They are conscious of their own weak-

ness. Thej'' want to do right. They thoroughly under-

stand the essential principles of good government, and

desire to see them applied to their own country. They
are willing to face prejudice and opposition in that

behalf, but not without support. “II nous faut un

appui,” is the .simple but sufficient formula in which I

have heard their point of view summed up. How often

have I not had to listen to complaints against England

for not interfering more ! How often has it been

pointed out to me, that the battle would be definitely

won if only it were certain that we irever meant to go

away ! But perhaps enough has been said to show

what is the true nature of British influence. It is not

exercised to impose an uncongenial foreign system upon

a reluctant people. It is a force making for the triumph

of the simple.st ideas of honesty, humanity, and justice,

to the value of which Egyptians are just as much alive

as anybody else. It is a weight, and a decisive weight,

cast into the right scale, in the struggle of the better-

elements of Egyptian society against the worse.

When I say that we have the reforming party in

Egypt with us, the remark is subject to two reserva-

tions. In the first place, it must not be supposed that

all those who are at heart on our side would be willing
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everywhere and at all times to say so. They gladly

work with us, hut they like to bo able to pretend that

they do so under compulsion. And after all this is very

natural. Our ultimate intentions have always been

doubtful The natives in question, to whatever branch

of the Public Service they belong, are quite clever

enough to know that, if we stay, they will never be

made to suffer for any mere expressions of opinion, so

long as they have performed their duty faithfully. But

if we were to go, and the expected era of reaction were

to follow our departure, then the fact of having expressed

anti-English opinions might bo pleaded in mitigation

of their faithful performance of duty in the past. So,

on the whole, it is just as well to keep in touch with

the Mammon of unrighteousness. Therefore they do

England’s work, while professing a desire that England

should go, and they profess that desire, while offering up
seci’et prayers that slie never' may.

On the other hand, there certainly are some, and
those among the most able and vigorous of the party of

progress, who are sincere in their desire to see the back

of the Britioh troops and of British Officials. It is not

that they do not sympathize with the work which has

been done during the last ten years. But they are con-

vinced that they could have done it by themselves, or at

least that they are now quite able to continue it by
themselves. There is something, to my mind, very

humorous, as well as pathetic, in this self-confidence.

Most of the men who feel it are Egyptians only in that

wider sense for which I have argued above, but the

acceptance of which it has, on certain recent occasions,

required the whole influence of Great Britain to hammer
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into the heads of the Egyptian proper. These persons

have all along been on the side of European civilization

and European reforms. But what were they able to make
of things in the old days, when the foreign influence which

they now think so superfluous was not predominant?

Where were they in 1882 ? They were, for the most

part, safe out of the country. It is difiicult not to smile

when men of this stamp, whom the bulk of the natives

have to be coerced into regarding as their fellow -citizens,

and some of whom hardly know Arabic, put themselves

forward as the champions of “ Egypt for the Egyptians.”

There are among the highest grades of Egyptian

society, side by side with the Turkish and Arab Pashas,

equal to any of them in rank and wealth, and superior

to almost all of them in education and intelligence, a

certain number of Christians—principally of Armenian

origin—who have played a lai-ge and honourable role in

Egyptian public life. I need only recall, as an instance,

the name of Nubar Pasha, the greatest of them all. It

is in the minds of some of these men, that the idea that

Egypt could get on very nicely left to herself—provided

always that they had the management of her—^has most

firmly established itself. One might have thought that

the failure of Nubar to avert the ruin of his country,

would have been a sufficient warning. Which of them

can hope to succeed where Nubar, with all his high

ideals and pre-eminent capacity, was unsuccessful ? The

fact is that these Christian Pashas, eminent by their

ability, but few in number, and without hold on the

body of the people, are only accepted on suflerance by

the Mohammedan majority of their class. The latter

will be quite prepared to use them, as the Porte uses
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men of the same race and qualities, but only so long

as they are prepared to govern in accordance, not -with

their own enlightened notions, but with the spirit and

the views of the Pashas as a body. In reality, these

men, if they only knew it, have more interest than any-

body else in the maintenance of the controlling influence

of some European Power. With that force behind them,

they will be able to render valuable services to a country

which stands greatly in need of capacity such as theirs.

Without it, they might easily become the mere tools of

the Party of Reaction.

So far, it .seems, the ease is pretty clear. If there

was nothing involved iir the Egyptian question but the

maintenance and the development of the reformts of

recent years; if we had nothing to think of but the

training of the Egyptian people in self-government on

civilized lines; if there was nobody concerned but

Egyptians an.4 English—the deRwahility of going oa fife

we are going, of giving a hopeful experiment sufficient

time to render possible its permanent success, would
not, I conceive, be open to any sort of question. Un-
fortunately the problem of the future of Egyjpt is not so

simple as that. It is complicated by the international

element in Egyptian politics, and especially by the

attitude of France.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE DIFFICULTY WITH FBANCE.

The reader, who has followed me thus far, will not need

to be reminded that almost all European nations have

interests in the Nile Valley, and that these interests

are intrenched in a manner which has no parallel else-

whei’e. We have seen that many acts of government

cannot he performed in Egypt without the concurrence

of the Eui’opean Powers. It is not too much to say

that the work of England in that country, however

excellent, could not go on, if the Powers in general were

opposed to it.

Fortunately, European sentiment is rather with us

than again.st us And it is increasingly with us. Its

direction has varied very much during the past ten

years, but, as far as the foreign residents in Egypt are

concenaed, there is no difficulty in explaining these

successive changes of feeling. The foreign residents

were enthusiastic at our coming. Very soon the dis-

appointment, which resulted from our first tentative

and half-hearted dealing with Egyptian affairs, turned

many of them against us. But the revival which has

taken place in recent years, and the discovery that,

though slowly and by indirect methods, Great Britain is.
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nevertheless, moulding the laws and administration of the

country into closer conformity with civilized principles,

has now brought most of the better elements to our side.

With the exception of the French, and a small minority

who are completely under French influence, the respect-

able portion of European society is favourable to the

present system. While critical of our methods, they

recognize the good results of our work, and would be

dismayed at our withdrawal. When, nowadays, you

find Europeans who ai’e opposed to British influence,

the motives for their opposition arc generally the reverse

of reputable. Those who prefer troubled waters, because

they are the best to fish in, naturally disapprove of the

effects of our Occupation.

The bettor feeling of the resident Europeans has

reacted upon the political attitude of their respective

nations. I do not say that this is the only cause which
has influenced the Egyptian policy of the majoi-ity of

the Powers in our favour. But into the other causes I

cannot enter. To do so would take me altogether out-

side the scope of this book into general questions of

foreign policy—into the relations of Great Britain with

the Triple Alliance, and other controversial topics.

After all, the only thing which concerns us here, is the

effect of these influences on the situation in Egypt itself.

At one time, Italy was our only friend among the Great
Powers in Egyptian matters, while the others—I do not

now speak of France, who has always been uniformly

hostile—were coldly indifterent to our difficulties, and
sometimes not indisposed to increase them. Of late

years, on the contrary, we have experienced general

cordiality, and a good deal of quiet but effective help,
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not only from the Italian, but from the German and
Austrian rej^resentatives. The minor Powers, also, as

a rule, are not otherwise than friendly. Russia, on the

other hand, always inclines to back Fi’ance, not so much,

I think, from any annoyance at England’s position in

Egypt, or at the use which England makes of it, as

fi’om general political considerations. But Russia’s op-

position—for it cannot be called hostility—is of a some-

Avhat perfunctory description. Her individual interest

in Egypt is too small, and her sense of the indecency

of obstructing necessary reforms is too great, to permit

of any very active interference with our work on the

part of Russian diplomatists.

There is one respect, in which the fact that Great

Britain now has the majority of the Great Powers on

her side, is of special importance to the Egyptian Govern-

ment. Wo have seen how constant are the questions

arising between the Government and the Commissioners

of the Public Debt. It is true that, with the recovery

of the finances, the time has gone by, when a hostile

policy on the part of the Commissioners was able to put

the Government into a position of embarrassment. But

a friendly attitude on their part is stiU, and always must

be, of great importance to the smooth working of the

administrative machine. And under present circum-

stances the friendliness of the Caisse is generally to be

counted on. Four out of the six Commissioners, that is

to say, the German, the Austrian, and the Italian, as Avell

as the Englishman, are always predisposed to side with

the Government in any reasonable proposal. And the

two others are kept in wholesome check by the know-

ledge that they are in a minority, even if they should
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be—and I do not say that they often are—inclined to

raise troublesome questions. Disagreeinents with the

Government may still occur. A system which sets up

two concurrent authorities in one of the most important

branches of administration, and which creates an im-

periwni in imperio like that of the Caisse, must always

give rise to a certain amount of friction. But, at any

rate, there is no longer an inclination to create diffi-

culties. The Government has less cause than it once

had to regard the Gaisse as a financial ogre, barring the

way to reforms. On the contrary, it now very frequently

finds that body prepared to give cordial support to a

policy of reproductive expenditure.

Space will not permit me to dwell on tlio hundred

little ways in which the gradual conversion of European

sentiment to the side of England facilitates the task of

the Egyptian Government. But I feel bound to put

the question, whether the fact that English policy now
commands the sympathy, both of the resident Euroj^cans

and of the Powers, is not the best answer to the charge,

so often flung in our faces, that we have broken faith

with Europe. I should be the first to admit the formal

discrepancy between the repeated statements of British

Ministers and the policy which, as a matter of fact.

Great Britain has been compelled to pursue. But I

deny that this is any proof of bad faith. Wc misunder-

stood the .situation at the outset. When we first went

to Egypt we believed—and it was natural that we should

believe—tliat the duty before us was a comparatively

simple one. We thought that all we had to do was to

put down a military rebellion. Only actual experience

of the internal condition of Egypt could teach us, that
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the rebellion was the least part of the matter, and that

the real difficulty lay in the utter rottenness of the whole

fabric of government.

Our conception of the task before us was mistaken.

Hence our original declarations have proved impossible

of fulfilment. But if you go below the mere letter of

those declarations, and consider their spirit, the essence

of them all was a profession of disinterestedness. To
that profession we liave been true. And the best proof

of the fundamental honesty of oui' action, is the fact that

the unprejudiced body of civilized opinion endorses it.

Would it have done so, if Great Biitain had used the

position of vantage which she has acquired in Egypt for

her own individual and exclusive benefit ? But Great

Britain has done nothing of the kind. No nation is able

to say that any legitimate right or privilege which it

once possessed in Egypt has been infringed by any action

of ours. Such rights and privileges remain absolutely

untouched, even whore it would be just and reasonable

that they should be modified. And, on the other hand,

what European people, having any interests in Egypt,

has not benefited by the fact that that country has been

preserved from disorder and restored to prosperity ?

That this is the true view of the character of British

policy, is shown by the willing acquiescence, if not the

outspoken approval, of the majority of civilized nations.

There are, no doubt, two Powers who raise a protest

—Turkey and France. And there are excellent reasons

in each case why they should do so. With regard to

Turkey, I shall have something to say later on. The

grievance of France is of a particularly acute and obtru-

sive character, and it is aggravated by her belief, or
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pretension, that in giving voice to her own individual

dissatisfaction, she is speaking on behalf of the civilized

world. As it happens, the civilized world does not agree

with her. It would not at all gratify the civilized world,

if Egypt slipped back into chaos. That world, as a

Avhole, has no wi.sh to hold England to the letter of her

engagements, while she remains true to their spirit. It

has no desire to see the Egyptian question re-opened.

It would much prefer that England, having the largest

interest in the matter, should look after the maintenance

and development of civilized government in the Nile

Valley, ahvays j)rovided that she does not use her po.si-

tion there to the detiiment of others.

We may, then, dismiss the absurd contention that

France, in perpetually worrying us about Egypt, repre-

sents anybody but herself. But of course she is per-

fectly entitled, on her own account, to bring up against

us the awkward declarations Avhich wo made n,rbi cl orhi.

Neither is it unnatural that France should feel sore at

the fact that England noAV holds, among all Eurojican

nations, the first position in Egypt. That position once

Avas hers. It is true that it is not our fault if France,

after dragging us into the Egyptian embroglio in 1882,

shirked at the last moment, and left us to settle the

Avhole business alone. It is not our fault if, by her

foolish action at Constantinople in 1887, she prevented

our withdraAval from Egypt, when we had already come
to a complete understanding Avith Turkey as to the con-

ditions of .such withdrawal. As a matter of fact, France

is far more responsible than we are ourselves, whether

for our first going to Egypt, or for our stiU being there.

In strict logic she is the last of all the Powers that has
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any right to complain of our Occupation. All this is in-

contestable. But it is no use hurling strict logic at the

head of wounded susceptibilities. France is hurt. She
is unreasonably hurt. No man is bound to give in to

his neighbour because the latter is unreasonably hurt.

But no man is any the worse for trying to understand

the cause of his neighbours ill-humour, even though it

be ill-founded.

And it is in the comprehension of what irks the

French in this matter that Englishmen often appear

somewhat deficient. I have frequently seen it stated,

on the British side of the controversy, that France

mafle a piratical expedition to Egypt at the end of the

last century, and that, solely on the strength of that

aggressive and unsuccessful enterprise, she has asserted

her right to a predominant influence in the coimtiy ever

since. But the claim of France to a special interest in

Egypt rests on something more solid and more credit-

able than the invasion of Napoleon. It was Franco

who supported Egypt in her struggle for independence

from Turkey, when all the other Powers were against

her, and when by their opposition they prevented that

independence from becoming complete. It was to France

that Mehemet Ali turned for aid in his attempt to civilize

Egypt, as he understood the meaning of civilization.

For something like half a century French lawyers,

French engineers, French men of learning, were engaged

in doing their best—often under most discouraging cir-

cumstances—to endow Egypt with the fruits of European

culture. Except in the field of Egyptology, in which

France has achieved such splendid triumphs, their

efibrts were not crowned with immediate success. But

2 E
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much good seed was sown, which has since come to ripe-

ness. And in any case Frenchmen may claim to have

been the pioneers of European influence. Whatever

Egypt borrowed from Europe, whether in the material

or the intellectual sphere, came to her first through

French channels. Her upper classes, if educated at all,

were educated by Frenchmen, and in French ideas.

French even became an official language—side by side

with Arabic. To this day the Englishmen in the

Egyptian service write official letters to one another in

halting French.

Last, but not least, the Suez Canal is French. It

was carried out by a Frenchman, in spite of English

opposition and the indifierence of the rest of the world,

and its administration has always remained exclusively

in French hands. The officials of the Company in

Egypt are nearly all Frenchmen. The banks of the

Canal, and the town of Ismailia, though nominall}”

Egyptian territory, arc virtually a French colony. 01'

course it may be said that, if the Canal itself is French,

the trade which passes through it, and to which it owes

its success, is, to the extent of no less than four-fifths,

English. But this does not detract from the merit of its

creators. It may be said also—and the observation is

more pertinent to the present theme—that the Canal,

while a blessing to mankind, has been of doubtful

advantage to Egypt. But this does not alter the fact

that we have in the Canal a gigantic Pi ench enterprise,

a radiating sphere of French influence located on
Egyptian soil, and that ite existence adds a large item

to the long list of claims which France may set up to a
peculiar interest in Egypt.
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This is the French side of tlie case. I have done my
best not to understate it. But there is another side.

The tremendous clamour, which French writers keep
up on this question, sometimes leads us to forget that

other nations also are entitled to special consideration

in Egypt. The trade of Austria with that country is

nearly equal to the trade of France. The number of

Greeks and Italians re.sident in Egypt is greater than

that of Frenchmen. Jlorcover, Austria and Italy have

both, in various ways, contributed largely to the work
of civilization And if their influence in this respect

has been less extensive than that of France, it has also

been far loss tainted with evil elements.

For when the services of France to Egypt are con*

sidereJ, it is needful, though it is disagreeable, to call

to mind also her disservices. The part she has taken

in the development of Egypt has been large, but it has

been far from disinterested. The Suez Canal swallowed

up millions of Egyptian money, and involved the sacrifice

of thousands of Egyptian lives.’ In the days prior to

the establishment of the Mixed Tribunals — which

France resisted with all her might—French adventurers

exploited Egypt in the most merciless fashion, and they

frequently enjoyed the support of French diplomacy

in their nefarious game. No Great Power has clung with

such tenacity as Fiance to all the advantages, however

indefensible and galling, bestowed on its subjects by the

Capitulations She has shown no consiileration for the

* Tlie forced labour of tlio peasantry in digging the Canal, which

waa promised in tlie original conceaaion, was found to involve auch

intolerable hardships, that Ismail 'Pasha was obliged to put a stop to it,

compensating the Company by a very hoavy indemnity.
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weakness of Egypt. She has never hesitated to use her

immense superiority of power to push the interests of

French traders, French contractors, and French financiers.

In the years immediately preceding the Arabist Revolu-

tion, when England and Finance were acting in concert

in Egyptian affairs, it was France who was for getting

the last pound of flesh out of the Egyptian debtor. It

was England who was in favour of showing some

consideration for the people of Egypt, and not of treat-

ing the question purely as one of pounds, shillings, and

pence.

It is sometimes assumed that the unfriendly attitude

of France towards the Government of Egypt is due to

the fact that she regards that Government as the mere

tool of England. Even if this were true, the system of

punishing Egypt to spite England might seem an ignoble

one. But it is not altogether true. The disposition of

France to bully Egypt does not date from 1882, Ask
any of the older Egyptian statesmen, who had to do with

the foreign relations of his country in pre-Occupation

days, what is his experience and opinion of French

policy—and watch his face ! Cordial detestation of

French diplomacy, bitter resentment of the manner in

which France took every possible advantage of the

dependent position of Egypt—these are, ijerhaps, the

only sentiments which men like Nubar and Riaz have

in common. The predominance of the French language

and of French culture ought to give France a position of

immense influence in Egypt. But her political action

has been so short-sighted in its selfishness that it.has

gone far to weaken the hold which she would otherwise

have had on aU educated Egyptians.
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And if French policy towards Egypt was bad before

the Occupation, since the Occupation it has been simply

detestable. I do not wish to dwell on this nauseating

theme. When an individual allows jealousy to become
master of him, good feeling, and even intelligent self-

interest, go to the wall. And it is the same with

nations. It seems useless to demonstrate to the French

that, in opposing evei’y reform in Egypt simply because

British influeace is predominant there, they are cutting

their own throats. France, after all, is very nearly as

much interested in the good government of Egypt as

we are. She has nothing to gain by the perpetuation

of old abuses. Yet that has not prevented her from

obstructing the abolition of the Corvee, and the just

taxation of foreigners. It has not pi’evented her from

locking up money which the Egyptian Government sorely

needs for public improvements. It has not prevented

her from oppo.sing reductions in the number and the

salary of superfluous officials,* from withholding her

consent to a reasonable Press Law, or from throwing

obstacles in the way of the Government when seeking,

with the aid of the Mixed Courts, to make Police regu-

lations for purposes of such undoubted necessity as the

control of the drink traffic or the sale of poisons. It

has not even prevented her from making herself

* The attitnilo of Franco on the question of the French ofBcials is the

most extraordinary thing m the world. If an English or other foreign

official IS no longer w anted, his scrrices are dispensed with. But attempt

to dispense with the services of a French official, and you have a diplo-

matic representation at once. Moreover, France practically msists that

any office once filled by a Frenchman should always he so filled. And
so anxious arc we to avoid fresh causes of friction that the Egyptian

Government, under English pressure, has repeatedly yielded to this

monstrous pretension.
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ridiculous by maintaining a separate Post Office in

Egypt, although all the other Powers have abandoned

that antiquated privilege, which, in view of the admir-

able management of the native Post Office under Saba

Pasha, is now purely vexations.

But I have no wish to go through a catalogue of the

offences, vai’ying from grave injuries to mere petty

annoyances, of which Franco has been guilty towards

the Government of Egypt. I would rather, if possible,

find an excuse for them, and there is one excuse which

I think may reasonably be urged. The majority of

Frenchmen, and even of responsible French politicians

are, I believe, entirely ignorant of what is really going

on in Egypt, of the manner in which, and the objects

for which, British influence is exercised. They needs

must be so, if they take their notions from the news-

papers which appear in Egypt in the French language,

and which are among the most libellous prints published

anywhere in the world. According to these newspapers,

the power of England is used without I’egard for the

feelings and the welfare of the people, and with the sole

object of furthering her own commercial interests and

paving the way to annexation.

Such a version of our acts and aims is not only

wide of the truth. It is the exact opposite of the

truth. And the men who write this balderdash are

perfectly aware of its inaccuracy. They do not intend

any great harm. They only want to turn out spicy

articles, and they know that the Europeans on the

spot, including the Frenchmen, will not take their

tirades too seriously. But such tirades do great mischief

nevertheless. For these articles are solemnly repro-
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duced by French newspapers, and are road and believed

in France itself by sensible people, who have not the

least idea that the sallies in question have just about

as much substance as had those of M. Rochefort in the

Intmnsigeant, of which they are in fact inferior imita-

tions. Thus the good relations between two great

countries may be materially impaired by the half-

humorous extravagances of a handful of witty, needy,

and dare-devil penny-a-linem.

The unscrupulous polemics of the French newspapers

in Egypt would be of less importance, if they were con-

trolled by a solid body of local French opinion. But

the majority of the French colony in Egypt are, to put it

mildly, not of a good type. France is honourably, most

lionourably, represented in that country by the higher

French officials in the Government Service. It would

be difficult to speak too strongly of the loyalty Avith

which—in a position that is evidently one of great

delicacy—these officials continue to render able and

ungrudging service to tlieir adopted country. As a

general rule, they work most harmoniously with their

British colleagues. Personally, I have every reason to

remember Avith pleasure and gratitude the generous

help Avhich I haA-^e received from Frenchmen who were,

like myself, in the service of the Khedive, and who
Averc as keenly desirous as any of their English fellow-

workers to sink political jealousies in the common object

of promoting the Avelfare of Egypt.

But the bulk of the French and quasi-French residents

are, unfortunately, not amimated by similar sentiments.

They give no heed to the counsels of moderation which

proceed from their fellow-countrymen of the official class.
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They are carried away by personal interest and narrow

racial antipathy, and, unfortunately, they often drag after

them, the Government of France. It has happened before

now that the Fj-cnch Minister in Fgypt—recognizing

the true state of affairs, the real nature of England’s

policy, and the little interest that France had in

opposing it—^lias sought to counteract the evil influence

of local French opinion, and to preserve his Government

from being misled by it. In such cases the Minister

has found to his cost that the hot-headed leaders of

local opinion were too strong for him; that they had

means of making their influence felt at homo behind

his back; and that he was being discredited with his

Government as a coward and a weakling for taking a

reasonable view of Egyptian affairs.

The fractiousness of the French colony and the ill-

natured action of the French Foreign Oflice, which is

largely due to that fractiousness, have sorely hampered

the work of reform in Egypt. But they have not been

able to arrest it. As the position of the Egyptian

Government grows .stronger, and especially as the

financial situation becomes more assured, the retarding

and weakening effect of Fz'ench hostility is steadily on

the decrease. Franco can do a great deal to make our

position in Egypt uncomfortable; but she cannot, after

all, defeat the main objects of our policy by any action

on the spot. It is from another point of view that her

persistent ill-humour presents so serious an aspect.

The danger which threatens the welfare of Egypt must

be sought, not in Egypt itself, but in England. As long

as Great Britain chooses to stick to the task upon which

she is engaged, France cannot upset the Egyptian coach.
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But the question is, whether Great Britain will think it

worth while to stick to that task at the cost, or supposed

cost, of the continual irritation of France. If there is

one thing which Englishmen desire more than another

in respect of foreign policy, it is to live on good terms

with their nearest neighbours. And undoubtedly the

position wo at present occupy in Egypt makes it diffi-

cult—I do not say it makes it impossible—to live on

good terms with the French.

It is sometimes rather hastily assumed that, if this

stumbling-block were removed, there would be nothing

to mar the harmony between the two countries. Con-

sidering the great number of points at which the in-

terests of France and Great Britain clash, this view

appears, porhap.s, rather too optimistic. At the same

time it cannot be doubted that the Egyptian Question

ranks high amongst the causes of difference. And it is

not unnatural that many people should be inclined to

doubt, whether it is worth while to aggravate any strain

which may exist in the relations of Great Britain and

France, even for so important and honourable an object

as that of securing the welfare of Egypt.

It is not for me to discuss whether we should be justi-

fied in abandoning our work in Egypt, in its present un-

finished .state, because France is angry at our doing that

work at all. That, again, is a question involving wider

political con.siderations than any into which this book

—

confined as it is to the position of affairs in Egypt itself

—professes to enter. But, from the purely Egyptian

point of view, there are some remarks which remain to

he offered on the subject. The suggestion has been made

that the retirement of England from Egypt might be
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facilitated, if France would engage never, under any

circumstance, to occupy the position from which England

had retired. It is stated that France would he ready to

enter into such an engagement. I will not consider how

this arrangement might effect England and France
;

but as far as Egypt is concerned, it would certainly

make matters not bettor, but worse. For the problem,

from the point of view of Egyptian welfare, is simply

this : How can the work of reform bo maintained and

consolidated ? How can the country be kept steadily

advancing along the road of European civilization, on

which it is now fairly launched, and prevented from

slipping back into chaos ? If all that has been said in

the preceding pages is not wasted iirk
;
if every competent

and disinterested European observer is not mistaken,

thci’e is no guarantee that Egypt may not thus slip

back, except the maintenance, for a considerable time

longer, of the controlling influence of some civilized

Power. A compact, by which the two Powers best

qualified to exercise such influence, should agree with

one another not to exercise It, would simply be the

greatest conceivable encouragement to all the reactionary

forces in Egypt to try and undo the good that has been

accomplished.

Even as it is, no year passes without some intrigue,

more or less formidable, directed against European
influence. Now it is one British official, and now it is

another, who is singled out for depreciation, and secretly

calumniated to the Khedive. But it is not at individuals

that such blows are really aimed. They are aimed at

the odious restraints of civilization, of which the Euro-

pean officials are the upholders. As long as Great
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Britain occupies her present jDosition in Egypt, such

machinations are hound to end in failure. If France

occupied that position, she would be equally influential,

and, perhaps, equally disinterested. But a self-denying

ordinance never to interfere, mutually accepted by

Franco and England, while it would be fine fun for the

reactionaries, might prove the death-knell of Progress.

Assuming that Fiance were willing to take the

pledge just mentioned ; does it follow that she would be

able to keep it ? Circumstances might easily arise in

which she could not, nay, in which she ought not to

abide by such an engagement. Nobody, of course, can

say how soon—if the influence of England were to be

withdrawn from Egypt—things
^
Avould begin to go

wrong. It is hardly likely that they would go wrong

all at once. But can any man, knowing the social and

political condition of the comitry, maintain with con-

fidence that, if Egypt were left to herself to-morrow,

favouritism and corruption would not once more raise

their heads, that justice would not once more be venal,

that the administration would not gradually fall back

into disorder, and that, as a consequence of such dis-

order, financial equilibrium would not again be jeo-

pardized ? And then should we not have the old story :

the embarrassments of the Treasury causing the im-

poverishment of the people—such impoverishment leading

to discontent and agitation—that agitation directed not

only against the Government, but, under the inspiration

of mischief-making fanatics, against all the progressive

elements of society—another Arabi—another Kevolution?

And if, in prospect of a fresh cataclysm threatening

every European interest, alter all diplomatic means
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had been exhausted, France were to declare that she

could stand it no longer, if she were to take the line

which we took in 1882, what moral right should we have

to say her nay ? Gould we fight to restrain her from

interfering ?

It is impossible to say whether we should or we should

not
; hut it is certain that nothing could produce a more

dangerous tension in the relations of France and Great

Britain than a situation such as that just described, and

for that situation we should then have nobody but

ourselves to blame. Nor could wo expect the smallest

sympathy from any side, if we sought to hamper France

in taking whatever steps she might, under such circum-

stances, think necessary to prevent a repetition of the

disasters of 1882. As long as we accept the respon-

sibility for decent government and for the protection of

civilized society in Egypt, we can fairly, and with general

approval, resist any attempts on the part of France to

interfere with us in our work. But if we grow weary of

that duty, and abandon it, we shall not be justified in

trying to prevent France, in case of necessity, from

assuming a position delibei’ately relinquished by our-

selves.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE FUTURE OUTLOOK.

The anxiety felt by many Englishmen to conciliate

France by the abandonment of Egypt has led to a

variety of suggestions for averting the possible evil con-

sequences of such abandonment. Perhaps the com-

monest of these is the proposal that Egypt should be

neutralized. There is always something seductive about

the term “ neutralization.” “ Hands off all round,” “ a

fair field and no favour,” and other specious phrases of

that kind are extremely soothing to the British mind,

when bothered by awkward questions of foreign policy.

But, unfortunately, neutralization misses, in the case of

Egypt, the whole point of the difficulty which it is

intended to meet. It is open to all the objections just

urged to mutual pledges of non-intervention on the part

of France and Great Britain. The problem is, to ensure

the internal good government of Egypt, both for the sake

of its own people, and for the sake of the general tran-

quillity—for a disturbed Egypt is a danger to the peace

of the world. But how could neutralization accomplish

these objects ?

It was a capital plan to neutralize the Suez Canal,

The Company can take excellent care of the internal
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arrangements of the Canal, and the only danger to it lay

in interference from outside. Nothing could be better

than to neutralize countries, which, while they offer a

temptation to the greed of their neighbours, are, if left

alone, perfectly able to take care of themselves. “ Hands

off all I’ound ” in such cases by all means. Hands off

Belgium all round. Hands off Switzerland all round.
o

But it is impossible to conceive anything more dissimilar

to the internal condition ofBelgium or Switwerland than

that of Egypt.

It is worth while to consider how Egypt would look

to-day, if this fine-sounding principle had been adopted

some years ago. Would neutralization have suppressed

the kurbash, or reduced the Corvee? Would it have

repaired the Barrage ? Would it have created an

Egyptian Army, or improved the native administration

of justice ? And would it, if introduced now, afford the

slightest guarantee that all the ground gained might not

again be lost ? It is difficult to believe that Europe

would seriously adopt so impotent a policy. For it

simply means this—that from unwillingness to allow any

one of their number to do the work in which all are

interested, the Powers .should determine that that work
must be left undone.

Conscious, perhaps, of the futility of their panacea

in its naked form, some of the advocates of neutralization

have saddled that proposal with a rider, which makes
it appreciably worse. If it is true, they argue, that the

principle of “ hands off all round ” does not provide for

internal order, then why not entru.st the maintenance of

such order to its natural guardian—the Suzerain Power ?

In other words, Egypt, while guaranteed against inter-
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ference on the part of Europe, is to be left to the pro-

tection—shall I say at the mercy of?—the Turk !

I admit that, from a purely selfish point of view,

this idea may possess certain attractions for Great

Britain. Next to the disturbance of our relations with

France, the irritation of Turkey is the most serious

disadvantage resulting to Great Britain from her position

in Egypt. Some people might even regard the irritation

of Turkey as the graver evil of the two. It is true that

our presence in Egypt does Turkey no practical harm.

Her virtual authority in that country had dwindled to

nothingness long before 1882, while her nominal suze-

rainty has been most carefully respeeted by Great Britain.

Moreover, the heavy tribute which Egypt pays to the

Polio, and which is the only material advantage that

Turkey now derives from her suzerainty, has been ren-

dered more secure by the re-cstablishment of Egyptian

solvency. But the Sultan has been taught to think that

the influence of Great Britain, and especially the presence

of British troops in the Nile Valley, is an injury to his

prestige throughout the Mussulman world. The injury

is very slight, perhaps altogether non-existent. But the

idea is rooted in the Sultan’s mind, and it is sure to be

sedulously cultivated. France, to use a common ex-

pression, is always pulling the tail of Turkey with regal’d

to Egypt, and trying to work upon her pride to cause us

trouble in that region.

It is probable that the difiiculty with Turkey will

be easier to get over than the difficulty with France.

Turkish politicians must be well aware that, though

they might possibly gain something by an upset of the

existing order of things, they would also run the risk
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of losing, not something merely, but everything. As

long as England continues to control the destinies of

Egypt, the nominal authority of Turkey over that

countiy, and the very substantial tribute she receives

from it, are pei'fectly secure. But if England Avere to

go, and if, as a consequence of her going, there were to

be a fresh Egyptian crisis, it is more than any man can

say that the Egypt, which might ultimately emerge

from such a crisis, Avould i-etain any connection what-

ever with the Porte. It might be found to have gone

the way of Algiers and of Tunis. Moreover, the natural

development of England’s policy may afford more than

one opportunity of gratifying Turkey in a manner harin-

less to Egyptian interests. Whenever, for instance, the

time an’ives at Avhich our troops can be withdrawn,

their withdrawal would probably take the form of a

concession to the Porte—a concession which would go

far to soothe its offended dignity.

Of course, I do not pretend that, from the point of

view of gratifying the Porte, such a ste]i would have

anything like the same effect as the proposal, not only

to withdraw ourselves, but to invite Turkey to replace

us. But, unfortunately, this idea of neutralization with

Turkey as policeman is, in view of our duty to Egypt,

quite inadmissible. What form is Turkey’s resiAonsi-

bility for order in a neutralized Egypt to take * It

must either be that of a permairent gandson, or of a

right to send troops in case order were disturbed.

There are capital objections to both alternatives. A dis-

turbance of order in Egypt is not likely to arise except

as the final outcome of renewed misgovemment, and
misgovemment prolonged over a considerable time. But
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why wait to deal with the evil in its hnal stage, when it

is so easy—by maintaining the present system—to check

its beginnings? It would be a poor satisfaction for

Europe, looking on at the gradual reversal of the work
of reform and progress in Egypt, to know that, when the

ball had finally rolled to the bottom of the hill, Turkey

would be entitled—if by any miracle she were ready

—

to suppress an actual outbreak. And when the outbreak

had been suppressed, where rvould Egypt be ? She would

be where she was in 1882, with all the work of re-

construction to do over again. And who could he tinsted

to do it ? Turkey ?

But then there is the other alternative—a permanent

Turkish garrison. I wdl not allude to a hundred minor

difficulties, easy to imagine, which the presence of such

a garrison would cause. They are all thrown into the

shade by one great dilemma. Would the Turkish troops

be there as policemen merely, or would their commander

—or whoever the Turki.sh representative might be

—

have a voice also in the internal administration of the

country ? In the former case, their presence would leave

unatfected the real problem, which is, how to keep the

Government moving along the present reformed lines

In the latter case, we have a lediiotio ad ahsardimi.

The idea of entrusting Turkey with the maintenance of

reforms, the chief aim of which has been to differentiate

Egyptian from Turkish administration, is like substituting

the wolf for the sheep-dog as the guardian of the flock.

But our choice of nostrums is not yet exhausted.

If "neutralization” wUl not do, why not “inter-

nationalization ”
? The word has an equally soothing

sound, and it has the charm of being four syllables

2 F
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longer. But what does it mean ? It means at one

moment the same as neutralization, at another moment

the exact opposite—not “hands off all round,” hut

“ hands on all round.” According to this principle, the

safety and good government of Egypt would, I presume,

be entrusted to an International Commission, like the

Caisse de la Dette. And that Commission would he

supported by a Mixed Military Force, recruited from

the scum of all nations and commanded by a polyglot

staff of officers.

In the boundless mercy of Providence, let us hope

that Egypt niaj' at least be saved from this settlement

of the difficulty. Here we have the worst of the whole

list of proposed solutions. On that point all Egyptians

would be unanimous. Much as some of tliom may
dislike any foreign control, there is not one who would

not agree that—whether such control be desirable or

simply inevitable—it is far better that it should bo

exercised by one Power, than by half a dozen or a dozen.

(Some might prefer Franee, and some England, and some,

perhaps, anothoi nation, but they would all prefer a

.single master *

And they are perfectly right. The political constitu-

tion of Egypt suffers from an excess of Internationalism

already. Is not the veto of the Powers on the legislative

authority of the Egyptian Government Internationalism ?

* 1 have received ft letter since I left Cniro from nn Egyptian Pasha, ono

of the most cultivated and popular ot his cliies, who, although a personal

friend of mine, is certainly not a poiticniar friend of England. lie has

been educated in France. His ideas and sympathies are entirely French.

Yet, speaking about the work of Great Eritain, he says, " In one respect

Egypt owes you English all her gralitnde. You have saved my country

from the curse of internationalism.’’
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Are not the mischievous restrictions on her financial

freedom Internationalism ? And was not Egypt in an

ideal state of Internationalism at the time, when the

representatives of all the Powers were vainly vying with

one another to restrain Ismail Pasha in his wild career

along the road to ruin ? A notable object-lesson that

!

It was a great step in advance when the political

chaos of those days gave way to the Dual Control. But
if the Dual Control was comparatively good, the Single

Control has been better. Anomalous as the present

situation is, it has been justified by the results. The

position of England may, indeed, be delicate. The

necessity for any foreign interference in Egypt may be

regrettable. So long, however, as that necessity exists, the

disadvantages of interference are reduced to a minimum,

when it is exercised by a single Great Power. And,

on the other hand, these disadvantages are at a maxi-

mum under the system of intemationali.sm—everybody

meddling, nobody responsible.

But if it be admitted that, to guide Egypt in the

direction of civilized independence, and to protect the

various foreign interests which are bound up with her

peace and prosperity, it is desirable that she should remain

for a time under the guardianship of some one great

Power,then thcreave obvious reasons why England should

remain her guardian. The position that wo occupy in

Egypt may be said to be the result of accident. But

it has more than accidental justification. Alike by the

nature of our interests, by the nature of our power, and

by certain special qualities in our national character, we
seem marked out for the discharge of this particular

duty. Our interests in Egypt eh'b absolutely identical
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with those of the Egyptian people. We are their

principal customers, and they also are very important

customers of Great Britain. With the deficiency of

outlets which threatens our vast foreign trade, the gi-eat

and growing market of Egypt is evidently not a thing

which we can afford to despise. And if Egyptian pros-

perity is a British interest, so is Egyptian independence.

We have no de.sire to possess oui’selves of Egypt, but wc
have every reason to prevent any rival power from so

possessing itself And thci’e is no .sure, no creditable

manner of providing permanently against such a con-

tingency, except to build up a .system of Government so

stable as to leave no excuse for future foreign intervention.

And Avhile wc have the strongest interest in such a

result, we have also the greatest power to accomplish it.

There is no nation in the world which is in a position

to deal with any trouble that might arise in Egypt as

easily as England. From a military point of view Eng-

land is comparatively weak, but not the greate.st military

Power could have crumpled up Arabi as promptly as wc
did. It is not necessary to have a large army in order to

keep the peace in the Nile Talley. A small army is

sufficient, provided it can bo on the spot quickly. Egypt
is in the hands of the nation which commands the

sea.

So much for the material advantages which England
has in dealing with this problem. But .she has also a

moral advantage of a singular kind, I refer to the great

number of her sons who have special aptitude and

special experience in the work of governing or directing

more backward nations. India has furnished many of

the men who have done the best work in Egypt. And
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they have done it despite the fact that the conditions of

their service in the two countries have been very different.

In India they were masters, with a free hand and a more

or less ample purse. In Egypt, while really responsible

for the conduct of government, they are under the orders

of native chiefs whose prejudices they must humoui’,

and whose dignity they must be careful not to offend.

They ai’e hampered by a thousand restrictions, and by
a painful lack of the sinews of war. They have been

set to make bricks without straw. Yet here, again, they

have been helped by one of the most marked character-

istics of their race—the practical instinct which enables

men of British birth—when it is a question of business

—

to fit into the most incongruous situations, and to make

the best of limited opportunities, without troubling their

heads about theoretical imperfections of system.

In the art of government, the Englishman seems to

be as handy and adaptable as he is clumsy and angular

in society. There are other nations with equal and

perhaps greater gifts for the creation of an ideally perfect

administration, if they have tabida rasa whereon to

constiuct it. But I doubt whether any of them could

have made anything at all of a system so imperfect, so

incongruous, and so irritating as that which we found in

Egypt, and which we have not been permitted radically

to alter. The logical Frenchman would have been

maddened by its absurdities. The authoritative temper

of the German would have revolted at its restrictions.

They would have insisted on governing in their own
way, or they would have despaired of governing at all.

It needed that incarnation of compromise, the average

Briton, to accept the system with all its faults, and to
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set to work quietly, in his sensible, plodding way, to do

the best he could under untoward circumstances.

The qualities of the race have triumphed. But our

success might have been less complete, perhaps that

success might never have been attained at all, had it not

been for one remarkable piece of good fortune. The

stars were indeed gracious when, at the beginning of

our greatest troubles, it occurred to the British Govern-

ment to entrust the conduct of its policy to the hands

of Sir Evelyn Baring. It would be difficult to over-

estimate what the wmrk of England in Egypt owes to

the sagacity, fortitude, and patience of the British

Minister. His mental and moral equipment—very

remarkable in any case—was peculiarly suited to the

very peculiar circumstances in which he found himself

placed. Perhaps the most striking feature about him

has been a singular combination of strengh and for-

bearance. And he needed both these qualities in an

exceptional degree. On one side of him were the English

officials, zealous about their work, fretting at the

obstruction which met them at every turn, and con-

stantly appealing to him for assistance to overcome it.

On the other side were the native authorities, new to

our methods, hating to be driven, and keen to resent

the appearance of English diplomatic pressure. The
former were often induced to grumble at him for inter-

fering too little. The latter were no less prone to com-

plain of his interfering too much.

What a task was his to steer an even keel between

meddlesomeness and inact.vity ! Yet how seldom has he

failed to hit the right mean. Slowly, but surely, he has

carried all his main points, And he has earned them
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without needlessly over-riding native authority, or push-

ing his own personality into the foreground. He has

realized that the essence of our policy is to help the

Egyptians to work out, as far as possible, their own
salvation. And not only has he realized this himself, but

he has taught others to realize it. By a wise reserve, he

has led his countrymen in Egypt to rely upon patience,

upon persuasion, upon personal influence, rather than

upon rougher methods, to guide their native colleagues

in the jjath of improved administration. Yet on the rare

occasions when his intervention was absolutely necessary,

he has intervened with an emphasis which has broken

down all resistance. Criticize him as you will—and he

has made mistakes like other statesmen—the record of

his nine years of arduous labour is one of Avhich all

Englishmen may well feel proud. The contrast between

Egypt to-day and Egypt as he found it, the enhanced

reputation of England in matters Egyptian, are the

measure of the signal services ho has rendered alike to

his own country and to the country where he has laid

the foundations of a lasting fame.

But achievements of this magnitude involve a penalty'.

Master the Diflicult, and you will surely be asked to

perform the Impossible. There is no pleasing certain

people about Egypt. When we first plunged into that

apparently hopeless thicket, they cried out about our

failure. Now that we are emerging from the wood, they

cry out on the very score of our success. “If you really

have done as well as you say, why haven’t you finished ?

Surely the Egyptians must be capable by this time of

looking after themselves.” This argument is head-

splitting in its stupidity. One blushes to have to explain
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that the inffi’ained evils of some fifteen centuries cannot

be eradicated in a decade. Material progress surely has

been fast enough to satisfy the most impatient. But

the wit of man has not as jmt discovered the means to

accelerate a moral revolution. And it is the moral revolu-

tion which is the essence of the business. To questions,

as to the date when our work will be finished and our

controlling hand withdrawn, it is simply impossible to

give a definite answer. No man can say when, no man
can say whether, the attempt to educate the Egyptians

in the habits of civilized government is destined to bo

crowned with success. What I do say is, that the

past of the experiment is full of encouragement for its

future, and that if the problem is capable of solution at

all, it is along the lines of our present policy—the

policy of Baring—that the solution is to bo reached.

And this, it appears to me, is more material than the

amount of time required to reach it. It is interesting

to know when you will arrive at the end of your

journey. But it is more important to know that you

are on the right road.

The truth i,s, that the idea of a definite date for the

conclusion of our work in Egypt is wholly misleading.

The withdrawal of Great Britaui, if it is not to end in

disaster, can only be a gradual jirocess. An intangible

influence, made up of many elements, like that of

England in Egypt, cannot be withdrawn, any more than

it can be created, at a certain hour or by a single act.

Throughout this book I have been careful to .speak of

British Influence, not of the British Occupation. The
two things are intimately connected, but they are not

synonymous. No doubt our influence, as the predomi-
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nant factor in Egyptian politics, would never have existed

without the military conquest. No doubt the presence

of the troops is even now an important element in its

maintenance. It would be difficult to deprecate too

strongly their immediate retirement, especially with so

young a sovereign so lately raised to the throne. Nor
can that retirement at any time be contemplated without

uneasiness. But it does not follow that if, for whatever

reasons, it should bo thought desirable to withdraw the

troops at some future date, our influence would neces-

sarily suffer. No doubt it would, if they were with-

drawn in deference to menaces—if any one could say

that we had been pushed out. But if they were with-

drawn at our own time, and on our own conditions, it is

not certain that the moral impression which they create,

and in w'hich their principal utility consists, might not

be maintained by other means. The Wolft Convention

sought to find a substitute for the effect produced by

the Armj' of Occupation in a permanent right of re-entry

on the part of Great Britain, in case order in Egypt were

threatened by external or internal danger* Such a

right of re-entry, recognized not only by Turkey, but by

the other Powers, and depending for its exercise upon

our own judgment with regard to its necessity, might

be very effective, though it would certainly never be

quite so effective as the Ai-my of Occupation in giving

weight to our advice.

But if the British troops were to be withdrawn, it

would be more than ever necessary that the position of

the British officers in the Egyptian Army should be

maintained. And not only the position of the British

See pp. 151, 152.
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officers, but that of a limited number of high British

officials in the Civil Service. No doubt, in time, even

these safeguards might gradually be dispensed with. But

that is looking forward to a more distant period than it

is of any use trying to speculate about just at present.

The circumstances must decide. As native governing

capacity develops, as natives come forward who are fit

for responsible posts now held by Engli.shmen, these

posts should be resigned to them. Perhaps some British

element in the Government would always bo necessar}’’.

Perhaps the British Minister -would always need to exer-

cise some control on the most important questions of

policy. But that control might in the end be very light

and almost imperceptible. And to it also the automatic

principle would apply. As the advice of the British

Minister ceased to be necessarj', ho would cease to

give it.

Such would bo the natural, the wholesome develop-

ment of British policy in Egypt. Foreign jealousy may
interfere with the programme. Native impatience may
upset it. In that case, the game of Egyptian indepen-

dence is up. The material progress of recent years

might stiU be maintained, but, as a political experiment,

our Avork would have been a failure. For my own part,

I do not despair of a happier termination. And, in any
case, I do not see how wc can do otherwise than sro on
as Ave are going, and hope for the best. The difficulties

already overcome should surely encourage us to face,

with a good heart, the difficulties that we may yet have
to encounter. They cannot possibly be more serious

than those of the past.

I am speaking from the Egyptian point of view. Of
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course, Egypt is only one, and by no means the chief, of

the responsibilities of Great Britain. There may be

reasons of high policy in favour of our retiring from

that country. If so, by all means let them be fully

weighed. But the case for abandonment is certainly

not advanced by simply quoting, for the fiftieth time, the

declarations of our intention to withdraw, and refusing

to recognize the facts, which have prevented us from

canying out that intention. If it can be proved—^and I

maintain it is proved—that we have been true to the

spirit of our declarations, and that the literal fulfilment

of them would be fraught with ruin to the Egyptian

people, and with mischief to Great Britain and to Europe,

then we ai’o undoubtedly justified in persevering in the

course on which we are engaged.

No doubt the case would be different, if the Eurhpean

Powers were agreed to declare that Egypt no longer

needed the guiding hand of Great Britain, and were

prepared to prove their confidence in Egypt’s capacity

for self-government by aboli.shing the Capitulations and

tlio other international fetters upon Egyptian freedom.

For clearly it is impossible to say at one moment, that

Egypt is competent to take rank among autonomous

states, and to say at the next moment, that she is not

competent to punish a foreign pickpocket. But it will

be time to consider the consequences of such an attitude

on the part of the Powers, when the majority of them

show a disposition to adopt it.

And, lastly, let us hope that there may be no more

attempts to confuse the issue by antiquated tirades about

the bondholders. Financial swindling may have helped

to produce the state of things which made our interven-
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tion necessary. And it lias certainly been one result

—

an honourable result, I venture to think—of our inter-

vention that, while the burdens of the people have been

greatly lightened, the rights of the Egyptian bondholders

are now absolutely secure. But the interest of the bond-

holders—though, like every other legitimate interest, it

has been benefited by England’s action—has never been

the inspiring motive of our policy, least of all of our

policy during recent years. Nothing could be more false

than any suggestion to that effect. The inspiring, the

predominant, motive of that policy, is the welfare of the

Egyptian people. We have done much to promote their

welfare, but there is something yet to do. The desire

to complete that work is surely a worthy one. It is an

effort in which, if we would bo true to ourselves, we
ar-e bound to persist as long as wo have the power.

Of course it may be contended that, though financially

the enterprise costs us nothing, Great Britain has not

the strength to carry through the regeneration of Egypt
consistently with the fulfilment of other and prior

duties. To such arguments, if they can be established,

all reasonable people would be prepared to listen, in-

cluding, I hope, the present writer, who has now said

his last word on this thorny subject, and whose constant

aim has been to state the Egyptian Question temperately

—recognizing, to the full, all the difficulties of our posi-

tion, honestly admitting all its weaknesses. But in the

absence of such arguments—^and they are not yet forth-

coming— the case for Persevemnee holds the field.
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FIRE AND SWORD IN THE SUDAN.

A personal Narrative of Fighting and Serving the Dervishes,

1879-1896

liy SLATIN PASHA, Colonel in the Egypt.an Army, formerly

Governor and Commandant of the Troops in Darfur

Translated and Edited by Major F R WING VTE, R A , D S O ,

liilAoi of \Iihiiiim in { Uu E^ptian bondm etc

Fully Illustiated by R Til BOX Keilv

Demy 8io
,
One Guinea net

Slatin Pasha was bj fai the most important of the European
prisoners in the Soudan Before the Mahdi’s victories he held

the post of Governor of Darfur, and was in command of large

military forces He fought no fewer than twenty seven pitched

battles before he was compelled to surrender, and is the only

suniving soldier who has given an eye witness account of the

terrible fighting that occurred duiing the Mahdist struggle for

supiemac) He was present as a prisoner during the siege of

Khartoum, md it was to his feet that Gordon s head was
lirought in levengeful triumph within an hour of the city’s fall

Ihe narrative is brought up to the piesent year, when Slatin

Pasha’s marvellous escape took place, and the incidents of his

captivity have been so indelibly graven on his memory that hi's

account of them has all the freshness of a romance
From a military and histoncal standpoint the book is of the

highest value Slatin Pasha’s various expeditions penetrated

into regions as yet almost unknown to Europeans, but destined

apparently to be the subject of serious complications in the
near future The map of these regions is believed to be the

first authentic one produced There is also a careful ground
plan of Khartoum and Omdunnan, which might be of immense
service in case of military operations

The work is furnished with numerous spirited illustrations by
Mr R Talbot Kelly, who is personally familiar with the Nile
Valley, and has worked under the direct supervision of Slatin

Pasha and Major Wingate
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THE EXPLORATION OF THE CAUCASUS.

By DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD, President of the

.Upine Club,

iulho! of Fiavels in the Central Laucasm, ' Fhe Italian Alps,' etc.

In two \olumes, imperial Svo, £3 3s net Also a Large-paper

Edition of 100 copies, £$ 55 net

Illustiated by over 70 Full-page Photogiavmes and seveial

Mountain Panoramas, chiefly fiom Photogiaphs by Signor

VlllORlO Sellv, and executed under his immediate superintend

ence, and by moie than 100 Illustiations in the Text, of the

Scenery, People, and Buildings of the Mountain Region of the

Caucasus, ftom Photogi iphs bj Sit NOiv, Sru M de Dlchy,
Ml 11 \\ OOLLI \, and the late Ml M F Donkin

These volumes, intended to foim i lecord of the evploiation of

the Caucasus since 1868 b) Membeis of the Alpine Club asvtell as

a naiiatne of the authoi s lecent jouinejs in tint legion, will

constitute one of the most complete and lavishly illustiated vvoiLs

on mountain trav el evei published in this countrv
The letteipiess will include a concise account of the physical

charactei istics of the cential poition of the Caucasian chain, and a
sketch of the ptincipal travels and adventuies of the mountaineeis
who have penetiated its fastnesses and conqueicd sumiiiits, eleven
of which aie higher thm Mont BHnc
The peisonal nariative will consist of the stoij of two summeis

lecentl) spent among the glaciers and foiests of the Caucasus by
the author, who was a member of the Seaich Expedition which
went out to asceitain the locality and natuie of the catastrophe by
which Mr W h Donkin and Mi H Fox with then guides lost

their lives in 1SS8, extiacts fiom the dniy of Mi Fox, and accounts
of the first ascents of Kostantau and Ushba by Mi H. Woolley
and Ml Cockin
An kppendix will contain a mass of novel and systematically

arranged topogiaphical detail, which, it is hoped, may piove of

great seivice to future travellers and mountaineers.
Distiict Maps on the scale of the old official map (3 miles to the

inch), forming togethei a complete map of the chain from Kasbeck
to Elbruz, are being prepared for the book mainly fiom the unpub-
lished sheets of the recent Russian surveys, which have been
generously placed at Mr Freshfield’s disposal by General Kulberg.
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WITH KELLY TO CHITRAL.

By Lieut. W. G. L. BEYNON, D.S.O., 3rd Goorkha Rifles.

With Map, Plans, and Illustrations. Demy 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Lieutenant Beynon was Staff-Officer to Colonel Kelly during

the famous march for the relief of Chitral Although other

writers have published accounts of the campaign as a whole, no

description of the march has yet appeared from the pen of an

eye-witness. Lieut. Beynon’s official duties gave him special

opportunities of seeing all that went on, and his narrative not

only contains a complete record of the military operations, but

is full of graphic touches in matters of detail, which enable the

reader to realize exactly what the officers and men had to go

through as they struggled on day by day in forced marches to

their goal.

THROUGH THE SUB-ARCTIC FOREST.

A Record of a Canoe Journey for 4,000 miles, from Fort

Wrangel to the Pelly Lakes, and down the Yukon to the
Behring Sea.

By W.VRBURTON Pike,

Aitthor of * The Banen Groimds of Canada.'

With Illustrations by Charles Whymper, from Photographs taken

by the Author, and a Map. Demy 8vo.

Mr. Pike is well known as an explorer, and in the journey
now described he traversed some entirely unknown country
round the Pelly Lakes. For many months he supported him-
self entirely by hunting and fishing, being absolutely cut OB'

from any chance of obtaining supplies. Such a journey could
not fail to be productive of many exciting episodes, and though
the author treats them lightly, the hardships he went through
form a fine test of the true explorer’s spirit.
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THE ART OF READING AND SPEAKING.

B) Canon JAMES FLEMING, Canon of Yoik and Rector of St.

Michael’s, Chestei Squire.

About 256 pp ,
croiin 8vo, cloth, 3s 6d.

('anon Fleming's reputation as a preacher constitutes him an
authority on elocution, and in this little volume he gives a series

of practical hints and directions for speaking and reading in

public, which ought to be very useful The book is, however,
written in such a style that it can be perused with pleasure by
the general reader, foi it contains many interesting anecdotes
and reminiscences, suggested by the authoi’s wide experience of

men and manneis It will not be forgotten that his funeral

sermon on H.R H the late Duke of Clarence reached a sale of

nearly fifty thousand copies

CO/ ONE/ KENNEY NEEBEET 6 NEIV COOKEEY BOOK.

FIFTY LUNCHES.

By Colonel A KENNEY HERBERT,
I utho) of ' Common Sense CM/Uly I ifty Biealfasts etc

Crown 8vo , cloth, 2s 6d

NEW EDITION

IN A GLOUCESTERSHIRE GARDEN.

By the Rev H N ELLACOMBE, Vicar of Bitton, and Honorary

Canon of Bristol.

1 utho) of ‘ Plant Lot e and Gat den Craft of Shakespeat e

Crown 8vo
,
cloth, 6s

Ihe book may be warmly recommended to all who love gardensj while it also cannot

fail to interest ever the horticulturvllj unlearned It is written in a style that ts dearj

bright and simple, and from begianing to end there is not a dull or we'insome sentence
— The Guat diati

‘ \ltogtiher 1 charming book —tf^estfums/er Casette

NEW EDITION

POULTRY FATTENING.
By EDWARD BROWN,

Author of * PleasurahU Poultry Keeptngt etc

With Illustrations, crowTi 8vo., cloth, is. 6d.
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NEW WORKS OF FICTION.

A MASK AND A MARTYR.

By E. LIVINGSTON PRESCOTT
Author of ‘ Tho Apotheosis of Mr. Tyrar^^ley.'

One vol., crown 8vo., 6s.

A RELUCTANT EVANGELIST,
And other Stories.

By ALICE SPINNER,
Author of * A Study in Colour,' * Lucilla,' etc

One vol., crown 8vo., 6s.

WORTH WHILE.

By F. F. MONTRESOR,
Author of ' The One who looked on,' * Into the Highways and Hedges^

KkOjSlRi..

A Story.

By a TURKISH LADY.

SECOND EDITrON.

TOMMY ATKINS.
A Tale of the Ranks.

By ROBERT BLATCHFORD,
Author of A Son of the Forged * Merrie England^ etc

Crown 8vo , cloth, 6s.

'A splendid narrative of the barrack life of the rank and file.'—
Observer. ifora

‘ There is not a dull page in the book.'—Eastern Morning News.
' Most vigorous and picturesque sketches of barrack bfe.'—Glasgirw HeraU
‘
Entertaining throughout, and reveals high literary ability.'—Scotsman.

‘ A really vivadous book , the incidents are so well selected that the teaser
never wearies from start to finish.’— Advertiser.
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A LITTLE TOUR IN AMERICA.
By the Very Rev. S. REYNOLDS HOLE, Dean of Rochester,

Author of^A Little Tour in Iteland* * The Memories of Dean ffole^

* A Book about koses^ etc.

With numerous Illustrations, demy 8vo., i6s.

' There is not a page that does not contain some good thing—a gem of wit*

a touch of wisdom, a scrap of kindly counsel, a quaint anecdote, or a homely
truth The Dean is brimful of humour, and even when he is serious and
preaches a little sermon he is ne\er for a moment dull’

—

Graphic,

* His pages npplc over with fun, but his humour is not fatiguing, because it

IS never forced, and rests on a firm foundation of shrewd observation and kindly,
but not indibcnmiiiating, appicciation '

—

Times

*Theieaie chapters abundantly illustratedm the daintiest style of art. These
are full of incident and racy anecdote charmingly garrulous, and full of pictures
with a true local colouring. 1 he wandeiings of the writer were wide, and the
peruser cannot fail to be struck b> the wealth and accuracy of his observations.'

—Irish Times

* We say to e\ei>bod>. Get the “Little Tom,** and thank us for indicating

the c\tent of giound which the survey of American life covers As we said at

the outset, the author touches almost evei\ subject of human interest, and m
doing so he brings into use a keen and searching criticism, and, on less serious

occasions, all the w it and humoiu of u Inch hi^ genius is so particularly possessed.

'

—Church Titties

MEMORIES OF MASHONALAND.
By the Right Rev DISHOP KNIGHT-BRUCE, formerly

Bishop of Mashonaland.

With Photogravure Frontispiece, cloth, 8vo., los. 6d.

'Bishop Kmght-Bruce has had considerable e\pciicnce of Mashonaland,
and his book shows him a keen observer who has admirably gauged the

characteristics of the natives, among whom his wanderings have taken him.

He understands their failings, and does not o\ettate their virtues, and few
authors have given us a better insight of the nntuie of the natives of Africa

The book is well wiitten, and ad ipted to e\'ery kind of reader. Those who are

interested in travel and ethnography will find many chapters full of instruction ;

to those connected with mission woik this volume wull be no less valuable.

Bishop Knight- Bruce’s desciiption of M.ishonaland in the past is charming

The concluding chapter on the Matabele War is quite as good as the previous

ones, and it is most satisfactory to find that a bishop of the Church of England
renders full justice to the able and humane way in which the campaign was con>

ducted. To review this book fully is impossible, as there is not a single page
devoid of interest, and all those who take an interest in South African affairs

should not fail to read it. '—Pall Mall Gasette,
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TWELVE HUNDRED MILES IN A WAGGON.
A Narrative of a Journey in the Cape Coiony,

the Transvaal, and the Chartered Company’s Territories.

By ALICE BLANCHE BALFOUR.

With nearly 40 Original Illustiations from Sketches by the Author,

and a Map.

Large crown 8vo , cloth, i6s.

* Full of keen observation, of good stones and amusing experiences, and it

IS permeated throughout \Mth a humour which, generally genial, is sometimes
caustic and which never fails to entoit'iin the leadei, as it obviously smoothed
the difficult path of the writer —Dat/^ Llnontch

*Miss Balfour s book is of the kind which should rather be read than
reMewed Its charm consists in an absolutely natural st>le of narrative applied
to a subject which has become one of general interest h<\er>onc now wants to
hear about South Africa Miss Balfour saw the greater part of the settlements
of the new countr)

,
and the veracious charm of her sympathetic narrative can

har<U> fail to inciease the interest which is already felt m these possessions
Ttmes»

' Emphatically a tolume to read '^BlacK and II kite

An excelUiU book of traiel« Theie is not a page of this capital book
which IS not at once insti active and entertaining —Glasgow Net aid

Miss Balfoui has guen us a moat inteiesting and valuable volume As the
lecord of an adventure so far, perhaps, unparalltled it will be read with profound
interest, and the ^oIumc, we are sure will be univeisally recened as one of the
best, most pleasing, and instructive of the season —lush Fimes

THE LAND OF THE NILE-SPRINGS.
By Colonel Su HENRY COLVILE, K C M.G., C.B

,
recently

Bntish Commissioner m Uganda.

With Photogtavuie Frontispiece, 16 Full page Illustrations and
3 Maps, demy 8vo., i6s.

'One of the most faithful and entertaining books of adventure that has
appeared since Burton s days alwna/ Observer

‘

It IS not often that men \tho do things can turn out such an interesting
account of the things done as Colonel Colvile has written of his administration
of Uganda From beginning to end there is not a dull page in the book '

—

Daily Giaphic.

' It IS, indeed, the reaction from the Blue-book, whose phraseology he con-
tinually uses with the happiest irony. And as the reaction it is protebly more
valuable in its way than ail the Blue-books that ever came out of the Queen's
pnnting press.'—Pall Mall Gaxette

' Delightfully lively.’

—

Truth.
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STUDIES IN EARLY VICTORIAN LITERATURE,
1837-1870 .

By FREDERIC HARRISON, M.A.,
Autho} of * The Choice tfBooks,' etc.

Large crown 8vo., cloth, los. 6d.

Victorian LirtRAiURC
Lord Macvulaw
Thomas Carlyle
Benjamin Disricli

Charlotte Bronte

Contents.

Anthony Trollope.

Charles Dickens.

William Makepeace Thackeray.
Charles Kingsley.

George Eliot

' Mr Harrison has given us a well ome and delightful book—an important

and even memorable contribunon to modern critical literature.’—Sattirday

Review.

' Mr. Frederic Harrison ought to give us more literary criticism than he does.

In no branch of literary activity does he show to so much advantage. Know-
ledge and sense—those are the quahties Stevenson found in it, and those are

just the qualities which nnrk Ins new essays in Eiilj Victorian literature.’—St

fames s Casette,

' A book that will hue a permanent value. It is not only good criticism—it

could hardly be otherwise in view of the mnie on its title-page—it deals histon

cally with a period that has passed awav, and it must always remain of use to

the student as a work of critical reference ’—D nly \ erar.

THE ROMANCE OF PRINCE EUGENE.

An Idyll under Napoleon the First.

By ALBERT PULITZER.

With numerous Photogra\'ure Illustrations, in two volumes,

demy 8vo., 21 s,

ExTR\cr EROM IHE PREi ACE * By chance, glancmg over the Memoirs

and Correspondence of Prince Eugene, published, about forty years ago, by

du Casse, in ten volumes octavo, E re^d with real pleasure the letters addressed

by the prince to his wife, born Princes Ro>al of Havana, and considered one

of the handsomest women of her time. These letters, untten during the stirring

transformations of the Napoleonic epoch, reveal, m the exquisite tenderness

which they breathe, one of the most charming love stories which histoiy^’bas

given us.
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SECOND EDITION.

BENJAMIN JOWETT, MASTER OF BALLIOL.

A Personal Memoir.

By the HON. LIONEL TOLLEMACHE,
Author of ' Safe Studxei* etc.

Crown 8vo., doth, 3s. 6d.

' Mr. Lionel follemache has never produced anything before so interesting

or showing so much insight as his little monograph “ Benjamin Jowett " It is

amusing, and at the same time gives the reader a better idea of Jowett than
anything that has hitherto been wntteo about him by his friends '

—

Atkenceum,

‘Displays most fully that combination of Boswellian anecdote, acute criticism,

and allusiveness tempered by scrupulous economy of style, which has already

marked Mr Tollemache s former essays with a manner unique among present*

day writers ’—5/ James's GasUte
' Rather Boswellian and extremely amusing. '—SjeaUn
* Readers of this stimulating and uncommon volume will rarely find a page

that does not carry something of intellectual tonic —Lituat \ VVof Id,

SECOND EDITION.

ROBERT LOUIS ^EVENSON.

By WALTER RALEIGH, Professor of English Literature at

Liveipool Uni\ersity College.

Autho> of 'The English Novel! ole.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 2S. 6d.

‘ Quite the best contnbution that has yet been made to our critical literature
ID regard to the late Mr Stevenson Mr. Raleigh’s book, in fact, is full of
happily-phrased and sensible criticism It is well worth reading, and the better
the reader knows his Stevenson, the more be will appreciate it

.’—Glaseau
Herald.

' A capital piece of work, written with great life, and curiously Stevensonian
in mood and style, though by no means unpleasantly mutative .’—AJanchesht
Guardian.

‘ Few more discnminating appreciabons of R. L. Stevenson have yet been
uttered than that which Professor Raleigh delivered as a lecture at the Royal
Institution, and now published, with additions, by Mr, Edward Arnold.’—
Morning Post.

' An admirable study of a great master of letters.’—hish Times.
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THE STORY OF TWO SALONS.
Madame de Beaumont and the Suards.

By Edith Sichel,
Author of ^ WorthingtonJunior,*

With Illustrations, 8vo., los. 6d.

' There is reallyhot a page in the book that ouglit not to be read, and neither

skimmed nor quoted from , and as we turn its pages over, we can only feel that
there might well be more of it.'

—

Spectator.

* This interesting book is u ntten with a wit and vivacity worthy of its subject.

Miss Sichel has a regard for her period, which is an invaluable quality for its

chronicler. Above all things it is enteiUining '— Manchester Guardian,
' To the ordinary English reader Madame de Beaumont is less well known

than is her contemporary, Madame Recamier, and therefore one welcomes all

the more warmly this fascinating study of her and of the
*'

little household"
of the tSuards .'—Gtasgcruj Ileiald.

WAGNER’S HEROES.
Tannhauser. Parsifal. Hans Sachs. Lohengrin.

By CONSTANCE MAUD.
Illustrated by H. Granville Fell,

Croun 8\o., handsomely bound, 5s.

*.\n excellent idea well earned out. MissM.uid has clone for the Shakespeare of

musicwliatChailes Lamb once did foi the real Shakespeare ’

—

Daily Telegraph,
‘ Constance Maud has elected to comeyinlo simple language the histones

of “ Wagner's Heioes " and has succeeded admirably ’—Black and White,
' The little folks who study the beautiful stones in this book will be absorbing

not the mane inventions of a liack-scribblei
, but world literature the possession

of which must be a pleasuie thiough lilc
’—Btadfoid Obwt ver.

' Constance Maud gives a delightful embodiment of " W agner’s Heroes " and
narrates the story of Parsifal, Tannhauser, Hans Sachs, and Lohengrin, with

the quaintness and spirit which peivades the Sagas. Even without relation to

Wagner's masterpieces the stones would be delightful reading ’—Leeds Mercury

HOW DICK AND MOLLY WENT ROUND THE WORLD.
By M. H. CORNWALL LEGH.

With numerous Illustrations, fcap. 4to., cloth, 5s.

' Perhaps the best of all the children's books of the season.'— World,
* A really excellent book for small children.'

—

Guardian,
* One of the best children's books we have seen lately ’

—

Liverpool Mercury,
* One of the most instructive as well as entertaining of narratives.

Mall Gazette,
* No better book or a present can be imagined, and the parents will equally

approve of a book which teaches geography so delightfully.'— Motu-
tng News,
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TRAVELS, SPORT, AND EXPLORATION.

Balfour—TWELVE HUNDRED MILES IN A WAGGON.
(See page 8 )

Beynon-WITH KELLY TO CHITRAL. (Siepage 4

)

Colvile—THE LAND OF THE NILE SPRINGS.
page 8 )

Custance-RIDING RECOLLECTIONS AND TURF
STORIES By HLNkY Cusi\NCi, three times winner of the Derbj

Oneiol crown 8vo cloth« ss 6d

*An admir*ible sketch of turf hi*>tor) duiink a \er> interesting period, well and
humorously written —S^otitn^ Lt/t

Freshfleld—EXPLORATION OF THE CAUCASUS. (See

page 3 )

Hole—A LITTLE TOUR IN AMERICA. (Seepage 7.)

Hole-A LITTLE TOUR IN IRELAND. By An Oxonian
(the Verj Re\ S R Hot I Dtm of RoUiesier) With nearly forty

illustrations by Joiih Lncii including the fimous steel I rontispiece of
the ‘ Claddagh Large impen-il i6mo

,
handsomely bound, gilt top,

los 6d

Pike—IN THE FAR NORTH-WEST. {See p 4 )

Portal—THE BRITISH MISSION TO UGANDA. By
the Wte Sir Glr\lu Pori \i K C M G 1 diied by RbNNCLL Rood,
C M G V\ ith 'in Introduction bi ihe Right Honourable Lord Ckomer»
G C M G Illustrated from photos taken during the L\pedUion by Colonel
Rh(juj b Demy 8vo 21s

Portal—MY MISSION TO ABYSSINIA. By the late Sir
Gerald H Portal, C B With Map and Illustrations Demy 8vo , rss

Slatin— FIRE AND SWORD IN THE SUDAN. (See

page 2 )

AMERICAN SPORT AND TRAVEL.
Theseboofs selectedpom the Catah^ueofWTS'uVS R \ND McNally &.Co ^the

well known ptibh^heis oj Chuif,o ha e betn plati4 in Mr Ln\^ abd Arnold s
hands ttndef the ttnpresstan that many BftUsh Itazellers and iipotisfnen may
find them useful b^ote starting on expeditions in ihe United States.

Aldrieh-ARCTIC ALASKA AND SIBERIA; or, Eight
Months with the Arctic Whalemen. ByHERELRrL Aldrich Crown
8vo

, cloth, 4S 6d
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AMERICAN GAME FISHES. Their Habits, Habitat, and
Peculidiities

,
How, When, and Where to Angle for them. By various

Writers Cloth, los. 6d.

Higgins—NEW GUIDE TO THE PACIFIC COAST. Santa
Route. By C A. Higgins. Crown 8vo

,
cloth, 4s. 6d.

Lefflngwell-THE ART OF WING - SHOOTING. A
Practical Treatise on the Use of the Shot-gun By W B Leffingwell.
With numerous Illustrations Crown 8vo , cloth, 4s. 6d.

Shields — CAMPING AND CAMP OUTFITS. By G.
O Shields ('Coquina') Containing also Chapters on Camp Medicine,
Cookery, and How to Load a Packhorse. Crown Bvo,, cloth, 5s.

Shields—THE AMERICAN BOOK OF THE DOG. By
various Writers Edited by G O Shields (‘ Coquina

’)
Cloth, 15s,

Thomas—SWEDEN AND THE SWEDES. By William
WiDOrRY Thomas, Jun ,

United States Ministei to Sweden and Norway
With numeious Illustrations Cloth, i6s

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.

Benson and Tatham—MEN OF MIGHT. Studies of Great

Characteis By A. C. Benson, M.A
,
and H. F. W. Tatham, M.A.,

Assistant Masters at Eton College Second Edition. Crown 8vo., cloth,

3s. 6d.

Boyle—THE RECOLLECTIONS OF THE DEAN OF
SALISBURY. By the Very Rev G D Boyle, Dean of .Salisbury.

With Photogravuie Portrait i voL, demy 8vo , cloth, i6s.

Sherard—ALPHONSE DAUDET : a Biography and Critical

Study, By R. H Sherakd, Editor of 'The Memoirs of Baron Meneval,’

etc With Illustrations. Deray 8vo , 15s.

* An e\celltint piece of journah'.ni, the kind of personal journalism which is both
entertaining and useful *—itaiuniay

‘M Daudci’s many .ul mil CT> owe a dtcp debt of graiiiude to Mr Sherard for bis

biography—a work which, aftei all, reflecK Ics*. credit upon its author than
upon itb subject ’—inoimiau

Fowler—ECHOES OF OLD COUNTY LIFE. Recollections

of Sport, Society, Politics, and Farmingm the Good Old Times. By J. K.

Fowler, of Aylesbury. Second ^ition, with numerous Illustrations, Bva

,

los. 6d. Also a large-paper edition, of 200 copies only, 21s. net.

*A very entertaining volume of reminiscences, full of good stories.'—TVtflA.
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Hare—MAHIA EDGEWORTH: her Life and Letters. Edited
By Augustus J C. Hare, Author of ‘The Story of Two Noble Lives,’

etc. Two vols., crown 8vo., with Portraits, i6s. net.

' Mr. Hare has written more than one good }>ook in his time, hut he has never produced
anything nearly so entertaining and \aluabie as his latest contribution to biography and
literature '—Saturday Revun

Hole—THE MEMORIES OF DEAN HOLE. By the Very
Rev S Reynolds Hole, Dean of Rochester. With the original

Illustrations from sketches by Leech and Thackeray, New Edition,
tw elfth thousand, one vol. , crown 8vo , 6s

* One of the most delightful collections of reminiscences that this generation has seen
—Daily Chronicle.

Hole—MORE MEMORIES : Being Thoughts about England
Spoken m America By ihe Very Rev. S Rlykolds Hole, Dean of
Rochester. With Frontispiece Demy 8vo , i6s

‘ There i«i not i pnee m thi'? ^oIume without its good thing, its touch of wit or wisdom,
quaint droller) , apt illustr-ition, or itnick -i-vaociation, kind counsel, gra\ e truth, or happy
anecdote ’—/I

‘ Full alike of contagious fun and mature wisdom ’—Daily Chronicle

Kay—OMARAH’S HISTORY OF YAMAN. The Arabic
Te\t, edited, with a translation, by Henry Cassels Kay, Member of the
Royal Asiatic Society. Demy 8yo , cloth, 17s 6d. net.

Knight-Bpuee-MEMORIES OF MASHONALAND. (.See

page 7

)

Lecky—THE POLITICAL VALUE OF HISTORY. By
W. E H Lecky, D C L , LL D An Address delivered at the Midland
Institute, reprinted with additions Crown Bvo., cloth, 25. 6d,

Le Fanu—SEVENTY YEARS OF IRISH LIFE. Being
the Recollections of W^ R Le Fanu. With Portraits of the Author ard
J Sheridan Le Fanu. A New Edition in preparation,

It ydl delight all reader^English ano Scotch no less than Irish, Nationalists no less
than Unionists, Roman Catholics no less than Orangemen '—Tifnes

Macdonald-THE MEMOIRS OF THE LATE SIR JOHN
A. MACDONALD. G C B

, First Ptime Minister of Canada. Edited by
JOSEPH Pope, his Private Secretary With Portraits. Two vols . demy
8\o ,32*: '

.

andauthoriiati\e biographj throws much welcome light on the course of
public nriaiis in Canada, well as on the interesting personality of one of the chief actors
in an epoch of change and restlessness, as w cll as of pi ogress and expansion '—.S tandard.

MUner—ENGLAND IN EGYPT. By Sir Alfred Milner,
K.C.B. Popular Edition, with an Additional Prefatory Chapter on Eayot
in 1894. Large crown 8vo.

, with Map, cloth, 7s. 6d.
‘ No journalist or public man ought to be permitted to write or speak about EavDt for

n J? solenmly declare that be has read tt from cover w raver'.—‘jJaiiy Lftionicte.
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MilneF— ARNOLD TOYNBEE. A Reminiscence. By
Alfred Milner, C B

, Author of ‘ Lngland in Lgypt Crown 8vo »

buckram, 2s 6d
,
paper, is

‘An admirable sketch, *it once sympathetic and discnminating, of a very remarkable
personality It was onl> due to Toynbee s memory that it should be published, but it is

equally due to Its intrinsic merit that it should bie uarml> welcomed and appreciated.
Slight as It IS, It IS a masterly analysis of acomm*itiding personal influence, and a social
force of rare potenc> and eflect

'— Ptittes

Oman—k HISTORY OP ENGLAND. By Charles Oman,
Fellow of All Souls' College, and Lecturer in History at New College,
Oxford ,

Author of * Warwick the Kingmaker, ‘ A History of Greece,’
etc Crown Svo

,
cloth, 4s 6d net

'This IS the nearest approach to the ideil School History of England which has }et
been u ritten —Guardian

Pulitzer—THE ROMANCE OF PRINCE EUGENE. {See

page 9 )

Raleigh—R. L. STEVENSON. {See page lo.)

Ransome—THE BATTLES OF FREDERICK THE GREAT;
Extracts froin Carlyle s ‘ History of Trederick the Great. ’ Edited by Cyril
Ransome, M A ,

Professor of History m the Yorkshire College, Leeds
With a Map specially drawn for this work, Carlyle s original Battle-Plans

and Illustrations by Adolph Mpn/ll Cloth, imperial i6mo , 5s

Santley—STUDENT AND SINGER. The Reminiscences
of Ch\rles Santley New Edition, crown Bvo , cloth, 6s.

Tollemaehe-BENJAMIN JOWETT. {See page \o.)

Twining—RECOLLECTIONS OF LIFE AND WORK.
Being the Autobiography of Louisa Twining One vol . Bvo cloth, 155.

LITERATURE AND BELLES LETTRES.

WORKS BY THE REV. CANON BELL, D.D.,
Rector of Cheltenham and Honorary Canon of Carlisle.

DIANA’S LOOKING GLASS, and other Poems.

Crown Svo
,
cloth, Js. net.

POEMS OLD AND NEW.
Crown Svo., cloth, 7s. 6d.

THE NAME ABOVE EVERY MAME, and other
Sermons.

Crown Svo., cloth. S';
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Bell—KLEINES HAUSTHEATER. Fifteen Little Plays in

German for Chilaren By Mis Hlgh Bcll Crown 8vo cloth 2S

Most of these little pKys have been adapted from the authors Petit

1 heatre the remimder from a little book of English pla)s by the same writer

entitled ' Nursery Comedies

Butler-SELECT ESSAYS OF SAINTE BEUVE. Chiefly
bearing on English literature Trinslitcd by A J Blillr Translator

of The Memoirs of Bai on M ibot One vol 8\o cloth 5s net

English re‘)dei>> shoul 1 not fill to make themselves acqjai ted \ ith the work of one
f the clearest no tlroaJI^ t 1 at vil saicst ciitics of their literature that France
has ] reduced —L/it/y ItU^taph

The present tian fation is esccllcnc —Mot ntttg Post

Collinffwood—THORSTEIN OF THE MERE : a Saga of

the I\ortl 111 ninlakcUnd Ly W G CoiiiNGWOOn Author of Life

ofJobnRuslin etc With 111 istruions Price loa 6d

Cook—THE DEFENSE OF POESY, otherwise known
as AN APOhOGT? FOB POETEY By Sir Piiii ii SiDVEY Edited by
A S Cook. Professor of 1 nglisli Iiteratuii. m \a!e Univusity Crown
8\o tlolh 4S 6d

Cook—A DEFENCE OF POETRY. By Percy Bysshe
SHrLLEY Edited ivith notes and mtioduction b> Profe sor \ S Cook
CiONnSvo cloth sa 6d

Davidson—A HANDBOOK TO DANTE. By Giovanni
A S viii I ransKud from the Italian with notes and additions
b> luoM \s D wiOsON M \ Crown 8vo cloth 6s

Fleming—THE ART OF READING AND SPEAKING.
{Seepage ^ )

Garnett— SELECTIONS IN ENGLISH PROSE FROM
ELIZABETH TO VICTORIA Chosen and ananged by J ymes M GtR
aril iVI V LL D 700 pages luge crown 8vo cloth 7a 6d

Goschen—THE CULTIVATION AND USE OF IMAGINA-
TION By the Right Hon GLORcr Joachim Goschen Crown 8vo
cloth 2s 6d

Ekcelle It t ays — 7/ stnintsia Ca tt/c
Full f escellcnt advice ctraciively put —

GREAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Eton— Harrow— Win
cuesrm — RtGBV—Wl S 1 M1^S 1 LR— M \RLBOROUGH— CHELTENHAM—naiLEYBiJin— CiirroN — CHMTCHHousr With nearly a hundred
Illuatrations by the beiat artists One vol , large iiuperial i6ino

,
band,

somely bound, 6s

Gammere-OLD ENGLISH BALLADS. Selected and
Edited by Francis B Gummere, Professor of English in Haverford
College, USA Crown 8vo , cloth, 5s 6d
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Harrison—STUDIES IN EARLY VICTORIAN LITERA-
TORE. page 9 )

Hole—ADDRESSES TO WORKING MEN FROM PULPIT
AND PLATFORM. By the Very Re\ S Rlynolds Hole, Dean of
Rochester This \olume contains nineteen Addresses .'ind Sermon^
delivered by Dean Hole to Working Men on Friendly Societies, Gamblmr
and Betting, the Church and Dissent, to Soldier^, on Temperance, Un
belief. True Kducation, Work, etc One \ol., crown 8vo., 6s.

* A book of great interest and gieat exLclIence — Scotsman

Hudson-THE LIFE, ART, AND CHARACTERS OF
SHAKESPEARE Ry HrMv\ \ IIldson, DL D

,
Editor of T/Sc

J/atvaui iiliakts/Lau, etc 909 pig^s, m two vols , laigc ciown 8vo ,

cloth, SIS

Hudson. — THE HARVARD EDITION OF SHAKE-
SPEARE’S COMPLETE WORKS. A fine Libraiy Edition
Hj Hlnuy N IIunsoN, LL D

, \uMioi oi ‘ Ihe Life, Ait, and Charge
tcis of Shakcspcire In twenty \oUimcs, latge crown 8\o., cloth, £6
Also in ten volumes, ^5

Hunt — Leigh Hunt’s ‘WHAT IS POETRY?’ An
Answer to tin. Quest on, ‘ Wlnt u Poetiy ? including Remarks on Versifi-

cation li> Li Kfii IIlm Edited, with notes, h> Piofessor A. b Cook
Liown 8\o , cloth, 2s (id

Lang-LAMB’S ADVENTURES OF ULYSSES. With an
Invtodwcuon by Andwew Square 8vo cloiU, is, 6d. Also the

Piize Edition, gilt edges, 2s.

Maud-WAGNER’S HEROES. (.Seepage ii.)

Morrison—LIFE’S PRESCRIPTION, In Seven Doses.
By D M L\ki n Mokkisun Ciowii 8\o ,

piiUimcnt, is. 6d.

Sehelling—A BOOK OF ELIZABETHAN LYRICS Selected
and Edited bv F. L SCHLLLING, Piofessor of English Liteiature jn the

University of Pennsylvania Crown Sto
,
cloth, 5s 6d

Sehelling—BEN JONSON’S TIMBER. Edited by Professor
F L ScuLLLiNG Liovsn 8\o,, cloth, 4s

Siehel-THE STORY OF TWO SALONS. {Seepage ii.)

Thayer—THE BEST ELIZABETHAN PLAYS. Edited,
with an Introduction, by Wilu.\m R. Tii ulr. 612 pages, latge crown
8vo., cloth, 7s. fid.

WINCHESTER COLLEGE. Illustrated by Herbert Mar-
SHALL. With Contnbutions m Prose and Verse by Old Wykehamists.
Demy4ta, cloth, 25s. net. A few copies of the first edition, limited to

1,000 copies, are still to be had.
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WORKS BY RENNELL ROOD, C.M.G.

FEDA, with other Poems, chiefly Lyrical.

With an Etching by Harpex Pennington.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

THE UNKNOWN MADONNA, and other Poems.

With a Frontispiece hy W. B. Richmond, A.R.A.

Crown 8vo., cloth, Js.

THE VIOLET CROWN, AND SONGS OF ENGLAND.
With a Frontispiece by the Marchioness of Granby.

Crown 8vo., cloth, 5s.

THE CUSTOMS AND LORE OF MODERN GREECE.

With seven full-page Illustrations by Tristram Ellis.

8vo., cloth, 8s. 6d.

FICTION.
SIX SHILLING NOVELS.

TOMMY ATKINS. By Robert Blatchford. {See p. 6.)

A MASK AND A MARTYR. By E. Livingston Prescott.
{Seep 6

)

A RELUCTANT EVANGELIST. By Alice Spinner.

(5« p. 6 )

ORMISDAL. A Novel. Bythe Earl of Dunmore, F.R.G.S.,

Author of ‘The Pamirs ‘ One vol , crown 8vo., cloth, 6s.

‘ In this hree/y nnd entertaining novel Lord Dunmore has given us a very readable and
racy story of the life that ceiitie't m a Highland shooting, ^out the end of August '

—

Giasga^M Herald

THE TUTOR’S SECRET. (Le Secret du Prdcepteur.)

Translated from the French of Victor Cherbuliez. One vol, crown
8vo., doth, 6s.

* If Victor Cherbuliez did not already posess a great reputation, his latest production
would have been quite sufficient to secure him renown as a novelist. From the first line
to the last we recognise a master-hand at work, and there is not a page that even the
veriest skimmer will care to pass over.'—IFestfninster Gasette,
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FICTION—(continued)

THREE SHILLING AND SIXPENNY NOVELS

WORTH WHILE. By I F Montresor (See page 6

)

ON THE THRESHOLD. By Isabella O Ford, Author of
* Miss Blake of Monkshalton One vol crown 8vo

,
3s 6d

* It IS a relief to turn from many of the novels that come before us to
Miss Ford s true penetrating* and sympathetic descnption of the hves of some
of the women of our day —Guatdtati

THE MYSTERY OF THE RUE SOLY. Translated by
Lady Knutsford from the French of H de B\L7Ac Crown 8vo
cloth 3s 6d

* Lady Knutsford s transHtion of Bal/ac & famous story is excellent —Scotsman

DAVE’S SWEETHEART. By Mary Gaunt One vol,
8vo cloth 3s 6d

*Of all the Australian novels that have been laid before readers in this country,
' Dave s Sweetheart in a literary point of mow and as a hni«hed production takes a
higher place than any that has yet appeared From the opening scene to the closing
page we have no hesitation in predicting that not a word w ill be skipped even by the
most blasi of novel readers —Spectator

MISTHER O’RYAN An Incident in the History of a
Nation By Edward McNulty Small 8vo elegantly bound 3s 6d

* An extremely well written satire of the possibilities of blarney and brag —Pall Mall
Gazette

STEPHEN RRMARX. The Story of a Venture in Ethics
By the Hon and Rev James Adderley formerly Head of the Oxford
House and Christ Church Mision Bethnal Green Twenty Second
Thousand Small 8vo ,

elegantly bound 35 6d Also in paper cover is

' Let us express our thankfulness at encountering for once in a way an author who can
amuse us -Saturday Reoieiv

HALF A CROWN NO\ ELS

LOVE-LETTERS OF A WORLDLY WOMAN. By Mrs.
W K Clifford Author of Aunt Anne Mrs Keith s Cnme etc

One vol , crown 8vo , cloth, 2s 6d

* One of the cle\ erest books that ever a woman wrote —Queen

THAT FIDDLER FELLOW ; A Tale of St Andrews By
Horace G Hutchinson, Author of ‘My Wifes Politics,’ ‘Golf,’
’ Creatures of Circumstance etc Crown Sro ,

cloth as 6d
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COUNTRY HOUSE—PASTIMES.

EUacombe—IN A GLOUCESTERSHIRE GARDEN. By
the Rev H. N Ellvcombe, Vicar of Bitton, and Honorary Canon of

Bnstol. Authoi of ‘ Plant Lore and Garden Craft of Shakespeare

Second Edition Crown 8vo . cloth, 63.

‘The book may be warmly recommended to -ill who lo\e gardens, while it also cannot

fail to interest even the horticultural^ unlearned Itiswrntten in a stjle that is clear,

bright, "ind simple, and from beginninc; to end there is not a dull or w eansome sentence
’

I/u Guardian
‘ Altogether a charming book.*— Gazette

Hole—A BOOK ABOUT THE GARDEN AND THE
GABDENEB By the Very Rev S Reynolds Hole, Dean of Rochester.

Second edition. Crown 8vo<.

Hole—A BOOK ABOUT ROSES. By the Very Rev. S.

Reynolds Hole (De?n of Rochester) Twentieth thousand. Crown

8vo
,
cloth, as 6d

Brown — PLEASURABLE POULTRY - KEEPING. By
E. Brown, F L S Fully illustrated One vol

,
crown 8vo ,

cloth, as. 6d.

' Mr Brown has estnUtshed for himself a unique position in regard to this subject, and
what he h is to sa> not only sound coim«:el, but la presented m a very readable form.’

—

Nottingham Daily Guardian

Brown—POULTRY-KEEPING AS AN INDUSTRY FOR
FARMERS AND COTTAGERS By Edward Brown. Fully illustrated.

Seco id edition. Demy 4to , cloth, 6s

Brown—INDUSTRIAL POULTRY-KEEPING. By Edward
Brown Illustrated. Paper boards, is. A small handbook chiefly

intended for cottagers and allotment holders

Bpown—POULTRY FATTENING. By E. Brown, F.L.S.

Fully illustrated. New Edition. Crown 8vo , is. 6d

White—PLEASURABLE BEE-KEEPING. By C. N. White,
Lecturer to the County Councils of Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, etc.

Fully illustrated. One vol,, crown 8vo., cloth, as. 6d.

'A complete guide for the amateur bee-keeper, as clear and concise as such a guide can
be made *—Gla^gom Herald.
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Gossip—THE CHESS POCKET MANUAL. By G. H. D.
Gossip A Pocket Guide, with numerous Specimen Games and Illustra-

tions Small 8vo , 2S 6d

Cunningham—THE DRAUGHTS POCKET MANUAL. By
J. G Cunningham An Introduction to the Game m all its branches
Small 8vo

,
w ith numerous diagrams, 2S 6d

* These two excellent little manuals may be mentioned together Both will be found
well worth studj by those who are interested in the subjects which the> discuss'

—

Spectator

Kenney-Herbert-COMMON-SENSE COOKERY: based
OP Modern English and Continental Principles, Worked out m Detail

By Colonel A Kenney Herbert (* Wyvern
) Large crown 8vo

,
over

500 pp ,
7s 6d.

'A bonk which is sure to haie a large ci'culation, since the 'luthor, the well known
** Wyvern, been for some time generall) accepted as perh'ips the chief English
'luthoritj on the art of cookeiy '

—

fttius

Kenney-Herbert—FIFTY BREAKFASTS : containing a

great variety of New and Simple Recipes for Brc'ikfast Dishes By

Colonel Kenney Herbert (* Wyvern
')

Small 8\o
,
as 6d

‘All who know the culinary wotks of ‘Wyve n areawiie that they combine
1 remark able conviction nnd excellent ti'^te with an exceptional practicalness

ind preclusion m detail His * Fifty Breakfasts will well sustain this reputa-

tion —SiUmdav Rcoiuy.

Kenney-Herbert—FIFTY DINNERS. By Colonel Kenney-
Herbert. Small 6vo ,

cloth, as 6d

' The book is eminently sensible, practiral, and clenr and as the author is a

well known authority on all that relates to the culinarv art the success of his

latest venture as a caterer may be t iken for granted — iku

Kenney-Herbert—FIFTY LUNCHES. By Colonel Kenney-
Hlrberi Small 8vo , cloth, as 6d

Sborland—CYCLING FOR HEALTH AND PLEASURE.
By L H PoKTER. Authoi of ' Wheels and \\ hctling, etc Revised and
edited by F. W Shokland, Amateur Champion 1893-9394. With
numerous Illustrations, small 8va, 2s 6d.

‘ Will be welcomed by all to whom the wheel is dear. The book is intensely

practical, and^it is a most useful vade mecum for the cycling tourist '—Daily
Telegtapk
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SCIENCE, PHILOSOPHY, ETC.

Bryan—THE MARK IN EUROPE AND AMERICA. A
Review of the Discussion on Early Land Tenure, By Enoch A. Bryan,
A.M., President of Vincennes University, Indiana. Crown 8vo., cloth,

4S. 6d,

Burgess—POLITICAL SCIENCE AND COMPARATIVE
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, ByJOHN'W Burgess, Ph.D., LL.D.,
Dean of the University Faculty of Political Science in Columbia College,

U.S..\. [n two volumes Demy 8vo., cloth, 255.

Fawcett—THE RIDDLE OF THE UNIVERSE. Being
an Attempt to determine the First Principles of Metaphysics considered as

an Inquiry into the Conditions and Import of Consciousness, By Edward
Douglas Fawcett One vol , demy 8vo.

,
r4s

Hopkins— THE RELIGIONS OF INDIA. By E W.
HoPKiNb, Ph D. (Leip^ic), Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology in Bryn Mawr C ollege One \ol , demy 8vo., 8s 6d net

Ladd—LOTZE'S PHILOSOPHICAL OUTLINES. Dictated
Portions of the Latest Lectures (at Gottingen and Berlin) of Hermann
Lol/.e Translated and edited by Gcorgp. T I. tliD, Professor of Philo-

sophy in Yale College About i8o pages in each volume Crown 8vo ,

cloth, 4S each Vol I Metaphysics Vol II Philosophy of Religion,

Vol III Practical Philosophy Vol IV. Psychology. Vol V .Esthetics.

Vol VI. Logic

THE JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY. Edited by C. O.
Whitman, Professor of Biology in Clark University, U S.A. Three
numbers in a volume of loo to 150 large 410. pages, with numerous plates.

Single numbers, 17s. 6d.
,
subscription to the volume of three numbers,

45s Volumes I. to X. can now be obtained, and the first number of
Volume XI is ready.

* Everyone who is interested m the kind of work published in it knows it.

It IS taken by all the chief libraries of collies, universities, etc ,
both in England

and the Continent ’—Pkofessor Ray Lankester.

‘ The Journal 0/Morpholo^ is too well known and appreciated to need any
praise from me.'—

P

rofessor Michael Foster

fflorg-an—ANIMAL LIFE AND INTELLIGENCE. By
Professor C Lloyd Morgan, F.GS, Principal of University College,
Bristol. With 40 Illustrations and a Photo-etched Frontispiece. Second
Edition. Demy 8vo., cloth, z6s.

Morgan—PSYCHOLOGY FOR TEACHERS. By Professor
C Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S., Principal of Umversity College, Bristol.
Crown 8va, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.
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Morgan—THE SPBIN6S OF CONDUCT. By Professor
C» Lloyd Morgan, F.G.S. Cheaper Edition. Large crown 8vo., 3s. 6d

Morg-an-PSYCHOLOGY FOR TEACHERS. By Professor
C. Lloyd Morgan, FGS With a Preface by J G. Fiirn, M A

,

Lli D , late one of H M. Chief Inspectors of Training Colleges One
vol,, crown 8vo , cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

Younif—A GENERAL ASTRONOMY. By Charles A.
Young, Professor of Astronomy in the College of New Jersey, Associate
of the Royal Astronomical bociety, Author of The ^urt, etc. In one vol.,

550 pages, with 250 Illustrations, and supplemented with the necessary
tables. Royal 8vo., half morocco, 12s od

ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOKS, ETC.

For further particulars of books under this heading see

special Catalogue of Gift Books for Presents and Prizes.

WINCHESTER COLLEGE. Illustiated by Herbert
Marshall With Contributions in Prose and Verae by Old
Wyklhamists Demy 410 . cloth, 255. net A few copies of the first

edition, limited to 1,000 copies, are still to be had.

GREAT PUBLIC SCHOOLS. Eton— Harrow — Win-
chester — Rugby—

W

i stminsilr

—

ifAKLBOROuGH—

C

heltenham

—

Haileyblry— Clifton— Charterhouse With nearly a Hundred
Illustrations by the best arlisls One vol , large imperial i6mo , hand-
somely bound, 6s.

A LITTLE TOUR IN IRELAND. By An Oxonian (the

Very Rev S R. Hole, Dean of Rochester) With nearly forty Illustra-

tions by John Leech, including the famous steel Frontispiece of the
* Claddagh.'

** A New I dition tn pieparation

WILD FLOWERS IN ART AND NATURE. By J. C. L.
Sparkes, Principal of the National Art Training School, South Kensing-

ton, and F. W. Burbidge, Curator of the University Botanical Gardens,

Dublin. With ai Full-page Coloured Plates by H. G. MOON. Royal 4to.,

handsomely bound, gilt edges, 21s.
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PICTURES OF BIRDS. For the Decoration of Home and
Schools

List of Coloured Plates *

Blue Tit
I

Bullfinch
]

Skylark I Waterwa^Ttaal
Thmsh Swallow Blackbird Starling
Ghafflnoh

I
Yellowhanmier. I Sparrow I Robin.

The Pictures can be supphed in the following styles

Unmounted—(A per Plate Set of 12 in envelope, 6s

Mounted—Single Plates, mounted on boards 12 by inches, eyeletted

and strung, is cich Sets of 3 Plates, mounted together on boards,

34 by 15 inches c}eleUed and strung, 2s 6d each

Fratned—Single Plate?, mounted and framed, 25 each Sets of 3 Plates

mounted and framed together, 4s 6d each,

AH the abOi.e prices are net

WILD FLOWER PICTURES. For the Decoration of Home
and School Twenty one Beautifully Coloured Plates, issued in the same

slylt- ind at the same prices as the ‘ Birds

Honeysuckle
Forget-me Not
Convolyulus
Hawthorn
I^clims
Harebell
Daisy

Poppy
ComSower
Iris
Rose
Buttercup.
Heather.
Water-Lily

I

Foxglove
Cowslip

Primrose.
I

Violet
I

Daffodil
Anemone

BOOKS FOR THE YOUNG

SEVEN AND SIXPENCE EACH

TALES FROM HANS ANDERSEN. With nearly 40 Original

Illustrations b) L A Lpmann One vol
, 410 , handsomely bound m cloth

gilt, 7s 6d

THE SNOW QUEEN, and other Tales. By Hans
Christian Andersen Beautifully Illustrated by Miss E. A Lemann.
Small 4to,

, handsomely bound, gilt edges, 75, 6d
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FIVE SHILLINGS EACH.

ERIC THE ARCHER. By Maurice H. Hervey. With
numerous full-page Illustiations Handsomely bound, crown 8va, 5s.

THE FUR SEAL’S TOOTH. By Kirk Munroe. Fully

Illustrated. Crown 8vo. ,
cloth, 5s.

HOW DICK AND MOLLY WENT ROUND THE WORLD.
By M. H. Cornwall Lcgh. With numerous Illustrations. Fcap. 4to.i

doth, 5s.

DR. GILBERT’S DAUGHTERS. By Margaret Harriet
M \ THCws, Illustrated by Chris Hammond C rown 8vo

,
doth, s®-

THE REEF OF GOLD. By Maurice H. Hervey. With
numerous full-page Illustrations, handsomely bound. Gilt edges, 5s.

BAREROCK ; or, The Island of Pearls. By Henry Nash.
With numerous Illustrations by Lancelot Speed Large crown 8vo.,

handsomely bound, gilt edges, 5s.

THREE SHILLINGS AND SIXPENCE EACH.

HUNTERS THREE. By Thomas W Knox, Author of ‘The
Boy Travellers,' etc With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth,

3s 6d.

THE SECRET OF THE DESERT. By E. D. Fawcett.
With numerous full-page Illustrations Crown 8vo , cloth, 3s. 6d.

JOEL : A BOY OF GALILEE. By Annie Fellows John-
ston. With ten full-page Illustrabons. Crown 8vo. ,

cloth, 3s. 6d.

THE MUSHROOM CAVE. By Evelyn Raymond. With

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., doth, 3s, 6d.

THE DOUBLE EMPEROR. By W. Laird Clowes, Author

of ' The Great Peril,' etc. Illustrated. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
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SWALLOWED BY AN EARTHQUAKE. By E. D.

Fawcett, Author of • Hartmann the Anarchist,’ etc Illustrated CroNvn

8vo ,
3S 6d

HARTMANN THE ANARCHIST; or. The Doom of the
Great City. By E Douglas Fawcett With sixteen full page and

numerous smaller Illustrations by F T Jake One vol ,
crown 8vo ,

cloth, 3s 6d

ANIMAL SKETCHES : a Popular Book of Natural Historj

By Professor C Llo\ d Mokg P G is Crown 8vo ,
cloth, 3s 6d

TWO AND SIXPENCE EACH

CHILDREN’S HOUR SERIES

MASTER MAGNUS. By Mrs E M Field, Author of
• Mi\ed Pickles etc W ith hoai I ull p<tge Illustrations Small 8vo

,

2

MY DOG PLATO. By M H Cornwall Leoh With Four
Full page Illustmtions Small 8vo 2S 6d

FRIENDS OF THE OLDEN TIME. By Alice Gardner,
Lecturer m History at Newnham College, Cambridge Second Edition

Illustrated, square 8vo , 2S 6d

THE CHILDREN’S FAVOURITE SERIES. A Chaim,ng
Senes of Juienile Books, each plentifully Illustrated, and written in simple

language to pleise young readers Handsomely bound, and designed to

form an aiti active and entu taming senes of gift books for presents and
prizes The utmost care has been taken to maintain a thoroughly health>

tone throughout the Series combined with entertaining and interesting

reading /'i ice 2j eac/i or ^Ut edges. 2j Od.

my Book of Wonders.
My Book of Trayei stonea
My Book of Adventures

Book of the Sea.
My Book of Fables.
Deeds of Gold.

My Book of Penis
My Book of Fairy Tales,
low Book of BiMe Stones.
My Book of History Tales
Va Story Book of tynTnai..

Bhymes for You and Me
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THE INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION SERIES.
fBOEBEL'S FEDAOOOIC3 OF THE EINSEBOABTEN

;
or, His Ideas

oonceming the Play and Playthings of the Ohild Tnnslated b} J Jar> n
Crown 8\o

,
cloth, 6s

THE EDTTGATIOK OF THE GEEEZ PEOPLE, AHD ITS IHFLTTENCE
ON GlVIIiIZATION B) Thomas Davidson Crown 6\o cloth, 6s

SYSTEMATIC SCIENCE TEACHING By Edward G. Howe. Crown
8\o ,

cloth, 6s

EVOLUTION OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM IN MASSACHUSETTS.
B> George H Martin Crown 8%

o

, cloth,

THE INFANT MIND; or, Mental Development m the Child Trans
lated from the German ofW Prcier Professor of Fh^siolog/ in the University of

Jena Crown 8\o
,
cloth, 4s 6d

ENGLISH EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTAEY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS By Isaac Siiarplcss LL D Fre'iident of Haverford College, USA
Crown 8vo

,
cloth, 4s 6d

EMILE, or, A Treatise on Education By Jean Jacques Rousseau
Translated and Edited by W H Paykb Ph D , LL D ,

President of the Peabody
Normal College US \ Crown 8\o cloth 6

EDUCATION FROM A NATIONAL STANDPOINT Translated from the
French of Alpred I otiu i-t by W J Grclkstrcbt M \ Head Master of the

Marling School Stroud CrownSvo cloth, 7s 6d

THE MORAL INSTRUCTION OF CHILDREN By Felix Adler,
President of the Ethical Society of New Xork Crown 8vo cloth, 6s

THE PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION By Johann K \rl Rosenkran/,
Doctor of Iheoloin ‘ind Professor of Philosophy at Konigi>berg (Translated )

Crown 6n 0 , cloth o'*

A HISTORY OF EDUCATION By Piofessor F V N Painter Crown
8vo ,

6»

THE VENTILATION AND WARMING OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS. With
Flan:* and Diagram's By Gilulkt B Morrison Crown 8>o, 4a 6d

FROEBEL’S ‘ EDUCATION OF MAN ’ Translated by W. N. Hailm \n
Crown 8vo

,
6s

ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION By Dr J. Baldw in
Illustrated crown 8\o 6s

THE SENSES AND THE WILL Forming Fait I of ‘ The Mind of the
Child By W PreitR, Professor of Hiysiology m the University of Jena
(Translated ) Crow n 8vo

,
6s

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTELLECT Forming Part II of ‘ The
Mind of the Child By Profe'»s>rW PKiaLR (Iranslated; CrownSvo, 6a

HOW TO STUDY GEOGRAPHY By Frvncis W Parker. Crown
6\o 6-*

A HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES. By Richard
A Booni. Frofesa 3r of Pc<laL,oay m Indiana Uni\ cuity Crown 8\o , 6s

EUROPEAN SCHOOLS, or, Wh*it I Saw in the Schools of Germany,
France Auatna, and Swit/eiland By L R Klim i, PhD With numerous
Illustrations Crow n 8\ o , 8s 6d

PRACTICAL HINTS FOR TEACHERS B/Giorge Howland, Super
mtendent of the Chicago Schools Crown 8vo , 4s 6d

SCHOOL SUPERVISION. By J. L. Pickard. 4s. 6d

HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN IN EUROPE By Helens Lange
4s 6d

HEBSABI’B TEXT-BOOK IS F8TCE0I0O7 ByM K. Smith 4^. 6d

FBTCHOLOOT APPLIED TO THE AET OP TEACHIEO. By Dr. J.
BALD^\IN 6S
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PERIODICALS.

THE NATIONAL REVIEW.
Edited by L. J. MAXSE.

Price Half a-crown monthly.

Among recent contnbutors to the Review have heen :

H. O. Arnold-Forster, M.P.
Lord Ashbourne.

Alfred Austin.

Right Hon A. J. Balfour, M.P.
Miss Balfour.

Sir David Barbour, K.C.S.I.

A C. Benson.

Hon. St. John Brodrick, M.P.
Right Hon. J. Chamberlain,

M.P.

Admiral Colomb.

E. T, Cook.

Rt Hon Leonard Courtney,

M.P.
Hon. G. N. Curzon, M.P.
Sir Mountstuart Grant - Duff,

G.C.S.I.

Dr. Symons Eccles.

Violet Fane.

Lord Farrer.

Earl Grey, K.G.

George Gissing.

Lord George Hamilton, M.P.
Benjamin Kidd.

Rudyard Kipling.

James W. Lowther, M.P.

I Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P*

Hon. Alfred Lyttelton.

Hon. Mrs. Alfred Lyttelton.

The late Earl of Lytton.

J. A. Fuller Maitland.

Admiral Maxse.

Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart.,

M.P.

Mortimer Menpes.

George Meredith.

Sir H. Stafford Northcote, Bart.,

M.P.
R. H. Inglis Palgpuve.

Sir Frederick Pollock, Bart.

Stanley Lane Poole.

T. W. Russell, M P.

The Marquis of Salisbury, K-G.
F. C. Selous.

Leslie Stephen.

Sb Loe Strachey.

The Earl of Suffolk.

I

H. D. Traill.

Sir Richard Webster, Q.C.,

M.P.

Rev. J. E. C. Welldon.

Viscount Wohner, M.P.

London: EDWARD ARNOLD, 37 BEDFORD ST., W.C.

$nbUsh<c to tiu Znbis (DiBct.
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THE PHILOSOPHICAL KEVIEW.

Edited by J. G. SCHURMAN,
Professor of Philosophy m Cornell University, U.S.A.

Six Numbers a year. Single Numbers, 3s. 6d. ;
Annual Subscription, 14s.

post free. The first number was issued in January, 1892.

The Review ranges over the whole field of Philosophy; the articles are
signed, and the contributors include the names of the foremost philoso-

phical teachers and writers of America, and many of those of England and
the Continent of Europe

THE JOURNAL OF MORPHOLOGY :

A Journal of Animal Morphology, devoted principally to Embiyological

Anatomical, and Histological Subjects

Edited by C. O. WHITMAN, Professor of Biologym Clark University, U.S A
Three numbers in a volume of loo to 150 large 410 pages, with numerous

plates, Single numbers, 17s dd. ; subscription to the volume of three

numbers, 45s Volumes I. to X can now be obtained, and the first

two numbers of Volume XI. are ready.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE INDIA OFFICE
AND OF THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA.

Mr. Edward Arnold, having been appointed Publisher to the

Secretary of State for India in Council, has now on sale the

above publications at 37 Bedford Street, Strand, and is piepared

to supply full information concerning them on application.

INDIAN GOVERNMENT MAPS.

Any of the Maps in this magnificent series can now be obtained

at the shortest notice from Mr. Edward Arnold, Publisher to

the India Office.
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The following Catalogues of Mr. Edward Arnold’s Publica-

tions will be sentpostfree on application :

CATALOGUE OF WORKS OF GENERAL
LITERATURE.

GENERAL CATALOGUE OF EDUCATIONAL
WORKS,

Including the principal Publications of Messrs. Ginn and Company, Educa-

tional Fubhshers, of Boston and New York, and Messrs. E. L. Kellogg

and Company, of New York.

CATALOGUE OF WORKS FOR USE IN

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS.
With Specimen Pages.

ILLUSTRATED LIST OF BOOKS FOR
PRESENTS AND PRIZES.

CATALOGUE OF INDIA OFFICE
PUBLICATIONS.

CATALOGUE OF INDIA OFFICE MAPS.
Pncc 6d.

''J[
LIST OF AMERICAN PERIODICALS WITH

SUBSCRIPTION RATES.

AMERICAN BOOKS.— The importation of all American

Books, Periodicals, and Newspapers is conducted by a special

department, with accuracy and despatch, and full information

can be obtained on application.

London : EDWARD ARNOLD, 37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND.

Pnblisluc to the £nbm (DtSce.




